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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Interstate Technical and Regulatory Council (ITRC) Groundwater Statistics and Mon-
itoring Compliance (GSMC) team has prepared this guidance document to help envir-
onmental practitioners better apply groundwater statistics in environmental projects. The
purpose of this document is to help these practitioners to understand, interpret, and use stat-
istical techniques to successfully manage groundwater compliance or cleanup projects. The
guidance presented here is specifically for environmental project managers who must
review or use statistical calculations for reports, who must make recommendations or
decisions based on statistics, or who must demonstrate compliance for groundwater pro-
jects. These individuals typically have a technical background and experience in one or
more disciplines related to site compliance or cleanup, but do not have specific expertise in
statistics or access to in-house statistical expertise.

Groundwater statistical methods have applications throughout the life cycle of envir-
onmental projects. This document organizes the discussion of site management around five
main stages in an environmental project life cycle: release detection, site characterization,
remediation, monitoring, and closure. These tasks and their descriptions presented here cor-
relate with the activities described in various regulatory programs. Although individual pro-
jects may vary in their progression through these stages, groundwater statistical tests can
support decision making, regardless of how the project is defined.

Each of the project life cycle stages listed above progresses through development and refine-
ment of the conceptual site model (CSM). This document explores some of the common
problem statements that guide decision making throughout environmental projects and
poses a list of typical study questions:

l Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations?
l Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?
l Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?
l Study Question 4: When will contaminant concentrations reach a criterion?
l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?
l Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?
l Study Question 7: What are the contaminant attenuation rates in wells?
l Study Question 8: How do contaminant concentrations change with distance from
the source area?

l Study Question 9: Is the sampling frequency appropriate (temporal optimization)?
l Study Question 10: Is the spatial coverage of the monitoring network appropriate
(spatial optimization)?

These study questions relate one to another in the context of specific groundwater eval-
uation objectives that may be familiar to practitioners during various project life cycle
stages. Study Questions 1 and 2 assess background concentrations. Study Questions 3 and
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4 assess contaminant concentrations with respect to criteria (such as regulatory standards).
Study Questions 5 and 6 evaluate temporal trends in data sets. Study Questions 7 and 8
assess temporal and spatial rates of change for contaminants. Study Questions 9 and 10
evaluate if the frequency of sampling and spatial coverage of wells are appropriate, leading
to an optimal monitoring program.

These study questions serve as a bridge to connect life cycle activities with relevant stat-
istical tests and methods. This document is not a tutorial on tests and methods, but rather
illustrates how these tests and methods, along with general statistical approaches, can
address the practical applications, challenges, and misapplications associated with ground-
water statistics. In addition, available tools to conduct these tests and methods are presented
in this document. This guidance document provides an overview of the United States Envir-
onmental Protection Agency’s (USEPA's) March 2009 Statistical Analysis of Groundwater
Monitoring Data at RCRA Facilities (known as the Unified Guidance) and other resources
and shows how statistics are specifically applied to groundwater data for environmental pro-
jects.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This guidance document explains statistical techniques to evaluate and optimize groundwater mon-
itoring for environmental projects. The primary audience for this guidance is environmental prac-
titioners who have technical and project management experience, but who may not have specific
expertise in statistics. Public and tribal stakeholders reviewing environmental reports will also find
this guidance helpful. Other good sources of information about statistics include the United States
Environmental Protection Agency’s (USEPA's) March 2009 Statistical Analysis of Groundwater
Monitoring Data at RCRA Facilities (known as the Unified Guidance), Statistical Methods for
Groundwater Monitoring (Gibbons, Bhaumik, and Aryal 2009), and several ASTM International
(ASTM) publications on statistical methods for environmental monitoring (ASTM 2010a, 2010b,
and 2012), as well as a wide variety of tools and software packages for performing statistical cal-
culations and evaluations. Even with these resources, however, practitioners may still feel chal-
lenged when reviewing or implementing statistics. This guidance document provides an overview
of the Unified Guidance and other resources and shows how to apply statistics specifically to ana-
lytical results from groundwater sampling in order to make better decisions in environmental pro-
jects.

1.1 Purpose

The purposes of this document and associated Internet-based training include the following:

l provide greater clarity to the planning, implementation, and communication of groundwater
statistical methods and results

l provide information about available statistical tools and software in a useful format
l help practitioners to review and use statistical methods to improve the quality of their
decisions

l help practitioners to identify the specific tasks within a project life cycle that benefit from stat-
istical approaches

l provide better understanding of the statistical concepts that may be used for systematic plan-
ning such as USEPA's seven-step Data Quality Objective (DQO) Process (USEPA 2006a)

1.2 Scope and Limitations

This document offers practical tips for using information that is already published in other
resources such as USEPA’s Unified Guidance. This document is not a stand-alone tutorial on stat-
istics, but instead addresses the practical applications, challenges, and misapplications associated
with the use of groundwater statistics. The study questions, methods, and software packages are
not all-inclusive and others may be appropriate. Concepts presented in this document apply to
groundwater projects in many regulatory programs such as those under the Comprehensive Envir-
onmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA), the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA), voluntary cleanup, and underground storage tank (UST) programs. The

http://www.itrcweb.org/gsmc-1/Content/Resources/Unified_Guidance_2009.pdf
http://www.itrcweb.org/gsmc-1/Content/Resources/Unified_Guidance_2009.pdf
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document is organized around life cycle stages of typical environmental projects including release
detection, site characterization, remediation, monitoring, and closure. The guidance presented here
will help users to ask the right questions about data and identify appropriate statistical methods to
answer these questions.

This document does not address issues associated with hydrogeology, sampling methodology, Con-
ceptual Site Model development, and analytical data quality. For example, it does not provide guid-
ance on well installation, sampling, or hydrogeological interpretation. The default assumption,
unless otherwise stated, is that data are representative, valid, and usable. In practice, statistical
approaches such as tests for outliers and exploratory data analysis (EDA) described in Section 3.5:
Testing Assumptions can be used with available data of uncertain quality. However, a more com-
plete understanding of what makes data “ideal” may put the existing data into context so that it can
be used with the appropriate level of confidence (see Section 3.3.1: Data Quality).

Additionally, this document does not provide guidance on geostatistical analyses or software, with
the exception of some tools included in Appendix D that offer spatial analysis for optimizing well
placement, redundancy, and sampling frequency. 

In order to simplify discussions in this document, certain terms have been used to standardize vari-
ous concepts. Some of terms may have different meanings for different regulatory agencies; their
use here is not intended to undermine or change a particular regulatory meaning. Examples include
“chemical” or “contaminant,” which are used depending on the context, and “criterion,” which is
used instead of terms such as “Groundwater Protection Standard (GWPS),” “cleanup standard,” or
“cleanup level.”

1.3 Background

The guidance presented here condenses and simplifies a selection of important methods from the
Unified Guidance. The Unified Guidance was developed for the statistical analysis of groundwater
data at RCRA facilities, but the statistical tests and graphical methods it describes are broadly
applicable for a variety of other environmental programs.

The Unified Guidance is consistent with strategies for systematic planning and conceptual site
model (CSM) concepts and was developed to help evaluate groundwater monitoring data for reg-
ulatory compliance. The statistical analyses described in the Unified Guidance and this document
require acceptable data. A series of USEPA quality management guidance documents that provide
information on data quality are also available:

l Guidance on Systematic Planning Using the Data Quality Objectives Process, QA/G-4
(USEPA 2006a)

l Guidance on Choosing a Sampling Design for Environmental Data Collection, QA/G-5S
(USEPA 2002a)

l Data Quality Assessment: A Reviewer's Guide, QA/G-9R (USEPA 2006b)
l Data Quality Assessment: Statistical Methods for Practitioners, QA/G-9S (USEPA 2006c)

ITRC-Groundwater Statistics and Monitoring Compliance December 2013
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l Guidance on Environmental Data Verification and Data Validation, QA/G-8 (USEPA
2008b)

Additionally, the information in this ITRC guidance document and others may assist with eval-
uation of soil contamination, remedial system optimization, and meeting goals of green and sus-
tainable remediation. The ITRC guidance document Incremental Sampling Methodology (ITRC
2012) addresses soil sampling approaches designed to ensure representative, reproducible, and
defensible data. ITRC's Improving Environmental Site Remediation Through Performance-Based
Environmental Management (ITRC 2007b) and related documents address how to use remedial
process optimization to systematically evaluate and manage uncertainty associated with the remedi-
ation process. Recommendations in these documents include the use of statistical tools such as the
Monitoring and Remediation Optimization System (MAROS) software and the Geostatistical Tem-
poral/Spatial (GTS) optimization algorithm to optimize monitoring networks. These software tools
and others are described in Appendix D of this document. In addition, ITRC's Green and Sus-
tainable Remediation: A Practical Framework (2011a) and related documents provide a frame-
work to achieve green and sustainable goals with better site management decisions. Finally,
additional information can be found in the Department of Energy's Scientific Opportunities for
Monitoring at Environmental Remediation Sites: Integrated Systems Based Approaches to Mon-
itoring (Bunn et al. 2012).

1.4 Document Audience

Based on the groundwater statistics survey (Appendix E), the target audience for this guidance is a
project manager (in industry, government, or consulting) who must review or use statistical cal-
culations to generate a report or demonstrate compliance for a groundwater-monitoring project.
This individual typically has technical experience in one or more disciplines related to site com-
pliance or cleanup but does not have specific expertise in statistics. This individual may not have
access to in-house statistical expertise, but still must make recommendations or decisions based on
statistics. This document guides the project manager in using appropriate statistical methods to
address common project objectives and recognizing common misapplications of statistics. A typical
application might include evaluating whether a groundwater remedy is functioning effectively or
whether there is a downward trend which supports a natural attenuation remedy selection.

1.5 Project Life Cycle Stages

Groundwater statistical methods can apply throughout the life cycle of environmental cleanup pro-
jects, including monitoring of active remediation systems. The terminology and regulatory frame-
work for the stages of the project within its life cycle, however, often vary under different
regulatory programs. For clarity, this document organizes the discussion of site management
around five main technical tasks:

l Section 4.2: Release Detection
l Section 4.3: Site Characterization
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l Section 4.4: Remediation
l Section 4.5: Monitoring
l Section 4.6: Closure

These tasks correlate with the activities described in various regulatory programs (such as RCRA,
CERCLA, State Voluntary Cleanup, and UST Site Cleanup). Although individual projects may
vary in their progression through these stages, groundwater statistical tests can support decision
making regardless of how the project is defined. Figure 1-1 summarizes the correlations between
the terms used in this guidance document and the terms used in several regulatory programs.

Figure 1-1. Correlation of regulatory terms.
Source: Adapted from ITRC RRM IBT slide 2011.

1.6 Study Questions

Each of the project life cycle stages listed above progress through development and refinement of
the CSM. This guidance explores some of the commonly identified problem statements that guide
decision making throughout environmental projects and poses a list of typical study questions that
are intended to connect life-cycle-based issues of concern with relevant statistical methods.

Ten common study questions were selected:

l Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations?
l Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?

ITRC-Groundwater Statistics and Monitoring Compliance December 2013
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l Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?
l Study Question 4: When will contaminant concentrations reach a criterion?
l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?
l Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?
l Study Question 7: What are the contaminant attenuation rates in wells?
l Study Question 8: How do contaminant concentrations change with distance from the source
area?

l Study Question 9: Is the sampling frequency appropriate (temporal optimization)?
l Study Question 10: Is the spatial coverage of the monitoring network appropriate (spatial
optimization)?

Study questions are discussed in more detail in Appendix C. Life cycle stages and related study
questions are discussed in Section 4.0. Statistical methods are presented in Section 5.0.

1.7 Document Organization

The information presented in this document is organized into the following sections:

l Section 2.0: Regulatory Framework and Challenges for Groundwater Statistics
l Section 3.0: General Statistical Approach
l Section 4.0: Statistical Analysis for Project Life Cycle Stages
l Section 5.0: Statistical Tests and Methods
l Section 6.0: Data Management Considerations
l Section 7.0: Public and Tribal Stakeholders Perspective
l Section 8.0: Summary and Conclusions
l Section 9.0: References

Additional appendices provide in-depth supporting information:

l Appendix A: Case Studies
l Appendix B: Common Misapplication of Statistics
l Appendix C: Study Questions
l Appendix D: Software Packages
l Appendix E: Survey Results
l Appendix F: Methods to Verify Underlying Assumptions for Tests
l Appendix G: GSMC Team Contacts
l Appendix H: Acronyms
l Appendix I: Glossary
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2.0 REGULATORY FRAMEWORKAND CHALLENGES FOR GROUNDWATER
STATISTICS

This section identifies various issues and concerns to consider as you plan use of statistics at a spe-
cific site. Presented here is an overview of state and federal regulatory requirements and example
applications of statistical methods as they are used in the private sector. The section also introduces
some general challenges in the use and application of statistics.

2.1 Regulatory Issues and Barriers

Inconsistent federal, state, and local regulations often complicate the evaluation of groundwater
data using statistical methods. Existing regulations differ widely and may not reflect the “state of
the science” or recognize the advantages and limitations of current statistical practices. The fol-
lowing summary of regulatory challenges is not an authoritative guide to the regulations, but rather
an overview of the widely varying requirements.

2.1.1 State Regulatory Perspective

Based on the ITRC groundwater statistics survey (Appendix E), state guidance on the use of stat-
istics ranged from “not well defined” to “overly prescriptive.” Differences in using statistics exist
among various programs within a state. The survey also revealed that some states are in the process
of developing statistical guidance. In a few cases, specific programs reject statistical analysis out-
right.

While some states have adopted and been authorized to implement statistical practices recom-
mended in the Unified Guidance for sites regulated under the Resource Conservation and Recov-
ery Act (RCRA), these practices are not consistently carried through to other cleanup programs.
State environmental cleanup programs may have requirements or guidance for statistical methods
that pre-date the Unified Guidance and do not reflect contemporary practices. Because tools and
approaches presented in this guidance document may differ from state and local guidance, reg-
ulators and the regulated community should closely coordinate planning and implementation of stat-
istical evaluations.

http://www.itrcweb.org/gsmc-1/Content/Resources/Unified_Guidance_2009.pdf
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Program Guidance

The following topic areas of envir-
onmental project management
were identified where existing pro-
gram guidance is likely:

l background evaluations

l treatment of nondetects

l comparison to criteria

l trend analyses

The following are examples of questions which may be
discussed between regulators and the regulated com-
munity:

l What are the state-specific requirements for the
test or procedure that is planned to be used?

l Are there multiple programs within the state with
differing requirements?

l Are there requirements that have been imple-
mented on a local (county or municipal) basis?

l Are there any common procedures for which the
state has no guidance or preference?

In instances where statistical evaluations are dis-
couraged or prohibited, or guidance is not consistent
with current best practices, provide results from statistical methods presented in this document to
introduce alternatives that may be considered.

A snapshot of the variability in the statistical requirements of state programs is provided in the
groundwater statistics survey (Appendix E). Contact the appropriate state regulatory agency to dis-
cuss the requirements for your particular project.

2.1.2 Federal Regulatory Perspective

USEPA’s Unified Guidance provides recommendations for statistical methods and strategies that
can be used to demonstrate compliance with federal RCRA regulations for regulated units such as
landfills and surface impoundments. Statistical evaluations under CERCLA can also follow
USEPA’s Unified Guidance. The data quality objectives using USEPA’s seven-step data quality
objective (DQO) process (2006a), and characteristics of the data sets (sample sizes and frequency
of nondetects), usually drive the test selection. However, for the RCRA cleanup process and other
remediation programs, statistical approaches from the earlier USEPA documents may be incon-
sistent with either the USEPA Unified Guidance or generally accepted current best practices for
statistical evaluations. In addition, USEPA has a publication for monitored natural attenuation
(MNA) that includes information about using statistics in groundwater evaluations for MNA sites
(USEPA 2011).

USEPA’s optimization strategy (USEPA 2007 and 2012) institutes changes to remedial programs
to take advantage of newer tools that promote more effective and efficient cleanup, and to achieve
verified protective cleanup faster, cleaner, greener, and cheaper. The strategy encourages use of
techniques throughout the life cycle of site cleanup, acknowledging that optimization techniques
and their use throughout the cleanup life cycle have become numerous and are growing rapidly. In
the early investigation and design stages of the cleanup process, statistical and geostatistical meth-
ods can be used to optimize sampling design (as in incremental sampling), at the design stage
(using value engineering techniques), and during the remedial action stage.

ITRC-Groundwater Statistics and Monitoring Compliance December 2013
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The Remedial System Evaluation can be used to examine a site holistically to determine whether
the remedy is on track for cleanup, offering alternate approaches if the remedy is stalled, and to
develop a completion strategy for the final disposition of the site. Specifically, quantitative analyses
using statistical and geostatistical approaches are often used for optimization of groundwater mon-
itoring programs. Recent green remediation advances have also been incorporated into each
USEPA optimization technical support event. The benefits of optimization strategies include "more
cost effective expenditures, lower energy use, reduced carbon footprint, improved remedy pro-
tectiveness, improved project and site decision making, and acceleration of project and site com-
pletion" (USEPA 2013f).

2.2 Private Sector Perspective

Groundwater statistics are typically used in the private sector to support environmental project man-
agement, risk assessment, and decision making. Some of the uses typically include the selection of
groundwater sampling frequency, comparison of results of different methods of sample chemical
analysis, demonstrating results of differing sample techniques are comparable, and identification of
background concentrations. Once statistical analyses are performed, private sector entities must
secure regulatory and stakeholder concurrence on acceptability of results.

2.2.1 Examples of Statistics Usage in the Private Sector

Some examples of how statistics have been used for various types or stages of projects in the
private sector and potential outcomes and concerns are presented below. Please note that these are
for illustrative purposes only to demonstrate concerns that Private Sector users have addressed or
need to address, and are by no means exhaustive with respect to either site type or method used.
The methods described in these examples are further described in Section 5.0.

Superfund site.Mann-Kendall trend analysis is routinely used to determine sampling frequency.
For example, to select groundwater sampling frequency for a Superfund site, Mann-Kendall trend
analysis was applied to an existing data set, which included seven years of semi-annual sampling
results. The sampling frequency was back-tested by reducing the data frequency to one-half and
then one-fourth of the original frequency. The results showed that the trend results were similar in
all three data sets, leading to a significantly reduced sampling frequency for the long-term mon-
itoring program. Less than 20% of the wells are sampled annually or biennially; most are sampled
only once every five years.

Purge/no-purge sampling. Regression analysis is routinely used to compare the results of different
methods of sample collection or chemical analysis. For example, nonlinear regression analysis has
been used to demonstrate that the analytical results of different sampling techniques, such as no-
purge and low-flow groundwater sampling, are comparable. Results are generally comparable, and
the two methods yield the same conclusion regarding the attainment of a certain performance cri-
terion for compliance. A related application of regression analysis is the calibration of one method
to another (such as field and laboratory analytical methods) so that the results obtained with one
technique may relate to the other using their empirical regression relationship. 
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Refinery site. Crude and refined petroleum products are complex mixtures that frequently contain
hundreds of individual compounds. Multivariate statistical analyses may be used at some sites to
either identify the general types of source petroleum products present at a site, or to differentiate
and quantify the relative contribution of various sources in a co-mingled plume. It can be a difficult
analysis and not all data sets will reveal clear contributions of the various sources. For light end
mixtures, such as gasoline, it is possible to apply a combination of trend analysis and ratio analysis
to determine if a new release has occurred where a historical spill was previously documented. The
ratio analysis is a comparison of the relative concentration ratios among a group of chemicals meas-
ured in groundwater at the site and how those ratios might vary depending on location (for
example, the relative concentration ratios may differ between a new release and a historical spill
area).

Natural attenuation sites. Nonparametric trend analyses (such as the Mann-Kendall trend test, the
seasonal Mann-Kendall test, and the Theil-Sen trend line) and parametric trend analyses (such as
linear regression) are routinely used to evaluate trends in groundwater concentrations of con-
taminants over time for natural attenuation remedies. These trend analysis techniques are used to
assign direction of trends (increasing, decreasing, or no trend) and the statistical significance of the
trends. For decreasing contaminant concentration trends, the natural logarithms of the con-
centrations are plotted versus time and the linear regression analysis is conducted. The result is
used to predict the time required for groundwater contaminant concentrations to meet remedial
objectives (See also Appendix A, Example A.6). This information can be used to design appro-
priate MNA remedies, or to request closure based on demonstration of limited risk and an expected
short time to meet remedial objectives.

Solid waste units. Nine closed RCRA and active National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
(NPDES) solid Waste permitted units are being monitored on a semi-annual basis at an oil refinery
site. Various site-related chemicals are being evaluated for statistically-significant exceedances
using a combination of traditional parametric and nonparametric tests (based on data distribution
analyses). Two recently updated Solid Waste permits include a requirement for statistical planning
and evaluations. The most recent permit includes intrawell, rather than interwell, comparison to
address different background and compliance wells.

2.3 Challenges for Project Managers

Statistical analysis of groundwater data, and other forms of environmental monitoring data, can
present challenges during different project activities (for example, planning, implementation, data
interpretation, decision making, and communication). The following key challenges are addressed
in this document and the Unified Guidance.

2.3.1 Planning Challenges

These challenges are related to the conceptual understanding of statistical methods, selecting and
applying methods to answer study questions, and satisfying the project’s objectives:
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l When is it advantageous to use statistical tests?
l Why do I need statistics for my “small” site?
l Do I have enough data to perform a statistical analysis?
l How will the results of statistical tests help users make decisions?
l What are the purposes and limitations of statistical tests?

o How can I estimate the value of using statistical tests during the various stages of a
project’s life cycle?

o How many samples do I need to collect?
o How do I balance the statistical certainty I need with the cost of data acquisition?
o What are the best ways to explain the statistical approach to all involved – regulators,
consultants, owner representatives and community members?

l How should historical data be optimally processed?
o How to plan sampling to achieve data quality objectives?
o What is the statistical parameter (for instance, mean or median) of interest?
o What is the variability of the statistical parameter or trait that will be measured?
o What are the acceptable false positive and false negative rates?
o What statistical tests are appropriate?
o What hypotheses need to be tested?
o What is my alternate hypothesis?
o Is it important to identify a directional or non-direction change (such as plume move-
ment)?

2.3.2 Interpretation and Communication Challenges

These challenges are related to interpreting and communicating the results of statistical tests and
evaluations to multiple audiences:

l How do I judge data adequacy and convey confidence in the data?
l How do I use graphics effectively and fairly?  How do I spot misleading graphics?
l How can I explain the statistical tests and results to stakeholders?

2.3.3 Common Misapplications

Just as the application of statistics to groundwater and environmental monitoring presents many
challenges, it also affords many opportunities for misuse, misapplication, and
misinterpretation. The following list summarizes common misapplications. A more thorough dis-
cussion is provided in Appendix B, along with suggestions on how to best address each issue.

l Misapplication: The site maximum sample is less than the risk-based decision criterion,
therefore I can conservatively assume the site is low risk.
Response: If the number of samples is small, this assumption may be wrong and the pop-
ulation mean may actually be above the decision criterion.
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l Misapplication: The site maximum sample is greater than a “background” maximum or
mean, therefore the site is contaminated.
Response: The data sets may be very different in size and in what they represent, so that com-
parisons may not be meaningful or appropriate. Statistical approaches such as the use of two-
sample tests or background upper prediction limit (UPL) would be better alternatives.

l Misapplication: The concentration this round is less than the last round and the round
before that, therefore there is a decreasing trend.
Response: Assess trends over multiple rounds and consider the variability of the data. A few
monitoring events are typically not adequate to characterize the variability and assess trends.

l Misapplication: Three rounds of data below the decision criterion means a site is in com-
pliance.
Response: An arbitrary rule or number of rounds may not adequately address the variability
of the data being assessed.

l Misapplication: If I have good correlation between my field screening data and laboratory
analyzed splits, then I should be able to use the field data to make comparisons to the
decision criteria.
Response: You must assess the variability of the responses (field technique to valid labor-
atory data) and quantify the potential error and confidence in the field results.

l Misapplication: If the statistics indicate a result is an outlier, then it is acceptable to dis-
regard that point.
Response: You must always have a well-documented, weight-of-evidence reason to elim-
inate data. Also evaluate the effect that eliminating data points has on the conclusions drawn
from the remaining data. Often, outliers may be representative of unforeseen, yet important,
site characteristics.

l Misapplication: There is a statistically significant difference in the data, therefore it must be
important.
Response: When data sets are large (such as for wells that have been monitored for long peri-
ods of time), statistical tests can be used to identify small changes in data trends. However,
you must also note the magnitude of the change relative to the decision criteria.

l Misapplication: The statistics “prove” the research hypothesis was correct.
Response: Statistics is the science of probabilities and the imprecise, therefore it is essential
to state the degree of confidence the statistics provide for the conclusion.

ITRC-Groundwater Statistics and Monitoring Compliance December 2013
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Please refer to Appendix B for more common misapplications as well as suggestions for addressing
these important issues.

2.3.4 Implementation Challenges

These challenges are related to selecting and using software, enhancing confidence in calculations,
and gaining consensus on results:

l How do I select an appropriate statistical package to independently verify results and
conclusions? 

o Is the selected software package accessible and user friendly?
o What is its cost?
o Are there upload/download security issues?
o Who maintains the software and provides support?

l How do I overcome data entry difficulties resulting from software program structure?
l Does the software produce output with adequate explanations of intermediate results?
l Does the software produce presentation quality graphics with minimal effort?
l How does the user check the results and what should users check?
l What types of data need to be processed?

o Transformed data (such as logarithms of the original results)
o Censored data (such as nondetects)

l How, when, and why do I modify a data set before analysis?
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3.0 GENERAL STATISTICAL APPROACH

This guidance takes a broad view of groundwater monitoring and compliance. Not every site under-
goes the same project life cycle stages (see Section 1.5) or is governed by the same regulations, but
groundwater monitoring at every site provides data for statistical analysis that can help support
decision making. Some of the statistical approaches in this document might only be applied at lar-
ger sites with extensive data sets. Others can be used at even the smallest of sites, assuming that a
reasonable minimum number of measurements are collected.

Throughout the project life cycle, systematic planning should form the basis for collection and ana-
lysis of groundwater data. One of the first steps for any site is to establish a working conceptual site
model (CSM). The CSM is updated during the project as new information is gathered. In addition,
the project planning team defines the data quality objectives (DQOs) and then determines the appro-
priate type and quality of data needed to answer questions of interest. From a statistical standpoint,
exploratory data analysis (EDA) should generally be used to review data quality and select appro-
priate statistical methods.

Systematic planning results in clear data collection plans and objectives. Since appropriate and
usable data are necessary for statistical analysis, this document generally assumes that groundwater
data have been collected using a systematic planning process. The USEPA DQO process and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) technical project planning (TPP) process (USACE
1998) are two examples of systematic planning that can readily be used to help plan groundwater
data collection. Additional information on systematic planning can be obtained from the following
ITRC documents:

l RPO-7: Improving Environmental Site Remediation through Performance-Based Envir-
onmental Management (ITRC 2007b)

l SCM-1: Technical and Regulatory Guidance for the Triad Approach: A New Paradigm for
Environmental Project Management (ITRC 2003)

l SCM-3: Triad Implementation Guide (ITRC 2007a)

This section describes a general approach for groundwater statistical evaluations, with an emphasis
on CSM development and refinement, EDA techniques, statistical design, and the key assumptions
common to groundwater statistics. This section also outlines steps used to assist in choosing an
appropriate statistical method, along with options for data that have been not been collected sys-
tematically.

While statistics provides a quantitative basis for decision making, do not rely on statistics to the
exclusion of other lines of evidence or to compensate for a poorly designed monitoring program.
While this document focuses on the statistical analysis of groundwater measurement data, other crit-
ical lines of evidence may include related soils data, site history, soil gas measurements, ground-
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water flow dynamics, lithology information, and well logs. A scientifically defensible and correct
decision will often require multiple lines of evidence in addition to statistics.

3.1 Introduction to Conceptual Site Models

Developing a statistical approach based on a CSM is an initial investment that can save significant
time and money and prevent poor decisions. The site CSM should be developed before deciding
on the statistical methods to be used. A CSM is developed using site information such as inform-
ation about sources, geology, hydrogeology, land use, and soil and groundwater data generated at
sampling points from different locations on a site. Groundwater sampling points (or sampling loc-
ations) are most often monitoring wells, but could be other types of sampling such as direct push
sampling, temporary probes, or field sensors. Locations may be upgradient of a release and plume,
downgradient, side gradient, or within a groundwater plume. For some sites it is important to
determine whether intrawell or interwell statistical testing will be useful. An example is presented
below to illustrate comparing intrawell and interwell statistical testing.

An example in which knowledge of the working CSM can help is the choice between intrawell
and interwell statistical testing. Traditional interwell tests compare upgradient background data
with downgradient compliance well measurements. Groundwater compliance is then assessed by
whether the downgradient values exceed background. At many sites, however, one or more of the
monitored parameters occurs naturally in groundwater and varies substantially across the site due to
natural geochemical factors (thus exhibiting natural spatial variability). At these sites, parameter
concentrations larger than upgradient background might be attributed to contamination when the
differences are actually natural and due to the locally-varying distribution of groundwater chem-
icals.

A statistical approach that first checks for statistically measurable spatial variability and, if present
and natural in origin, then uses intrawell testing at each compliance well instead of interwell com-
parisons will likely avoid misleading conclusions. Intrawell testing compares earlier versus more
recent data at the same sampling point. Because the comparison is made at a single sampling point,
concentration differences between wells due to natural spatial factors do not affect intrawell tests.
Only changes over time (indicating a trend or shift in concentration level) cause an intrawell test to
be statistically significant and to show a change in groundwater quality.

Note above the importance of the qualifier ‘natural in origin’ when characterizing spatial vari-
ability. Compliance wells situated in the middle of a plume vary spatially from upgradient back-
ground wells, but in that case the variation is anthropogenic and indicative of contamination.
Intrawell testing in those circumstances might not be helpful and could even obscure evidence of
the plume. Note also that while natural spatial variation is a likely characteristic of most sites, it
may not always be easy to identify. The variation may be real but low-level, in which case
intrawell testing may be unnecessary. Or, the variation may be stronger but difficult to observe due
to a small sample of measurements or a small number of sampling points.
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Example: Natural Spatial Variability

Figure 3-1 below describes a landfill located just north of a coastal river. Meas-
urements of specific conductance at the site consistently showedmuch higher
(and statistically significant) readings at all three downgradient wells compared
to upgradient background. Further investigation found, however, that the higher
compliance point values of specific conductance were due to natural infiltration
of salt water into the downgradient wells, due to tidal fluctuationswhere the
river met the sea, and not groundwater contamination by the landfill. Only a
refinement of the initial CSM captured this important feature of the groundwater
system and allowed the cause of the spatial variation to be identified.

Figure 3-1. Landfill CSM.
Source: Adapted from USEPA 2009.

The example site shown in Figure 3-1 illustrates the importance of developing a
CSM prior to statistical evaluations and of refining the CSMon a periodic
basis. The site-specific conditions and hydrogeologymust be understood well
enough to select a proper statistical approach, part of which will involve answer-
ing the following questions:

l Has background been selected from the right locations and is it stat-
istically representative of local background conditions?

l Are the parameters of concern likely to be normally distributed?
l Will specific approaches or methods be needed to account for frequent
nondetects?

l Are historical data representative of current groundwater quality, or have
local conditions changed over time?

l Are enough data either available or planned for collection to enable accur-
ate and statistically powerful testing and decision-making?
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3.2 Developing a Conceptual Site Model

An initial CSM is essential to formulating a statistical approach as well as to deciding which data
and analyses are appropriate for the current stage of the project.

3.2.1 Target Population

For statistical purposes, knowledge about a site’s hydrogeology and its CSM is critical for determ-
ining the nature and stability of the target population of groundwater measurements. In a highly
stable, homogeneous, sandy geologic environment, groundwater concentrations may be fairly con-
sistent over time. In a highly fractured or karst environment, significant discontinuities may exist in
concentrations, even at nearby wells. For all sites, changes over time in regional conditions (such
as a multi-year drought) may cause groundwater concentrations to change so much that past data
may not be similar to more recent measurements. In that case, more than one target population may
exist, with the newer population no longer being statistically the same as the older population, even
though collected from the same site.

Understanding Target Populations

Perhaps the best way tomake sense of sampling data is to understand the tar-
get population of measurements fromwhich those data are drawn. For
instance, an aquifer systemmay be conceptualized as a complex, dynamic
four-dimensional object, with three dimensions representing groundwater sub-
surface volume over a prescribed boundary and depth, and one representing
time. Physical groundwater samples are collected at specific locations and
depthswithin the three-dimensional volume, but also at certain points in time.
The target population associated with a given set of measurements could rep-
resent the entire history of the aquifer, but more commonly the goal is to say
something about a specific time period or a specific hydrostratigraphic unit or
layer, for instance, shallow zone circa 2013 or the local aquifer surrounding well
A-1 over the past two years. Any statistical conclusion (or inference) drawn
from the data only applies to the target population, so defining or understanding
that target is of prime importance.

Since a CSM treats the subsurface as a dynamic, four-dimensional object, the best statistics will res-
ult from a clear understanding of the target population(s) of measured values. The target population
refers to the entirety of the parameter of interest (such as the pH of an aquifer or the range of tri-
chloroethylene concentrations within a plume). In statistics, ‘population’ is the total amount of a
property and is generally defined by both spatial and temporal boundaries. Project managers should
try to assess whether there is one homogenous population, many distinct localized populations, dif-
ferent populations by subsurface depth, populations that change over time, or some combination of
these conditions. The relevant populations of measured values and groundwater flow at the site
will affect sample point placement, sampling frequency, background data definition, and the
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number of sample values and sampling points needed for reliable characterization.

Environmental populations generally cannot be fully characterized (that is, by analyzing every por-
tion of soil at a waste site or all possible volumes of groundwater in an aquifer), so a statistical
sample is drawn to represent a population. For example, it is possible to measure the concentration
of a contaminant at a finite series of sampling events (for example, quarterly) over years, but it may
not be practical to collect and analyze a continuous stream of samples over the same time frame. A
representative sample is one with key statistical characteristics that parallel the characteristics of the
target population.

Any decision made regarding the target population should be based on sample data collected from
that target. Likewise, any statistical inference applies only to the target population and not neces-
sarily to other populations. For instance, arsenic concentrations that exceed a regulatory limit dur-
ing one year at one specific sampling point do not imply that arsenic concentrations will necessarily
exceed the limit in successive years, or that arsenic concentrations exceed the limit at other well loc-
ations.

Defining the target groundwater population involves at least two tasks. The first task is to delineate
the area of concern and note any clearly defined hydraulic boundaries or concentration change
points that make for logical bounds. Consider the size of this area: too large an area may result in
‘watering down’ the parameter of interest (for example, the site-wide mean concentration), while
too small an area may miss areas of potential contamination.

The second task is to define the temporal extent. What period of time is of interest? Is this a one-
time evaluation or will the assessment involve multiple sampling events over time? If the ground-
water system under study is highly dynamic, consider the age of existing data, since it may no
longer represent current conditions. More frequent sampling may be required in areas where con-
centrations of contaminants change more rapidly or fluctuate on a seasonal basis, unless the vari-
ability of sample results is low relative to criteria.

Two important, often related questions in defining target populations are (1) is there a single target
population or perhaps several? and (2) what is the decision support required of the existing or
planned sampling data? Even when areal and temporal extents have been determined, a dynamic
four-dimensional subsurface (time plus volume) may more appropriately be regarded as a series of
distinct populations, including perhaps:

l separate aquifer units
l distinct hydrostratigraphic layers
l highly localized geochemistry, leading to substantial spatial variability among well locations
and a separate target population per well

In this setting, consider what kinds of decisions or inferences the available data allow. In a dynamic
environment with substantial natural spatial variation, one sample at a single well or sampling point
could never spatially characterize the site as a whole nor the local groundwater population in the
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well’s zone of influence, since that one measurement would only provide a ‘snapshot’ of ground-
water quality and give no information about temporal changes or trends. Even a larger number of
measurements may not provide adequate information if coverage of the spatial and temporal
extents of the target population are not taken into account.

If the existing data provide limited coverage (either spatial or temporal) then additional sampling is
likely required. Spatial coverage is limited if not all hydrological zones have been characterized.
Contaminant concentrations that vary substantially between locations signify high spatial variability
and may require greater sample density. Temporal coverage may be insufficient if very few meas-
urements are collected during the time interval of interest at a given sampling point, especially if
possible trends cannot be captured or estimated accurately within the data record.

The target population may be defined in part by regulation. In some cases, the critical concern may
be at the point of compliance, perhaps along the downgradient boundary of the site. Concentrations
at other portions of the site may or may not matter from a regulatory viewpoint, as long as meas-
urements collected from the point of compliance do not exceed applicable criteria. Even in such
cases, however, it is usually difficult to estimate or predict changes along the compliance boundary
unless measurements are also collected from other portions of the site. These measurements may be
collected if for no other purpose than to establish and check the CSM. The effective target pop-
ulation is rarely confined strictly to the point of compliance.

3.2.2 Background Concentrations

For compliance purposes, project managers must determine what portion of the subsurface
(regarded in four dimensions) adequately represents background concentrations in order to answer
the following questions:

l Can the background population be unambiguously defined and sampled?
l Does background change over time?
l Is the local background population intermixed with potentially contaminated groundwater?
l Are groundwater gradients and flow paths consistent enough to ensure reliable monitoring of
background conditions into the future?

l Are there multiple sampling points/wells dedicated to establishing and monitoring back-
ground levels?

Answers to these questions will facilitate good decisions as the project progresses and can ulti-
mately reduce costs and avoid delays.
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See Appendix A Example, A.1 Com-
paring TwoData Sets Using Two-
sample TestingMethods

See Appendix A Example, A.3 Cal-
culating Prediction Limits

Given the dynamic nature of the subsurface, meas-
uring background at a single point in space and
time is generally inadequate. Background meas-
ured at a single time gives no indication of whether
background conditions might change in the future.
A single background sampling point confounds
spatial variability and actual contamination. Mul-
tiple background sampling points allow for (1)
assessment of the presence of significant spatial
variation; (2) faster accumulation of adequate background data for statistical purposes; and (3) a bet-
ter understanding of the uncontaminated subsurface.

3.2.3 Multiple Source Areas

A good CSM is critical to statistical evaluations of overlapping plumes or multiple contaminant
source areas. Questions relevant to these situations include:

l Must each plume be separately and independently assessed for compliance?
l Are the contaminants common to overlapping plumes?
l How will the sampling data be used to measure the relative impact and extent of each
plume?

l Where should sampling points be placed or adjusted to optimize plume characterization?
l Are the contaminants from each source distinct enough (may apply only at some sites) to
allow for a multivariate statistical ‘fingerprinting’ of each plume?

l How much sampling data are needed to adequately characterize the different sources?
l Are there differing aquifer zones and concentration profiles that vary with depth and must be
analyzed separately for statistical purposes?

l Are the plumes in differing states of recharge or discharge? How will this impact what data
must be gathered?

Again, a statistical approach based on the CSM and the answers it provides helps to ensure that the
collected data are useful for making compliance decisions.

3.2.4 Monitored Natural Attenuation

See Appendix A Example, A.2
Testing a Data Set for Trends
Over Time

A sound statistical approach can also help support the
common remedy of monitored natural attenuation
(MNA). Groundwater monitoring data at a sampling
point can be initially tested for a statistically significant
trend to determine whether a MNA remedy is or may be
effective. However, consistent groundwater flow paths
are essential, as are monitoring wells that accurately cap-
ture those paths. Later the groundwater monitoring data at a sampling point may be tested for a sta-
bilizing trend. The amount of groundwater data needed will depend on the level of statistical
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confidence required for detecting temporal trends and for deciding whether concentrations are pro-
jected to remain below criteria. Additionally, if monitoring is scheduled to continue indefinitely, the
sampling frequency can be optimized statistically, but this will again require input from the CSM as
well as the regulatory drivers governing the remedy.

3.3 Understanding the Data

Before conducting formal statistical evaluations, review the data. This review should include (1)
reviewing data quality, (2) assessing the extent and usefulness of any historical data, and (3) explor-
ing the data for general patterns and characteristics. One general way to aid in this understanding is
through a collection of numerical and graphical statistical techniques known as exploratory data
analysis (EDA, see Section 3.3.3). EDA can help to identify any data quality problems (such as
anomalies or inconsistencies) as well as basic attributes of the data, such as its shape, spread (for
example, standard deviation), and central tendency (for example, mean, median).

3.3.1 Data Quality

Site data must be of sufficient quality to be statistically usable. Among the questions that must be
answered in order to assess data quality include:

l Are quantitation limits low enough to determine whether criteria have been exceeded?
l Are there outliers (that is values unrepresentative of the overall population of groundwater
measurements) that might falsely imply detection of a release?

l Are quantitation limits consistent over time, or does measurement precision vary, perhaps
associated with changes in analytical methods or sample interferences or dilutions?

l Are nondetect data reported to quantitation limits or detection limits, and is there an under-
standing of the difference in measurement uncertainty depending on which reporting method
was used?

l Are measurements collected frequently enough to accurately characterize groundwater elev-
ations and whether those elevations change over time? See USGS guidance (USGS 2013)
on components of water-level monitoring programs.

One broad-based approach for acquiring and assessing environmental data is USEPA’s seven-step
DQO process (USEPA 2006a). The DQO process provides basic guidance on systematic plan-
ning, develops performance or acceptance criteria, and identifies resources and references for this
process. It can be helpful to review the DQO process at each stage of a groundwater investigation
or remedial effort. The DQO steps shown in Figure 2 of the USEPA guidance include the fol-
lowing:

1. State the problem.
2. Identify the goals of the study.
3. Identify information inputs.
4. Define the boundaries of the study.
5. Develop the analytic approach.
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6. Specify performance or acceptance criteria.
7. Develop the plan for obtaining data.

USEPA’s DQO process is general enough to potentially incorporate different lines and types of
data-based evidence. Statistics is one useful tool in this framework, as highlighted by USEPA’s
Data Quality Assessment (DQA) (USEPA 2006b). The DQA process evaluates whether the level
of data quality will enable the DQOs to be achieved. This latter, more specifically statistical, pro-
cess consists of a series of complementary steps. Table 3-1 includes these steps (see Figure 11 of
USEPA's [2006a] document) and illustrates example tasks for the steps.

DQA Steps Example Tasks
1. Review DQOs and sampling design. Goal: estimate plume contaminant mass

within 10% relative error.
2. Revisit DQOs if necessary. Check sample design to see if spatial grid of

locations is feasible
3. Conduct preliminary data review.  l Review quality assurance reports: Does

available information support conversion
of concentration data tomass estimates?

l Calculate statistical quantities: Compute
weightedmean and variance estimates of
total contaminant mass.

l Display the data graphically: Plot map of
concentration estimates; has extent of
plume been delineated by existing wells?

4. Select the statistical test. 95% confidence interval for total con-
taminant mass

5. Verify the assumptions. Check normality of sample data; use non-
parametric test if data cannot be normalized.

6. Draw conclusions from the data. Estimate total contaminant mass with 95%
statistical confidence.

Table 3-1. DQA steps

Based on these steps, application of statistics should incorporate an iterative approach, including:

l up-front exploratory data analysis Section 3.3.3 to better understand the data set, its usability,
and its representativeness

l a clear formulation of the study questions and the statistical inferences that need to be made
l selection of the appropriate target population (see Section 3.2.1) from which data will be
drawn

l data quality assurance and quality control (QA/QC)—do the data meet required or appro-
priate QA/QC requirements?

l application of appropriate statistical methods, checks on the assumptions of those methods,
and an assessment that reasonable answers have been obtained

Even with systematic planning, uncertainty is inherent in all scientific measurement. The level of
uncertainty in a data set, however, must be low enough to answer the study questions with
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sufficient statistical confidence. In some cases uncertainties can be addressed by collecting addi-
tional data or using more sensitive analytical methods. In other cases uncertainty reflects a basic
lack of knowledge about how the natural system functions. Identifying and managing uncertainty
(ITRC 2011b) supports informed decisions in all stages of the project life cycle.

While not the focus of this document, standard practices can help achieve and maintain appropriate
data quality. These practices include collecting field duplicates, maintaining the chain of custody,
and implementing good analytical practices such as laboratory replicates, spiked samples, and stand-
ard solutions. Even with these practices, limits to the precision of laboratory instruments will exist
because of low signal-to-noise ratios at very low concentrations.

For many sampling methods, simple modifications to the current sample collection procedures can
serve to reduce monitoring variability. These modifications can reduce variability by directly
addressing some sources of variation such as in-well stratification of contaminant concentrations
and by mitigating the impact of other sources of variability by minimizing differences in sample col-
lection procedures between sampling events. For no-purge sampling methods, it can be important
to consider seasonal changes in vertical temperature gradients when comparing samples from dif-
ferent times (McHugh et al. 2011). For low-flow or no-purge sampling methods, variability can be
reduced by collecting the samples from exactly the same depth within the well (high precision
sampler placement). For sampling methods that require transfer of the sample from the collection
device to the sample container, specific bottom-fill transfer procedures will reduce variability asso-
ciated with volatile loss (Parker and Britt 2012).

Example: Variability and Trend Analysis

Groundwater monitoring data are often affected by high levels of variability unre-
lated to the long-term temporal trend (McHugh et al. 2011). For example, poor
data quality or precisionmay result in multiple nondetect or tied values that can
lessen the ability of statistical tests to correctly identify trends (what is known as
statistical power; see Section 3.6.1.2). A large number of ties or nondetects
may obscure the distribution of the data and limit the selection of statistical meth-
ods that can be used. These datamay also prevent estimates of temporal auto-
correlation (see Section 3.4.4).

Selection of the time period to include in a trend analysis is also a trade-off
between statistical power and interpretation of the results. A long time period
can be evaluated as a whole or asmultiple smaller data sets covering shorter
time intervals. Use of shorter time intervalsmay be necessary to evaluate
changes in attenuation rates (for example before versus after installation of an
active remediation system). A single, larger data set (one that covers a longer
time period) will have greater statistical power and ismore likely to identify an
actual trend with less variability associated with the estimated attenuation rate.

3.3.2 Historical Data

Even if not collected using systematic planning, historical data may be useful for statistical and
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compliance purposes, depending on data quality and comparability with more recent meas-
urements. Pre-existing data can be examined for general trends over time and to assess whether
background concentrations are relatively stable or whether they are inconsistent with past data.
Such exploratory comparisons may shed light on hydrogeologic changes, data anomalies, or other
patterns, and often provide a longer-term perspective of the site.

A large amount of data is not the same as a large amount of statistically usable data. To be stat-
istically usable, all the data points meant to represent a particular target population must have been
drawn from that population using a similar, if not identical, collection and measuring process. His-
torical data collection and analysis may not be consistent with current methods. Sampling and ana-
lysis in the past may have been different enough from the present to bias the older values in one
direction or another, or to introduce unacceptable levels of uncertainty. Local groundwater con-
ditions may also have changed to such an extent that the data are no longer physically rep-
resentative of current conditions of interest.

Not all historical data are useful for formal statistical analysis or even EDA. Quantitation or detec-
tion limits change with different laboratories, with different methods, and with improved laboratory
techniques, potentially making comparison of data collected over time difficult. A common com-
plication is the lowering of quantitation or detection limits as technology improves, resulting in
poor understanding of low concentration levels early in the data record. This progressive lowering
of quantitation or detection limits can mistakenly appear to be a decreasing concentration trend in a
time series plot if the nondetects have been replaced with some fraction of the quantitation or detec-
tion limit (for example, historically one-half the detection limit has been used). Be familiar with
changes in laboratory and data collection methods over time when using historical data.

Historical data that were not collected as part of the current systematic planning process may be
valuable during the exploratory phase and for informing or checking the preliminary CSM.
However, these data may not have sufficient or comparable quality to be used in a formal analysis
or to assess regulatory compliance. EDA (see Section 3.3.3) can be helpful in comparing newer
data against older data and in establishing which time period of data collection best represents rel-
evant groundwater conditions and offers sufficient data quality.

3.3.3 Exploratory Data Analysis

EDA refers to a collection of mostly informal, descriptive and graphical statistical tools used to
explore and understand a data set. Generally, EDA includes numerical summary statistics such as
measures of centrality (for example, mean, median), measures of spread (for example, standard
deviation, variance, interquartile range), and measures of shape (for example, skewness and kur-
tosis), as well as graphical displays such as histograms, box plots, scatter plots, time series plots,
and probability plots. Section 3.5 includes information on how to use EDA to test statistical
assumptions.

EDA methods allow you to check data quality and select appropriate statistical methods. EDA
methods can also confirm whether or not the underlying assumptions of statistical methods are met.
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For example, all parametric statistical tests assume that the data are drawn from a particular prob-
ability distribution, whether the normal, lognormal, gamma, or some other known statistical model
(see Section 5.6). An initial assessment using EDA can help determine whether or not the meas-
urements approximate such a theoretical population. On the other hand, EDA is not designed to
confirm groundwater contamination or to measure remedial success. EDA can test and check
assumptions and tentatively identify important changes or patterns, but confirmation of those
changes or patterns is best done with formal inferential tests.

The typical objectives for EDA are listed in Table 3-2.

Objective Example Tasks
Provide insight into a data set and check data
quality.

Check for high fractions of nondetects or
large field replicate variation, or both.

Uncover underlying structures. Identify increasing trends on time series
plots.

Extract important variables. Calculate which chemicals frequently
exceed criteria.

Detect outliers and anomalies. Flag possible misreported values using
box plots.

Test underlying assumptions. Check normality with probability plots.
Qualitatively identify trends, relationships. Assess correlation between chemicals

using scatter plots.

Table 3-2. Typical objectives for EDA

For more information see Chapter 9, Unified Guidance, the NIST Engineering Statistics Handbook
(2012), or Tukey 1977.

Graphical methods provide a critical overview of a data set. Histograms and probability plots are
visualizations of the data shape that can help identify the best-fitting probability distribution, such
as the normal or lognormal. Box plots graphically identify data characteristics such as the median,
interquartile range (the measurement difference between the 25th and 75th percentiles; the latter per-
centiles are also known respectively as the lower and upper quartiles), range, and possible outliers.
Scatter plots and time series plots can identify temporal trends and correlations.

EDA can also provide qualitative spatial analysis by plotting data on maps and observing spatial
patterns. Such patterns are often enhanced by contouring or color-coding points on a map. Accur-
ate spatial analysis generally requires a large number of sampling points, spread out to give good
spatial coverage of the site. Although many software packages perform contouring, these packages
may perform poorly if the data set is sparse (which is typically the case for corrective action sites;
see, for instance, Siegel 2008). If a software package is used for contouring, you should carefully
review the results for interpolation and extrapolation errors.

Changes in groundwater quality or remedy effectiveness can be qualitatively evaluated by plotting
temporal trends on a map (also known as a trend map) and identifying any apparent spatial pat-
terns. Typically, a symbol or color or both are used at each sampling point to represent the nature
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and strength of the trend at that location (for instance, significantly decreasing). An alternative is to
create a series of maps, each representing a particular time period, to evaluate changes in spatial pat-
terns over time.

Project managers who lack expertise in statistics sometimes avoid an initial EDA to save time or
money, especially when data exploration may not appear to be linked to specific compliance-
related decisions. This practice is a false economy. Not only is EDA critical to properly navigating
a systematic planning process and obtaining sufficient quantity and quality of data, it also helps
avoid unnecessary or inappropriate statistical tests. As discussed in this document, all statistical pro-
cedures make assumptions about the nature of the data and the population from which those data
have been collected. EDA helps to check these assumptions and select appropriate tests. For
instance, a simple t-test to compare two groups assumes that the two populations are normally dis-
tributed. If this assumption is not checked (for example, by using probability plots or normality
tests), an incorrect decision may be made, especially if the data sets are highly skewed or contain
many nondetects.

EDA is also critical for examining data quality and checking for data anomalies and comparability.
For example, visual examination of a parallel time series plot may suggest that all the meas-
urements from a given sampling date (across wells and contaminants) are outliers. Such anomalous
patterns can indicate laboratory or field sample collection problems that might arise from instrument
miscalibration or perhaps sample mislabeling or mishandling. These outlier values should usually
be deleted from statistical analysis since (1) they do not represent true water quality and (2) the
cause of the aberration is known.

More generally, EDA can identify data quality issues; it can be used to determine whether site data
require special statistical adjustments or if data quality is inadequate to make reliable decisions.
Data sets with frequent nondetects often fall into the first category, while incomplete data (data sets
with missing measurements) or data with elevated reporting limits (such as that arising from high
dilution factors during chemical analysis) may fall into the second. Data sets that are characterized
as ‘completely usable’ after laboratory QA/QC and data validation checks often contain significant
anomalies and inconsistencies that are only identified after EDA. These cases show that EDA is an
investment of project resources that can yield significant dividends.

3.4 Common Statistical Assumptions

Many assumptions are made during a groundwater investigation or in the course of long-term mon-
itoring and compliance. This document focuses only on assumptions relevant to groundwater stat-
istics and also assumes that the general principles of a systematic planning process have been
followed during data collection and analysis, and the data are generally appropriate for the intended
use (except perhaps for historical data).

Since parts of the systematic planning processes are statistical and iterative, exploratory statistical
methods may be needed to ensure adequate data quality and quantity (see Section 3.3.3). Fur-
thermore, statistical design considerations also inform systematic planning, so efforts to engage the
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systematic planning processes are integrated with the statistics discussed here. Nevertheless, the
primary discussion assumes that data have already been deemed usable for statistical purposes. See
also Section 2.1 for more planning considerations.

For sites with no existing data, follow a systematic planning process to ensure that planned meas-
urements have sufficient analytical precision, that the questions of interest are clearly defined, and
that sufficient observations will be collected from a well-defined target population. For sites with
historical data, as discussed earlier, those data should be examined prior to formal testing to determ-
ine whether they are usable (see Section 3.3.2).

Perhaps the most important assumption is that sufficient data exist to conduct a valid statistical ana-
lysis. All statistical tests assume measurements are drawn from a larger (often unseen or unob-
servable) target population of potentially measurable values. The conclusion from a formal
statistical test reflects an inference from the sample values to the larger population and makes a
statement about that population as a whole. To make such an inference (for instance, to estimate a
characteristic of the population like the overall mean concentration) within a specified level of
accuracy, a minimum number of measurements, termed the sample size, is needed. Sufficient
sample size varies by statistical method and depends also on the level of desired statistical certainty
or accuracy. Information regarding sample size is presented for the methods in Section 5.0.

3.4.1 Nonrandom Sampling Points and Sampling Times

An independent or random sample can be representative of the target population and its variance,
and is useful for formal statistical inference. For groundwater, however, the subsurface target pop-
ulation may or may not be well mixed. Though dynamic and four-dimensional (time plus three-
dimensional volume), the degree of natural ‘mixing’ will depend on multiple complex factors,
including but not limited to flow rates, soil or rock composition, porosity, aquitards and hydraulic
barriers, recharge rates, and the types and nature of the contaminants being monitored.

Combined with a population that may not be well mixed, groundwater sampling of the subsurface
is generally nonrandom. Usually, it is not possible—either logistically, physically, or conceptually
—to sample the subsurface at random locations and at random times. Sampling points (for
example, groundwater wells) are at fixed locations and sampling teams must go out to the field at
preset and logistically convenient times. The CSM may also dictate general rules for sampling
point locations, usually based on professional judgment.

If there is a high degree of natural mixing and homogeneity within the subsurface, over a given
time period, it should not be necessary to randomize the sampling points or times of sampling. Sim-
ilar statistical results should be obtained at any sampling point and the combined data should
approximate an independent sample from the target population. More often, groundwater plumes
have a distinctive spatial and temporal footprint, meaning that concentrations vary substantially by
location and time of sampling. In these cases, the subsurface population is not naturally well mixed
(randomized), and—since the sampling process itself is nonrandom—it may not be possible to treat
the data as if it represents an independent subset of the target population. That is, it may not be
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valid to simply pool values across different sampling points and ignore the possibility of spatial cor-
relation between different wells, or to ignore the possibility of temporal correlation among a series
of samples from a single sampling point.

Examples where correlation can be problematic include (1) a well with regular seasonal fluc-
tuations that is only sampled during the ‘peak-concentration’ summer months; or (2) sampling two
spatially-correlated wells near the source of a plume and then assuming they accurately reflect the
magnitude of the remaining plume area.Special geostatistical techniques such as kriging (see Sec-
tion 5.14.2) have been developed to perform spatial analyses in the presence of significant spatial
correlation. Unfortunately, an accurate kriging analysis generally requires a larger number of
sampling points, often laid out on a systematic sampling grid, so this may be difficult at some sites.

It also may be possible to account or adjust for temporal correlation between adjacent sampling
events at a single sampling point, especially if the lag time between measurements at the same loc-
ation is small (for example, monthly or less), and the data set consists of a longer series of values. It
is also important that enough different times of the year are sampled so that seasonal patterns are
not missed. Again, a larger amount of data is usually required to both identify the presence of sig-
nificant temporal or spatial correlation, and then to adjust the data so as to minimize any adverse
statistical impact of that correlation.

In general, an independent sample (or one that has been adjusted for the presence of correlation) is
important because:

l All standard statistical tests assume that the input data (if otherwise unadjusted) have been
independently drawn from an underlying groundwater population of possible measurements
(the target population).

l Since only a small fraction of any subsurface population can be observed, an independent
sample ensures that all of the population has a chance to be selected and measured. By con-
trast, nonrandomized samples from a poorly mixed population tend to be biased and unrep-
resentative of the underlying target, possibly ‘missing’ important features of the measurement
distribution.

3.4.2 Nondetects and Uncertain Measurements

Many chemical contaminants occur in very small concentrations or can be difficult to measure.
This situations leads to many nondetects or to measurements with high degrees of unknown ana-
lytical uncertainty (for instance “J-flagged values” that are less than laboratory quantitation limits).
Nondetects or “less than" values are technically known as “left-censored" values. Data censoring
complicates statistical evaluations, especially when a large portion of a data set is nondetect. Uncer-
tain measurements lead to data sets with varying analytical precision, also complicating statistical
analysis. Although it may require more mathematically involved adjustments, the impact of non-
detects (see Section 5.7) and uncertain measurements should be considered in statistical tests. Fail-
ing to utilize such observations can severely bias statistical estimates; adjusting for nondetects in the
wrong way can also negatively impact the analysis.
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3.4.3 Normality

Standard parametric statistical tests assume that the sample data are either normally distributed or
follow another known statistical model (such as a lognormal or Weibull distribution). Many envir-
onmental and groundwater data sets are either nonnormal (skewed, lognormal, gamma) or contain
too many nondetects to accurately check the normality assumption. In some cases, sample data can
be normalized by mathematical transformation, for instance, by taking logarithms or square roots of
the original results. Nonparametric statistical tests may be used when data do not seem to fit any
known distribution. Either way, selection of an appropriate statistical method usually requires an ini-
tial check for normality (see Section 5.6).

3.4.4 Temporal Independence

As noted in Section 3.4.1, each measurement drawn from a population of groundwater meas-
urements is assumed to be statistically independent of every other measurement. What this means
statistically is that the occurrence of an event (sample value) makes it neither more nor less likely
that a second event (sample value) occurs. Practically, this means that each sample value should
provide an independent ‘snapshot’ of groundwater concentrations, not influenced by or correlated
with other measurements. Otherwise, statistical results and summaries are likely to be biased and to
underestimate the true variance.

In particular, to approximate independence over time at a fixed sampling point, sample meas-
urements should not be collected too quickly after one another. Instead, a lag time should be
allowed between sampling events, ideally governed by the degree of temporal correlation (that is,
numerical similarity between consecutive or closely-timed sampling events) in the time series. Tem-
poral correlation can be induced by a variety of physical factors, including among others the rate of
groundwater flow, composition of the soil matrix, and the measuring process itself.

How long you should wait between sampling events will depend on site-specific conditions. A
common rule of thumb is to sample no more frequently than quarterly, though this ‘rule’ is not
based on formal studies. The Unified Guidance suggests that sites conduct a pilot study to estimate
the correlation over a year’s time at two or three representative wells. These correlation estimates
can be utilized to establish a site-specific sampling frequency. The degree of temporal correlation
can be checked using standard tools for time series analysis, like the sample autocorrelation func-
tion (see Section 5.8.3).

One common implication of the need for independence is that laboratory replicates and field duplic-
ates should not be treated as independent measurements, since by design they should be highly cor-
related. To avoid such correlations, replicates and duplicates should either be averaged prior to
statistical analysis or one duplicate or replicate from each set should be randomly selected to be
included in the analysis data set. Deterministic rules such as always selecting the highest-valued rep-
licate are discouraged, since they may bias the overall mean estimate but perhaps more importantly
may cause the variance to be underestimated.
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Another implication is that physical independence is not a guarantee of statistical independence.
Even using Darcy’s equation or similar method to ensure that physically distinct volumes of
groundwater are sampled on different events does not necessarily ensure those measurements are
statistically independent. Independence can be affected by other factors besides groundwater flow
rates, including physical factors such as soil sorption and turbidity or the analytical measurement
process itself (for example, periodic instrument miscalibration that biases some measurement
batches but not others).

Seasonality is a special form of temporal dependence that can bias test outcomes if, as is typical,
groundwater is not sampled at truly random times. If seasonality is present, a longer series of meas-
urements is generally necessary to both characterize the seasonal pattern and to de-seasonalize the
data (see Chapter 14.3.3, Unified Guidance) in order to remove the extraneous trend.

Example: Seasonality

In an extreme case, suppose contaminant concentrations always peak above a
compliance criterion in the summer, but always drop below the criterion during
the winter, with no long-term trend. Then, routine annual sampling in the sum-
mer (but not in the winter) will tend to identify the well asmore contaminated
than it really is, or perhaps falsely indicate that the long-term average exceeds
regulatory limits.

Correlated data will both underestimate the true variance and represent the equivalent of a much
smaller set of independent measurements. In fact, if the first order or ‘lag-1’ temporal correlation is
equal to α, the number of equivalent independent values will be approximately n(1–α)/(1+α) (Chat-
field 2004). This means that a series of 20 measurements with a first order correlation of 0.3 will be
roughly equivalent to only 11 independent observations.

3.4.5 Outliers, Identically Distributed Measurements

Any sufficiently-sized set of measurements drawn from a given population is assumed to have an
identical distribution to that of the parent population. In traditional upgradient-to-downgradient com-
parison tests, the groundwater measurements at both upgradient and downgradient sampling points
are assumed to be identically distributed unless the downgradient wells become contaminated.
However, if there is significant natural spatial variability, the local distributions from well to well
may differ even if the site is ‘clean.’ In another example, outliers are measurements that are either
errors of some sort or do not come from the same statistical population as the rest of the data.
Including one or more outliers in a background data set can dramatically affect statistical eval-
uations and often greatly decreases the statistical power of such tests. Check for both outliers and
spatial variability in any groundwater data evaluation (see Section 5.10: Identification of Outliers
and Section 5.5: Trend Tests). Outliers should generally be kept as part of the data set unless there
is reasonable evidence that they are the result of an error.
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3.4.6 Temporal Stability

Several groundwater statistical tests assume the input data are stable over time. This means the
measurements should not exhibit obvious trends, but instead should be stable around a fixed mean.
This assumption applies to t-tests, analysis of variance (ANOVA), confidence intervals around the
mean, prediction limits, and control chart limits calculated using background data. Lack of tem-
poral stability can substantially bias test outcomes, in large part because the estimated variance will
be too high (and much higher than the nominal variance assumed by the test). When the sample
data do not appear to be temporally stable, consider formal trend tests as an alternative or explicitly
adjust for the apparent trend when designing the statistical method.

More generally, temporal stability and temporal stationarity are the same thing. Stationarity as a
concept is more general in that it can also refer to spatial stationarity, referring to a local mean and
variance that are stable across the site.

3.5 Testing Assumptions

EDA is described in Section 3.3.3 and is typically the first step in understanding data at a site and
in helping to check the assumptions listed in Section 3.4. This section provides some guidance on
how to implement EDA for testing statistical assumptions. Appendix F includes further information
about checking the underlying assumptions of statistical tests. Effective EDA requires a decision
logic or statistical process to sort through the decisions leading to a particular statistical design (see
Section 3.6). The EDA process for each site will be different, but a general outline might include
the following:

l Testing normality. Normality of the data distribution can be checked with formal tests such
as the Shapiro-Wilk or with more subjective methods like probability plots. It may also be
possible to normalize the data using a mathematical transform (for example, log, natural log)
but note that (1) any subsequent parametric test must be run on the transformed data values
and (2) back-transforming the results of the test may induce unacceptable bias. If the data
cannot be sufficiently normalized, other distributions can be checked (such as Weibull or
gamma); some parametric tests exist for these distributions. Unless the sample size is reas-
onably large, accuracy or statistical power may be lost when using a nonparametric test pro-
cedure. If possible, use a parametric test whenever the original data pass a normality test, or
select an alternative nonparametric test method (see Section 5.6).

l Testing for outliers. Formal outlier tests, such as Dixon's or Rosner's test, usually assume
normality. Therefore, check data for normality prior to running an outlier test. For data that
cannot be normalized, use a nonparametric test method to minimize the effects of possible
outliers. Including outliers in a statistical analysis, especially if they are part of a background
data set, can lead to substantial loss of statistical power for detecting real changes. Some-
times, a nonparametric alternative will lessen the impact of one or more outliers, even if they
are not removed prior to analysis. Examples include using a Wilcoxon rank sum test instead
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of a t-test, a Kruskal-Wallis test instead of a parametric analysis of variance (ANOVA), or a
Mann-Kendall or Theil-Sen line test instead of a linear regression.

l Testing for background stability. Use formal trend tests such as Mann-Kendall or the
Theil-Sen line test to identify statistically significant downward or upward trends over time
at compliance points without reference to background concentrations. Comparison tests
against background, such as prediction limits, control charts, and tolerance limits also all
assume that the background data are stable over the time frame being assessed. In these
cases, apply the trend test to the background data as a diagnostic procedure to check the
assumption. If a trend is found in background during this diagnostic check, a switch from,
for instance, a prediction limit to a formal trend test at the compliance point may be required.

l Testing for spatial variation. Substantial spatial variation among sampling points can neg-
ate the use of traditional interwell (upgradient-to-downgradient groundwater) tests in favor of
intrawell testing. Check for the presence or absence of spatial variation. If there are multiple
background sampling points, these points can be compared formally with an analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) or informally using side-by-side box plots. If only one or no background
sampling points exist, a similar check can be run on sampling events from compliance points
that are known to be uncontaminated on the basis of other lines of evidence.

l Testing for temporal independence. Data that do not approximate independence through
time can substantially bias test outcomes. Checking for independence requires a series of
measurements, either from a single sampling point or from multiple sampling points all
sampled on the same event. First check for trends or systematic patterns on a time series plot.
If identifying a trend is of prime interest, independence should not be tested on the original
data series, but rather on the residuals from the estimated trend if a linear regression is used.
Alternatively, a nonparametric trend test like the Mann-Kendall or Theil-Sen line test might
be used.

l Accounting for nondetects. A substantial fraction of nondetects often makes it impossible
to normalize a data set or to accurately check for normality. Sometimes, a switch to an altern-
ative nonparametric test method is warranted. As noted earlier, however, if the sample size is
small a substantial loss in statistical accuracy or power may occur. Section 5.7 discusses man-
aging nondetects.

3.6 Statistical Design Considerations

Statistics play a crucial role in properly evaluating groundwater throughout the project life cycle.
Therefore statistical design, which is the intentional planning for statistical analysis and data col-
lection, should always occur at the beginning of the project rather than the end. Ideally, statistical
design should occur as part of a systematic planning process in the context of the project’s DQOs
and DQA process. To link this process more specifically to groundwater analysis, consider the fol-
lowing questions.

3.6.1 How good are my decisions?

Every statistical decision includes uncertainty. Upfront statistical design often allows the analyst to
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anticipate the level of uncertainty attached to later statistical test results and to adjust the design if
that uncertainty is unacceptable to stakeholders. Well-designed evaluations attempt to specify and
control not only the confidence level of the test procedure, but also the expected false positive rates
and false negative rates or statistical power (see Section 3.6.2).

3.6.1.1 False Positives and False Negatives

A false positive, Type I error, or alpha refers to rejecting the null hypothesis or conclusion about a
population when it is actually true. A false negative, Type II error, or beta refers to failing to reject
the null hypothesis or conclusion when it is actually false.

Since both false positives and false negatives can have regulatory and financial consequences, you
should attempt to minimize both to the degree practicable, and consider both in the statistical
design.

Example: False Positives and False Negatives

A ‘false positive’ would occur if the assumption that a site’s groundwater is
‘clean’ is wrongly rejected; that is, the statistical evaluation erroneously con-
cludes the groundwater is ‘dirty.’ A ‘false negative’ occurs when the ground-
water is actually ‘dirty’ but the hypothesis of clean groundwater is accepted.

3.6.1.2 Statistical Power

Statistical power is the complement of the false negative rate. It represents the probability that the
null hypothesis will be rejected when the alternative hypothesis is true—the probability of not com-
mitting a Type II error. Higher power is always desirable since it implies that a correct decision will
likely be made. Similarly, high statistical confidence is desirable since the confidence level indic-
ates how likely it is that the null hypothesis will be accepted when it is true—the probability of not
committing a Type I error. In the previous example, a high confidence level translates to a high
probability of correctly deciding that ‘clean’ groundwater is indeed ‘clean.’

3.6.1.3 Statistical Significance

Statistical significance is also required to assess the certainty of results. A statistically significant
test conclusion is one with a low probability of occurring by chance. Often, the significance level
of a test is equated with the false positive rate. A low false positive rate then sets a high bar for
reaching significance, because the lower the false positive rate, the larger the difference, change, or
trend in a data set needs to be in order to register a statistically significant result. By corollary,
apparent differences that are due simply to chance variation are less likely to be identified at the
lower the false positive rate.

Another helpful way to think of statistical significance is as the strength of the evidence against the
null hypothesis. The more inconsistent the statistical evidence compared to the null hypothesis, the
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lower the probability that those specific results would have been observed, assuming the null hypo-
thesis is true. Numerically, this probability is expressed by what is called a p-value. P-values are
commonly reported in statistical software to express the statistical significance of a test result, and
measure how unlikely an observed set of results is relative to the null hypothesis.

3.6.2 What are site-wide false positive rates and power curves?

As discussed above (Section 3.6.1), the false positive rate for a single statistical test is the prob-
ability that the test will falsely indicate a statistically significant result when none exists. Since
groundwater monitoring generally involves testing of multiple chemicals at multiple sampling
points, the probability that at least one of those tests will falsely indicate a significant result is much
higher than the individual test false positive rate. This alternate probability of error is known as the
site-wide false positive rate (SWFPR).

To control the SWFPR and keep the number of false positive decisions to a minimum, Chapter 6.2,
Unified Guidance, recommends designing any detection monitoring program to have an annual,
cumulative SWFPR of 10%, regardless of the number of individual statistical tests that are run each
year. To achieve this target, you can calculate the per-test false positive error rates for a specified
number of tests using the equations found in Chapter 6.2.2, Unified Guidance. ‘Per test’ here refers
to each sampling point and chemical combination statistically evaluated for compliance (for
example, 10 chemicals measured in each of 5 compliance wells semiannually results in 100 annual
tests). Some statistical software packages will also perform this calculation.

Ensuring an SWFPR of 10% at many sites entails assigning a very low false positive error rate to
each individual test. This in turn tends to reduce the statistical power of those tests, since power
always depends on factors such as sample size, significance level (Type I error rate, alpha), and the
size of the difference or change in concentrations you want to detect (also known as the effect
size). The effect in groundwater is often expressed as an increase over background in units of stand-
ard deviations (calculated from the background data). A large change in groundwater quality is
easier to identify than a small change, so if the targeted effect size is large, the test will have higher
power; conversely, smaller targeted effect sizes are associated with lower power.

Power curves may be used to estimate and visualize the statistical power of a test, or equivalently, a
test’s ability to correctly identify a ‘significant increase’ in chemical concentrations above back-
ground. A typical power curve graphs the statistical power of a test against a range of possible
effect sizes (in terms of standard deviations above background); the effect size can be translated
from standard deviations into concentration units. USEPA’s Unified Guidance recommends reg-
ular use and reporting of power curves when designing statistical monitoring programs (see
Chapter 6.2.3, Unified Guidance). This document also provides benchmark USEPA reference
power curves (ERPC) with which to assess the adequacy of site-specific power curves. Generally,
statistical software is needed to prepare power curves.

Because an inherent relationship and tradeoff exists between statistical power and the false positive
rate of a test (that is, the lower the significance level, the lower the power), there is also a tradeoff
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between the site-wide false positive rate (SWFPR) and power. Maintaining a balance between an
acceptable SWFPR and sufficient statistical power is important to ensure that groundwater mon-
itoring programs are protective of human health and the environment, while not placing undue bur-
dens or unreasonable risk of false detections on responsible parties. To achieve this balance, the
Unified Guidance recommends that the annual, cumulative SWFPR target be set at 10% and that
the USEPA reference power curves be used to demonstrate that each single statistical test can
detect a three or four standard deviation increase in groundwater contamination above background
with reasonable power.

In practice, meeting these targets simultaneously at most sites—given the limited amount of ground-
water data usually available or feasible—requires a three-point design strategy.

1. Examine the monitoring parameter list to see if any of the chemicals or indicators might be
unrelated or perhaps distantly related to what would be present in groundwater should con-
tamination actually occur. Eliminating chemicals from monitoring equates to fewer overall
statistical tests, a smaller SWFPR, and greater power for the remaining tests.

2. The Unified Guidance recommends the Double Quantification Rule (DQR), instead of
formal statistical testing, for any monitoring parameter that has never been detected in back-
ground. The DQR simplifies the assessment of such parameters, since you only need to
observe quantified detections on two consecutive sampling events to identify a significant
change in groundwater quality. Additionally, removing those parameters from formal testing
again lowers the SWFPR and improves the statistical power of the remaining formal tests.

3. Institute a formal re-testing strategy (see Section 3.6.6) any time tests such as prediction lim-
its, control charts, or tolerance limits are being used for release detection.

3.6.3 How much usable data do I have or need?

The statistical power, accuracy, and statistical confidence (see Section 3.6.1) of an analysis depend
on the number of statistically usable measurements (also termed the sample size). As a general rule
for parametric tests and many nonparametric ones as well, the larger the sample size the greater the
power and the smaller the decision error risk (false positives and false negatives). Unfortunately,
the relationship between sample size and statistical performance may be complicated and is some-
what different for each test. To minimize decision error risk, sample sizes should be determined
ahead of time, if possible, as part of the design process.

Data usability depends on how closely the data set approximates an independent, identically-dis-
tributed sample and on how well those data represent the target population. Although it is difficult
to verify these assumptions in a groundwater analysis, the statistical design and CSM should guide
when and where to sample so as to best match the target population, minimize correlations between
sampling events, and enable the collection of data related to the study questions. How, where, and
when data are sampled all impact data usability and should be considered during statistical plan-
ning.
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As a caution on sample size, while many statistical tests can be computed with just a handful of
measurements (sometimes as few as three), such tests tend to have unacceptably low statistical
power or high false positive rates. With parametric methods, critical points in published statistical
tables or in software account for the desired false positive rate (or significance level) but give no
indication of statistical power. Conversely, nonparametric statistical intervals (for example, pre-
diction limits) computed with small sample sizes have high power but also very high false positive
rates; nor can the false positive rate be specified in advance by the user without increasing the
sample size.

Example: Background Sample Size

As an example of the impact of insufficient data, consider the achievable false
positive rate using a nonparametric prediction limit based on themaximum
observed background value to test for contamination at a compliance well when
collecting a new measurement. Figure 3-2 plots background (BG, used in the
figure) sample size versus the expected false positive rate of the test. The hori-
zontal limits on the graph indicate standard 5% and 1% significance levels. The
background sample sizemust be at least 19 to achieve 5% significance, and at
least 99 to achieve 1% significance. Only 5 background values nets a 17%
chance of falsely detecting a release, while 10 would result in a 9% false pos-
itive risk. The prediction limit itself can be computed with just a single back-
groundmeasurement, despite the high decision error risk (50%). It is also the
case (not shown) that amuch lower sufficient sample size can be used if formal
retesting is pre-specified and incorporated into the procedure.

Figure 3-2. Background sample size versus the expected false positive
rate of the test.
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It is also difficult to judge whether a parametric statistical model fits the available data when the
sample size is small. One method is to use ‘bootstrapping’ to augment the information contained in
a small sample via computer-simulated resampling. Unfortunately, while standard bootstrapping is
a valuable tool in moderate to large data sets for estimating sampling variability, it gives unreliable
results for very small sample sizes and should be avoided. There is no substitute for real data. If the
sample size is too small, additional measurements must be obtained prior to statistical analysis.

Most guidelines on sample size for groundwater tests recommend at least 8 to 10 background meas-
urements when constructing prediction limits, control charts, or tolerance limits, and roughly the
same number of compliance point measurements when calculating trend tests or confidence inter-
vals. Some exceptions to these guidelines exist, but importantly, none of the recommendations dir-
ectly indicate what statistical power will be achieved during parametric testing, or how much false
positive rate control is likely in nonparametric tests. To figure both power and the expected false
positive rate, further pre-planning is necessary. For some parametric tests without re-testing, you
can use a minimum sample size formula to calculate the required sample size, as long as (1) a
rough estimate of the variance is either known or can be bounded, and (2) you can specify the min-
imum difference of importance that should be detected.

Unfortunately, analytical calculations of statistical power quickly become complicated depending
on the type of test and application. Adding retesting to standard prediction limits or control charts
dramatically changes the way minimum sample sizes must be computed, as does the less-than-math-
ematically-tractable nature of combined Shewhart cumulative sum control chart (Shewhart-
CUSUM) control charts (see Section 5.13). In many cases, power and minimum sample size char-
acteristics of a method must be simulated on a computer, so that professional statistical assistance
may be required. One help in this regard is that the Unified Guidance provides pre-computed
sample size and power values for many scenarios involving prediction limits with retesting (though
not for Shewhart-CUSUM control charts).

3.6.4 What are the critical contaminants?

The selection of which contaminants to monitor might seem at first to be strictly a decision for reg-
ulators and responsible parties. Often the list of monitored contaminants is set as part of the reg-
ulatory record, based on the composition of the contaminant sources, interaction of those
contaminants with the local hydrogeology (including mobility, persistence, toxicity), and at times
political sensitivities. Nevertheless, consider the impact of the monitoring list during the statistical
design phase because it can affect statistical results. For instance, the more chemical parameters sub-
ject to formal statistical testing, the larger the resulting risk of making false positive decisions, and
the greater the difficulty in managing that risk.

In some cases, chemicals on the monitoring list may be only distantly, or not at all, related to source
composition, meaning that detection of those parameters is not indicative of site contamination.
Removing these chemicals from formal monitoring can help optimize analytical resources, improve
compliance decisions, and allow the use of more powerful statistical tests for the remaining con-
taminants. Also, the list of contaminants should be screened for statistical usability. Parameters that
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are heavily nondetect, that have low analytical precision, or that are only sampled in a small num-
ber of locations or across a small fraction of the site may be difficult to statistically analyze, espe-
cially within desired bounds of statistical error or confidence.

3.6.5 Should I use interwell or intrawell sampling?

Comparisons of compliance wells against local background data usually take one of two forms:
interwell tests of upgradient versus downgradient wells, or intrawell tests of earlier versus more
recent measurements at each compliance well (see Section 3.1). The type of comparison that is
most appropriate depends on the specific contaminants and the nature of local hydrogeologic con-
ditions. Substantial natural spatial variability may necessitate intrawell methods, a condition which
can be identified in part by using graphical EDA tools (see Section 3.3.3) and diagnostic statistical
tests. At some sites, both intrawell and interwell tests may be appropriate, because the degree of
spatial variation may vary by contaminant (for example, levels of naturally-occurring chemicals
may differ spatially from anthropogenic contaminants).

Intrawell methods are also the method of choice when attempting to identify trends at individual
sampling points or when evaluating post-remedial progress in contaminant reduction. In these
cases, local background may not be relevant to the comparison or may not be stable enough over
time to allow the use of interwell tests.

3.6.6 Should I retest and how?

Long-term monitoring at many sites requires years of routine sampling at fixed intervals. If a new
round of sampling at a given sampling point is inconsistent with background levels, evidence exists
of possible contamination or a change in conditions. To confirm whether the apparent change in
concentrations is real or simply due to chance sampling variation or the impact of an outlier, retest-
ing may be needed. Retesting—collecting and testing one or more new, independent groundwater
sample at that sampling point after the initial test—tends to confirm actual changes and sim-
ultaneously eliminate most false indications.

Because the amount of new data collected at a given sampling point during any sampling event is
small (often one new measurement), retesting is generally imperative for a successful detection
monitoring program. Retests must be explicitly built into the statistical procedure and incorporated
into the statistical design that is established during project planning. All facets of retesting—includ-
ing how many resamples to collect, how much independent background data are available, and the
decision rules used to confirm or refute an initial indication—affect the statistical power and accur-
acy of groundwater tests. Consult Chapter 19, Unified Guidance, for additional information.

3.6.7 Does my monitoring network need to be optimized?

Depending on the study question, a monitoring network might include more sampling points or be
sampled more frequently than is actually necessary. Conversely, there may be inadequate spatial or
temporal coverage of the site suggesting that either additional sampling points should be added to
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better characterize complex spatial trends or more frequent sampling at existing wells should occur.
Both types of questions are part of monitoring network optimization.

Good statistical design should document networks that exhibit statistical redundancy in the num-
bers and placement of sampling points, or that are sampled more often than needed, and estimate
the degree of redundancy present. In general, a high degree of spatial correlation between sampling
points or a large temporal correlation between consecutive sampling events indicates statistical
redundancy. Methods to identify redundancy and optimize your monitoring network are described
in Section 4.5.3 and Section 5.14. Ideally, any network should be designed to most efficiently
answer the study questions, while not wasting sampling and analytical resources.

It is also important to identify networks that provide too little statistical information to adequately
characterize the site. In these cases, the spatial sampling design can be optimized by adding new
sampling points at the most effective locations, or by increasing sampling efforts at existing wells to
ensure compliance decisions can be made with adequate statistical confidence. Methods to optim-
ize ‘by addition rather than subtraction’ are described in Section 4.5.3 and Section 5.14, generally
relying on (1) locating specific site areas with the largest statistical uncertainty and fewest wells,
and (2) determining whether trends over time are highly uncertain and linking this uncertainty to
the current sampling frequency.

3.6.8 Is geostatistical or spatial analysis of groundwater necessary?

Geostatistical methods can be powerful tools for mapping and characterizing concentration or
mass-flux patterns across a site. Geostatistical analyses, for instance, produce isopleth maps such as
isoconcentration contour maps. Generating such maps and estimates usually requires more
sampling points (sometimes arranged in a systematic pattern or along linear transects) than are avail-
able or feasible at many sites. As such, the statistical design should critically examine whether geo-
statistical analysis is necessary prior to well placement. Furthermore, the best sampling design for
spatial analysis (for example, systematic grid) may not coincide with the requirements of the CSM,
where wells may be sited along presumed preferential pathways or grouped near source areas.

Common sampling designs for spatial analysis include random sampling, systematic sampling, or
multi-stage sampling. Random sampling of an aquifer (that is, by randomly locating sampling
points) helps to ensure a low level of statistical bias in the data set, but often cannot be done
because of physical obstacles (such as buildings) or logistical difficulties in locating and drilling at
truly random coordinates. It also may be less efficient than systematic designs in estimating the vari-
ance of a spatially-correlated or spatially-stratified population. Systematic sampling is useful when
uniform spatial coverage is desired or when attempting to identify localized contaminant plumes
(such as hotspots), but may be cost-prohibitive for many groundwater sites unless the sampling
points consist of temporary wells or perhaps field sensors.

Multi-stage sampling is a design option that can more efficiently use sampling resources and yet
allow for spatial analysis. This design entails initially obtaining a higher density of screening or
semi-quantitative data that are then used to focus the collection of samples to be analyzed using
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more costly fixed-based laboratory analysis. Inexpensive field screening or direct push tech-
nologies may be a viable option for increasing the spatial resolution, as an alternative to drilling a
smaller number of permanent wells only in locations targeted by professional judgment. Multi-
stage sampling strategies must be developed during the statistical design phase.

Sampling points may also need to be stratified or apportioned into spatial groupings to represent dis-
tinct statistical populations or subpopulations. Such groupings may include upgradient and down-
gradient zones or reflect different aquifers, hydrostratigraphic units, or multiple screening depths.

3.6.9 Can I use field screening or the Triad approach?

On-site remediation of groundwater requires accurate characterization and understanding of any
subsurface plumes. Often, the expense involved with drilling permanent wells and then using soph-
isticated analytical methods to measure each physical sample (particularly for organic chemicals)
precludes locating more than a few sampling points relative to the areal extent of the site. Regu-
latory requirements, for instance under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA),
have generally considered these realities so that a typical RCRA waste site is required to have a
minimum of only one upgradient well and three downgradient wells.

A parallel concern is that less expensive field screening techniques were in the past typically asso-
ciated with substantially greater levels of analytical uncertainty, making it difficult to accurately
measure chemicals at low concentrations. USEPA has recognized the significant progress in
sampling and measurement technologies, and that lower analytical uncertainty in individual labor-
atory analyses is often more than balanced by the large risk of decision error introduced from hav-
ing too few sampling points. This understanding supports USEPA’s Triad approach (see Triad
Implementation Guide, ITRC 2007b).

Triad applies three key concepts to the statistical and sampling design at a cleanup site:

1. Systematic planning, including development of a CSM, upfront assessment and management
of the risks of decision error and uncertainty, and allowance for the CSM to evolve as new
information comes to light from sampling activities

2. Dynamic work strategies, in which pre-approved decision logic is used to flexibly adapt the
sampling design and subsequent sampling activities to the information generated

3. ‘Real-time’ measurement technologies, including either rapid turn-around analyses from a tra-
ditional laboratory, or field-based screening and measurement methods, and direct push tech-
nologies.

The Triad approach consciously trades the lower analytical uncertainty associated with traditional
laboratory and sampling procedures for the benefits gained from less expensive individual meas-
urements, quicker turn-around time, and the statistical reality that more sampling points are needed
to accurately characterize contaminated groundwater plumes than are typically available using tra-
ditional sampling plans. The gain in decision certainty from a larger number of, say, field screening
measurements can often outweigh the better analytical precision of a small number of laboratory-
based analyses.
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Whether the Triad approach is useful at a particular site depends on whether more inexpensive
methods of measurement exist for the contaminants, or for surrogates of those chemicals, and a
proper weighing of the potential gains in project costs, flexibility, and decision certainty. All of
these factors must be addressed in the systematic planning phase.
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4.0 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS FOR PROJECT LIFE CYCLE STAGES

This section explains the role of groundwater statistics in the activities of typical project life cycle
stages. These project life cycle stages include release detection, site characterization, remediation,
monitoring, and closure. The environmental projects may be cleanup projects, or compliance mon-
itoring (for example Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) facilities) projects. Study
questions serve as a bridge connecting project life cycle stages with relevant statistical methods and
were selected based on common project objectives that require statistical analyses. Ten common
study questions and their associations with each of the life cycle stages are presented in Table 4-1.
A more detailed discussion of the study questions is presented in Appendix C.

Table 4-1. Statistical Study Questions for life cycle stages

Statistical analyses are conducted to answer the study questions listed in Table 4-1. The questions
start simply and move to more complex analyses. You may need to reconsider the questions, how-
ever, as the project progresses through the life cycle stages. For example, when initially assessing a
release or characterizing a site, you will likely determine background concentrations for com-
parison to site concentrations. Later, you may need to revisit background concentrations when
determining compliance with criteria. Some study questions are relevant through all stages of a
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project life cycle.

Study questions also have a relationship to one another in the context of specific groundwater eval-
uation objectives such as background or attenuation, which may be important during various pro-
ject life cycle stages. Study Questions 1 and 2 assess background concentrations that may be of
interest during release detection, site characterization, monitoring, and closure stages. Study Ques-
tions 3 and 4 assess contaminant concentrations with respect to criteria that may be important in all
of the life cycle stages. Study Questions 5 and 6 evaluate temporal trends in data sets that may be
of concern during remediation, monitoring, and closure. Study Questions 7 and 8 assess temporal
and spatial rates of change for contaminants and are also important concerns during remediation,
monitoring, and closure. Study Questions 9 and 10 evaluate if the frequency of sampling and spa-
tial coverage of wells are appropriate, leading to a more optimal monitoring program, which is an
important consideration for all life cycle stages. These final questions are used to determine
whether a monitoring well network may need to be expanded for sufficient compliance point or
plume migration coverage. These questions may also be used to determine whether more or less fre-
quent sampling is necessary to characterize or evaluate changes in contaminant concentrations.

The five project life cycle stages do not cover all possible project situations, but are provided to
link statistical methods and tools to the typical waste management facility or contaminated site
investigation, monitoring, or cleanup actions. Many of the project life cycle stages share common
groundwater evaluation objectives, where groundwater statistical methods might be used.

The discussion in this section provides the following guidance for each life cycle stage in relation
to the study questions:

l selecting and characterizing a data set relevant to the study question
l appropriate statistical methods and tools for the study question
l interpretation of the results and the associated uncertainty

The discussion in the following sections does not provide guidance on the specific assessment or
remediation tasks associated with each life cycle stage (such as groundwater remediation methods)
but rather provides guidance on the use of statistics to support the groundwater evaluation object-
ives. Additional information about common mistakes in applying statistical methods is presented in
Appendix B.

4.1 Considerations for Statistical Analysis

Exploratory data analysis (EDA) is a common step for all project life cycle stages or study ques-
tions. As discussed in Section 3.3.3, EDA is valuable for inspecting the quality and character of
groundwater sample results. Data should be evaluated for frequency of detection, multiple detec-
tion limits, and outliers (either high or low values). Check the distributions of the sample data for
normality or lognormality to select appropriate statistical methods. In general, do not make unveri-
fied assumptions regarding the statistical distribution of data. When the impact of nondetects on the
data set is combined with the impact of a small data set or data sets containing extreme values,
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distributional tests may fail to identify a known distribution and nonparametric methods must be
used.

The number of samples that must be collected in order to apply the statistical methods varies; how-
ever, in general, more samples better characterize groundwater concentrations. USEPA recom-
mends a minimum of 8 to 10 independent observations (Chapter 5.2.1, Unified Guidance) for most
of the statistical tests. States may require a specific number of minimum observations by rule. Data
sets of 20 or more observations may be possible, and methods to expand the data set, discussed in
Chapter 5.2.6, Unified Guidance, can include additional sampling or pooling data from more than
one well if the data characteristics allow (for example, use an analysis of variance (ANOVA) test
to show concentrations do not differ) in order to statistically increase the number of samples.
However, when pooling data, the statistical significance of a single contaminated well may be
reduced by pooling with uncontaminated wells.

In addition, collecting samples that are not separated by sufficient time intervals can lead to redund-
ant measurements. Such data are not statistically independent. Collecting samples separated by too
long an interval may miss important aspects of the data record. See Study Question 9 for more
information on temporal optimization methods.

Ideally, the project planning process documents the data analysis procedures, including how non-
detects are managed. If not established prior to sampling then a decision should be made during
EDA as to how nondetect data will be handled in the data set. Parametric statistical tests typically
utilize the mean and standard deviation of a data set, both of which may be significantly skewed by
using the detection limit or other substitution methods in these calculations. Nonparametric tests are
not as impacted by a small number of nondetects, but the results of almost all statistical tests can be
confounded by a large number of nondetects especially if associated with varying detection limits.
See Section 5.7 for guidance on how to handle nondetects in statistical analyses.

Prior to analyzing the groundwater data and after the EDA, review the assumptions of the stat-
istical tests. For example, some of the tests require that the data be derived from a normal statistical
distribution. The assumptions for each of the statistical methods are discussed in detail in Section
5.0. Section 3.4 provides more information on the general statistical assumptions, and Appendix F
includes information about checking the underlying assumptions of statistical tests.

4.2 Release Detection

At cleanup sites or at waste management facilities, groundwater monitoring may be used to determ-
ine if a release has occurred. A release may be detected by comparison of compliance well data to
a criterion or by detection of a trend in the compliance well data. Groundwater concentrations may
be compared to a criterion to determine facility compliance. A release may also be detected when
the concentration of a chemical in groundwater exceeds background. Accordingly, an important
aspect of release detection monitoring is determining the background concentrations (either natural
or anthropogenic) for chemicals. Natural background would be representative of pristine or pre-
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industrial conditions. Anthropogenic background refers to concentrations in the surrounding
groundwater that may be impacted by human activity, but not by the site.

The study questions that are most applicable for release detection are shown here.

4.2.1 Background Conditions

When discussing the concept of background, it should be clarified whether background represents
natural or anthropogenic conditions as well as whether background conditions are defined by loc-
ation or by a time period that is uninfluenced by the site. Few sources exist to determine the ana-
lytical qualities of pristine groundwater, so groundwater monitoring results are typically compared
to the conditions in wells unaffected by the contaminants associated with the activities being mon-
itored. For example, monitoring wells upgradient of a landfill are generally compared to monitoring
wells downgradient of the same landfill. Significantly greater contaminant concentrations in the
downgradient wells than the upgradient wells would support the conclusion that contaminants
were released from the landfill. Most guidance documents and research papers on determining nat-
ural or anthropogenic background concentrations primarily employ statistical techniques. However,
geochemical evaluations may be used to identify potentially contaminated samples and naturally
occurring metals (Thorbjornsen and Myers 2007).

Background data sets can be compared to site data using a variety of statistical tests depending on
the geology, well development, and chemicals being examined as well as the release mechanism
identified in the conceptual site model. The number of planned background wells or groundwater
sampling points should reflect the site being investigated in terms of site size, the variability of the
concentrations for a chemical, and analytical detection limits. Background may also be represented
by a single value based on regulatory requirements or a value derived from literature. Not all back-
ground values reported in the literature are appropriate for comparison to site concentrations. Back-
ground values obtained from literature should be reviewed to determine whether the regional
geology and land use for the values are similar to conditions at the site.

4.2.2 Location or Selection of Background Wells

In locating or selecting the background wells or data set, consider the common requirements for
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statistical analyses. The monitoring wells should represent the same hydrogeologic unit and not be
too close together or immediately up- or downgradient of one another. In determining proximity of
wells, some factors to consider include formation transmissivity, range of contaminant con-
centrations, and size of area being investigated. Proper well placement assures that the water
samples drawn from different wells are independent such that the groundwater from the same loc-
ation is not being sampled twice. A sufficient number of samples must be collected to demonstrate
that the analytical results do not correlate with either the time of collection or nearby wells. There
also should be a sufficient number of samples to determine whether seasonality is important. In gen-
eral, if the concentration of a chemical increases or decreases over time or is significantly higher in
some background wells as compared to others then the background data drawn from those wells
may not be suitable for use as background.

To help avoid misrepresentation of chemicals in background groundwater, avoid placing back-
ground wells near typical, known sources of contamination such as burial areas and underground
storage tanks. Collect basic geologic data to determine which sources of contamination should be
of concern. The hydrogeologic characteristics such as groundwater movement, direction, volume,
and stability all are important and are discussed further in Section 4.3.

The appropriate number of samples will be related to site conditions as characterized in the con-
ceptual site model (CSM); see Section 3.6 for further discussion of statistical design and number of
samples.

4.2.3 Monitoring for a Release

When sample data are available from both background and potentially impacted wells, plots can be
used to graphically assess whether the two data sets are derived from the same or different stat-
istical populations. Probability plots and box plots can be useful for such qualitative evaluations.

An upper criterion can be calculated from background data as either an upper prediction limit or
upper tolerance limit. Control charts can be used as an alternate graphical tool to assess whether
concentrations within a well (intrawell) have increased above a control limit based on data from an
earlier (background) time period. Sample results from the potentially impacted wells are then com-
pared to these limits to determine if a release has occurred. Prediction or tolerance limits are simple
to implement and communicate results. Care must also be taken to account for high site-wide false
positive rates (SWFPR) when multiple contaminants and multiple wells are being compared. Mul-
tiple comparisons with a fixed level of statistical significance indicate that each repeat of the test
has the same chance of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis and those repeats accumulate or
sum the error (increasing the risk of at least one mistaken decision).

Two-sample tests are an alternative to the prediction limit or tolerance limit. These tests compare
the mean or mean rank of the potentially impacted wells with the same statistic for the background
data. The parametric comparison tests are Welch's t-test and pooled variance t-test and the non-
parametric equivalents are the Wilcoxon rank sum test and Tarone-Ware test. The t-test is sensitive
to outliers; the nonparametric tests are not sensitive to outliers.
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4.2.4 Statistical Methods for Release Detection Objectives

When evaluating whether or not a release has occurred, the following methods are most applicable:

l Prepare box plots or probability plots to qualitatively evaluate whether the background and
potentially impacted data sets appear to be drawn from the same population.

l Determine if the background samples appear to be from a single statistical population or if
multiple aquifer characteristics exist (see one-way ANOVA or t-test, Wilcoxon rank sum
test, Tarone-Ware), and assess whether background concentrations are stable (see parametric
trend tests, Mann-Kendall trend tests).

l Calculate an interval that represents a background distribution of concentrations of chemicals
from one or a set of wells that are unaffected by a contaminant source or a contaminated site
with a stated coverage and certainty. See prediction limits, control charts, and tolerance
limits.

l In some circumstances you may want to consider the following approach: use two sample
tests to determine if there is a difference between potentially impacted wells and background.
See t-test, ANOVA, Wilcoxon rank sum test, Tarone-Ware.

4.3 Site Characterization

Site characterization is typically the first phase of a cleanup project. Site characterization describes
the physical conditions of the site such as soils, geology, hydrology, the presence of existing con-
tamination, the potential for contamination to be released, and the actual and potential pathways
and mechanisms for contamination transport. This stage of the project life cycle considers the chem-
ical characteristics of the contaminants and their potential to be mobile in the environment. All of
these aspects of site characterization are needed to develop an appropriate groundwater monitoring
program, understand groundwater contaminant concentrations, and select and interpret ground-
water statistical analyses.

Information collected during the characterization phase may support, refute, or provide additional
details for the initial assumptions regarding the site. While some information may not be initially
known, information must be collected to support the CSM. Development of the CSM starts at the
beginning of the cleanup project and continues as additional information becomes available (see
Section 3.2).

To ensure that the data collected will support the project goals, use a structured process such as the
Triad approach or USEPA Data Quality Objectives (DQO) process to guide data acquisition.
Developing, implementing, and optimizing groundwater monitoring all depend upon data of
known quality and sufficient quantity. Section 3.3.1 includes more information about data quality.

The study questions that are most applicable for site characterization are shown here.
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4.3.1 Physical Site Conditions

The geology, geography, and climatic conditions associated with a site strongly influence ground-
water hydrology. Site hydrology describes not only the presence or absence of water, but also its
flow direction, its velocity, and its volume. The location of the aquifer and its character must be
well understood in order to assure that the groundwater samples with which comparisons are made
are drawn from the same sample population (same aquifer).

Surrounding bodies of water and local drainage patterns also influence hydrology. For example, it
is possible for a local stream to be gaining during one season (groundwater moves into the stream)
and losing during another season (stream water moves into groundwater) so that samples drawn
from groundwater are influenced by differing sources of water in different seasons.

The natural (background) geochemical composition of the groundwater is directly related to the
aquifer mineralogy and the rate of dissolution of the aquifer minerals into the groundwater. Most of
these reactions are slow and only subtle changes in inorganic concentrations occur over time within
a hydrogeologic unit. Faster reactions and changes can occur locally where there are changes in
aquifer mineralogy such as a sandy stream channel within a limestone unit or an influx of ground-
water with a different composition than the pore water of the aquifer such as from a losing stream.

Variables such as temperature, exposed surface area of minerals, pH, oxidation-reduction potential,
and presence in solution of other ions will affect not only the rate of dissolution of minerals into the
groundwater but also influence the precipitation or co-precipitation of minerals from the ground-
water, potentially changing the groundwater chemistry. These factors will also affect the rate of
absorption (uptake into the physical structure) of ions to the aquifer material or particulate matter in
the groundwater itself.

Aquifer characteristics such as the type of aquifer solids, pore structure, and fracture systems may
alter the transport of dissolved chemicals by physical mechanisms such as absorption onto the
aquifer matrix. Depending on the persistence of the contaminant, the same mechanisms that hinder
movement may also allow the slow release of contaminants over time. Soil type (such as a clay min-
eral) can also affect the mass of contamination that may be released into groundwater over time by
absorbing the contamination onto the minerals within the soils. These contaminants are then slowly
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released over time into the groundwater or infiltrating rainwater. The characteristics of pores and
fractures in rock aquifers are also important controllers in the interaction of contaminants with
aquifer material.

While not often emphasized, the microbiology of the subsurface can change contaminant half-lives,
support biodegradation, cause changes in water chemistry, and affect contaminant movement. For
example, changes in biota can alter key characteristics such as pH, free metals, and dissolved oxy-
gen concentrations. You should understand and monitor biological parameters if microbial activity
affects the goals for the site. See the ITRC Environmental Molecular Diagnostics (ITRC 2013)
web-based document for information about a group of advanced and emerging techniques (referred
to as EMDs) that analyze biological and chemical characteristics of environmental samples.

4.3.2 Existing Contamination and its Sources

The nature and extent of contamination should be understood sufficiently to support appropriate
groundwater monitoring. Consider the following questions when evaluating existing contamination
and its sources:

l How many potential sources exist?
l Are all present and potential sources releasing into the groundwater being monitored?
l What are the contaminants?
l Is contaminant co-mingling occurring from multiple potential source areas or does it have the
potential to occur?

l Is a contaminant being examined against a background concentration that may include a nat-
urally occurring element like chromium? Or is monitoring focused on a contaminant that is
not present in natural background but may be present in anthropogenic background such as
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)? See Section 4.2.1 for a detailed discussion on back-
ground.

l With the above concerns in mind, what is the extent or mass of contamination?

4.3.3 Pathways and Mechanisms of Transport

The pathways for transport of contamination determine whether data are being appropriately eval-
uated and also help to anticipate how sample results may change over time.

Different geologic units within the same aquifer can have differing water quality. For example, for
a saturated clay layer underlain by sand, the contaminant concentrations in the two geologic units
can be significantly different due to different transmissivity. Some contaminants, such as depleted
uranium, are generally immobile but can be mobilized under certain geochemical conditions. Trans-
port mechanisms then become crucial to understanding results for these contaminants.
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Comparison of Two Aquifers

A site beingmonitored has both an
upper and lower aquifer and the
lower aquifer is not in direct con-
tact with the area of con-
tamination. As a result, the upper
aquifer may be contaminated
while the lower aquifer may be
clean. Statistical comparisons of
the concentrations in these
aquifers could support and help to
refine the evaluation of ground-
water transport pathways.

4.3.3.1 Contaminant Chemical and Physical
Nature

The physical and chemical characteristics of the con-
taminant must also be considered in groundwater
monitoring. A contaminant such as benzene, a light
nonaqueous phase liquid (LNAPL), will both float on
the surface of groundwater and dissolve into ground-
water. If LNAPL is present, groundwater samples
which are drawn from the water table can differ from
deeper samples that only represent the dissolved
phase. Benzene is also highly mobile and may travel
further in groundwater than other contaminants, even
those originating from the same source area. Tri-
chloroethene, a dense nonaqueous phase liquid
(DNAPL), is heavier than water and also dissolves in
water, so it may exist below downgradient monitoring wells screened at the same depths as upgradi-
ent wells. An inorganic element such as arsenic can bind tightly to clay, but can be released by
changes in parameters such as pH.

In order to properly characterize a site, all of the above contaminant characteristics must be con-
sidered. While some information may not be initially known, it is important that enough inform-
ation be collected to support the CSM (see Section 3.0: General Statistical Approach).

4.3.3.2 Groundwater Monitoring Networks

Groundwater monitoring networks are built around either identified potential sources of con-
tamination (such as a landfill, spill, or release) or are designed in an effort to identify and delineate
unknown sources of contamination. In either case, these monitoring well networks should ideally
be developed by examining the site history and geology and considering the following questions:

l What was the material released and what was its chemical composition?
l Where were materials stored, handled, processed or disposed?
l Can the volume of material released be estimated?
l Do available records shed light on the potential pathways by which contamination may have
entered the soil and groundwater, such as drainage swales, underground tanks or piping,
storm water or sanitary sewer systems?

More information on considerations for designing groundwater monitoring networks can be found
in Section 3.6.

Historical records and data can provide context for site characterization, but site geography, geo-
logy, and hydrogeology are critical as well. Section 3.3.2 has more information on the issues
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associated with using historical data. Once the available site data have been collected and assessed,
the information can be used to identify the possible pathways for contamination to migrate, the
sources of contamination, the possible contaminants, and then to plan the initial site char-
acterization investigations. When information that is needed to support a CSM is not available in
the historical records, a plan must be developed to fill the data gaps. Soil and groundwater
sampling are typically needed to delineate the contamination extent, to confirm pathways, and to
differentiate sources. Once the initial investigation has been performed, graphical and statistical
evaluations of the data can be used to identify the extent of contamination to the degree possible
with the data collected. This information can be used to develop an initial CSM. In this iterative pro-
cess, graphical data analysis and statistics help to direct data collection, which is used to refine and
focus the CSM.

4.3.4 Statistical Methods for Site Characterization Objectives

When conducting site characterization the following statistical methods are most applicable:

l Determine whether or not the mean concentration of the contaminant is increasing or decreas-
ing over time. If concentration is plotted versus time, either linear regression (a parametric
test) or Mann-Kendall and Theil-Sen (nonparametric tests) can be used to verify this trend.
When comparing the trends between wells or in different time frames, you should check to
see if the slopes of the two regression lines are significantly different. See linear regression,
Mann-Kendall trend test, and Theil-Sen trend line.

l Determine whether individual wells within a monitoring well network have a contaminant
concentration greater than that expected for a certain percentile (for example, 95th or 99th
percentile) of the wells in the network historically. Calculation of an upper quartile, upper tol-
erance limits or upper prediction limits may help identify areas of highest concentration that
may warrant further characterization.

l Compare a data set to a criterion. Whether that criterion is a maximum contaminant level
(MCL) or similar regulatory value, first determine what the value is intended to convey.
Does the criterion represent a not-to-exceed value, a mean value, or a value intended to rep-
resent a percentage of the population? Then compute an appropriate confidence interval on
the data set to determine if the criterion has been exceeded. See parametric confidence inter-
val, nonparametric confidence interval, and confidence interval for upper percentile.

4.4 Remediation

Remediation of contaminated groundwater is a challenge. On average, attainment of regulatory
closure at sites with contaminated groundwater takes significantly longer compared to sites that
have contaminated soil but no groundwater impacts. At many sites, it is estimated that attainment of
groundwater standards will take decades or more (See NAP 2012 for a discussion of the chal-
lenges of managing complex contaminated groundwater sites).

This section provides guidance on the use of statistics to support remedy selection and evaluation
of remedy effectiveness. For remediation, statistical analyses are most useful for evaluating changes
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in concentration over time (trend analyses). An objective and accurate evaluation of changes in con-
taminant concentrations over time can help to resolve groundwater remediation issues.

The study questions that are most applicable for remediation are shown here.

4.4.1 Remedy Selection

Selection of technologies for remediation of groundwater is commonly based on evaluation criteria.
The CERCLA remedy selection process evaluates potential remedial alternatives using nine criteria
(USEPA 1988). These CERCLA criteria are used to select the best overall remedy for the site.
State cleanup regulations may also contain similar evaluation criteria that are used for selection of
remedial technologies. Although statistical analyses are not always directly relevant to remedy
selection, statistics can, for example, support natural attenuation as a potential remedy.

When natural attenuation is being considered as a potential remedy, trend analyses for existing
groundwater monitoring data can be used evaluate short-term and long-term effectiveness and to
predict remediation time frames. The results of these analyses can support a comparison of natural
attenuation to other remedies. Because these analyses use existing data, the evaluation methods are
essentially the same as those used for the evaluation of remedy effectiveness for a selected and
implemented technology.

4.4.2 Remedy Effectiveness

After a groundwater remedy has been implemented, statistical analysis of groundwater monitoring
results can show the degree of remedy effectiveness. Analyses that can be used to evaluate remedy
effectiveness include groundwater plume contouring, an examination of contaminant concentration
versus time (temporal trends analysis) and an examination of contaminant concentration versus dis-
tance from the source (spatial trend analysis).
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Contouring may be used to better understand the spatial pattern. Many software packages perform
contouring; these packages often perform poorly with the sparse data sets typical of corrective
action sites. As a result, hand contouring is often preferred (Siegel 2008). If a software package is
used for contouring, carefully review the results for interpolation and extrapolation errors. Remedy
effectiveness can be evaluated by 1) plotting the temporal trends on a map and evaluating the spa-
tial pattern in the trends or 2) creating a series of maps and evaluating the change in spatial pattern
over time before and during remedy operation (see Section 3.6.7: Does my monitoring network
need to be optimized?).

Statistical evaluation of remedy effectiveness may employ a number of methods, and may address
a variety of site parameters; some examples are listed below:

l Determine whether the change in concentration over time represents a statistically-significant
long-term trend (temporal trend analysis, see regression analysis and Mann-Kendall trend
test).

l Estimate the rate of concentration change over time (the attenuation rate, see Example A.5
and Example A.6). Use the confidence interval for this attenuation rate to evaluate the uncer-
tainty in the estimate (see regression analysis and Theil-Sen test).

l Evaluate the areal extent of remedy effectiveness by identifying the wells with higher atten-
uation rates. The confidence intervals for the attenuation rates can be used to determine
whether the observed differences in attenuation rates are statistically significant (see con-
fidence interval bands on regression analysis and Theil-Sen test).

l Estimate future contaminant concentrations using the current concentration and the estimated
attenuation rate. The confidence interval for the attenuation rate can be used to evaluate the
uncertainty in the concentration estimate (see confidence interval bands on regression ana-
lysis and Theil-Sen test).

Comparative statistical tests can also be used to evaluate remedy effectiveness. Comparative tests
are most commonly used to evaluate differences in performance parameter values between groups
of spatially-associated wells (that is, wells identified as inside rather than outside a treatment area).
Appropriate comparative tests, such as t-test and Wilcoxon rank-sum, are discussed in Section 5.11
of this guidance. Comparisons that may be made include contaminant attenuation rates, change in
contaminant concentration before and after treatment, or change in concentration of treatment com-
pound before and after treatment.

4.4.2.1 Statistical Methods for Remediation Objectives

When conducting remedy selection or remedy effectiveness activities the following methods are
most applicable.

l Estimate the rate of concentration change over time (the attenuation rate). Use the confidence
interval for this attenuation rate to evaluate the uncertainty in the estimate (see regression ana-
lysis and Theil-Sen test).
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l Evaluate the areal extent of remedy effectiveness by identifying the wells with higher atten-
uation rates. The confidence intervals for the attenuation rates can be used to determine
whether the observed differences in attenuation rates are statistically significant (see con-
fidence interval bands on regression analysis and Theil-Sen test).

l Estimate future contaminant concentrations using the current concentration and the estimated
attenuation rate. The confidence interval for the attenuation rate can be used as a line of evid-
ence to evaluate the uncertainty in the concentration estimate. However, note that any extra-
polation of the attenuation rate or its associated confidence interval beyond the available data
range likely includes much greater uncertainty in the projected concentrations from the stat-
istical estimates (see confidence interval bands on regression analysis, Theil-Sen test, and
Example A.2).

4.5 Monitoring

Groundwater monitoring is conducted to observe and assess characteristics of interest at cleanup,
RCRA facility, or waste disposal sites. Often, monitoring is conducted on a long-term basis, some-
times for decades. Monitoring may be required even after closure of a site during post-closure mon-
itoring. As such, monitoring may be conducted to describe characteristics at a specific location or
point in time or to show how these characteristics change over time or space.

Changes in groundwater quality may have either natural or human causes. Proper evaluation of
groundwater data helps you understand whether the criteria or goals of the monitoring program are
met or if significant, adverse changes in groundwater concentrations have occurred. Proper design
of the monitoring network depends upon the type of the site, the contaminants present, and the reg-
ulatory program. Prior to implementing a monitoring program, review well placement, parameter
selection, sampling frequency, and whether or not a release has been identified. Typical activities
in the monitoring stage include observing changes in concentration levels over time and space, and
comparing concentrations to numerical criteria. After sufficient data are collected, it may also be
possible to optimize sampling locations and sampling frequencies to improve and streamline the
monitoring program (see Section 4.5.3). 

The study questions that are most applicable for monitoring are shown here.
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4.5.1 Monitoring for Concentration Changes

As discussed in Section 3.6, before implementing a monitoring program, consider the statistical
design of the program and the methods that will be used to statistically analyze the measurements.
These choices impact the kinds of data that must be collected and the frequency of monitoring. For
example, routine, periodic groundwater monitoring lends itself to the use of prediction limits with
retesting (see Section 5.4) in order to assess whether concentration levels exceed background. To
do this appropriately, however, (1) data representing background concentrations must be collected
from either dedicated background wells (interwell testing) or from (earlier) uncontaminated
sampling events at compliance wells (intrawell testing); (2) the background concentrations should
be stationary (stable, nontrending); and (3) there should be enough background observations to
give the prediction limit a reasonable chance of identifying a significant change in concentrations
(adequate statistical power).

No matter what evaluation methods are selected, always first graph your data on time series plots.
This simple, graphical procedure can be used both to help verify that background concentrations
are stable/stationary or to reveal apparent trends over time. Time series plots can also reveal the
presence of seasonal or cyclical patterns, which might necessitate special data adjustments (de-sea-
sonalization) or test methods specifically adapted for seasonal data (such as seasonal Mann-
Kendall).

In cases where trends are apparent on time series plots, formal trend tests (for example, linear
regression, Mann-Kendall, Theil-Sen) can be used to verify whether or not a statistically significant
trend exists. Statistical trend methods are also applicable if the purpose of monitoring is to identify
the rate at which groundwater contaminants are diminishing, or if attenuation is occurring more
quickly in one location over another. Similarly, trend analysis may be used to evaluate the natural
attenuation of a contaminant in groundwater. Evaluating and identifying trends in concentrations is
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an important line of evidence to support monitored natural attenuation (MNA) as part of a ground-
water remedy.

4.5.2 Compliance with Criteria

A common compliance goal during long-term monitoring is to determine whether groundwater con-
centrations meet, exceed, or have dropped below a numerical criterion or decision criterion. Under
some regulatory programs, an extensive monitoring program may be established when a release
occurs. At this point, statistical tests are used to test whether or not the concentrations exceed a spe-
cified criterion. Additionally, monitoring may be used to demonstrate that remediation activities
have lowered concentrations below a criterion for cleanup. In both settings, a type of confidence
interval or limit is an appropriate statistical method. But in selecting a specific method, consider
first what the numerical criterion is meant to represent as a statistical quantity, for example a long-
term average or an upper percentile. Decision criteria can be established as MCLs, alternate com-
pliance limits (ACLs), background limits, risk-based concentrations for protection of human health
and the environment, or other bases. Most of these criteria are designed to be long-term averages
based on chronic exposures; more rarely, a criterion may be based on acute or episodic exposures
and thus more akin to a concentration upper percentile. The key statistical principle is to match the
type of statistical interval to the type of criterion (for example, using a confidence interval around
the mean when comparing against a long-term average-based MCL).

An important corollary to this discussion is the need for multiple, independent statistical meas-
urements with which to decide whether or not groundwater concentrations meet or exceed any cri-
terion with a high degree of statistical confidence. To be specific, one observation below a criterion
does not prove that the maximum or mean concentration of the contaminant population is below
the criterion. Neither does one concentration above a criterion indicate that the decision criterion
has been violated.

4.5.3 Optimization of Long-term Monitoring Networks

Optimization of a groundwater program can occur at any stage of the life cycle, especially if it
makes the program more accurate, efficient, and cost-effective (see, for instance, the resources and
options compiled by the Navy’s Facilities Command (NAVFAC) in its Optimization Roadmap
(US Navy 2013a). Statistical optimization of monitoring networks is generally practical during
long-term monitoring when a larger amount of data has been accumulated or the number of wells is
more extensive, or both. In that setting, the optimization objective is to create efficient data col-
lection—in which the right amount of data are collected in order to make accurate decisions in a
cost-effective manner.

Statistical methods can be used to judge whether a monitoring program is optimized. At a very
high level, this involves (1) estimating the degree of statistical correlation or redundancy between
sampling events or sample locations, or both, and (2) estimating the statistical uncertainty asso-
ciated with trends or spatial maps of concentrations. Similar sample results from neighboring wells
or closely-timed events indicates a positive correlation among the observations and possibly
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statistical redundancy. An optimized sampling and network design tends to show little redundancy
while retaining sufficient data to enable accurate and defensible decisions. Importantly, statistical
optimization can lead to either more or fewer monitoring wells, sampling events, or monitored
chemicals, depending on what best design meets the project goals. Results of any optimization
should also be compared to what is known or hypothesized about the site in the (CSM).

Typically four modes of optimization are either directly statistical or substantially affect statistical
decision making:

l Choice of monitoring parameters (chemicals). The more parameters that must be collected
and statistically analyzed, the greater the cost of the monitoring program, the greater the risk
of making false positive decision errors, and the greater the site-wide false positive rate
(SWFPR; see Section 3.6). In an optimal program, parameters that are not directly or indir-
ectly related to possible contaminant sources or waste composition, or which are primarily
nondetect and therefore statistically non-informative, may not be useful for routine mon-
itoring. Furthermore, as discussed in Section 3.6, if a regulatory program requires or recom-
mends a fixed SWFPR, the fewer the parameters, the greater the statistical power associated
with each of those tests for detecting real changes in groundwater quality.

l Choice of data collection (see Section 3.6). For some parameters, it may be feasible to use
less expensive field screening techniques or temporary sampling points (for example, Hydro-
punch) in order to collect a larger number measurements over a broader area, while sim-
ultaneously reducing costs relative to traditional sampling and laboratory analysis of
dedicated wells. Often, such data may be less precise than traditional groundwater meas-
urements, but the statistical advantage is a much larger sample size, leading to greater overall
statistical power and decision accuracy.

l Temporal optimization (see Section 3.6 and Section 5.8). This statistical approach aims to
optimize sampling frequencies, using one of several methods. One method, known as cost
effective sampling (CES), uses linear trend estimates and the statistical uncertainty of those
trends to bin wells into less and more frequent sampling categories. Modifications of the
CES approach have been incorporated into software tools like MAROS and the 3-Tiered
Monitoring and Optimization Tool (3TMO). Another method is iterative thinning, based on
constructing a trend and then determining how much of the sample data can be removed or
‘thinned,’ yet still allow the original trend to be accurately reconstructed. The greater the per-
centage of data removed, the greater the degree of redundancy, and the less sampling
required for an optimal sampling frequency.

l Spatial optimization (see also Section 3.6 and Section 5.14). This approach attempts to optim-
ize the number and placement of wells in a monitoring network. Different approaches seek
to measure either (1) statistical redundancy between sampling points to assess whether some
of those locations can be dropped from routine monitoring, or (2) statistical uncertainty and
how it varies across the site. Areas with high uncertainty and no or few wells are candidates
for adding new sampling locations. In general, both of these tasks rely on geostatistical tech-
niques involving a significant degree of complexity. Specialized software tools such as GTS,
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Summit Tools, and VSP (in addition to those referenced above) have been developed to per-
form these statistical analyses.

4.5.4 Statistical Methods for Monitoring Objectives

When implementing groundwater monitoring programs, the following methods are most applic-
able.

l Calculate the monotonic trends of concentrations over time at a single location to identify stat-
istically significant concentration trends (see linear regression, Mann-Kendall trend test, and
Example A.2).

l Estimate attenuation rates (rates of change), and use of confidence intervals (uncertainty) for
the attenuation rate (see linear regression, Theil-Sen trend line).

l Compare the estimated attenuation rates in two wells by comparing the slopes. This com-
parison does not, however, demonstrate the relationship between the wells (see confidence
interval bands on linear regression, Theil-Sen trend line, and time series plots).

l Calculate a confidence interval for a monotonic trend around the criterion to estimate when
compliance can be reached (see confidence interval bands on linear regression and Theil-Sen
trend line).

l As appropriate, consider the adequacy of sampling (both events and wells) to meet project
objectives. Relevant tools are iterative thinning, CES, and spatial analyses.

4.6 Closure

Closure is the final stage of the project life cycle and therefore is subject to extra scrutiny. At this
stage in the process, data planning and collection should have been managed through a systematic
planning process, and the CSM is assumed to be complete for the purposes of making a final
determination on whether monitoring may be permanently discontinued and the site closed. This
decision point may be reached at any time during the life cycle process (for example, during site
characterization, remediation, or monitoring). Significant variation occurs across regulatory pro-
grams, but in general, when contaminants are no longer detected in any wells for several sampling
events or over a specified period of time, the remedial goals are deemed complete and the ground-
water is no longer considered contaminated. However, in instances where contaminants decrease
but remain measurably present, or are present in natural or anthropogenic background, statistics can
support a closure decision.

Given the importance of this decision, managers must have a high degree of confidence that the
data fully support closure. Closure should verify that site contaminants are no longer present in the
groundwater, or are not present at concentrations that pose an unacceptable risk to human health or
the environment. In cases where concentrations of contaminants are allowed to remain (such as
under institutional or engineering control scenarios), trend analysis results may be used to show
that contaminants will not migrate or increase concentrations outside of the defined boundaries of
the controlled area.
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Following remediation, formal statistical testing will usually involve an upper confidence limit
around the mean or an upper percentile compared against a criterion. The overriding concern in cor-
rective action is that remediation efforts must have sufficient statistical proof to be declared suc-
cessful. Since groundwater is now presumed to be contaminated, a facility should not exit
corrective action until there is sufficient evidence that contamination has been abated (see Chapter
7.2, Unified Guidance).

By the time a site reaches the closure life cycle stage, the evaluation assumes that contamination
exists. Therefore, the statistical approach may involve comparing an upper confidence limit of the
data to a criterion. The upper confidence limit (UCL) should lie below the criterion to accept the
hypothesis that concentration levels support closure. If the entire confidence interval (considering
both the lower and upper confidence limits) lies below the criterion, there is statistically significant
evidence that the true value of the parameter (for instance, the mean) is less than the criterion.
When the confidence interval straddles the criterion, the correct decision is uncertain within the
stated confidence level. The true value of the parameter might be less than or greater than the cri-
terion and no clear decision with high statistical confidence is possible (see Chapter 5, Unified
Guidance).

The study questions that are most applicable for closure are shown here.

4.6.1 Compliance with Criteria

Statistical tools for comparison of groundwater concentrations to a fixed criterion include con-
fidence intervals or a one-sample hypothesis test. For this comparison to be valid, the sample pop-
ulation must be stable, with no increasing or decreasing trends. If groundwater concentrations are
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above the criterion and are changing over time, a trend analysis should be conducted. A confidence
band around the trend line can be estimated and compared to the criterion to determine when com-
pliance can be reached. The site owner may also evaluate other closure options such as closure
with institutional or engineering controls, or should take additional action (remedial or other) to
address the remaining contamination.

The choice of confidence interval should be based on the type of fixed criterion to which the
groundwater data will be compared. State or federal regulatory programs determine the appropriate
statistical parameter for comparison to a criterion. If a mean- or median-based parameter is chosen,
fairly straightforward confidence interval testing is implemented. If the maximum or not-to-exceed
criterion is the regulatory goal, then the program must identify a specific upper proportion and con-
fidence level that the criterion represents. If nonparametric upper proportion tests must be used for
the maximum or not-to-exceed criterion, then it will be very difficult to document compliance (see
Chapter 5, Unified Guidance) because of the large number of samples required. Care must be
taken that the confidence interval for an upper percentile concentration (such as the upper 95th per-
centile for a maximum or not-to-exceed criterion) should not be compared to a confidence interval
constructed around the arithmetic mean (under a mean or median-based criterion); see Chapter 5,
Unified Guidance.

4.6.2 Trends Toward Compliance Criteria

To show compliance with a fixed criterion, groundwater concentrations must not be increasing
with time. Check for trends and make corrections as needed to ensure validity of the statistical eval-
uation. If contaminant concentrations remain above designated fixed criteria, then demonstration of
a stable or downward trend, combined with institutional controls, or engineering controls may be
sufficient to justify closure for the site.

4.6.3 Statistical Methods for Closure Objectives

When evaluating a site for closure, the following methods are most applicable.

l Compare a data set to a numerical criterion. A criterion may be an MCL, risk-based or fixed
background concentration. Comparisons to a criterion are generally one-sample tests based
on confidence interval testing against a fixed criterion, well by well and chemical by chem-
ical. Pooled data from multiple wells can be compared to a numerical criterion if the numer-
ical criterion was developed based on a limit consistent with such comparisons.

l Evaluate the UCL against the criterion. Choose a confidence interval consistent with the
basis of the criterion. If the criterion represents an average concentration, the UCL of the
mean or median concentration of the monitoring wells should not exceed the criterion. If the
criterion represents an upper percentile or maximum, no more than a small, specified fraction
of the individual concentration measurements should exceed the criterion (see confidence
intervals for more information).

l In some cases, background is used to demonstrate that a site is suitable for closure. Test to
see if contaminant concentrations are not different from background. If a fixed background
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value has been established, use single-sample confidence interval methods to compare con-
centrations at closure to background. Use two-sample methods for interwell comparison,
comparison of compliance wells to background wells, and comparison of compliance wells
to established site background. For more information, see Shewhart-CUSUM control charts
(intrawell), tolerance limits, prediction limits, t-test or Wilcoxon rank sum (Mann-Whitney),
one-way ANOVA, and Kruskal-Wallis test (interwell).

l To show compliance with a fixed criterion using standard confidence intervals, con-
centrations must not be increasing. If the data are not stable, a trend should be estimated
along with a confidence band around the trend. Then compliance can be documented if a
point in time occurs at which the confidence band drops below the criterion and remains so.
Alternatively, if contaminant concentrations remain above designated fixed criteria, demon-
strating a stable or downward trend, combined with institutional controls, engineering con-
trols, or land use controls, may justify closure for the site (see linear regression and Theil-Sen
trend line).

l Evaluate the areal extent of remedy effectiveness by identifying the wells with higher atten-
uation rates. Use the confidence intervals for the attenuation rates to determine whether the
observed differences in attenuation rates are statistically significant (see linear regression and
Theil-Sen trend line).

l Estimate future contaminant concentrations using the current concentration and the estimated
attenuation rate. Use the confidence interval for the attenuation rate to evaluate the uncer-
tainty in the concentration estimate (see linear regression and Theil-Sen trend line).
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5.0 STATISTICAL TESTS AND METHODS

This section includes practical information for some of the common statistical tests and methods
used to evaluate groundwater data for cleanup sites. When evaluating data and making decisions at
sites with impacted groundwater, project managers must consider a variety of information such as
site history, site and area geology and hydrogeology, and data for other media. Statistics can
provide an additional “line of evidence” under a multiple lines of evidence approach to decision
making.

Statistical methods are grouped in this section based on their application. Information that applies to
the entire group of methods is presented in the beginning of each subsection and method-specific
information follows. Where USEPA’s Unified Guidance describes a method, a reference is
provided. USEPA guidance regarding the application of certain tests has been modified over time;
information relating to these changes and modifications is provided in Appendix B, Unified Guid-
ance.

Before applying statistical methods, you must confirm that the data collected is appropriate to the
question being posed. For example, different data needs might be required for health and safety
evaluations as compared to plume stability or mass flux across a property boundary. Site data
should be reviewed for both temporal and spatial applicability to the question at hand. Different
degrees of confidence in data may be acceptable, depending upon client or regulatory needs. The
statistical power, accuracy, and statistical certainty or confidence (see Section 3.6.1) of an analysis
depend on the number of statistically usable measurements (also termed the sample size). As a gen-
eral rule for parametric tests and many nonparametric ones as well, the larger the sample size the
greater the power and the smaller the decision error risk (false positives and false negatives).
Although recommended minimum sample sizes are provided for many statistical tests discussed in
this document, various project needs or regulatory frameworks may require a sample size different
than that recommended.

Section 3 provides a discussion of the general statistical approach, including systematic planning
processes and conceptual site models, defining a target population, data quality, exploratory data
analysis, common statistical assumptions, and statistical design. Review Section 3 when applying
the statistical tests and methods included in this section to a specific project.

Section 6.0 of this document includes information about data management for implementing the
tests and methods described here using software tools. Appendix D includes descriptions for some
commonly used software packages. Appendix F includes information about checking the under-
lying assumptions of statistical tests.
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5.1 Graphical Methods

Graphs are powerful data evaluation tools. They provide quick,
visual summaries of essential data characteristics. A few simple
plots can replace complex statistical equations or tests to interpret
environmental data. Box plots, histograms, and normal probability
plots are examples of graphs that are commonly used to display
environmental data. These graphs can provide information about
concentration ranges, shapes of distributions, extreme values (out-
liers), relationships between different data sets, and trends (increas-
ing, decreasing, and cyclic). Because graphical methods are qualitative, however, they may not be
appropriate as a stand-alone technique to make inferences or support conclusions.

Graphical methods are typically used with quantitative statistical evaluations. Graphical methods
provide information that may not be otherwise apparent from quantitative statistical evaluations, so
it is a good practice to evaluate data using these methods prior to performing statistical evaluations.
Graphical methods are also a key component of exploratory data analysis (EDA). In EDA, various
graphical techniques are used initially to display data for qualitative assessments prior to selecting
appropriate statistical tests. Brief descriptions of some useful statistical plots are presented in the
subsections below.

5.1.1 Time Series Methods

Time series methods graph data of interest, such as concentration, on the y-axis versus time on the
x-axis. When plotting multiple series, it may be helpful to standardize or normalize data prior to
plotting. Time series plots include lag-plots, correlograms, and variograms.

Lag-plots. Lag plots display observations for a time series against a later set of observations, or
against the difference between the two (for example, a plot of x(t) versus x(t-1). If the lag plot
exhibits a linear pattern, it follows that data are nonrandom and that you may need to use an autore-
gressive model. If no patterns are discernible in the lag plot, data are likely random. Plotting data
for a greater number of observational periods or lags can be helpful in evaluating data for sea-
sonality. An example of a lag plot is provided in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1. Lag plot example.
Correlograms. Correlograms are commonly used to evaluate the randomness in a data set. Cor-
relograms (or, autocorrelation plots) display the correlation between two variables (for example, a
plot of the autocorrelation function versus the lag) and provide a graphical evaluation of temporal
dependence. Autocorrelations may be calculated for data values at varying time lags. If the data are
random, the autocorrelation value should be near zero for all time lags (i.e., the autocorrelation plot
at time x+1 should not be significantly different than the plot for time x+2, and so forth). A sample
correlogram displaying nonrandom data are provided as Figure 5-2.

Figure 5-2. Correlogram example.
Variograms. Variograms (also known as a semi variogram) plot a variogram coefficient associated
with a selected model of temporal or spatial correlation versus data from different lags and angles
in an effort to fit the selected model to the data. The selected model is subsequently used in kriging
for contouring of the data. An example of a variogram is provided in Figure 5-3.
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Figure 5-3. Variogram example.
Time series plots show the following:

l concentration trends over time
l lack of randomness
l changes in location (for example, of a plume or of the highest concentrations)
l degradation (when concentration vs. time plots are viewed for a contaminant and its degrad-
ation by-products)

Figure 5-4 illustrates a time series plot with data from two monitoring wells over seven years.

Figure 5-4. Time series plot example.
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Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations?
l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?
l Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?
l Study Question 7: What are the contaminant attenuation rates in wells?
l Study Question 8: How do contaminant concentrations change with distance from the source
area?

l Time series methods may also be used to investigate stationarity, which is an underlying
assumption for many statistical methods.

Assumptions
Data come from a consistent set of representative wells over a series of sampling events.

Requirements and Tips

l Assign a value to nondetects.
l Use different symbols to depict nondetects versus measured data values on the plot.
l Be sure that data are collected with sufficient frequency and at a sufficient number of points
to answer the questions of interest. For instance, annual monitoring would be insufficient to
evaluate seasonal variation, but may be sufficient to identify directional trends. A minimum
of two measurements are needed, but a greater number of measurements increases the degree
of confidence in detecting patterns. Also consider whether the series of monitoring events is
sufficient to be representative of site conditions. For example, a series of four monitoring
events conducted one month apart, or four annual monitoring events, may not be rep-
resentative if the plume is affected by seasonal effects.

l Consider the scale of each axis of plots (cover the full range of data; highlight fluctuations by
shrinking or spreading an axis as needed; consider use of a log scale).

l When comparing time series, use comparable scales. Standardizing or normalizing each vari-
able might be necessary for plotting multiple chemicals on similar scales for subsequent com-
parison. Use of a log scale is recommended when data cover a large range of values (for
instance, when graphing concentrations near a source area and at distal portions of a plume).

l If the wells selected for long term monitoring are not representative of the plume, the point of
exposure, or other site characteristic, then statistical representations of data will also not be
representative of the site conditions.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l These plots are quick and easy to construct using ordinary spreadsheet programs like Excel.
l These plots are not quantitative. They are typically used in conjunction with other quant-
itative information.

l These plots are useful for quickly and easily assessing patterns in data over time.

Further Information
A description of how to construct a time series plot is found in Chapter 9.1, Unified Guidance.
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Chapter 14.2.1 provides an example of how to construct a time series plot for multiple series (par-
allel time series plot).

5.1.2 Box Plots

Box plots divide data into four groupings, each of which contain 25% of the data. The box most
typically depicts the 25th (bottom of the box), 50th (horizontal line within the box) and 75th (top of
box) percentile values while the whiskers can be selected to represent various extremes such as 1.5
times the interquartile range (Tukey 1977), or 0% and 100% values. Points falling outside of the
range depicted by the whiskers are plotted as individual points; you can evaluate these points as
potential outliers. The mean and the 95% upper confidence limit (UCL) and lower confidence limit
(LCL) are often depicted on a box plot as well.

The extent of the box is the interquartile range, which is the range of values between the 25th and
75th percentiles. A common convention is for whiskers to extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range
on either side of the box. In this case, values between 1.5 and 3 times the interquartile range out-
side the whiskers are typically considered “mild” outliers while values greater or less than 3 times
the interquartile range are considered “extreme” outliers. Graphing two data sets on side-by-side
box plots provides an easy method of data comparison.

Figure 5-5 illustrates a box plot.

Figure 5-5. Box plot example
Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Two subsets may be compared to evaluate spatial variability.
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l Background data from different sources can be evaluated on side-by-side box plots to con-
firm that they represent a single data set.

l A comparison of a box plot representing background data to a box plot of data from indi-
vidual wells may be used to evaluate whether concentrations from a particular well are
above background concentrations.

l Box plots are useful for initial identification of potential outliers.
l Box plots are also useful for investigating and visualizing the mean value (centerline of the
box), the variation or spread of the data (interquartile range or height of the box), the sym-
metry (sizes of box halves and whiskers), and the skewness of the data (the relative size of
the box halves).

l Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations?
l Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?

Assumptions: None

Requirements and Tips

l Assign a value to nondetects.
l This method is most useful with data sets containing eight or more values.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l Box plots are a quick, convenient way to view the distribution of a data set.
l These plots can be used for any type of data distribution.
l Box plots are a simple graphical method; results can be readily interpreted.
l This method is useful for comparing data sets side by side.
l The use of box plots for purposes such as identification of outliers is not quantitative.
l Generally, software is required to display box plots, although it is possible to construct them
in spreadsheet programs with some effort.

l Box plots illustrate the characteristics of data for only a single variable.
l Depending upon the software used to construct the plot, a box plot may not show all indi-
vidual data points.

l Identification of outliers depends on the extent of the tail, is fairly arbitrary, and not con-
clusive.

Further Information
Refer to Chapter 9.5 and Chapter 12.2, Unified Guidance. An example of an application of box
plots may be found in Chapter 9.2, Unified Guidance.

5.1.3 Scatter Plots

Scatter plots display the relationship between two or three variables when comparing data sets con-
sisting of multiple observations per sampling point. Linear relationships will manifest in points clus-
tering about a straight line. Figure 5-6 illustrates a scatter plot.
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Figure 5-6. Scatter plot example.
Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Evaluate the relationship of two or three variables to one another.
l Identify potential outliers.
l Identify clustering of data.
l Determine if the concentrations of contaminants are related in a definable way.
l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?
l Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?

Assumptions

l The data range is sufficiently large to be representative of the data set.
l X and Y values are not affected by outside factors. See Section 5.1.1: Time Series Methods .

Requirements and Tips

l Data sets should consist of multiple observations per sampling point and a sufficiently large
data range.

l Assign values to nondetects.
l Assign different symbols to nondetect values.
l It is possible for variables with non-linear relationships to appear linear if the data range is
small.

Strengths and weaknesses

l Scatter plots are a simple graphical method and results can be readily interpreted.
l This method is useful for comparing data sets side by side.
l The use of scatter plots for purposes such as identification of outliers or evaluation of trends
is not quantitative.
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l No special software is needed to create two dimensional plots; some software can plot three
axes.

l Scatter plots only show relationships between two (or three) variables on a given plot.
l X and Y values may appear to have no clear relationship when influenced by an outside
factor that was not taken into consideration.

Further Information
See Chapter 9.4, Unified Guidance for further information and a sample problem using scatter
plots.

5.1.4 Histograms

Histograms present data in terms of bars of height (Y) in relation to a parameter (X), permitting a
comparison of the shape and size of the plot, and of the placement of the plot along the x-axis.

Figures 5-7 illustrates a bimodal distribution of data in a histogram.

Figure 5-7. Histogram example (bimodal distribution).
Figure 5-8 illustrates a non-normal and skewed distribution of data in a histogram.
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Figure 5-8. Histogram example (non-normal and skewed distribution).
Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Histograms can be used to identify whether data are representative of a single population
(one peak) or whether data may be representative of two separate populations (such as back-
ground data and data representing site contamination).

l This method is useful in EDA to evaluate the underlying data distribution.
l Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations?
l Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?

Requirements and Tips

l This method is best applied to data representing a snapshot in time (as opposed to continuous
measurements).

l Modifying the bin size can affect the shape of the plot.
l When comparing histograms for multiple data sets, consider placing the histograms one
above another rather than side by side.

Assumptions: None

Strengths and weaknesses

l Construction of histograms does not require highly specialized software and is relatively
quick and simple.

l Histograms provide a quick and easy method to investigate the skewness and symmetry of
data.

l The accuracy of the visual data representation provided by histograms depends on the bin
size selected for the plot (x-axis).

l This method does not provide a good representation of the center of the distribution.
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l Y-axis data can be plotted as counts (for example, number detections) or as a percentage (for
example, percent of detections).

Further Information
See Chapter 9.3, Unified Guidance for further information and an example problem.

5.1.5 Probability Plots

Probability plots help to evaluate how well data fit a theoretical distribution, such as a normal dis-
tribution, or gamma distribution. Probability plots express the theoretical distribution as a straight
line and departures from the distribution appear as departures from the straight line. Data skewness
or asymmetry, presence of outliers, and heavy tails of the data distribution (non-normal dis-
tribution) are obvious on probability plots. If the data do not fit the selected distribution, data can be
transformed using a lognormal or other transformation in order to determine whether data fits an
alternative distribution. A quantile-quantile plot may be used to compare two empirical dis-
tributions.

To generate probability plots, order the data, and calculate matching percentiles from the normal
distribution. Plot the ordered data against the percentiles and examine the plot for a straight-line fit.
The straightness of the plot indicates how closely the data fit a normal distribution. If all of the raw
data closely follow a straight line, the suspected outliers are probably part of the same distribution
and should not be considered outliers. Points that appear off of a linear pattern in the rest of the
data may be outliers; however, be aware that other reasons, such as non-normal data, can also
explain nonlinearity.

Figure 5-9 illustrates a data set as a probability plot. Figure 5-10 presents the same data in a his-
togram. Figure 5-11 presents the logarithms of the same data as a probability plot and Figure 5-12
presents the histogram of the log transformed data.

Figure 5-9. Data set as a probability plot.
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Figure 5-10. Data set as a histogram.

Figure 5-11. Logarithms of data set as a probability plot.
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Figure 5-12. Histogram of log-transformed data.
Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Probability plots can be used to identify whether data are representative of a single pop-
ulation or whether data may be representative of two separate populations (for example,
background data and data representing site contamination).

l These plots can help to evaluate underlying data assumptions prior to application of other
statistical tests.

l How well do data fit a theoretical distribution?
l What is the reason for departure of the data from the theoretical distribution?
l Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations?
l Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?

Assumptions
Data follow a single distribution, typically the normal distribution; it is possible to use this test with
data that can be normalized, such as lognormal data, or to evaluate other distributions, such as a
gamma distribution.

Requirements and Tips

l Although examination of the probability plot will help assess whether the data are normal or
not, you should confirm normality using another test. Further tests for normality are cor-
relation coefficients and Shapiro-Wilk tests.

l If there are nondetect data, simple substitution will result in nonlinearity, so use an appro-
priate method for dealing with censored data, such as ROS, maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE), or Kaplan-Meier.

l If the data do not appear to be linear, try normalizing the data by log-transforming the data
and creating another probability plot.
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l If the log-transformed data fits a straight line with no points off the line, the data are lognor-
mal and there are probably no outliers.

l If neither of these plots fit a straight line and one or more data points appear to be off the line
of the rest of the data, remove these points and re-plot the data.

l If removal of data results in a straight line then this is evidence that the removed data do not
follow the same distribution as the rest of the data.

Strengths and weaknesses

l While departures from the theoretical distribution are easy to identify, you must evaluate the
significance of the departure.

l Probability plots are useful in comparing characteristics of groups of data, such as skewness.
l Lognormal data can be transformed and the test conducted on the transformed data. If the
data still do not follow a straight line, test whether the removal of some points results in a
straight line. Probability plots offer an excellent graphical method for identifying normal data
and data points that lie outside the normal distribution. Using probability plots for identifying
outliers is only applicable for distributions that have been verified.

Further Information
A description of how to construct a probability plot is found in Chapter 8.3, Chapter 9.5, and
Chapter 12.1, Unified Guidance.

5.2 Confidence Limits

One of the strengths of statistics is that they quantify uncertainty
about data. Confidence limits (sometimes called "confidence inter-
vals") clearly illustrate that uncertainty, thus, regulators often
require them. For example, confidence limits may be used to com-
pare groundwater monitoring data to a fixed threshold, such as a
compliance criterion, or for placing an upper limit on background.
Confidence limits are the maximum and minimum values brack-
eting the statistic of interest (usually the arithmetic or geometric
mean) based on the distribution of the data (usually the normal or
lognormal distribution) at a certain confidence level (usually 95%). In other words, confidence lim-
its are the maximum or minimum values above or below which you are confident (at a selected con-
fidence level) that the statistic will occur. Confidence limits can be parametric or nonparametric.
For the calculation of parametric confidence limits, the underlying statistical distribution must be
known in order to select the appropriate confidence limit. Certain more robust methods (e.g., cal-
culation of robust confidence limits) may permit the calculation of confidence limits without
removal of outliers within background data (USEPA 1999).
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Parametric and Nonparametric
Confidence Limits

Confidence limits can be para-
metric or nonparametric. For the
calculation of parametric con-
fidence limits, the underlying stat-
istical distributionmust be known
in order to select the appropriate
confidence limit.

To illustrate confidence intervals, suppose you must
compare the mean concentration of a contaminant in
groundwater at a site to a protection standard. If you
know the true mean of the entire population–all the
groundwater at the site–then you can simply compare
that value to the standard. The true mean, however, is
never known. Usually, the mean is estimated from a
measured sample (that is, the data set of groundwater
concentration results), which is often a very small sub-
set of the entire population. Estimating a parameter
based on a sample always results in some uncertainty.
A good way to account for this uncertainty is to estim-
ate the upper and lower limits for the true mean based on the distribution of the data, the spread of
the data, and a desired confidence level. For a given distribution, the confidence interval estimates
a data interval within which, the actual statistic of the true population will fall, for a selected con-
fidence level. For example, a 95% confidence interval of the mean chemical concentration in
groundwater at a site means that if a group or network of wells was sampled 100 times, 95 of those
times, the measured mean will fall within the calculated interval if the distribution model fits the
data.Table F-1 includes information about checking assumptions for confidence limits. Confidence
limits and tolerance limits (see Section 5.3) are distinct, even though in some cases the one-sided
upper limits for both methods are equivalent.

A confidence interval for a given data set may be calculated based on the sample statistic of
interest, typically a mean or percentile, the sample standard deviation, the data distribution, and a
selected level of confidence.

5.2.1 Determining Which Confidence Limits Are Needed

When using confidence limits, you must determine if one-sided or two-sided confidence limits are
needed. This determination ensures that confidence limits are not over- or underestimated. If you
are comparing data to a criterion and only need to know whether concentrations fall above or
below a criterion, then only one of the confidence levels is of interest. The two-sided approach is
appropriate when assessing the uncertainty of hydraulic parameters, such as the hydraulic con-
ductivity estimates of a well.

Confidence intervals are often applied in the following scenarios:

l Compliance or assessment monitoring where it is assumed that concentrations do not exceed
a criterion and you must determine if concentrations have exceeded the criterion. In this case,
a calculated lower confidence level (LCL) exceeding the standard, indicates confidence that
the measured concentrations are above the criterion.

l Corrective action sites where it is assumed that concentrations exceed a criterion and con-
firmation must be provided that the site media have been remediated to concentrations below
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the criterion. In this case, a calculated upper confidence level (UCL) below the criterion,
indicates that the criterion has been met.

l To determine the strength of evidence for an upward or downward trend in data, two sided
confidence limits may be calculated for the estimated slope of the trend line. The calculation
of two-sided confidence limits that do not include the value zero, are indicative of evidence
of a trend at the selected confidence level (such as 95%).

Before calculating confidence limits, the data should be examined to evaluate what distribution fits
the data, whether the underlying assumptions for constructing confidence limits are valid, and
whether the selected confidence level is appropriate for the planned application (that is, the ques-
tion you are trying to answer). Confidence limits may be constructed in several ways, depending
on the distribution of the data and the question of interest, when assessing environmental data.
Some common applications of confidence limits are listed below:

l Confidence interval around a normal mean. See Confidence Interval Around a Normal
Mean (Chapter 21.1.1, Unified Guidance).

l Lognormal geometric mean. See Confidence Interval Around a Lognormal Geometric Mean
(Chapter 21.1.2, Unified Guidance).

l Lognormal arithmetic mean. See Confidence Interval Around a Lognormal Arithmetic Mean
(Chapter 21.1.3, Unified Guidance).

l Upper percentile. See Confidence Interval Around an Upper Percentile (Chapter 21.1.4, Uni-
fied Guidance ).

5.2.2 Confidence Interval Around a Normal Mean

If the data are normally distributed, if the data pass normality tests (such as probability plots or the
Shapiro-Wilk test), or are reasonably symmetric, choose the confidence interval around a normal
mean. This method estimates the upper and lower confidence limits (UCL and LCL) around the
arithmetic mean of a data set based on an underlying normal distribution model. Construct a one-
sided test instead of a two-sided test if that is most appropriate. These confidence intervals are most
appropriate when comparing concentration means to criteria.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l This method is used when comparing normally-distributed concentrations to a criterion that
is based on a mean, as is common in risk assessment.

l Confidence limits may be used to evaluate whether a mean concentration is above a mean-
based criterion using theLCL, or below a mean-based criterion using the UCL.

l Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations ?
l Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?

Assumptions

l The data must belong to a normal distribution.
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l Data are stationary; there are no trends in the data or data characteristics over time.
l The criterion to which data will be compared is based on the mean.

Requirements and Tips

l Check the data for normality and skewness before using. You can test for normality using a
probability plot, correlation coefficient, or Shapiro-Wilk test.

l Use of a minimum of eight values is recommended, a larger data set may be required if data
are skewed or contain nondetects

l If a temporal component to the data exists, check that there is no temporal correlation by
using the autocorrelation function or the rank von Neumann ratio test.

l If you suspect a temporal trend, test for trends using a time-series plot, Mann-Kendall test, or
linear regression.

l If you suspect outliers, examine the data using a probability plot, Dixon's test, or Rosner's
test to further evaluate the suspected outliers.

l See Section 5.7 for information regarding treatment of nondetects.
l Select a level of confidence, such as 95%. This level of confidence may be determined by
federal or state regulatory requirements or guidance, or by project-specific needs.

l Determine whether a one-sided or two-sided limit is necessary.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l The confidence interval decreases with larger sample sizes, thus helping to distinguish the
statistic of interest from a criterion.

l The converse is that for small sample sizes, the confidence interval may be so wide as to not
allow for identification of a statistical difference.

Further Information
A description of how to construct and use confidence intervals is found in Chapter 8.3 and Chapter
21, Unified Guidance. A description of how to construct a confidence interval around a normal
mean is given in Chapter 21.1.1, Unified Guidance.

5.2.3 Confidence Interval Around Lognormal Geometric Mean

Typical environmental data are not normally distributed but instead are heavily right-skewed. One
way to handle these data is to transform them logarithmically. The transformed lognormal data may
fit a normal distribution. The log-transformed data are no longer in the arithmetic domain, but the
logarithmic domain.

Sometimes, it may seem easiest to simply log-transform the data, calculate the arithmetic mean of
the log-transformed data, construct a confidence interval around this value, and then back-trans-
form the confidence levels back to obtain the correct confidence interval. Unfortunately, this
approach results in a confidence interval around the geometric mean, not the arithmetic mean,
which usually results in an underestimate of the true mean. Be aware that a confidence interval cal-
culated in this way may not meet regulations applicable to the site.
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Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l This method is used when comparing lognormally-distributed concentrations to a criterion
that is based on a mean, as is common in risk assessment.

l Confidence limits may be used to evaluate whether a mean concentration is above a mean-
based criterion using theLCL, or below a mean-based criterion using the UCL.

l Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations ?
l Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?

Assumptions

l After calculating the logs of the data, the resulting log-transformed data must belong to a nor-
mal distribution

l Data are stationary; there are no trends in the data or data characteristics over time.
l The criteria are based on the mean.

Requirements and tips

l Check the lognormal transformations of the data for normality and skewness before using
them. You can test for normality using a probability plot, correlation coefficient, or Shapiro-
Wilk test. If the lognormal data still do not fit a normal distribution, use a nonparametric con-
fidence interval.

l Use of a minimum of eight values is recommended, a larger data set may be required if data
are skewed or contain nondetects.

l If a temporal component to the data is present, check that no temporal correlation exists by
using the autocorrelation function (ACF) or the rank von Neumann ratio test.

l If a temporal trend is suspected, test for trends using a time-series plot, Mann-Kendall test, or
linear regression.

l If you suspect outliers, examine the data using a probability plot, Dixon’s test, or Rosner's
test.

l See Section 5.7 for information regarding the treatment of nondetects.
l Select a level of confidence, such as 95%. This level of confidence may be determined by
federal or state regulatory requirements, or guidance, or project-specific needs.

l Determine whether a one-sided or two-sided limit is necessary.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l The confidence interval decreases with larger sample sizes, thus helping to distinguish the
statistic of interest from a criterion.

l The converse is that for small sample sizes, the confidence interval may be so wide as to not
allow for identification of a statistical difference.

l This method may result in an underestimate of the mean.

Further Information
A description of how to construct and use confidence intervals is found in Chapter 8.3 and Chapter
21,Unified Guidance. A description of how to construct a confidence interval around a lognormal
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geometric mean is given in Chapter 21.1.2.

5.2.4 Confidence Intervals Around Lognormal Arithmetic Mean

Confidence intervals about the arithmetic mean, the statistic commonly required by regulations, are
useful for skewed, lognormal data. This method is appropriate when you need to compare your
data to an arithmetic mean and the data fit a normal distribution when log-transformed. Be aware
that the available procedures for constructing this type of confidence interval can produce unac-
ceptable results. Land’s procedure is commonly used, but if the lognormal data have a high coef-
ficient of variation, consider a bootstrap confidence interval around the arithmetic mean.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l This method is used when comparing lognormally-distributed concentrations to a criterion
that is based on a mean, as is common in risk assessment.

l Confidence limits may be used to evaluate whether a mean concentration is above a mean-
based criterion using theLCL, or below a mean-based criterion using the UCL.

l Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations ?
l Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?

Assumptions

l An important underlying assumption is that the after calculating the logs of the data, the res-
ulting log-transformed data belong to a normal distribution

l Data are stationary; no trends exist in the data or data characteristics over time.
l The criteria are based on the mean.

Requirements and tips

l Check the lognormal transformations of the data for normality and skewness before using.
You can test for normality using a probability plot, correlation coefficient, or Shapiro-Wilk
test. If the lognormal data still do not fit a normal distribution, use a nonparametric con-
fidence interval.

l It is recommended that a minimum of eight values be used, a larger data set may be required
if data are skewed or contain nondetects. In addition, data that are poorly fit by a lognormal
curve may produce upper confidence bounds that are unrealistic or inappropriate for com-
parison.

l If you suspect a temporal trend, test for trends using a time-series plot, Mann-Kendall test, or
linear regression.

l If you suspect outliers, examine the data using a probability plot, Dixon’s test, or Rosner’s
test.

l See Section 5.7 for information regarding the treatment of nondetects.
l Select a level of confidence, such as 95%. This level of confidence may be determined by
federal or state regulatory requirements, or guidance, or project-specific needs.

l Determine whether a one-sided or two-sided limit is necessary.
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Strengths and Weaknesses

l The confidence interval decreases with larger sample sizes, thus helping to distinguish the
statistic of interest from a criterion.

l The converse is that for small sample sizes, the confidence interval for a lognormal arith-
metic mean can be remarkably wide and require larger sample sizes than the confidence inter-
val for a lognormal geometric mean to allow for identification of a statistical difference.

l This method may yield unacceptable results.

Further Information
A description of how to construct and use confidence intervals is found in Chapter 8.3 and Chapter
21, Unified Guidance. A description of how to construct a confidence interval around a lognormal
arithmetic mean is given in Chapter 21.1.3, Unified Guidance.

5.2.5 Confidence Interval Around Upper Percentile

Sometimes you must construct confidence intervals around a percentile. For example, if the cri-
terion is a concentration that represents the 90th percentile, then a confidence interval around the
upper 90th percentile should be calculated. If the standard is a fixed criterion, such as a “not to
exceed” maximum, then it is appropriate to use a confidence interval around a high percentile, such
as the upper 95th or 99th percentiles. Be cautious when selecting a percentile as it may be extremely
difficult to demonstrate corrective action success if too high a percentile is selected.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l This method is used when comparing concentrations to a fixed criterion that is based on a
percentile or maximum.

l An alternate background threshold value may be calculated based on the upper confidence
level around an upper percentile.

l Confidence limits may be used to evaluate whether a mean concentration is above a mean-
based criterion using theLCL, or below a mean-based criterion using the UCL.

l Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations ?
l Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?

Assumptions

l An important underlying assumption is that the data belong to a normal distribution or can be
normalized.

l Data are stationary; there are no trends in the data or data characteristics over time.
l The criteria are based on an upper percentile or fixed value, not a mean.

Requirements and tips

l Check the data for normality and skewness before using. You can test for normality using a
probability plot, correlation coefficient, or Shapiro-Wilk test. If the data are not normal,
check if the data can be normalized by a log or other transformation.
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l Use of a minimum of eight values is recommended, a larger data set may be required if data
are skewed or contain nondetects.

l If a temporal component to the data is present, check that no temporal correlation exists by
using the sample autocorrelation function or the rank von Neumann ratio test.

l If you suspect a temporal trend, test for trends using a time-series plot, Mann-Kendall test, or
linear regression.

l If you suspect outliers, examine the data using a probability plot, Dixon’s test, or Rosner’s
test.

l See Section 5.7 for information regarding the treatment of nondetects.
l Need to select a level of confidence, for example, 95%. This level of confidence may be
determined by federal or state regulatory requirements or guidance, or project-specific needs.

l Users should take care to note whether a one-sided of two-sided limit is necessary.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l Confidence intervals around a percentile do not suffer inaccuracies due to back trans-
formation of log data.

l The confidence interval decreases with larger sample sizes, thus helping to distinguish the
statistic of interest from a criterion.

l The converse is that for small sample sizes, the confidence interval may be so wide as to not
allow for identification of a statistical difference.

l When testing that concentrations do not exceed a maximum value, a very high confidence
level can make it difficult to demonstrate corrective action success.

Further Information
A description of how to construct and use confidence intervals is found in Chapter 8.3 and Chapter
21, Unified Guidance. A description of how to construct a confidence interval around an upper per-
centile is given in Chapter 21.1.4, Unified Guidance.

5.2.6 Nonparametric Confidence Interval Around a Median or Percentile

If your data do not fit a normal, lognormal, or other distribution, or if there are too many non-
detects, use of a nonparametric confidence interval is appropriate. Nonparametric methods do not
assume a particular distribution. Unfortunately, this generally results in wider confidence intervals
and the need for larger data sets for making confident decisions. This method is appropriate when
comparing concentrations to a percentile, such as the median (50th percentile) or 90th percentile. If
you need to compare concentrations to a maximum criterion, a large percentile, such as the 95th or
99th percentile may be applied.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l This method is used when comparing concentrations to a fixed criterion that is based on the
percentile or median.
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l Confidence limits may be used to evaluate whether a mean concentration is above a fixed cri-
terion using theLCL, or below a fixed criterion using the UCL.

l Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations?
l Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?

Assumptions

l The criteria are fixed.
l The sample size is sufficient to achieve the desired confidence level.
l Data are stationary; there are no trends in the data or data characteristics over time.

Requirements and tips

l The confidence level depends on the sample size. It may be necessary to increase the sample
size in order to make decisions at a desired confidence level.

l Use of a minimum of eight values is recommended, a larger data set may be required if data
are skewed or contain nondetects. In addition, it is likely that more than eight values will be
needed for the required confidence level.

l Select a level of confidence, such as 95%. This level of confidence may be determined by
federal or state regulatory requirements, or guidance, or project-specific needs. This con-
fidence level may not be attainable if the sample size is too small.

l See Section 5.7 for information regarding the treatment of nondetects.
l Determine whether a one-sided of two-sided limit is necessary.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l No particular distribution is needed; this method will work on most data sets.
l The confidence interval decreases with larger sample sizes, thus helping to distinguish the
statistic of interest from a criterion.

l The converse is that for small sample sizes, the confidence interval may be so wide as to not
allow for identification of a statistical difference. For a small data set, the confidence level
may be so low as to provide little value for making decisions.

l You may need a large data set to achieve the desired confidence level.

Further Information
A description of how to construct and use confidence intervals is found in Chapter 8.3 and Chapter
21, Unified Guidance. A description of nonparametric confidence intervals is given in Chapter
21.2, Unified Guidance.

5.2.7 Confidence Interval Band Around Linear Regression Lines

If a linear trend is present in your data, you can describe the uncertainty in these data by con-
structing a confidence band around the trend line over the range of the data set. The confidence
band is constructed of the individual confidence intervals around the mean as a function of time,
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not an upper percentile. This method is most appropriate for cases where the fixed criterion rep-
resents a mean concentration and not an explicit upper percentile or “not to exceed” value.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l This method estimates the confidence intervals around a trend line.
l Confidence limits may be used to characterize the uncertainty in the slope when estimating
attenuation rates.

l Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations?
l Study Question 7: What are the contaminant attenuation rates in wells?

Assumptions

l The residuals from the regression are approximately normal or reasonably symmetric.
l The variation about the mean should not be increasing or decreasing (that is, it should be sta-
tionary).

l Enough data exist to not only estimate the trend, but also to compute the variance around the
trend line.

l Few if any nondetects are present.
l A linear trend exists.

Requirements and tips

l After fitting the regression line, test that the residuals from the regression are approximately
normal or reasonably symmetric using a probability plot, correlation coefficient, or Shapiro-
Wilk test.

l Plot the residuals versus concentrations. Check that the resulting scatter cloud is essentially
uniform in vertical thickness or width, that is there is no tendency of the cloud to increase in
width with concentration, or that the scatter cloud exhibits any kind of regular pattern.

l Use of a minimum of 8 to 10 data points, with few if any nondetects, is recommended; a lar-
ger data set may be required if the data are skewed or contain nondetects.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l The data are not required to be normal or lognormal, however the residuals are assumed to
be normal.

l A large number of confidence intervals comprising the confidence band will not result in an
increase in the false positive rate.

l If the variability changes along the trend, a wider confidence interval results.
l This method provides a graphical assessment of the uncertainty around a trend line.

Further Information
A description of how to construct and use confidence intervals is found in Chapter 8.3 and Chapter
21, Unified Guidance. A description of parametric confidence band around linear regression is
given in Chapter 21.3.1, Unified Guidance.
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5.3 Tolerance Limits

Tolerance intervals are statistical ranges typically constructed from
on-site background data. Tolerance limits define the range of data
that fall within a specified percentage with a specified level of con-
fidence. The upper tolerance limit has been commonly used to
establish a background threshold value, however, prediction limits
are often favored for establishing a background threshold value in
groundwater because they account for repeated measures. An
upper tolerance limit (UTL) is designed to contain, but not exceed,
a large fraction (that is, 95%, 99%) of the possible background con-
centrations, thus providing a reasonable upper limit on what is likely to be observed in background.
Similarly, the lower tolerance limit (LTL) is designed to contain at most a certain percentage of the
possible background concentrations, thus providing a reasonable lower limit on what is likely to be
observed in background. The fraction to be contained or ‘covered’ by the limit is the coverage para-
meter, and must be specified along with a desired confidence level. Tolerance limits explicitly
account for the degree of variation in the background population and the size of the sample of meas-
urements used to construct the limit. Table F-2 includes information about checking assumptions
for Tolerance limits. Tolerance limits and confidence limits (see Section 5.2) are distinct, even
though in some cases the one-sided upper limits for both methods are equivalent.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Tolerance limits can be used to represent the typical upper end of background concentrations
(background upper tolerance limit).

l In compliance monitoring and corrective action (where allowed), a tolerance limit may serve
as an alternate compliance limit (ACL) when no published compliance limit (for example, a
maximum contaminant level (MCL) exists).

l Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?
l Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?

Assumptions

l Parametric tolerance limits assume the data follow a statistical distribution – typically normal
(or can be normalized). If a transformation (for example, computing the logarithms of all of
the data points is a transformation) is needed to normalize the measurements, the tolerance
limit can be computed using the transformed values and then back-transforming the results to
get the final limit.

l Nonparametric tolerance limits do not assume normality or any particular distributional form
(but generally require larger samples sizes than parametric tolerance limits).

l Tolerance limits assume the population is stable (or stationary) over the period of time during
which measurements are collected. No obvious trends or temporal patterns should exist in
the background data.
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l Since tolerance limits typically involve interwell comparisons, their use in detection mon-
itoring tests assumes minimal spatial variability.

l Tolerance limits assume that the measurements are independent.
l Comparison of compliance data against an upper tolerance limit assumes that the two pop-
ulations being compared have similar variances. This condition can be assessed using a
homogeneity of variance test, but will be difficult to test directly unless you have at least four
independent observations from each population (background and compliance).

Requirements and Tips

l Use of a minimum of 8 to 10 values is recommended, a larger data set may be required if
data are skewed or contain nondetects.

l When using a parametric tolerance limit, test the normality of the original measurements or
find a transformation that normalizes the data.

l When using a parametric tolerance limit, compute the sample mean and standard deviation.
l When using a nonparametric tolerance limit, rank the values.
l Check for temporal correlation and the presence of temporal trends in the background data.
l If you suspect outliers, examine the background data using a probability plot, Dixon’s Test,
Rosner’s test, or another appropriate method.

l Check for spatial variation before using tolerance limits for interwell comparisons used in
detection monitoring.

l When constructing a parametric tolerance limit, you must pre-specify both a confidence level
and coverage level. A coverage level is usually pre-specified for a nonparametric tolerance
limit, but the achieved confidence level is computed after the fact based on the available
sample size.

l High false positive rates can occur when a large number of comparisons are done. However,
the selected confidence level can be increased to lower the false positive rate.

l Lack of normality is not always a problem, since a nonparametric tolerance limit can be com-
puted if the background data are not normal and cannot be normalized. However, you may
need a larger sample size to achieve the desired coverage and confidence level targets.

l For parametric tolerance limits, see Section 5.7 for information regarding nondetects.
l If the population is not stationary over time, but instead the measurement levels are actively
changing, the data used to construct a tolerance limit will be too variable and will tend to
bias the limit on the high side (that is, it will be too large).

l If significant natural spatial variation exists, distinct well locations may exhibit substantially
different levels independently of the presence of contaminants. In such cases, an interwell tol-
erance limit comparison may not answer the question: are there statistically significant dif-
ferences from background levels attributable to groundwater contamination?

l If the measurements are not independent but instead positively correlated over time, the nom-
inal degrees of freedom will be too large, leading to parametric tolerance limits that are
biased low and nonparametric limits that achieve less confidence (for fixed coverage) than
the nominally stated level.
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Strengths and Weaknesses

l A tolerance limit approximates an upper percentile of the background population and can be
interpreted as such. For example, a 95% coverage upper tolerance limit approximates the
population 95th percentile.

l Unlike prediction limits, tolerance limits can account for any number of future comparisons;
however, a coverage level must be specified in place of the number of future comparisons.

l A tolerance limit on background can serve as an alternate criterion when background levels
exceed published criteria.

l Tolerance limits are less flexible than prediction limits when incorporating formal retesting in
detection monitoring.

l Nonparametric tolerance limits typically require a much larger sample size than parametric
tolerance limits to achieve both a high coverage and high confidence level.

l Unlike prediction limits, a small percentage of true background values will tend to exceed a
tolerance limit, at a rate equal to the complement of the coverage level (for example, 5% of
the time for 95% coverage). As a result, greater uncertainty may exist in determining when
an exceedance of a tolerance limit truly indicates a statistically significant difference from
background levels.

Further Information
Chapter 17.2.1, Unified Guidance discusses parametric tolerance limits and provides a sample prob-
lem (Example 17-3). Chapter 17.2.2, Unified Guidance discusses nonparametric tolerance. See
Example 17-4, Unified Guidance for application of nonparametric tolerance limits.
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5.4 Prediction Limits

Prediction limits have several uses in groundwater monitoring, all
of which involve predicting the upper limit of possible future val-
ues based on a background or baseline data set and comparing that
limit to compliance point measurements or statistics. An upper pre-
diction limit is constructed from upgradient or historical data and is
designed to equal or exceed a specified number of future com-
parisons. If any of those values exceed the prediction limit, then the
analysis suggests that groundwater concentrations have risen above
the background levels. Prediction limits explicitly account for the
degree of variation in the background population and the size of the sample of measurements used
to construct the limit.

Prediction limits can be constructed with either a parametric or nonparametric statistical model.
Parametric prediction limits are based on the mean and standard deviation of the background or
baseline data set, whereas nonparametric prediction limits are based on ranking of the observations.
Table F-2 includes information about checking assumptions for prediction limits.

Interwell prediction limits compare background and compliance data collected from distinct spatial
locations (upgradient versus downgradient). Intrawell prediction limits compare historical data
(labeled intrawell background) versus current data from a single location (see Section 3.6.5: Should
I use interwell or intrawell sampling?).

Applications and Relevant Study Questions
Prediction limits are primarily used as formal detection monitoring tests of compliance data against
background. Since they are very flexible statistical tools, prediction limits can be used successfully
as interwell or intrawell tests and can be readily adapted to modern sampling schedules.

l For interwell testing, data from upgradient wells are used as background data to construct the
upper prediction limit, to which the compliance data are compared.

l For intrawell testing, historical data from each compliance well are used as background data
to construct the upper prediction limit, to which the current data are compared.

l It is possible to use prediction limits to compare means, medians, or other statistical measures
of background and compliance data sets.

l Lower bound prediction limits are occasionally used to indicate that certain parameters (for
example, pH, dissolved oxygen) are below a target interval

l Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?
l Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?

Assumptions

l Parametric prediction limits assume the data follow a known distribution or can be
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transformed to a known distribution.
l Nonparametric prediction limits for testing future medians do not assume normality or any
particular distributional form.

l All prediction limits assume the population is stable (or stationary) over the period of time
during which measurements are collected. That is, no obvious trends or temporal patterns
should exist in the background data.

l Prediction limits used for interwell testing assume minimal (nonsignificant) spatial variability.
Intrawell prediction limits can be used when spatial variation is significant, but require the
assumption that intrawell background is uncontaminated.

l Prediction limits for testing future means assumes a normal distribution or data transformed
to a normal distribution. Perform all computations and comparisons on the transformed scale
to avoid transformation bias.

l Comparison of compliance data against an upper prediction limit assumes that the two pop-
ulations being compared have similar variances. This condition can be assessed using a
homogeneity of variance test, but will be difficult to test directly unless you have at least four
independent observations from each population (background and compliance).

Requirements and Tips

l A minimum of 8-10 values is recommended, a larger data set may be required if data are
skewed or contain nondetects.

l The number of future comparisons (m) against the prediction limit must be pre-specified.
l Evaluate the distribution of the data (for example, test for normality) to determine whether a
parametric or nonparametric model is appropriate. It may also be possible to transform data
to fit a normal distribution.

l Check for temporal correlation and rule out the presence of temporal trends in the back-
ground data.

l If you suspect outliers, examine the background data using a probability plot, Dixon's test,
Rosner's test, or another appropriate method. See Section 5.7 for information regarding the
treatment of nondetects.

l Check for spatial variation before using as an interwell test in detection monitoring.
l A confidence level must be pre-specified when constructing a parametric prediction limit.
For nonparametric prediction limits, the achieved confidence level is computed after the fact
based on the available sample size.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l A prediction limit estimates a firm ‘cap’ on the background population for a specified num-
ber of future sampling events (comparisons). It thus allows for clear interpretation of when
background levels have been exceeded.

l Prediction limits have the advantage of incorporating a formal re-testing strategy into the cal-
culation of the test statistic, making it possible to precisely control false positive rates and stat-
istical power.
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l Prediction limits for future means are a powerful but more flexible alternative to analysis of
variance (ANOVA), more statistically powerful than prediction limits for future individual
observations, and more adaptable to groundwater sampling than ANOVA.

l Nonparametric prediction limits typically require a much larger sample size than parametric
prediction limits to achieve the desired confidence level. However, the formal retesting
strategy can partially mitigate this requirement.

l Prediction limits are only ‘valid’ for a pre-specified number of future comparisons; when
those comparisons have been exhausted, the prediction limit may need to be recomputed and
a new test set up.

Further Information
Prediction limits are discussed in Chapter 18, Unified Guidance. Parametric prediction limits are
discussed in Chapter 18.2, Unified Guidance. Nonparametric prediction limits are discussed in
Chapter 18.3, Unified Guidance. See Example 18-1 and Example 18-2, Unified Guidance for
applications of parametric prediction limits for future values and for a future mean, respectively.
See also Example 18-3 and Example 18-4, Unified Guidance for the application of nonparametric
prediction limits for future values and for a future mean, respectively.

5.5 Trend Tests

A trend refers to an association or correlation between con-
centration and time or spatial location, but can also refer to any pop-
ulation characteristic changing in some predictable manner with
another variable. Trends take various forms, such as increasing,
decreasing, or periodic (cyclic).

Detecting and assessing temporal and spatial trends is important for
many environmental studies and monitoring programs. Trend tests
are generally recommended as an intrawell alternative to prediction
limits or control charts for use in detection monitoring. Trend evaluations are frequently used to
determine whether it is reasonable to assume concentrations are temporally stationary (for example,
to perform statistical evaluations that require stationary means) and to detect or model decreasing
trends to support natural attenuation studies. Table F-1 includes information about checking
assumptions for Trend Tests.

5.5.1 Linear Regression (Parametric Methods to Test and Model Trends)

Linear regression is used to test for linear temporal trends. Ordinary least squares regression is used
to fit the “best” straight line. A linear trend is reported when the slope of the regression line is
demonstrated to be statistically different from zero (using a t-test); a positive slope indicates an
increasing trend and a negative slope a decreasing trend. The linear correlation coefficient Pear-
son’s r (Equation 3.5 in Chapter 3.3, Unified Guidance), which is the correlation coefficient
between the observed and calculated concentrations, provides information about the direction and
“strength” of the linear trend. A positive value of r indicates an increasing linear trend and a
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negative value a decreasing linear trend. The trend is “strong” if the absolute value of r (which
ranges from – 1 to 1) is near one.

A regression line models concentrations for the period of time over which the concentrations were
measured. However, this method is often used to predict concentrations at future times as well,
under the assumption that the same linear relationship will be observed—an assumption that may
not be valid for monitoring events in the distant future). For a decreasing trend, the regression line
is often extrapolated to estimate the time at which a criterion will be met. However, even when it is
assumed that the regression line is valid for future monitoring, this approach will not necessarily res-
ult in conservative estimates (underestimate the actual time required to achieve a criterion), because
it does not take into account the uncertainty of the regression fit that arises from the variability of
the data around the calculated regression line. A set of concentrations that fall nearly on the cal-
culated regression line will result in estimates that are more reliable than concentrations that exhibit
much larger scatter about the same regression line. A confidence interval is often calculated for the
regression line (Chapter 5.2) to account for the uncertainty of the mean concentration as it varies lin-
early with time (for instance, to provide upper bound estimates of cleanup times or contaminant
concentrations).

Many commercial statistical software packages offer multiple options for nonlinear regression fits.
For example, many provide quadratic and cubic polynomials that can be used to model nonlinear
trends. Many software packages also calculate confidence limits for nonlinear regression fits.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions:

l Use trend tests to determine if the mean of the population is stationary, which is a require-
ment for the use of many statistical tests.

l Study Question 4: When will contaminant concentrations reach a criterion?
l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?
l Study Question 7: What are the contaminant attenuation rates in wells?

Assumptions

l Linear regression assumes the residuals (the differences between the measured and cal-
culated concentrations) are independent and normally distributed with a constant variance
(with respect to time and concentration).

Requirements and Tips

l Generate a time series plot initially to qualitative assess whether an apparent linear rela-
tionship exists.

l For ordinary least square regression fits, use scatter plots of the residuals (the differences
between the measured and calculated concentrations) versus concentration and time to qual-
itatively evaluate whether the variance of the residuals is constant. For example, a “cloud” of
points of relatively uniform width over the entire time or concentration range suggests the
variance is constant.
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l The residuals can be evaluated for normality using normal probability plots or statistical tests
for normality.

l When regression residuals are not normally distributed, use mathematical transformations to
normalize them. For example, taking logarithms of the concentrations and subsequently cal-
culating a new regression line of the form ln(y) = c + dt, may normalize the residuals. This
approach ultimately results in a nonlinear equation that models the trend. For example, when
a log-transformation is done, the regression line is “back transformed” by exponentiation, res-
ulting in a nonlinear equation of the form y = c' + exp(dt).

l Use an autocorrelation test to verify that regression residuals are statistically independent.
l Linear regression is sensitive to outliers.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l Normality assumptions cannot be violated.
l Parametric methods are very sensitive to outliers.
l Nondetects cannot be readily addressed. The substitution of surrogate values for nondetects
(for example, multiples of the reporting limit) can produce erroneous results.

Further Information

l Chapter 3.3, Unified Guidance, Common Statistical Measures, Sample correlation coef-
ficient (Pearson’s r)

l Chapter 17.3.1, Unified Guidance, Linear Regression
l Chapter 21.3.1, Unified Guidance, Parametric Confidence Band Around Linear Regression

5.5.2 Mann-Kendall Test (Nonparametric Method to Test and Model Trends)

The Mann-Kendall test is a nonparametric test for monotonic trends, such as concentrations that are
either consistently increasing or decreasing over time. Therefore, the test is not appropriate when
there are cyclic trends (where concentrations are alternatively increasing and then decreasing). The
Mann-Kendall statistic provides an indication of whether a trend exists and whether the trend is pos-
itive or negative. Subsequent calculation of Kendall’s Tau permits a comparison of the strength of
correlation between two data series.

The Mann-Kendall test can be used to evaluate the following:

l Are contaminant concentrations increasing or decreasing in upgradient or downgradient
wells?

l Does contaminant flux, as measured across a plume cross section, indicate an increasing or
decreasing trend?

l Are concentrations within a well stable?

The Mann Kendall statistic (S) is calculated through pair-wise comparisons of each data point with
all preceding data points, and determining the number of increases, decreases, and ties. Pairs of
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nondetects below the reporting limit are “ties” that do not increase or decrease the value of S. A
positive value for S implies an upward or increasing temporal trend, whereas a negative value
implies a downward or decreasing trend. A value of S near zero suggests there is no significant
upward or downward trend. The magnitude of S measures the “strength” of the trend. A stat-
istically significant trend is reported if the absolute value of S is greater than the “critical value” of
S (obtained from a table).

The nonparametric correlation coefficient Kendall’s tau (τ) can be calculated to evaluate the non-
parametric correlation between two data series. It is essentially a scaled measure of S; τ = S/[n(n -1)
/2], where n denotes the number of concentration measurements. Therefore, a statistical trend is
equivalently demonstrated when τ is significantly different from zero. However, it is more con-
venient to evaluate trends using Kendall’s tau, because like the parametric linear correlation coef-
ficient r, τ ranges from -1 to 1. A trend is “strong” if the absolute value of τ is near one.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Trend tests may be used to determine if the mean of the population is stationary, which is a
requirement for the use of many statistical tests.

l Study Question 4: When will contaminant concentrations reach a criterion?
l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?
l Study Question 7: What are contaminant attenuation rates in wells?

Assumptions
This test assumes independent concentration measurements.

Requirements and Tips

l Trend tests should be accompanied by time-series plots.
l The influence of nondetects should be evaluated. See Section 5.7 for more information
regarding nondetect data.

l A minimum of 8 to 10 measurements is recommended; a larger data set may be required if
data are skewed or contain nondetects.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l This test can be used when data sets contain nondetects.
l Results are not impacted by the magnitude of extreme values as with regression/correlation
tests.

l This test is difficult to apply to data sets containing mixed detection limits and estimated val-
ues between the reporting limit and the detection limit.

Further Information

l Example A.2, Testing a Data Set for Trends over Time
l Chapter 17.3.2, Mann-Kendall Trend Test, Unified Guidance.
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5.5.3 Theil-Sen Trend Lines (Nonparametric Method to Test and Model Trends)

When a monotonic trend is demonstrated using the Mann-Kendall test and the trend appears to be
linear, you can use a Theil-Sen line to estimate the slope of the trend. The Theil-Sen line is a non-
parametric alternative to the parametric ordinary least squares regression line. An ordinary least
squares regression line models how the mean concentration changes linearly with time; a Theil-Sen
line models how the median (50th percentile) concentration changes linearly with time. Therefore,
the approach may not be appropriate when more than 50% of the concentration measurements are
nondetects. The slope of the Theil-Sen line will be significantly different from zero when Kendall’s
tau is significantly different from zero (and vice versa). Like the parametric linear regression line,
confidence intervals can be calculated for the nonparametric Theil-Sen line.

Bootstrapping to Obtain Theil-Sen Confidence Intervals
Chapter 21.3.2, Unified Guidance describes how to calculate confidence intervals for a Theil-Sen
line using a computationally intensive procedure referred to as “bootstrapping.” The Theil-Sen is
initially calculated from a set of n sequential concentration measurements (y) over time (t): (t1, y1),
(t2, y2) … (tn, yn). The bootstrapping method is subsequently used to calculate confidence limits.
This method entails randomly selecting, with replacement, a set of n of these pairs. For example, if
there are only two pairs (t1, y1) and (t2, y2), each selection or “iteration” results in one of four pos-
sible outcomes:

(t1, y1) and (t1, y1)

(t1, y1) and (t2, y2)

(t2, y2) and (t1, y1)

(t2, y2) and (t2, y2)

This selection is repeated a larger number of times, B (such as B = 1,000). A Theil-Sen line is cal-
culated for each of the B iterations (sets of n pairs). At each time ti (i = 1,…n), a concentration can
be calculated using each of the B Theil-Sen lines, which results in a set of B calculated con-
centrations for each time.

Nonparametric confidence limits are obtained by calculating upper and lower percentiles of the B
concentrations for each time. For example, if B = 1000, the 95% confidence interval of for con-
centration calculated from the original Theil-Sen line is obtained from the 25th largest con-
centration (2.5 percentile) and 975th largest concentration (97.5th percentile) of the B bootstrap
concentrations.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Trend tests may be used to determine if the mean of the population is stationary, which is a
requirement for the use of many statistical tests.

l Study Question 4: When will contaminant concentrations reach a criterion?
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l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?
l Study Question 7: What are the contaminant attenuation rates in wells?

Assumptions
This test assumes independent concentration measurements.

Requirements and Tips

l The influence of nondetects should be evaluated. See Section 5.7 for information regarding
nondetect data.

l Ensure that statistical software used for the Mann-Kendall test treats nondetects as inequal-
ities. It is recommended that you do not use software for which it is necessary to assign sur-
rogate values to nondetects, since this can produce unreliable results.

l A minimum of 8 to 10 measurements is recommended, a larger data set may be required if
data are skewed or contain nondetects.

l Consider verifying that trend residuals are statistically independent (for example, using an
autocorrelation test).

Strengths and Weaknesses

l This test can be used when data sets contain nondetects, but may not provide useful inform-
ation if a large portion of the data set is nondetect.

l Results are not impacted by the magnitude of extreme values as with regression or cor-
relation tests.

l This test is difficult to apply to data sets containing mixed detection limits and estimated val-
ues between the reporting limit and the detection limit.

Further Information
Chapter 21.3.2, Unified Guidance, Nonparametric Confidence Band Around Theil-Sen Line

5.5.4 Spearman’s Rank Correlation Test

Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient rho (ρ) is a nonparametric correlation coefficient that can
be used to test for monotonic trends. The Spearman rank correlation test is discussed further in Sec-
tion 5.12.2 of this document.

5.6 Distributional Tests

Distributional tests are commonly used to evaluate data distribution
and to test data for normality. Many commonly applied statistical
tests are parametric (i.e., they assume that the data follow a specific
distribution, that they have a certain shape, and that the data can be
described by a few parameters, such as the mean (a measure of
centrality) and standard deviation (a measure of spread).
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Of the many different types of distributions used in statistics, the most commonly used are the nor-
mal distribution, (also known as the bell curve) and distributions that can be transformed to a nor-
mal distribution (such as a lognormal distribution). In addition, the gamma and Weibull
distributions are used. The normal distribution (bell curve) is well known because of its common
use in scholastic grading. This curve plots the frequency of occurrence on the vertical axis and the
ordered values of interest, in our case, concentration, on the horizontal axis. If the data follow a nor-
mal distribution, most of the data concentrations are near the mean, or average, value and the like-
lihood of obtaining values away from the mean in either direction tapers off the further the
concentration is from the mean.

Appendix A includes several case examples that provide examples of evaluating groundwater data
with distributions.

Normal data distribution, bell curves, and histograms
The mathematical model of the normal distribution produces a perfectly smooth, symmetrical, bell-
shaped curve. The mean and standard deviation of the data determine the shape of the bell. The
mean locates the bell peak on the horizontal axis, and the standard deviation determines the width
of the bell. A large standard deviation means that the bell will be broad and flat. A small standard
deviation means that the bell will be narrow and skinny (the concentrations in the data set do not
deviate much from the mean).

A histogram presents a rough depiction of the data distribution that can be matched with the math-
ematical model of the normal curve. The histogram, which orders the values, counts the number
(frequency) of values within a fixed range of values (a bin) and plots the frequency of values
within each bin on the y-axis at the bin’s central value on the x-axis.

Figure 5-13. Histogram example.
Are the data normal?
The first task when using a parametric test is to test the underlying assumption of normality. If the
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data do not produce a nicely shaped bell, for example, if the bell is lopsided or has several peaks,
then the underlying mathematical model for the test will not match the data and may produce erro-
neous results. Other complications might cause the data to appear non-normal, such as outliers, the
presence of nondetects, or changes over space or time (nonstationarity). Testing for normality
should be conducted in conjunction with tests for outliers and nonstationarity.

Nondetects are left-censored data, meaning that, below a certain reporting limit the concentrations
are not known. Most tests for normality depend on the values at the ends or tails of the ordered
data. Too many nondetects in the data set (the Unified Guidance recommends having no more than
10-15% nondetects), can cause problems with the normality tests because the concentrations at the
lower tail of the sample distribution are unknown, yet a value is needed for standard normality test
to be run. Use caution in substituting values for nondetects, even at low percentages of nondetects.
Apply nonparametric methods if there is doubt regarding the usability of the data due to the pres-
ence of nondetects. See Section 5.7: Managing Nondetects in Statistical Analyses for more inform-
ation on nondetects.

Outliers are anomalous data found at the tails of data distributions, so their presence may cause
problems in testing for normality. If outliers are suspected and a test for normality fails, try remov-
ing the suspected outliers and rerunning the test. See Section 5.10: Identification of Outliers for
more information on outliers.

Nonstationarity can be an issue with data collected over space or time. The change of con-
centrations over time or the inconsistency of data over a large area may introduce data that are not
in the same distribution. Distribution tests might fail when grouping data sets together even if the
original data sets are independently normally distributed. Trend tests or analysis of variance
(ANOVA) tests should be used if non-stationarity is suspected. See Section 3.4.6, Section 5.5, and
Section 5.8 for more information on evaluating stationarity.

Many specific methods can test for normality of data distributions, including the goodness-of-fit
tests, which compare a chosen distribution with the data set of interest. The following are com-
monly applied methods:

l Coefficient of Skewness and Variation
l Kolmogorov-Smirnov test
l Graphical assessment of normality (probability plot), probability plots
l Shapiro-Wilk test
l Shapiro-Francia normality test

5.6.1 Coefficients of Skewness and Variation

Because a normal, bell-shaped distribution is symmetric about the mean, normally distributed data
will have zero skewness. Therefore, measuring the degree of skewness aids in evaluating data for
normality and in evaluating the degree of non-normality. A coefficient of skewness greater than
one indicates that the data are not normally distributed. Also, because of the symmetry of the
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normal curve, the median value will be equal to the mean value. The coefficient of variation (the
standard deviation divided by the mean) will also provide some measure of departure from nor-
mality. A coefficient of variation greater than one similarly indicates that the data are not normally
distributed.

Application and Relevant Study Questions
Calculation of the coefficients of skewness and variation can aid in evaluating a data set for nor-
mality.

Assumptions: None

Requirements and Tips

l These methods are not appropriate for data that have been changed by a log transformation.
l Use of a minimum of 8 to 10 values is recommended, a larger data set may be required if
data are skewed or contain nondetects

l See Section 5.7 for information on handling nondetects.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l These methods are useful for a quick and easy evaluation of data that will reveal a possible
non-normal distribution.

l These methods do not confirm normality, but can provide evidence against normality. There-
fore, these methods should be used in conjunction with other tests.

Further Information
Chapter 10.4, Unified Guidance includes discussion of the coefficient of variation and coefficient
of skewness.

5.6.2 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test

The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) is a common nonparametric goodness-of-fit test that com-
pares the measured data distribution function with the normal distribution function (the math-
ematical model that generates the normal distribution). Thus, the K-S test compares the graphical
curve (in this case, a cumulative fraction plot) of the measured data with that of the normal cumu-
lative fraction plot. The method then calculates maximum distance between the two curves and
estimates the p-value. A p-value greater than the selected confidence level indicates that the data
likely fit a normal distribution. A p-value below the selected confidence level indicates that the data
do not fit a normal distribution.

Application and Relevant Study Questions

l Goodness of fit tests are used to test the assumption of normality prior to applying other stat-
istical tests.

l Study Question 9: Is the sampling frequency appropriate (temporal optimization)?
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Assumptions
The K-S test only applies for continuous distributions, but these distributions are usually expected
in environmental systems.

Requirements and Tips:

l If the K-S test fails (p-value is less than the selected significance level), try transforming the
data and re-testing for normality.

l Use of a minimum of 8 to 10 values is recommended, a larger data set may be required if
data are skewed or contain nondetects.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l The K-S test is a robust test that only considers the relative distribution of the data, therefore
log-transformation of the data do not negatively affect this test.

l The test is more sensitive around the center of the curve than near the tails.
l The K-S test is not as powerful as the Shapiro-Wilk test.

Further Information
Chapter 10, Unified Guidance provides information regarding fitting of distributions to data sets

5.6.3 Shapiro-Wilk Test

The Shapiro-Wilk test calculates an SW value. The SW value indicates whether a random sample
comes from a normal distribution. If a data set is normally distributed, then a correlation should
exist between the ordered data and the normal distribution. Large values of SW indicate a strong
correlation while small values of SW are evidence of departure from normally distributed data.
This test has performed well in comparison studies with other goodness-of-fit tests.

Application and Relevant Study Questions

l Used to test for normality.
l If the SW value exceeds the critical value, the data set is probably normally distributed.
l If the SW is less than the critical value, the data set is not normally distributed. In this case,
you may use a data transformation and re-test the transformed data for normality.

Assumptions: None

Requirements and Tips
Use caution when applying this method to data sets with a large number of nondetects; a larger
number of detects will give a better result. For best results, chose a coefficient (α) = 0.10 for very
small data sets (n < 10), α = 0.05 for moderately sized data sets (10≤n<20), and α = 0.01 for large
data sets (n≥20). This approach is not useful for very large data sets (n>50).
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Strengths and Weaknesses

l Because it involves null hypothesis significance testing, if you reject null hypothesis you
may conclude that the population is not normally distributed. Rejecting the null hypothesis
means that population is not normally distributed, but it does not indicate whether the reason
for non-normality is because of a flat-tailed distribution, a skewed distribution, or something
else.

l If the null hypothesis is not rejected, you may only conclude that the test failed to show that
the population is not normally distributed. In other words, the test can substantiate that the
population is not normally distributed, but it cannot prove that the data set is normally dis-
tributed.

l The tests are influenced by power. If you have a small sample (n is the number of values),
then the test may not have enough power to detect normality in the population. If you have a
very large sample, then the test will detect even a trivial deviation from normality.

Further Information
Chapter 10.5.1, Unified Guidance includes further information and an example for the Shapiro
Wilk test.

5.6.4 Shapiro-Francia Normality Test

The Shapiro-Francia test is a simplified version of the Shapiro-Wilk test. The test is generally con-
sidered equivalent to Shapiro-Wilk test for large, independent samples. Like the Shapiro-Wilk test,
the Shapiro-Francia test calculates an SF statistic to indicate whether a random sample comes from
a normal distribution. If a data set is normally distributed, a correlation should exist between the
ordered data and the z-scores taken from the normal distribution. Large values of SF indicate a
strong correlation while small values of SF are evidence of departure from normally distributed
data. The Shapiro-Francia test calculates an “SF” statistic. If the SF statistic exceeds the critical
value, the test indicates that data likely fit a normal distribution. If the SF is less than the critical
value, the test indicates that the data are not normally distributed. You may subsequently apply a
data transformation, and retest for normality.

Applications and Relative Study Questions
The Shapiro-Francia method is used to test for normality.

Assumptions: None

Requirements and Tips
Use caution when applying this method to data sets with a large number of nondetects; a larger
number of detected values will give a better result.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l Because it involves null hypothesis significance testing, if you reject null hypothesis you
may conclude that the population is not normally distributed. Rejecting the null hypothesis
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means that population is not normally distributed, but it does not indicate whether the reason
for non-normality is because of a flat-tailed distribution, a skewed distribution, or something
else.

l If the null hypothesis is not rejected, you may only conclude that the test failed to show that
the population is not normally distributed. In other words, the test can substantiate that the
population is not normally distributed, but it cannot prove that the data set is normally dis-
tributed.

l The tests are influenced by power. If you have a small sample (n is the number of values),
then the test may not have enough power to detect normality in the population. If you have a
very large sample, then the test will detect even a trivial deviation from normality.

Further Information
Chapter 10.5.2, Unified Guidance includes information about the Shapiro-Francia test.
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5.7 Managing Nondetects in Statistical Analyses

Environmental statistics is constrained by a practical reality of
laboratory analysis: it is technically impossible for a laboratory
analysis to confirm the complete absence of a chemical or com-
pound of interest. Instead, a chemical may be present at some
unknown concentration below the low end of the concentration
range that the analysis is able to detect. Since the true level is
unknown, laboratories report the nonzero value representing the
lowest concentration that can be reliably detected for the given
analytical method. This alternate value is often used in envir-
onmental statistical applications, even though the true value can
only be narrowed to a range of possible concentrations (for example, from zero up to the reporting
limit).

5.7.1 Definition of Detection Limits

In environmental testing, a detection limit is the concentration that is statistically greater than the
concentration of a method blank with a high level of confidence (typically, 99%), or the lowest
level of a given chemical that can be positively identified when using a particular analytical
method. Signal intensity below the detection limit cannot be reliably distinguished from a method
blank or “baseline noise.” Therefore, an analyte is confidently reported as present in an envir-
onmental sample only when the measured concentration is greater than the detection limit.

Statisticians refer to any threshold at which a nondetect is reported as a “censoring limit.” Non-
detects are sometimes referred to as censored values. Censoring limits affect how one should man-
age data. For instance, reporting nondetects to larger censoring limits (higher detection limits) than
needed tends to adversely impact data quality and increase data uncertainty. Unfortunately, dif-
ferent environmental testing laboratories use different types of censoring limits and reporting con-
ventions for nondetects. No standard industry practice exists for establishing censoring limits.

Often the method detection limit (MDL) described in 40 CFR Part 136, Appendix B is used as one
of the censoring limits. The MDL is designed to minimize false positives (that is, reporting a com-
pound as present when it is really not). Another common censoring limit is the reporting limit
which typically refers to the smallest concentration at which analytical results will likely achieve
specified or acceptable tolerances for precision and bias. The reporting limit is generally larger than
the MDL and is also referred to as a “quantitation limit” or “limit of quantitation.” Detected results
less than the reporting limit (but larger than the MDL) may be reported with “J” flags (or “qual-
ifiers”) to denote their lack of quantitative reliability.

In general, a measured concentration (detect) greater than the MDL but less than the reporting limit
only reliably demonstrates the chemical is present in the sample at some concentration significantly
greater than that of a method blank. Nevertheless, it is generally preferable to utilize qualified
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detections at their measured values in statistical evaluations — despite their greater analytical uncer-
tainty — rather than treating them as censored values reported to a reporting limit (that is, less than
values). Too much statistical information is lost by converting such detections to higher censored
values.

Reporting conventions differ from laboratory to laboratory, and often nondetects are reported to the
reporting limit (usually noted as "< RL") instead of the lowest detectable measurement. Therefore,
prior to processing data containing nondetects, consult the laboratory (or an environmental chemist)
to evaluate the thresholds to which nondetects are reported.

Good statistical evaluations attempt to minimize data censoring both in terms of the proportions of
censored values (nondetects) and the magnitudes of the censoring limits. This practice frequently
avoids potential problems and simplifies statistical calculations. No statistical technique can fully
compensate for the information loss due to data censoring. The larger the proportion of censored
data and the larger the censoring limits, the greater the information loss and uncertainty. Some ana-
lytical methods (such as metals analyzed by inductively coupled plasma spectroscopy) — at times
referred to as ‘uncensored methods’ — are capable of reporting numerical values for method
blanks. With these methods, negative values may sometimes be obtained for method blanks, even
though negative concentrations are not physically meaningful as individual values. However, this
practice is acceptable and expected when random measurement variability is present and the ‘true’
mean is equal (or nearly equal) to zero (a similar pattern may be observed in measurements of radi-
onuclides). Remember that statistical decisions and results are based on the aggregate information
contained in a data set, and not on any single estimated value. Because detection and reporting lim-
its often change over time with improved analytical methods, or because differing levels of tur-
bidity or interference may necessitate sample-specific reporting limits, many data sets contain
multiple reporting limits. Observations in the same data set that are censored at differing levels
present additional statistical complexity. However, special methods for handling such data have
been developed (see Section 5.7.6, Section 5.7.7, and Section 5.7.8).

5.7.2 Managing Nondetects

Despite considerable research in recent years on handling nondetects, regulatory agencies have pub-
lished no comprehensive guidance on the recommended approach to use in a particular situation.
As a result, approaches to handling nondetects in groundwater projects vary widely.

The following are the general strategies for handling nondetects:

1. Use statistical approaches specifically designed to accommodate nondetects, such as the
Tarone-Ware two-sample alternative to the t-test.

2. Use a rank-based, nonparametric test, such as the Mann-Kendall trend test.
3. Use a censored estimation technique to estimate sample statistics, such as the Kaplan-Meier

method for calculating an upper confidence limit on the mean.
4. Impute an estimated value for each nondetect prior to further statistical analysis.

The most commonly used methods are described in the sections below.
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5.7.3 Use of Nonparametric Methods

Nonparametric methods that treat nondetects as inequalities are probably the most versatile and
effective approach for handling censored data sets. Some of these methods, such as the Tarone-
Ware test, are specifically designed to accommodate censored data. Others entail ordering the meas-
urements (from smallest to largest) and replacing the values with their corresponding ranks. Non-
detects are treated as ‘ties’ and are assigned the same rank (without substituting any imputed or
surrogate values). The advantage of nonparametric methods over parametric methods is that a spe-
cific (parametric) distribution is not assumed. The Wilcoxon rank-sum (Chapter 16.2, Unified Guid-
ance) and Kruskal-Wallis tests (Chapter 17.2.2, Unified Guidance)—which test whether the
medians of two or more environmental populations differ significantly—are examples of rank-
based nonparametric tests that can be used for data sets which contain nondetects.

Tips regarding nonparametric methods include the following:

l A larger number of data points are generally required for nonparametric methods to achieve
the same level of confidence and false positive rate control as parametric methods.

l Although nonparametric methods can tolerate a relatively large proportion of censored val-
ues, they generally lose significant statistical power if most of the data are censored.

l There is a distinction between nonparametric methods based on ranks (such as Wilcoxon
rank-sum) and those based on counting values below a threshold (for instance, Tarone-Ware
or test of proportions). Ranking methods assume that the data can be fully sorted and ranked
(apart from ties). If a large proportion of the data is tied due to nondetects, an alternative
strategy may be needed.

l Generalizations can be difficult to make because there are many types of nonparametric tests
and their ‘robustness’ to data censoring depends on the nature of test. For example, it is prob-
lematic to compare medians (50th percentiles) when more than 50% of the results are cen-
sored, but comparisons of larger (e.g., 95th) percentiles may be possible.

A commonly encountered problem is how to estimate a linear trend when some of the data are cen-
sored. In some cases, a trend may be suspected from a time series plot (see Figure 5-14) when in
reality most or all of the data are nondetect and reporting limits have decreased due to improved
analytical techniques. In others, correct identification of a trend and its apparent slope may depend
on appropriate handling of the censored values. Assigning each nondetect to, say, half the report-
ing limit will not properly account for the analytical uncertainty of the data set, especially if some
of the reporting limits are elevated due to dilution factors or poorer historical precision.

Two alternatives include Turnbull’s method and the Akritas-Theil-Sen technique (both discussed
in Helsel 2012). Turnbull’s method extends the Mann-Kendall trend test to censored data by com-
puting a slope and significance test for the slope that is equivalent to testing whether Kendall’s tau
is different from zero. Akritas-Theil-Sen similarly extends the nonparametric Theil-Sen trend
method to properly account for censored data by computing the slope that makes a Theil-Sen trend
line estimate applied to the trend residuals (what is left over after subtracting out the trend) equal to
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zero. Application of Turnbull’s method to the example benzene data shown in Figure 5-14 gives a
nonsignificant Kendall’s tau value of 0.01, demonstrating that the apparent trend is illusory, a func-
tion of decreasing reporting limits but not a real change in concentration levels over time.

Figure 5-14. Example time series plot of benzene data with nondetects.

5.7.4 Omission of Nondetects

Omitting nondetects from a statistical analysis can bias outcomes and prevent the statistical tests
from detecting real differences (thus decreasing the statistical power of the method). However,
there are select circumstances in which it may be permissible to omit nondetects. For example, sup-
pose a large number of measurements are available, only a small percentage of the data is non-
detect, and the censoring limit is much smaller than the site’s risk-based decision criterion. Under
those conditions, if a statistical evaluation using only the detections indicates that contamination is
present at levels significantly below the decision criterion, the omission of nondetects is unlikely to
affect the outcome.

As a more general rule, nondetects should not be omitted but rather utilized and properly accounted
for. The presence of nondetects provides valuable information about an environmental population.
Eliminating nondetects often results in inaccurate test outcomes and can lead to greatly elevated
mean or median concentration estimates and, importantly, underestimated variances. In addition, a
large proportion of nondetects all well below a risk-based decision criterion constitutes strong evid-
ence for the absence of significant contamination (regardless of whether a statistical evaluation can
be done).

5.7.5 Simple Substitution Method

In the simple substitution method, proxy or surrogate numerical values are assigned to each of the
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nondetects. The surrogate value for each nondetect is typically some fraction of the censoring limit
(such as one half the detection limit or reporting limit). The impact of using simple substitution for
nondetects depends greatly on what kind of statistical evaluation is to be performed. If the goal is to
compute summary statistics such as the mean or variance (or quantities that depend on these stat-
istics) — particularly for larger data sets or those with more than a low percentage of nondetects —
it may be inappropriate to impute the censoring limit (or some fraction of this limit) to nondetects in
statistical formulas because the substitution method distorts the data. In these cases, simple sub-
stitution can produce erroneous conclusions, particularly for data sets with very low concentrations
or a large number of nondetects. For example, substituting the censoring limit for nondetects could
result in a sample mean that is biased high, and substituting zero could result in a mean that is
biased low, while simultaneously causing the variance to be either overestimated or under-
estimated.

In such applications, you should treat each nondetect as an inequality rather than a fixed numerical
value. Although substituting one-half the censoring limit(s) for nondetects may not bias the mean, it
can adversely affect estimates of the variance and statistics such as the upper confidence limit on
the mean (which depends on the variance). Furthermore, the magnitudes of the substitutions — and
perhaps the statistical evaluation itself — will depend on how the laboratory reports nondetects,
including the size of the censoring limits, rather than on the actual but unknown concentrations in
those samples. In general, the larger the fraction of nondetects and the more elevated the reporting
limits, the greater the distortion of the data.

EPA’s Unified Guidance suggests that the substitution method can be acceptable when only a
small portion of the data set (10-15 percent) consists of nondetects. When the nondetect proportion
is quite low, statistical results based on using simple substitution are not likely to vary substantially
from other methods. However, it also recommends more sophisticated methods be used to handle
nondetects for any larger data set when summary statistics are needed. For descriptive and graph-
ical purposes, simple substitution may also be used to present preliminary summary statistics such
as the sample mean and variance (for instance, when quantitative statistical evaluations are not
planned), or when creating graphs like time series plots.

One additional consideration is that simple substitution may work fairly well in cases where para-
metric prediction limits are used with retesting to compare two populations (for instance, in release
detection tests against background). Simulation studies have shown that simple substitution worked
better than or as well as more complicated methods in that particular setting (McNichols and Davis
1988; Gibbons 1994; Gibbons and Coleman 2001), as long as the censoring proportion was not
too high (more than 50%) and retesting was utilized as part of the test.

5.7.6 Kaplan-Meier Method

The Kaplan-Meier method is a nonparametric technique for calculating the (cumulative) probability
distribution and for estimating means, sums, and variances with censored data. Originally, the
Kaplan-Meier approach was developed for right-censored survival data. More recently, the method
was reformulated for left-censored environmental measurements (e.g., nondetects). USEPA’s
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Unified Guidance also recommends the Kaplan-Meier method for use as an intermediate step in cal-
culating parametric prediction limits, control charts, and confidence limits for censored data sets. In
this latter application, the Kaplan-Meier estimate of the mean and variance is substituted for the
sample mean and variance in the appropriate parametric formula.

Kaplan-Meier is one of a class of ‘counting’ techniques useful for accommodating censored data. It
counts the number of data points below each detected concentration, and uses that information to
generate an estimate of the probability distribution function. Kaplan-Meier accounts for the fact that
data sets with nondetects can only be partially ranked (e.g., while a value of <5 is presumably less
than a detected concentration of 10, it is not possible to determine whether or not it exceeds a detec-
ted concentration of 2). To get around this difficulty, the method only determines how many data
values cannot exceed any given detected level. Once the (cumulative) probability distribution is
estimated, statistics of interest like the mean or variance can be computed via areas under the dis-
tributional curve.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Kaplan-Meier is most commonly used to calculate summary statistics like means and vari-
ances. It can be used in conjunction with bootstrapping and other methods to calculate upper
confidence limits (UCLs) on the mean.

l The Kaplan-Meier method can also be used to sum data that include both censored and non-
censored values. This approach is often used in environmental data when calculating toxicity
equivalency (TEQ) for dioxins and benzo(a)pyrene equivalents.

l The Kaplan-Meier approach can also be used to improve parametric estimates of quantities
like prediction and control chart limits that require means and standard deviations and an
estimate of the cumulative distribution function (CDF) properly adjusted for the presence of
nondetects. This strategy is discussed in USEPA’s Unified Guidance.

Assumptions

l Kaplan-Meier is nonparametric, so it does not assume the data follow a known distribution.
l When applied as an intermediate step to calculate parametric statistics, Kaplan-Meier
assumes that all data values come from a single underlying (non-negative) statistical pop-
ulation. In particular, contaminants are assumed to be present in nondetects at some low level
not readily quantified by the analytical method.

Requirements and Tips

l To calculate Kaplan-Meier, you must have at least three detected concentrations, more than
one reporting limit, and a detected value larger than all censored data. At least 8-10 meas-
urements with no more than 50-70% nondetects are recommended. Note: if there is only one
reporting limit, Kaplan-Meier is equivalent to simple substitution at the reporting limit, a
strategy known to bias estimates of the mean and variance.

l This method can only include censored data less than the highest detected value, so be sure
to consider information about censored data with high detection limits. The Kaplan-Meier
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method cannot rank censored data points with reporting limits above the highest detected
concentration. Thus Kaplan-Meier may not give accurate estimates in data sets with elevated
reporting limits (perhaps due to high dilution factors during chemical analysis). One possible
solution is to count the highest censored value as a detected concentration. This approach
will tend to bias the mean upward but still allow computation of the Kaplan-Meier prob-
ability distribution.

l Another potential problem occurs when the lowest value is a censored value. Because estim-
ates of the Kaplan-Meier (cumulative) probability distribution are only reported at the levels
of detected concentrations, the distribution of censored data below the lowest detected value
is unknown and not estimated. You can use Efron’s bias correction to reduce the bias that
occurs in this case. For this correction, simply convert the lowest censored data point to a
detected value. Use care when performing this bias correction to ensure that the modified
data point is ranked below other censored data points at the same reporting limit.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l Kaplan-Meier is well-suited for many environmental data sets because it is nonparametric, so
that no underlying distribution need be assumed.

l Kaplan-Meier can accommodate multiple reporting limits and is routinely used with data sets
having a lower than 50% detection frequency.

l One weakness of Kaplan-Meier is that it cannot rank censored data points with reporting lim-
its above the highest detected concentration.

l Another weakness is that if only one reporting limit is present, Kaplan-Meier is equivalent to
simple substitution at the reporting limit.

Further Information
Additional information on how to implement the Kaplan-Meier method and tools for calculating
Kaplan-Meier distributions and sample means can be found in the Unified Guidance, the ProUCL
documentation, and Helsel (2012). Helsel (2012) includes details on calculation of the mean and
standard deviation using Kaplan-Meier methods. Beal (2009) presents an SAS macro for imple-
menting the Kaplan-Meier method.

Kaplan-Meier Example
Consider the following data set:

20, 20, 10, 1, <0.5, <0.5, <25, <0.5, <2, <2, 1, 100, 30, 3, <3, 2, <25, 1, 3, 5

Order this data set in decreasing order: 100, 30, <25, 20, 20, 10, <10, 5, 3, 3, <3, 2, <2, <2, 1, 1, 1,
<0.5, <0.5, <0.5

Apply Efron’s bias correction:

100, 30, <25, 20, 20, 10, <10, 5, 3, 3, <3, 2, <2, <2, 1, 1, 1, <0.5, <0.5, 0.5 (note that the lowest
censored data point, <.5, was converted to 0.5)
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The highest value is a detected concentration at 100 and the data set includes 20 total data points.
Since 19 data points are below 100, the probability of getting a data point less than 100 is 19/20 =
0.95.

The next highest data point is 30, which is also a detected concentration. Once the value of 100 is
removed from the data set, the probability of getting a value below 30 is 18/19 = 0.947. The loc-
ation of 30 on the probability distribution function is obtained by multiplying its probability by the
probability of the next highest detected value: 0.95 * 18/19 = 0.90.

The next highest detected value is 20. Two data points are detected with concentrations at 20.
Once all the detected and censored data points above 20 are removed, the probability of getting a
value below 20 is 15/17 = 0.882. The location of 20 on the probability distribution function is 0.90
* (15/17) = 0.794.

This exercise can be continued to generate this probability distribution table:

Value Probability
100 0.95
30 0.9
20 0.794118
10 0.741176
5 0.684163
3 0.570136
2 0.506787
1 0.253394
0.5 0

Table 5-1. Kaplan-Meier
Example Data
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When graphed, it looks like this:

Figure 5-15. Kaplan-Meier method example data plot.
Integrate the area under this curve to determine a sample mean of 10.281.

5.7.7 Robust Regression on Order Statistics

Robust regression on order statistics (ROS) is a semi-parametric method that can be used to estim-
ate means and other statistics with censored data. Unlike Kaplan-Meier, ROS internally assumes
that the underlying population is approximately normal or lognormal. However, the assumption is
directly applied to only the censored measurements and not to the full data set (hence the term
‘semi-parametric’). In particular, ROS plots the detected values on a probability plot (with a regular
or log-transformed axis) and calculates a linear regression line in order to approximate the para-
meters of the underlying (assumed) distribution. This fitted distribution is then utilized to generate
imputed estimates for each of the censored measurements, which are then combined with the
known (detected) values to summary statistics of interest (e.g., mean, variance). The method is
labeled ‘robust’ because the detected measurements are used ‘as is’ to make estimates, rather than
simply using the fitted distributional parameters from the probability plot.
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Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Robust ROS is most commonly used to estimate summary statistics like means and vari-
ances. It can be used in conjunction with bootstrapping and other methods to calculate upper
confidence limits (UCLs) on the mean.

l ROS can also be used to improve parametric estimates of quantities like prediction and con-
trol chart limits that require means and standard deviations, properly adjusted for the pres-
ence of nondetects. This strategy is discussed in the Unified Guidance.

Assumptions

l To compute ROS, at a minimum, there must be at least three detected values and a detection
frequency greater than 50%. More realistically, you should have at least 8-10 measurements.

l Robust ROS is semi-parametric. It assumes that the detected data can be fit to a known dis-
tribution on a probability plot, from which imputations are made for the nondetects. The
estimated summary statistics are computed from a combination of the known and imputed
measurements, rather than from the parameters of the fitted model.

l ROS assumes that all data values come from a single underlying (non-negative) statistical
population. In particular, contaminants are assumed to be present in nondetects at some low
level not readily quantified by the analytical method.

Requirements and Tips
Robust ROS will impute a value for each censored data point. However, these estimated values
should not be used for any additional calculations other than estimating summary statistics for the
data set as a whole.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l Robust ROS is widely applicable to many environmental data sets. However, as a semi-para-
metric method, you must be able to fit a known distributional model to the detected meas-
urements on a probability plot.

l ROS can accommodate multiple reporting limits as well as (unlike Kaplan-Meier) a single
reporting limit.

Further Information
Additional information on how to implement the Robust ROS method and tools for calculating stat-
istics using the Robust ROS method can be found in Chapter 15.4, Unified Guidance, in the
ProUCL documentation, and Helsel (2012).

Robust ROS Example
Consider the following data set, then list in descending order:
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Data set Descending order
<1 3.2
<1 2.8
1.7 <2
<1 <2
<1 <2
<2 <2
3.2 <2
<2 <2
<2 <2
2.8 <2
<2 1.7
<2 1.5
<2 <1
<2 <1
<2 <1
0.7 <1
0.9 <0.9
0.5 0.9
0.5 0.7
<0.9 0.7
0.5 0.6
0.7 0.5
0.6 0.5
1.5 0.5

Table 5-2. Robust ROS data

Starting at the highest detection limit, determine the probability of exceeding that percentile. For
example, in the data set above with 24 values, the probability of exceeding the detection limit of 2
is 1 – 22/24 = 0.083333.

The remaining probability (0.9166667) is divided up evenly between the 8 values with a censoring
limit of 2, resulting in probabilities of 0.8148, 0.7130, 0.6111, 0.5093, 0.4074, 0.3056, 0.2037, and
0.1019 assigned to these 8 samples.

Once this process has been completed for all detection limits, a regression line is fit to the detected
portion of the data set. Then values are picked off the regression line and used as estimated con-
centrations for each censored data point.

This process results in a data set as shown in the following table:

Input Concentration Probability Estimated Concentration
3.2 0.972222 3.2
2.8 0.944444 2.8

Table 5-3. Robust ROS final data
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Input Concentration Probability Estimated Concentration
<2 0.814815 1.41819
<2 0.712963 1.142868
<2 0.611111 0.953652
<2 0.509259 0.806562
<2 0.407407 0.682854
<2 0.305556 0.571858
<2 0.203704 0.464954
<2 0.101852 0.349209
1.7 0.873016 1.7
1.5 0.829365 1.5
<1 0.628571 0.982359
<1 0.471429 0.758549
<1 0.314286 0.581086
<1 0.157143 0.414444
<0.9 0.34375 0.612533
0.9 0.736607 0.9
0.7 0.589286 0.7
0.7 0.491071 0.7
0.6 0.392857 0.6
0.5 0.294643 0.5
0.5 0.196429 0.5
0.5 0.098214 0.5

The mean of the estimated data set (rightmost column in the table above) is 0.9725.

This data set is shown graphically below, where closed data points show detected concentrations
and open data points show estimated concentrations for censored data points.
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Figure 5-16. Robust ROS example data plot.

5.7.8 Maximum Likelihood Estimation (Including Cohen's Method)

Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is a parametric, model-based method that can be used to
estimate means and other summary statistics with censored data. In this approach, you must know
or assess what distribution (such as normal or lognormal) will best model the data set. The model
parameters for that distribution (mean and variance) are then estimated by maximizing the like-
lihood of the observed values, while simultaneously treating each nondetect as an inequality. Once
the model parameters are determined, other statistics can be estimated from the model.

Cohen’s method (Chapter 15.5.1, Unified Guidance) is a simplified application of the MLE
approach, where the underlying model is assumed to be normal (or transformed to normality) and
the data contain but a single reporting limit, with all detected values larger than the nondetects.
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Applications and Relevant Study Questions
The MLE approach (including Cohen’s method) is most commonly used to estimate means and
variances in larger data sets with known or assumed distributions. It can be used in conjunction
with bootstrapping and other methods to calculate upper confidence limits (UCLs) around the
mean. The mean and variance estimates (adjusted for censoring) can also be used in parametric for-
mulas for prediction limits and control charts.

Assumptions

l To use MLE, the sample size must be large enough to assess the best-fitting underlying dis-
tribution. With multiple reporting limits, you might need at least 50 data points and a detec-
tion frequency greater than 50%. Cohen’s method can be used with somewhat smaller data
sets due to its more stringent assumptions.

l Data analyzed using MLE (including Cohen’s method) are assumed to follow a known dis-
tribution, since the calculations depend explicitly on the assumed model. Distributional fit-
ting using MLE works best on data sets with no obvious outliers and — if a normal model is
assumed — that are not significantly skewed.

l Application of MLE assumes that nondetects are distributed in a manner similar to the detec-
ted values. Accurate estimates can only be anticipated when a common distributional model
is valid for the both the detects and nondetects.

Requirements and Tips
MLE will perform poorly if a well-fitted or closely matching distribution cannot be found to model
the underlying population. Censored probability plots and other goodness-of-fit techniques should
be utilized to help assess this critical assumption.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l The general MLE approach can handle multiple reporting limits and can be a rigorous way
to estimate summary statistics of data sets when the sample size is sufficiently large. Cohen’s
method requires there to be only a single reporting limit.

l If the underlying distribution is known, MLE will explicitly account for distribution type in
calculating estimates. If the assumed model is incorrect, MLE may lead to misleading results.

l MLE is most generally applicable to larger data sets (n > 50) with high detection fre-
quencies. Under the stricter assumptions of Cohen’s method, model-based mean and vari-
ance estimates can be computed with relatively high censoring rates (up to 50-80%).

Further Information
Additional information on how to implement Cohen’s method can be found in Chapter 15.5, Uni-
fied Guidance.
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5.8 Temporal Analysis

Temporal statistical analysis enables you to examine and model the
behavior of a variable in a data set over time (e.g., to determine
whether and how concentrations are changing over time. The beha-
vior of a variable in a data set over time can be modeled as a func-
tion of previous data points of the same series, with or without
extraneous, random influences (such as an earthquake or a new
release). Common temporal analyses discussed below include time
series plots, one-way ANOVA, sample autocorrelation, the rank
von Neumann test, seasonality correlations, or the seasonal Mann-
Kendall test. Table F-4 includes information about checking assumptions for multi-sample tests.

5.8.1 Time series plots

The time series plot provides a graphical view of the raw data. Time is plotted on the x-axis, and
the data series observation or observations (for multiple series) are plotted on the y-axis. See Sec-
tion 5.1.1: Time Series Methods of this document for a complete overview of time series plots.

Example
Figures 9-1, 14-1, and 14-2, Unified Guidance.

5.8.2 One-way ANOVA

ANOVA is a general purpose statistical approach used to compare data from three or more pop-
ulations (with the data divided into one group/subset per population). Because of its flexibility and
generality, ANOVA has utility for spatial analyses (for example, measuring contaminant level dif-
ferences across multiple wells/sampling points), temporal analyses (for example, evaluating sea-
sonality or temporal correlations across sampling events), as well as diagnostic testing (for
example, testing for equal variances or identifying significant spatial variation).

For temporal analysis, the statistical populations to be compared by ANOVA represent distinct
time periods, rather than distinct sampling points as in a spatial analysis. For instance, in cases of
apparent seasonality at an individual well, each season (for example, spring or fall) is treated as a
distinct population. In order to test for seasonality, each data subset must include representative
observations from each distinct season — with a minimum of one sampling event per season col-
lected over a period of at least three years.

When evaluating data sets for temporal patterns due to factors other than seasonality (but which
impact a set of wells in common), each sampling event is treated as a separate population. The data
are pooled across sampling points and then grouped/divided by sampling event. The ANOVA then
compares the average levels per sampling event to look for differences between events that signify
temporal patterns common to the set of wells.
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In all parametric ANOVA analyses — regardless of how the data are grouped into subsets — the
test (parametric F-test) returns an F-ratio statistic and an associated p-value. A large F-ratio (and
small p-value) indicates that the observed differences between the subsets of data are more than
expected based on chance alone, whereas an F-ratio close to one (large p-value) suggests that the
differences may be due to random variation.

The Kruskal-Wallis test is a nonparametric counterpart to ANOVA that does not require normality
of the ANOVA residuals. In this version, ranks of the data are used instead of the observed meas-
urements, and an H-statistic is produced instead of an F-ratio, but the basic thrust of the test is the
same. Average ranks are computed for each group being compared. If the differences in rank aver-
ages are larger than expected by random variation, the H-statistic will be large (with cor-
respondingly small p-value), indicating a probable difference in the populations.

For diagnostic testing, one-way ANOVA can aid decisions about whether to conduct interwell or
intrawell tests by identifying the presence of significant spatial variability among a group of
sampling points. If the spatial variation is a natural phenomenon, the ANOVA results can help jus-
tify use of intrawell groundwater tests. Conversely, the lack of significant spatial variation can
point to the use of interwell upgradient-downgradient testing.

Another variation of ANOVA, Levene's test, can also diagnose whether or not multiple pop-
ulations have similar variances (see Chapter 11.2, Unified Guidance). In Levene’s test, the absolute
values of the residuals from a set of wells are treated as the ‘data’ in a standard one-way ANOVA.
This tests whether the typical deviations from the mean of each well differ significantly among the
wells, thus signifying differing levels of variance.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l This method can be used to evaluate stationarity (lack of a shift of the means over time).
l Use this method to check for the absence of spatial variability when evaluating temporal vari-
ations.

l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?
l Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?

Assumptions

l Residuals of the data must follow a normal distribution.
l Observations are statistically independent over time.
l Data must have constant variance.

Requirements and Tips

l Measurements collected at each well are performed on dates common to all wells.
l Data may need to be transformed (for example, using Box-Cox power transformation) if the
assumptions of normality and equal variances are violated, and subsequently tested to eval-
uate the validity of the assumptions on the transformed scale.
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l A level of confidence, such as 95% must be selected; this level of confidence may be determ-
ined by federal or state regulatory requirements or guidance, or project specific needs.

l Small sample sizes make it difficult to test the assumptions and may not allow for sufficient
power. In order to test for seasonality, a minimum of three sampling events per distinct sea-
son, with events spanning at least three years is recommended.

l A minimum of 8 to 10 measurements is recommended when evaluating temporal variation
due to factors other than seasonality.

l This test may be sensitive to outliers. Data should be checked for outliers before applying
this test; see Section 5.10.

l If the purpose of the one-way ANOVA is to design an interwell prediction limit which
accounts for temporal dependence, spatial variability must not be present.

l See Section 5.7 for information regarding handling of nondetects.
l If the data cannot be normalized, a similar test for a temporal or seasonal effect can be per-
formed using the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test.

Strengths and Weaknesses
This method can be applied without specialized statistical software.

Further Information
Use of one-way ANOVA for spatial variability and an example problem are discussed in Chapter
13.2.2, Unified Guidance. Use of ANOVA to improve parametric intrawell tests is described in
Chapter 13.3, Unified Guidance. Chapter 14.2.2, Unified Guidance discusses application of
ANOVA for temporal effects and also provides a sample problem. A more generalized discussion
of ANOVA is provided in Chapter 17.1, Unified Guidance.

5.8.3 Sample Autocorrelation Function

Autocorrelation is a correlation of a variable, such as a contaminant concentration, with itself over
a series of time steps. Autocorrelation may be used to evaluate the frequency of sampling (for
example, if subsequent sampling events are correlated, a reduction in sampling frequency may be
supported). By computing the first few sample autocorrelation coefficients (ACFs), a plot of ACFs
versus the time lags can be prepared; this graph is known as a correlogram (Figure 5-2). The shape
of the ACF plot provides information regarding the variability of a given value over time.

A stationary but nonrandom series will often exhibit a large first-order autocorrelation coefficient,
followed by one or two other significant coefficients, with the remaining coefficients tending
towards zero. A seasonal series will exhibit a sinusoidal ACF. If the first order autocorrelation coef-
ficient is significant and negative, the series tends to alternate between high and low values. If the
series contains a trend, the ACF coefficients will not drop to zero with increasing lag.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l A comparison of the ACF coefficients that shows correlated consecutive time steps may sup-
port a reduction in sampling frequency.
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l Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?
l Study Question 9: Is the sampling frequency appropriate (temporal optimization)?

Assumptions
Data must follow a normal distribution or be reasonably symmetric.

Requirements and Tips

l Check the data for normality.
l Use of at least 8 to 10 measurements is recommended, although a greater number of meas-
urements may be necessary to obtain the desired confidence level or power.

l If outliers are suspected, examine the data with a probability plot, Dixon's test, or Rosner's
test. Remove outliers from the data set.

l Select a level of confidence, such as 95%; this level of confidence may be determined by fed-
eral or state regulatory requirements or guidance.

l If you suspect autocorrelation of a series, change the sampling frequency. The smallest lag
between sampling events with no serial discernible correlation indicates the minimum
sampling frequency needed for statistical independence. If you suspect seasonal auto-
correlation (at the appropriate lag), see Section 5.8.5: Seasonality Correlations. An ACF plot
exhibiting a sinusoidal shape indicates seasonality.

Strengths and Weaknesses
Requires a higher level of analysis than other methods to interpret results.

Further Information
Further information on the sample autocorrelation function and an example problem are provided
in Chapter 14.2.3, Unified Guidance. Partial autocorrelation coefficients can also be computed (see
Chatfield 1994). Significant autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation coefficients can be com-
bined for the construction of a Box-Jenkins autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA)
time series model (Box and Jenkins 1976). Such a model can be used for prediction purposes. For
two series, a cross-correlation function (CCF) can be constructed (Box and Jenkins 1976).

Example  
See Example 14-3, Unified Guidance (which includes Figure 14-5, a sample autocorrelation func-
tion), and case example A.3.

5.8.4 Rank von Neumann Ratio Test

The rank von Neumann ratio is used to evaluate seasonality in a data set and is constructed from
the sum of differences between the ranks of lag-1 data pairs (for example, data pairs generated by
comparison of data collected in a monitoring event to data generated in the previous monitoring
event). When these differences are small, the pattern of observations of the data series will be some-
what predictable, and the data series is likely to be autocorrelated. Large differences indicate no
autocorrelation. The test is formally conducted by comparing the Rank von Neumann ratio to the
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tabulated critical points (at a given sample size and desired significance level; see Table 14-1 of
Appendix D, Unified Guidance). The Rank von Neumann Ratio test is a nonparametric method.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions
Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?

Assumptions
No distributional assumptions are required; however, frequent nondetects in the data may lead to a
poor estimation of the Rank von Neumann ratio and critical points.

Requirements and Tips

l Check the data for nondetects; replace each tied value by its mid-rank.
l Use of a minimum of 10-12 observations from a single well is recommended.
l Check that the data are not autocorrelated.
l Select a level of confidence, such as 95% (or 99%); this level of confidence may be determ-
ined by federal or state regulatory requirements, or guidance, or by project specific needs.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l This method is easily applied to nonparametric tests.
l This method identifies simple temporal correlations.
l You must apply this method to a single series of data at a single data point, not to multiple
series of data.

l Use this method only on data sets with few nondetects.
l Compared to other tests of statistical independence, the Rank von Neumann ratio is more
powerful than certain other nonparametric methods. The Rank von Neumann ratio correctly
detects dependent data for a variety of underlying data distributions.

Further Information
The Rank von Neumann ratio test is discussed further in Chapter 14.2.4, Unified Guidance, which
also gives an example problem. The literature on time series analysis is extensive for other potential
tests as well (such as Runs test, Durbin-Watson test, and Kendall’s tau).

Example
See Example 14-4, Unified Guidance.

5.8.5 Seasonality Correlations

If the seasonal pattern in a data series is highly regular, then you can model the data with a sinus-
oidal function. Moving averages and lag-based differencing (for example, lag-4 for quarterly data,
or lag-12 for monthly data) can be used to evaluate the data; see Chapter 14.3.3.1, Unified Guid-
ance. When a significant temporal dependence is identified across a group of wells (for instance,
by one-way ANOVA), the adjustment process (moving averages) can be conducted sim-
ultaneously for several sets of wells as described in Chapter 14.3.3.2, Unified Guidance.
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Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Use this method to de-seasonalize data.
l Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?

Assumptions
Seasonal correction is only appropriate for wells where a cyclical pattern is clearly present.

Requirements and Tips

l Use at least a two-year period of data.
l A minimum of three measurements per season is recommended for the application of sea-
sonal corrections.

l If you suspect outliers, examine the data using a probability plot, Dixon’s test, Rosner’s test,
or another appropriate method.

l See Section 5.7 for information regarding the handling of nondetects.
l For interwell comparisons, the same seasonality effect must be present in all wells.
l For interwell comparisons (such as simultaneously collected background and downgradient
data), a seasonal correction may not be necessary if the background and downgradient val-
ues are on the same cycle. To dispense with seasonal correction in this case, average ground-
water velocities must be high enough for groundwater to migrate through both background
and downgradient wells in the same season.

Further Information
A description of how to de-seasonalize a data set (or multiple data sets) is given in Chapter 14.3,
Unified Guidance. De-seasonalizing data can also be conducted by differencing (see Box and Jen-
kins 1976). A two-way ANOVA may be conducted to test for both spatial variation and temporal
autocorrelation (Davis 1994). Example problems are provided in Chapter 14.3.3, Unified Guid-
ance.

5.8.6 Seasonal Mann-Kendall Test

The seasonal Mann-Kendall test is a simple modification to the Mann-Kendall test for trend that
accounts for seasonal fluctuations. The data series is divided into subsets, with each subset rep-
resenting the measurements collected during a common sampling event. The standard Mann-Kend-
all test is performed separately on each subset, with a test statistic performed for each individual
subset. The separate, seasonal statistics are subsequently summed to arrive at the overall Mann-
Kendall statistic, which is then compared to the critical points of the standard normal distribution.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?
l Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?

Assumptions
The long-term mean of the data series should be stationary.
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Requirements and Tips

l The sample series should span at least three seasons, with an observable seasonal pattern.
l Each season should include at least three measurements in order to compute the Mann-Kend-
all statistic.

l If you suspect outliers, examine the data using a probability plot, Dixon’s test, Rosner’s test,
or another appropriate method.

l See Section 5.7 for information regarding the handling of nondetect data.
l A normal approximation to the overall Mann-Kendall test statistic plot must hold.
l Select a level of confidence, such as 95%; this level of confidence may be determined by fed-
eral or state regulatory requirements, guidance, or project specific needs.

l You can also choose to remove the seasonal autocorrelation first (see Section 5.8.5: Season-
ality Correlations) and subsequently conduct a formal trend test on the entire series.

Strengths and Weaknesses
This is a nonparametric test.

Further Information
See Chapter 14.3.4, Unified Guidance for additional information and a sample problem. See also
Gilbert (1987) for a description of the seasonal Mann-Kendall trend test and slope estimator.

5.8.7 Temporal Optimization (Cost-Effective Sampling and Iterative Thinning)

Temporal optimization is best represented by the cost-effective sampling method (CES; Ridley et
al. 1995; Ridley and McQueen 2005) and later modifications to this approach. In CES, a linear
trend is estimated for each chemical-well pair and then classified according to the slope of the
apparent trend as well as how much variation exists around the trend. Trends with relatively ‘flat’
slopes (small rates of change) and low variation are recommended for less frequent sampling, while
trends with higher slopes or higher degrees of variation are targeted for more frequent sampling.
The overriding principle is to (1) sample more frequently at locations where the apparent changes
are more dynamic and associated with the greatest statistical uncertainty, and (2) sample less fre-
quently when the trend is changing little and is statistically more certain (that is, less variable).

The second approach is the iterative thinning method (Cameron 2004). Iterative thinning examines
whether sampling frequencies can be reduced due to temporal redundancy in the sampling events.
This approach identifies redundancy by first estimating a baseline trend using the full data set, after
which the trend is repeatedly re-estimated using subsets of the full data to identify the average num-
ber of data points needed to accurately reconstruct the baseline. The computations in iterative thin-
ning create a series of ‘what if’ scenarios estimating the nature of the trend that would have been
identified if only some of the existing data had been sampled. The overriding principle in iterative
thinning is that if a trend can be accurately reconstructed using fewer sampling events, the optimal
sampling frequency should be based on this smaller number.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions
Study Question 9: Is the sampling frequency appropriate (temporal optimization)?
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Assumptions
The basic assumptions underlying temporal optimization methods are similar to those for most
trend tests. CES and its modifications assume the trend is linear. Also, if linear regression is used to
measure the trend, the trend residuals must be normal and homoscedastic. Iterative thinning can be
performed on linear or non-linear trends, but typically requires at least 8 observations from which
to form the (non-linear) baseline trend.

Requirements and Tips

l CES and its modifications generally require at least 4 observations per well; Iterative thin-
ning usually requires at least 8 observations per well in order to estimate non-linear trends.

l CES is found in specialized optimization software packages such as MAROS and 3TMO.
Iterative thinning is deployed in the geostatistical temporal-spatial (GTS) software and VSP.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l CES and its modifications can employ either parametric (linear regression) or nonparametric
(Mann-Kendall) trend methods.

l Iterative thinning, as deployed in GTS software, can be applied to either linear or non-linear
trends.

5.9 Time Series Forecasting

Time series forecasting allows univariate or multivariate forecasting
of future values of an observed time series or multiple time series
over a specified forecasting horizon (time frame). For example,
what might the anticipated concentration of a chemical be in a
given compliance well in two years? Forecasts are based on a
model fitted to present and past observations. Either an automated
model or a user specified model may be used. Time series fore-
casting follows on the discussion of sample autocorrelation func-
tion (Section 5.8.3); review Section 5.8.3 if you are not familiar
with time series forecasting and autocorrelation functions.

Automated and User-specified Approaches

5.9.1 Automated models (such as Holt, Holt-Winters Forecasting)

For automated models such as Holt or Holt-Winters forecasting, a program automatically analyzes
the data, selects forecasting techniques, and generates a forecast. Using an automated approach,
exponential smoothing procedures rely on simple, recursive updating equations (geometrically
weighted sums of past observations, with more emphasis placed on recent observations and less
emphasis on more distant observations). These procedures can also account for trends and seasonal
variations (see Chatfield 1994). The smoothing parameter is generally subjectively chosen to be
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between 0.1 and 0.3 (its exact value is typically not critical), but can be numerically estimated as
well.

5.9.2 User-specified models (such as ARIMA).

Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) procedures rely on the analyst's subjective
judgment or knowledge to select an appropriate model from a broad class of available models for a
given data series. Interpretation of correlograms produced by the autocorrelation function (ACF),
as well as the partial autocorrelation function (plotted against the lag in time), suggests which
model might be appropriate. If the groundwater data series contains a trend, differencing the data
(by calculating new data points based on the calculated lag) usually produces a stationary series.
The residuals of the fitted model must be analyzed to verify the appropriateness of the model (such
as, by the Portmanteau lack-of-fit test or by the Durbin-Watson statistic). Forecasts for a given lead
time can then be readily computed by the difference equations (Box and Jenkins 1976).

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Study Question 4: When will contaminant concentrations reach a criterion?

Assumptions

l Time series consists of at least eight observations, recorded at equally spaced (or nearly
equally spaced) intervals in time. If seasonal variation is present, the time series should
encompass at least two full cycles (for example, quarterly data requires at least eight obser-
vations, data collected monthly requires at least 24 observations). A minimum of three full
cycles is recommended if the seasonal variation is not clearly defined.

l Concentrations (or other variables) change in a set way with time (cyclical variation, steadily
increasing/decreasing rate).

l Prediction intervals typically assume that the forecasts are unbiased, and that the forecast
errors are normally distributed.

Requirements and Tips

l If you suspect outliers, examine the data (with a probability plot, Dixon's test, or Rosner’s
test) and consider removing verified outliers.

l Select a level of confidence for the forecasts, such as 50% and 95%; this level of confidence
may be determined by federal or state regulatory requirements or guidance.

l Forecast future values of an observed time series in conjunction with the calculation of a pre-
diction interval at a given confidence level, because typically, with increasing lead time, the
uncertainties of point forecasts increase rapidly.

l The forecast should be limited to one quarter of the length of the observed time series.
l Regularly update the time series, as soon as new observations become available, to decrease
the forecast error for a given lag (forecast horizon).

l If data appear to be stationary, consider fitting a simple model, such as exponential smooth-
ing, or an autoregressive moving average (ARIMA) model with few parameters.
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l If data appear to be nonstationary, consider either exponential smoothing with a trend term,
or data transformation such as log or differencing before fitting a general integrated ARIMA
model.

l If data exhibit seasonal fluctuations, consider either seasonal exponential smoothing, or dif-
ferencing the data with a seasonal lag before fitting a general, additive or multiplicative
ARIMA(or seasonal ARIMA) model.

l If the variance of the data changes with time, consider the use of a model that can consider
more than one distribution for the data and preserve that information, such as autoregressive
conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) and generalized autoregressive conditional het-
eroscedasticity (GARCH).

l Consider the use of external predictor or explanatory variables, if additional information is
available and relevant.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l The automatic (Holt-Winters) approach to time series forecasting is typically easier to imple-
ment and should be adequate for most groundwater data series where univariate forecasting
is sufficient.

l The ARIMA (Box-Jenkins) approach requires a more thorough understanding of the under-
lying stochastic process and order of autoregressive and moving average terms, but is useful
for more sophisticated forecasting analyses, especially if correlations with other time series
are also being considered.

Further Information
If you suspect that the observed time series is oscillatory, and revolves around a constant mean,
methods from the theory of linear prediction can also be used (see Yaglom 1962).

5.10 Identification of Outliers

Outliers are data that appear anomalous or outside the range of
expected values. Outliers may indicate errors, may indicate data
unrelated to the rest of the data set, or may be perfectly valid data
that indicates contamination or unusual hydrogeological conditions.
In assessing chemical analyses of groundwater, it is often difficult
to determine the reason for outliers. Possible reasons for outliers are
recording errors, unusual sampling and laboratory procedures or
conditions, or inconsistent sample turbidity. The outlier may rep-
resent an unusual hydrological condition, sampling of unrelated
groundwater, or the presence of locally controlled conditions. An outlier may also be an indication
of contamination. It is crucial, therefore, to carefully evaluate the possible causes for outliers.

This section presents useful tests to identify outliers; unfortunately, identifying outliers in envir-
onmental contexts is not an exact science and there is no list of clear rules to follow in identifying
outliers. The goal of outlier identification is to properly analyze the data to determine which outliers
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are representative of valid data points (and should be kept), and which outliers likely represent
errors, and should be removed from the data set. Data should not be excluded simply because they
are identified as outliers. Once you have been identified outliers should be further evaluated to
determine the reason for their existence. Outliers should generally be kept as part of the data set
unless there is reasonable evidence that they are the result of an error. Many statistical tests require
that outliers resulting from error be removed; some statistical tests may also require removal of
valid, but extreme outliers that are not representative of the general population. The presence of out-
liers may preclude the use of some statistical methods altogether, requiring for example, a non-
parametric alternative.

Box plots and probability plots are good tools for screening the data to identify possible outliers.
Dixon's test may be used to evaluate a single suspected outlier. If multiple outliers are suspected,
each outlier should be tested individually, beginning with the least extreme and progressing to each
of the next extreme values until an outlier is confirmed. At that point, all values that are more
extreme are also confirmed as outliers. Data sets with more than 20 values can be tested for mul-
tiple outliers using Rosner's test. Dixon’s and Rosner’s tests are more formal outlier tests involving
the computation of a statistic that is compared to tabulated critical values.

As with all statistical procedures, data sets with many nondetects require care in applying outlier
tests and in evaluating the practical implications of performing the tests on detects only or on data
which include nondetects. In all cases, if nondetects are present in a data set, the results of outlier
testing should be carefully examined to ensure validity from both a practical standpoint and a
numerical basis.

5.10.1 Box plots or box and whisker plots

Box plots can be used as an initial screening tool for outliers as they provide a graphical depiction
of data distribution and extreme values. Some software can also be programmed to display as out-
liers data values that exceed a specified distance from the measure of central tendency (mean or
median). See Section 5.1.2: Box Plots of this document for more detail. Chapter 12.2, Unified
Guidance provides a discussion on screening for outliers using box plots.

5.10.2 Probability plots

Probability plots are used for graphically displaying a data set’s conformance to a normal dis-
tribution, and can be used as a screening tool for the initial identification of outliers. See Section
5.1.5: Probability Plots for more detail. A brief description of screening for outliers using prob-
ability plots is provided in Chapter 12.1, Unified Guidance.

5.10.3 Dixon’s test

Dixon’s test for single high or low outliers is relatively easy to perform and is offered in many stat-
istical software packages. Generally, the data are ordered from lowest to highest, and the test com-
putes a ratio between two values: the difference between the suspected outlier and a population
value “near” the potential outlier, compared to the range of sample values in the population. The
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value of this ratio, (the test statistic), is then compared to a tabulated critical value that is based on
the sample size and desired confidence level; if the test statistic is greater than the critical value, the
suspected outlier is confirmed as a statistical outlier.

Dixon’s test evaluates a single suspected outlier. If you suspect more than one outlier, test these out-
liers individually, beginning with the least extreme and progressing to each of the next extreme val-
ues until an outlier is confirmed; at that point all values that are more extreme are also confirmed as
outliers. Data sets with more than 20 values can be tested for multiple outliers using Rosner’s test.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions
This test is a formal statistical test to identify outliers; it is most useful for small (n ≤ 25) data sets
with a single suspected outlier.

Assumptions
Only one outlier is present.

Requirements and Tips

l Data are normally-distributed (when suspected outlier removed).
l Number of sample values is < 25.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l The test is simple to implement and you can perform calculations by hand.
l This test can be used with small data sets.
l This test is widely available in statistical software packages.

Further Information
Additional information regarding the application of Dixon's test is provided in Chapter 8.3 and
Chapter 12.3, Unified Guidance. Chapter 12.3, Unified Guidance includes a sample problem.

5.10.4 Rosner’s test

Rosner’s test helps to identify multiple outliers in a data set with at least 20 normally-distributed val-
ues. To use this test, you must first determine the number of potential outliers or extreme values
present. This number of extreme values is then tested as a group and if the test is significant, all are
determined to be outliers. If the test is not significant, the least extreme value of the group is
removed and the reduced group is evaluated again. The process continues until either a significant
result is obtained or the entire group is eliminated from outlier status.

Since Rosner’s method tests a group of suspected outliers, a significant result can be returned even
though not all of the data values in the group are individual outliers. Thus it is particularly import-
ant to pre-screen the data (visually or graphically) to make the selection of potential outliers as
accurate as possible prior to running Rosner’s test. However, this test may identify multiple outliers
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in a single pass, unlike Dixon’s test, which must be performed iteratively to screen for multiple out-
liers.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions
A formal statistical test to define outliers; useful for multiple suspected outliers in moderate to large
data sets.

Requirements and Tips

l Data are normally-distributed (when suspected outliers are removed).
l Required sample size is at least 20.

Assumptions
The data follow a normal distribution (or can be normalized) and the outliers come from a different
distribution.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l You must determine which points are potential outliers before conducting the test.
l This test is good for larger data sets.
l This test is not as simple to perform as Dixon's test for a single outlier.
l This test is widely available in statistical software packages.

Further Information
A description of how to conduct Rosner’s test is found in Chapter 8.3 and Chapter 12.4, Unified
Guidance. A sample problem is also provided in Chapter 12.4, Unified Guidance.

5.11 One Sample and Two Sample Tests

One-sample tests are used to compare the data set to a fixed cri-
terion (for example, population mean, population percentile).
Examples of one-sample tests have already been implicitly
presented in Section 5.3 (Tolerance Limits) and Section 5.4 (Pre-
diction Limits), as well as Section 5.6 (Distributional Tests).
Other examples are goodness-of-fit tests, where, for example,
you would like to know if the data support predictions regarding
the value of the population mean. The null hypothesis would be:

H₀: µ = µo where μ = actual true population mean

µ₀= hypothesized population mean (under H₀)

and the alternative hypothesis HA: µ <> µ₀.

A one sample t-test can be applied in this case, if the following assumptions hold:
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l the data are normally distributed
l the sample drawn from the population is random
l the cases of the samples are independent
l the population mean is known

However, many groundwater monitoring scenarios require the comparison of two populations,
such as a population of compliance (potentially impacted) data to a population of spatial or tem-
poral background (unimpacted) data. The statistical tests used for these comparisons are referred to
as two-sample tests and are used to determine if the two populations are statistically different at a
specified level of significance. Examples of parametric two-sample tests include Welch’s t-test and
the pooled variance t-test. Nonparametric tests include the Wilcoxon rank sum test, the signed rank
test, and the Tarone-Ware two sample test for censored data. These two-sample tests and their
applications are described briefly below. Table F-3 includes information about checking assump-
tions for two sample tests.

5.11.1 Welch’s T-test

Welch’s t-test assumes that each population is normally distributed and requires that no temporal
trends exist in the data, no spatial variability is present, and samples are statistically independent.
One advantage of Welch’s t-test is that it does not require you to assume that population variances
are equal. Another advantage is that while Welch’s t-test provides statistical power comparable to
other two-sample tests, it is much simpler to use than other similar tests. The only calculations
required are computing the mean, standard deviation, variance, t-statistic, and degrees of freedom.
Many statistical software packages offer Welch’s t-test, but most do not determine if the require-
ments and assumptions are met.

When applying Welch's t-test, the calculated t-value is compared to a critical t-value which is based
on the selected significance level of the test and on the number of degrees of freedom. If the cal-
culated t-value is less than or equal to the critical value, then no evidence exists for a statistically sig-
nificant difference between the two population means at the selected confidence level. The
equations for the necessary calculations, including the critical t-values for common significance
levels, can be found in most statistical texts and in the Unified Guidance.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?
l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?

Assumptions
Data are normally distributed. This test will still provide relatively reliable results if data are not
heavily skewed (coefficient of variation is less than or equal to 1.5).

Requirements and Tips

l No naturally-occurring spatial variability can be present.
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l Samples must be spatially and temporally independent.
l No temporal trends in the data can be present.
l Use of 8 to 10 measurements is recommended, a larger data set may be required if the data
are skewed or contain nondetects.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l This test does not require equal population variances.
l This test should not be used on lognormal data which are transformed from normal data.
l This test is simpler to use than other two-sample tests with comparable statistical power.

Further Information
Additional information on Welch’s t-test including examples of how to perform the test can be
found in Chapter 16.1.2 and Chapter 16.1.3, Unified Guidance.

5.11.2 Pooled Variance T-test

The pooled variance t-test shares the same underlying assumptions and requirements of Welch’s t-
test but, provides greater statistical power and therefore is helpful in identifying smaller differences.
However, the pooled variance t-test has the added requirement that the variances of the two pop-
ulations be equal; this requirement can be evaluated using box plots, or more robust methods such
as Levene's test for equal variances (see Section 11.2, Unified Guidance). If these assumptions are
met, the t-statistic can be calculated. Many statistical software packages offer versions of the pooled
variance t-test, but most do not determine if the requirements and assumptions are met.

As with Welch’s t-test, the calculated t-value is compared to a critical t-value, which is based on
the selected significance level of the test and on the number of degrees of freedom. If the calculated
t-value is less than or equal to the critical value, then no evidence exists of a statistically significant
difference between the two population means at the specified confidence level. The equations for
the necessary calculations, including the critical t-values for common significance levels, can be
found in most statistical texts and in the Unified Guidance.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions
l Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?
l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?

Assumptions
This test assumes that data are normally distributed. If this assumption cannot be met, consider
using other parametric or nonparametric two-sample tests such as those discussed in this section.

Requirements and Tips

l No naturally-occurring spatial variability can be present.
l This method requires spatially and temporally independent samples.
l No temporal trends can be present in the data.
l Population variances must be equal.
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l If you suspect outliers, examine the data using a probability plot, Dixon’s test, Rosner’s test,
or another appropriate method.

l See Section 5.7 for information regarding the handling of nondetects.
l Use of 8 to 10 measurements is recommended, a larger data set may be required if the data
are skewed or contain nondetects.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l This method is relatively simple to implement and interpret (when assumptions are met).
l Use on lognormal data which are transformed is not recommended.

Further Information
Additional information on the Pooled Variance t-test, including examples of how to perform the
test can be found in Chapter 16.1.1, Unified Guidance.

5.11.3 Wilcoxon Rank-sum Test

The Wilcoxon rank-sum test is a nonparametric two-sample test that may be used to compare two
populations when the groundwater data are not normally-distributed and cannot be normalized by
transformation. The Wilcoxon rank-sum test is equivalent to the Mann-Whitney U-test. Require-
ments for the Wilcoxon rank-sum test include the assumption of equal variances, the assumption of
a common (unknown) distribution, a lack of spatial variability, and temporal stability. The Wil-
coxon rank-sum test can handle data sets with a limited number of nondetects (10-15%) with uni-
form reporting limits.

As the name implies, the Wilcoxon rank-sum test is performed by ordering the combined data from
smallest to largest and ranking the values from 1 to N. Tied values receive a midrank which is the
average of the ranks they would receive were they not tied. The resulting numerical ranks of the
background samples are denoted as Bi and the compliance samples are Ci. The Wilcoxon statistic
(W) is computed as the sum of the compliance ranks and the result is standardized to compute a Z-
score for comparison to a tabulated critical statistic. Calculations for W, the expected value E(W),
standard deviation SD(W), and the test statistic Z, for data with no ties are available in most stat-
istical references and the Unified Guidance.

A computed Z is greater than the tabulated critical Z at the selected significance level, indicates that
the compliance well concentrations are statistically different from the background at the sig-
nificance level.

The Wilcoxon rank-sum test is available in most statistical software packages as a default selection
for nonparametrically-distributed data; however, most packages do not automatically evaluate for
compliance with the necessary underlying requirements or assumptions.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?
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l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?

Assumptions
Although there is no assumption of normality, violations of the requirements listed below may
invalidate the results of the test. Always verify that the data comply with the requirements.

Requirements and Tips

l Equal population variances
l Common (shared) distribution between populations
l Absence of naturally-occurring spatial variability
l Samples are spatially and temporally independent
l Temporal stability
l The number of nondetects should be minimal (typically, less than 10 to 15%) and should be
treated as tied data.

l Use of 8 to 10 measurements is recommended, a larger data set may be required if the data
are skewed or contain nondetects.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l no requirement for normality
l can accommodate nondetects, but a large number of nondetects may decrease the usefulness
of the result.

Further Information
Additional information on the Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test including examples of how to perform the
test can be found in Chapter 16.2, Unified Guidance.

5.11.4 Sign or Signed Rank Test

The signed rank test is used to evaluate differences between groups of “paired” data such as ana-
lytical results from a group of wells before and after remediation efforts. The signed rank test eval-
uates whether a statistically significant difference exists between the medians of two groups by
evaluating the difference between each pair of observations. The pairs are ranked in ascending
order of the absolute value of their difference, and each rank is multiplied by the sign of the paired
difference. The sum of those products is the test statistic W, which is compared to a tabulated crit-
ical value that is based on the selected statistical significance of the test and the number of sample
pairs (differences). A computed test statistic W greater than the tabulated critical W at the selected
significance level, indicates that the two groups of data are statistically different at the selected sig-
nificance level. The signed rank test is available in some statistical software packages and is rel-
atively straightforward to implement in spreadsheet software.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions
Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?
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Requirements and Tips

l Use of 8 to 10 measurements is recommended, a larger data set may be required if the data
are skewed or contain nondetects

l See Section 5.7 for information on handling of nondetect data.

Assumptions

l Data are paired and come from a common population.
l Each pair is independent of the other pairs.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l This test has no requirement for normality.
l This test is not designed to accommodate nondetects.

Further Information
Additional information on the signed-rank test, including examples, can be found in a variety of
statistical texts and guidance documents (Gilbert 1987).

5.11.5 Tarone-Ware Two-sample Test for Censored Data

The Tarone-Ware two-sample test provides the added versatility of dealing with nondetect data.
Like other nonparametric tests, Tarone-Ware assumes identical distribution of background and com-
pliance populations, and requires equal variances. Also, as with the other tests, the Tarone-Ware
two-sample test also requires temporal stability and lack of spatial variability. To perform this test,
the two data sets (for example, background and compliance data) are combined and the distinct
(unique) detect values ordered from lowest to highest. The number of values (including nondetects)
less than or equal to each ordered value is computed for compliance, background, and combined
data. The Tarone-Ware statistic is then calculated using equations found in some statistical ref-
erences, including the Unified Guidance. Variations of this test (such as Gehan’s (1965) gen-
eralized Wilcoxon test) are also found in some statistical software packages, although compliance
with the underlying assumptions and requirements is generally not automatically evaluated.

A computed Tarone-Ware statistic (TW) greater than the tabulated critical value at the selected sig-
nificance level, indicates, given the example above of comparing background and compliance data,
that the compliance well concentrations are statistically different (greater) than the background at
that significance level.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?
l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?
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Assumptions

l Equal population variances
l Samples are spatially and temporally independent
l Temporal stability

Requirements and Tips

l Use of 8 to 10 measurements is recommended; a larger data set may be required if the data
are skewed or contain nondetects.

l Although the method does not require normality, significant deviations from the require-
ments listed can invalidate results.

l Although this test is robust with respect to the presence of nondetects, general equality of
variance should be visually checked using box plots.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l This test does not require normality in the data set.
l This test addresses nondetect related limitations found in other nonparametric methods.
l This test is not as available in standard environmental statistics software packages as other
nonparametric methods.

Further Information
Additional information on the Tarone-Ware two-sample test, including examples of how to per-
form the test, can be found in Chapter 16.3, Unified Guidance.

5.12 Correlation Tests

Correlation tests can be used to assess whether two groundwater
variables have a linear relationship with each other. Correlation
tests may be used to evaluate both positive (when one variable
increases, the other variable increases) and negative (when one
variable increases, the other variable decreases) correlations. An
example of a positive correlation would be an observation that
chemical concentrations in a well increase when water levels in
the well increase. An example of a negative correlation would
be an observed decrease in concentrations when the pumping
rate for a groundwater extraction system is increased. These tests may also be used to test for mono-
tonic trends or to compare trends.

5.12.1 Pearson Correlation Test

The parametric Pearson correlation test provides a measure of the linear association between two
continuous variables. To conduct the test, correlation coefficients are calculated for each (x,y) pair,
and the values of x and y are subsequently replaced with their ranks. Application of the test results
in a correlation coefficient that ranges from -1 to 1. The sign of the coefficient indicates the
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direction of the relationship (that is, negative values imply an inverse relationship or a decreasing
trend), and its absolute value indicates its strength, with larger (absolute) values indicating stronger
linear relationships.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions
The Pearson correlation coefficient is a common numerical measure of the degree of linear asso-
ciation between two continuous variables.

Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?

Assumptions

l Linear relationship between variables should hold.
l Variables should be identically distributed (but not necessarily independently).
l Assumes parametric distribution

Requirements and Tips

l A minimum of two variables with at least three observations for each variable are needed in
order for the test to be meaningful.

l Use 8 to 10 paired observations, although a larger data set may be needed if the data sets are
skewed or contain nondetects.

l The degree of confidence in order to detect patterns in the data increases with larger sample
sizes.

l See Section 5.7 for information regarding the handling of nondetects.
l You may need to standardize each variable for plotting purposes in order to preserve the
scales.

Strengths and Weaknesses
This test does not recognize nonlinear relationships between variables.

Further Information
A description of how to construct scatter plots is found in Chapter 9.4, Unified Guidance. Formula
[3.5] of Chapter 3.3, Unified Guidance shows how to construct the Pearson correlation coefficient.

5.12.2 Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient

The Spearman rank correlation test is essentially the nonparametric version of the Pearson cor-
relation coefficient test, and provides a measure of the linear association between two variables.
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient rho (ρ) is a nonparametric correlation coefficient that can
be used to test for monotonic trends. To calculate the correlation coefficient ρ for any pair of vari-
ables x and y, each value of x is replaced with its rank R(x) and each corresponding value of y is
replaced with its rank R(y). For concentrations sequentially measured over time (such as those,
from a monitoring well), the x variable denotes time and R(x) is the sampling event order (R(x) = 1
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for the first sampling event). The rank of the smallest concentration measurement is 1 (when it is
not tied with other values).

Spearman’s ρ is similar to Pearson’s r that is calculated for the paired ranked results (1, R(y1)), (2,
R(y2)), … (n, R(yn)) (for instance using Equation 3.5 in Chapter 3.5, Unified Guidance). Like the
Pearson’s r, Spearman’s ρ ranges from -1 to 1 and can be tested to determine whether it is sig-
nificantly different from zero; a positive value indicates an increasing trend and a negative value
indicates a decreasing trend. The absolute value of the coefficient indicates its strength, with larger
(absolute) values indicating stronger linear relationships.

When the sample size n is large (n > 20), the test statistic t = ρ (n- 2)½/(1 - ρ2)½ approximately fol-
lows the Student’s t distribution with n – 2 degree of freedom. To test whether there is a significant
trend, the statistic t is compared with upper and lower percentiles of the Student’s t distribution. A
large value of t (for example, greater than the 95th percentile of the Student’s t distribution with n-2
degree of freedom) suggests a significant increasing trend; a negative value (less than the 5th per-
centile) suggests a decreasing trend. For small sample sizes statistical tables can be used to determ-
ine whether ρ is significantly different from zero.

Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l The Spearman correlation coefficient is a common numerical measure of the degree of linear
association between two variables.

l Use this test to evaluate stationarity of the mean (the absence of a trend) for parametric data
sets, which is a requirement for many statistical methods. A slope differing from zero may
indicate the presence of a trend.

l Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?

Assumptions

l This test assumes a monotonic relationship between two variables (that is, as one variable
increases, the other variable either increases or decreases, but does not fluctuate).

l This test assumes no seasonal trends are present, which generally require more sophisticated
evaluations.

l Variables should be identically distributed (but not necessarily independently).

Requirements and Tips

l A minimum of two variables with at least 8 to 10 observations for each variable is recom-
mended. Although it is possible to apply the test with fewer observations, such applications
may provide a less meaningful result. A greater number of measurements may be needed if
data sets are skewed or contain nondetects.

l The degree of confidence in detecting patterns in the data increases with larger sample sizes.
l Each variable may need to be standardized, for plotting purposes, in order to preserve the
scales.

l See Section 5.7 for information regarding the treatment of nondetect data.
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l Data should be matched pairs.
l This test does not recognize nonlinear relationships between variables.

Strengths and Weaknesses

l This test does not require a particular data distribution.
l This test can be used with data sets that contain nondetects. Nondetects result in tied ranks
when ρ is calculated.

l This test is not sensitive to outliers.
l This test can be used to detect nonlinear (monotonic) trends.
l Transformation of the data using logarithms (and other monotonic functions) does not alter
the value of ρ.

Further Information
A description of how to construct scatter plots is found in Chapter 9.4, Unified Guidance. For all
of the cases, the values of each of the variables are ranked from smallest to largest, and the Pearson
correlation coefficient is computed on the ranks. Additional information is also available in Stat-
istical Methods in Water Resources (Helsel and Hirsch 2002).

5.13 Control Charts

Control charts may be used as an alternative to parametric pre-
diction limits for detection monitoring purposes and are commonly
used to monitor the stability of groundwater data and to detect
changes in data trends that may require further investigation. Con-
trol charts offer an advantage over prediction limits because they
generate a graph of compliance data over time and allow for better
identification of long-term trends. To generate control charts, a con-
trol limit is estimated from background data and subsequently com-
pared to a set of compliance point measurements. A calculated
comparison value that exceeds the control limit suggests that compliance point concentrations
exceed background. Control charts may be constructed as interwell or intrawell comparisons; back-
ground data are collected from upgradient or other background wells for interwell comparisons,
and from historical measurements at a targeted compliance well for intrawell comparisons. Baseline
parameters (estimates of the mean and standard deviation) are obtained from the background data.
As future compliance observations are collected, the baseline parameters are used to standardize
the newly gathered data. A new observation is considered “out of control” if it exceeds the baseline
control limits, thus indicating a spike or significant change in the trend of the data.

Examples of control chart tests include the Shewart control limit and the cumulative sum control
chart (CUSUM). The Shewart control limit tests for and flags a sudden spike or change in trend of
the data, which may indicate an event such as a new release at the site. The CUSUM control limit
tests for and flags a gradual, but significant, increase or decrease over time, which may, for
example, indicate plume migration.
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Applications and Relevant Study Questions

l Control charts may be used for a graphical representation of upper and lower prediction lim-
its.

l Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?
l Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?

Assumptions

l Data must follow a normal distribution or be reasonably symmetric, and also be independent.
l This method assumes a stationary mean for background data (meaning that no trends are
present in the data set or subsets of the data).

l Comparison of compliance data against a control limit assumes that the two populations
being compared have similar variances. This condition can be assessed using a homogeneity
of variance test, but will be difficult to test directly unless you have at least four independent
observations from each population (background and compliance).

Requirements and Tips

l Check the data for normality.
l Check the data for a stationary background mean using a test such as the Mann-Kendall
trend test.

l Use of a minimum of 8 to 10 measurements to establish background is recommended.
l If you suspect outliers, examine the data using a probability plot, Dixon's test, or Rosner's
test, or another appropriate method. Remove outliers from the data set, if appropriate.

l Consider conducting a test for autocorrelation of the background data to ensure that the
sampling interval affords uncorrelated measurements.

l Nondetects generally should not exceed 25% of all samples (otherwise, the variance is not
adequately defined).

l The Shewhart-CUSUMcontrol chart initially featured two control limits (h=5 and single con-
trol limit (SCL) =4.5, see Gibbons 1994). However, later research (Davis 1999) indicated a
single control limit h=SCL=4.5 is sufficient and slightly more conservative. You should
update the baseline statistics, including the preliminary data set mean and variance, every
two years (Gibbons 1994).

Strengths and Weaknesses

l Control charts can be constructed as either interwell or intrawell tests.
l Compared to trend tests, control charts provide a visual representation of compliance data
over time and allow for better identification of gradual, long term trends.

Further Information
Control charts are discussed in Chapter 20, Unified Guidance. The basic procedure for con-
structing a Shewhart-CUSUMcontrol chart is presented in Chapter 20.2, Unified Guidance.
Example 20-1 presents a data set, and Figure 20-2 displays the chart itself with the control limit
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plotted as a horizontal line. Gibbons (1994) features combined Shewhart-CUSUM control charts in
Chapter 8.4, “Intrawell Comparisons”.

5.14 Spatial Statistics

Spatial statistics concerns the analysis of spatially-referenced data,
for instance, well locations referenced to a coordinate grid. Ori-
ginally developed for soil and crop surveys and mining applic-
ations, spatial techniques are now regularly used with groundwater
data. The primary goal of a spatial statistical analysis is typically
map making, which involves analyzing the spatial relationships
between locations and utilizing those relationships to create accur-
ate, defensible isocontours or other maps of concentration levels
and groundwater elevations. Figure 5-17 illustrates groundwater
elevations that are contoured.

Figure 5-17. Map of contoured groundwater elevations developed in GTS using example
data from the software.

Source: Example data courtesy AFCEC 2013.

For many, if not most, spatially-referenced populations — including groundwater aquifers — the
possible sample values that might be collected are not evenly ‘mixed’ throughout the target area.
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Instead, there is likely to be a (complex) spatial stratification of the measurement levels, perhaps
due to the site topography or hydrogeology, or the existence of localized contaminant sources and
groundwater plumes. In addition, wells are almost never randomly located within the target area
(Section 3.2.1), but are placed nonrandomly according to the dictates of the Conceptual Site Model
(CSM, Section 3.2) and professional judgment.

Because of these realities, spatially-referenced observations are generally not statistically inde-
pendent. Instead, there is spatial dependency or correlation between different locations, generally
meaning that chemical concentrations and/or groundwater elevations at a particular location are
more similar to those at nearby locations than they are to more distant sampling points. Spatial stat-
istical techniques are specially adapted to account for this correlation when drawing maps.

5.14.1 Spatial Interpolation and Smoothing

A common task in groundwater spatial analysis is to create a map of either the water table or the
concentration isocontours for a particular contaminant. For example, one of the first steps in
addressing groundwater contamination is to find the contaminant source(s). One way this can be
accomplished is to map the contaminant concentrations in sufficient detail so that zones of lower
and higher contamination become evident. The investigator can then ‘follow’ increasing levels of
contamination back to the source(s).

Two general methods exist for statistical mapmaking: interpolation and smoothing. Both methods
estimate the value of a variable at any specific location by calculating a weighted average of the
(known) values at nearby observed locations (for example, monitoring wells). Both methods are
typically used to take the known but scattered sampling locations and make estimates along a reg-
ular grid from which contour maps can be generated. The key difference between interpolation and
smoothing involves what estimates are made at known locations. Interpolation ‘honors’ the known
sampling points, treating the measured values as fixed and without error (analytical or otherwise).
Interpolated maps always equal the observed value at any known sampling point.

Smoothing on the other hand is more akin to a spatial form of regression. When fitting a line to a
scatter plot, the regression line may or may not coincide with any single one of the measured val-
ues. Instead, the line is chosen to best reflect the overall trend of the points, with the acknow-
ledgment that some of the values may include measurement error or other random variation. The
same assumption holds for spatial smoothing, where any single sample value may or may not be
‘honored’ in the resulting map, depending on what model represents the best overall spatial trend
for the site.

Basic interpolation methods include inverse distance weighting, triangular irregular networks
(TINs), splines, and nearest neighbor. These methods are simple to use and readily available in soft-
ware, in part because they do not require estimation of a statistical model of spatial correlation
before performing the interpolation. Smoothing methods include smoothing splines and locally-
weighted regression, among others. These methods also do not require one to develop a spatial cor-
relation model, though other diagnostics may be needed.
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Software packages that are commonly used for spatial visualization of groundwater data using inter-
polation methods include Surfer (Golden Software 2013), ArcGIS (ESRI 2013), Spatial Analysis
and Decision Assistance (SADA, University of Tennessee 2013), Geographic Resources Analysis
Support System (GRASS 2013), and Visual Sampling Plan (VSP). Spatial smoothing is less
widely available but can be found, for instance, in the Locfit package for R and in the Geo-
statistical Temporal-Spatial optimization software (GTS).

5.14.2 Kriging

A common but more complex method of spatial interpolation is known as kriging, which was
developed in the mining industry. This is the method most popularly associated with the field of
geostatistics. In contrast to simpler methods, the weighting of neighboring points in kriging to form
estimates at unknown locations is based on a site-specific model of spatial correlation (usually
depicted on a variogram) that must be estimated from the data.

Standard mapping software that uses kriging for interpolation may automatically estimate the spa-
tial correlation model from the data without any user intervention. In many cases, the user may not
be aware of what model has been selected or how well the selected model fits the data. For simple,
approximate mapping purposes, this automatic approach can be acceptable as long as the resulting
contour map is checked for consistency with the CSM and the principles of groundwater fate and
transport (such as mass conservation). Hand-contoured maps can also be constructed to serve as a
check against geostatistical maps.

There is an extensive literature on kriging and many varieties of the technique exist, including, for
instance, ordinary kriging (for mapping a single variable), indicator kriging (for mapping prob-
abilities), and co-kriging (for mapping a variable based, in part, on the spatial information provided
by another co-sampled variable). There are also many applications of kriging beyond simple map-
ping of concentrations, including analysis of spatial uncertainty, estimation and mapping of con-
taminant mass, and monitoring network design and optimization. For these applications, it is
usually important to carefully estimate the spatial correlation model (or variogram) and match it
against the data. Geostatistical model fitting often requires considerable statistical expertise and is
not described in this guidance. See Chiles and Delfiner 1999; Cressie 1993; Gooverts 1997; and
Isaaks and Srivastava 1989 for more information.

Although widely used for spatial interpolation, kriging may not always perform significantly better
than other simpler techniques. Partly this is due to the fact that it is often difficult to find a good-fit-
ting correlation model, especially if the site does not possess an extensive set of existing sampling
locations (such as on a regular grid). In addition, as an interpolation method, kriging is forced to
honor the observed data values, even if some of those have been measured with error and are not
representative of the underlying trend (for example, think of interpolating between two outliers).
The standard kriging algorithms require selecting a single measurement to represent the sampling
location in order to compute the interpolation, if data have been gathered over a long period of time
this may be difficult. In these situations, a spatial smoothing technique (see Section 5.14.3) such as
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spatial regression, which does not require selection of only one value per location, can estimate the
broad spatial trend in the underlying data.

Even if data are collected on an equally-spaced regular grid, kriging may not always give sat-
isfactory results if the data are anisotropic. The term anisotropy represents the tendency for the pat-
tern of spatial correlation to be stronger in certain directions than others. The presence of
anisotropy impacts how the nearby data should optimally be weighted when making estimates, and
can also impact how mapping estimates will turn out. Highly anisotropic data on a regular grid may
cause an artificial bunching of the estimated isocontour lines around the grid nodes. Thus, it is
important to check for anisotropy prior to spatial mapping. In some cases, simpler techniques can
also be adapted to appropriately account for anisotropy, data clustering, and other important spatial
features of the data being mapped (Deutch and Journel 1997).

The appeal of kriging is that if (1) the spatial correlation model is correct, and (2) the observed data
are without error, it provides optimal estimates compared with other methods, as well as an estim-
ated kriging error at each mapped location. However, the kriging error estimate (or kriging vari-
ance) is independent of the measured data values and should not be used as a measure of mapping
accuracy. Estimation accuracy can only be assessed via more advanced geostatistical techniques
such as cross-validation (see Chiles and Delfiner 1999; Gooverts 1997; and Isaaks and Srivastava
1989 for more information).

5.14.3 Monitoring Network Design and Spatial Optimization

A very powerful application of spatial statistics is in designing and optimizing groundwater mon-
itoring networks. Network design refers to the spatial placement and arrangement of sampling
points (e.g., monitoring wells). Spatial optimization involves determining how many sampling
points should be used and ensuring they are optimally located. Spatial optimization can be used to
answer Study Question 10. For new or relatively new sites, the Conceptual Site Model (CSM),
engineering judgment, and the project data quality objectives (DQOs) typically dictate where and
how many sampling points are located. For mature sites, two questions can be important: (1) are
any of the existing wells statistically redundant and not needed for routine monitoring? and (2) is
there a need to locate any additional sampling points, and if so, where?

Several software packages are now widely available for the evaluation and spatial optimization of
groundwater monitoring networks. These include:

l 3-Tiered Monitoring and Optimization Tool (3TMO)
l Monitoring and Remediation Optimization Software (MAROS)
l Geostatistical Temporal-Spatial (GTS)
l Visual Sampling Plan (VSP)
l Summit Tools

While each tool includes unique features and often a different approach to network design and
optimization, almost all of them make explicit use of spatial mapping. Spatial mapping techniques
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— including interpolation and smoothing methods — can be utilized to help answer both of the
optimization questions listed above. In the case of the second question, kriging and locally-
weighted regression can be used not only to map the site but also to directly estimate the degree of
statistical uncertainty associated with locations on the map. By searching for areas of high uncer-
tainty (and perhaps where few wells are already located), if any, the number and locations of new
candidate sampling points can be targeted.

In a related fashion, statistical redundancies (first question) in a monitoring network can be iden-
tified, leading to fewer sampling points and more cost-effective monitoring. In this case, multiple
tools and approaches exist to answer the question. For instance, nearest neighbor estimation can be
combined with leave-one-out cross-validation to generate the slope factors in MAROS. Automated
kriging can be combined with a genetic algorithm to find the optimal subset of well locations as in
Summit Tools. Kriging can also be performed in a stepwise fashion by eliminating at each stage
the well with the lowest kriging uncertainty (redundant wells have little uncertainty) as in VSP. Or,
locally-weighted regression can be substituted for kriging and an intelligent, quasi-genetic search
added to find the optimal networks in GTS.

In general, the optimal design of spatial groundwater monitoring networks is a difficult problem,
and has been an active area of research. For smaller monitoring networks, analysis of the spatial
design may be possible without the aid of software tools. For larger networks, statistical software
tools greatly assist in evaluating the adequacy or redundancy of a monitoring network. Still, none
of the widely available statistical approaches attempt to explicitly model complex geology, multiple
sources, or multiple groundwater plumes at an individual site. All of the approaches also assume —
implicitly or explicitly — that there is a consistent pattern of positive spatial correlation between
sampling points. Consequently, the results of any statistically-based network design and optim-
ization should be checked to ensure that the results are appropriate for, and consistent with, the
CSM. At sites with complex geology and sources, it may also be necessary to develop a ground-
water flow and transport model to assist with network design and optimization.
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6.0 DATA MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Methods presented in Section 5.0: Statistical Tests and Methods vary in complexity from relatively
straightforward graphical methods to complex matrix-based procedures, such as kriging. Cor-
respondingly, the software packages listed in Appendix D range in capabilities from specialized
spreadsheet-based groundwater calculators to comprehensive high-powered statistical software
suites that are not industry specific. Most of these packages will accept input data from spread-
sheets or text files, and many commercial packages are able to connect directly to user databases.
Regardless of the system used, input data files should always be provided with statistical analysis
deliverables (in electronic format) to allow for verification and cross-checking with different mod-
els, as appropriate.

Data management strategies will vary depending on the amount and type of data collected using a
systematic planning process, as presented in Section 3.0. For example, a small dry cleaner site may
conduct trend analysis on source or boundary wells or both to evaluate concentration changes over
time for post-injection monitoring of an in situ bioremediation remedy. Tracking groundwater mon-
itoring data using spreadsheet software may be sufficient for a project of this nature.

For large, complex, multi-source CERCLA sites where there are numerous contaminants and sep-
arate monitoring systems a more sophisticated statistical approach may be warranted. With a large
data set, preparing groundwater data for statistical analysis can be more time consuming than per-
forming the analysis itself. For these sites, it can be more cost-effect to invest in a more robust data
management solution. Commercial environmental data management software is available for this
purpose. Comprehensive enterprise-level products developed under direction of the Department of
Defense include:

l "The Environmental Restoration Information System (ERIS) is a Web-based database sys-
tem for the storage of Army environmental restoration and range field data. It serves as a
central repository for the Army installation chemical, geological, and geographical data."
(US Army 2013a)

l "Environmental Resources Program Information Management System (ERPIMS) is the Air
Force system for validation and management of data from environmental projects at all Air
Force bases. These data contain analytical chemistry samples, tests, and results, as well as,
hydrogeological information, site/location descriptions, and monitoring well characteristics." 
(USAF 2013).

l "Navy Installation Restoration Information Solution (NIRIS) is a web-based system that man-
ages the Navy's environmental data, documents and records related to cleanup of hazardous
waste sites. NIRIS provides the Navy’s remedial project managers (RPMs) and other envir-
onmental professionals with tools to effectively analyze, visualize, and present analytical and
spatial data." (US Navy 2013b).
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Most labs now deliver analytical results electronically and several state and federal organizations
have established specific electronic data deliverable (EDD) format requirements. USEPA has
developed the staged electronic data deliverable (SEDD) format to support uniform delivery,
review, storage, and retrieval of laboratory data. (USEPA 2011a)

However, site data management may be complicated by turnover in site project managers and reg-
ulators over the life of a remediation project. Historical data may only be available as hard copy
tables, presentation-level crosstab spreadsheets, or in other formats. Cleanup and conversion of leg-
acy data can be very time and labor-intensive, so users must balance level of effort needed to con-
vert data to usable form with the value of data to the statistical approach. See Section 3.3.2:
Historical Data for additional discussion on usefulness of historical data for statistical evaluation. If
the data set is small, it may be fastest to hand-enter data needed for analysis. Information regarding
methods for automated data conversion and cleanup, such as scanning and optical character recog-
nition, are available online

Good Practices for Managing Groundwater Monitoring Data

The general “good practices” listed below will help streamline data analysis and provide a basic
structure listing for well construction, analytical results, field data, and geographical coordinates.
This structure can be expanded upon as additional data needs are identified. The information
presented here is intended as a starting point, you should determine the database formats and
information requirements for each project. For more comprehensive data systems, users should fol-
low established data standards such as USEPA’s SEDD referenced above.

1. Provide well construction data for each well/monitoring interval in a single row for each
well/screen interval:

Well Num-
ber

Well Dia-
meter

Total
Depth

Top Of
Screen

Length Of
Screen

Top Of Casing
Elevation

Reference
Datum

o Total depth measurements are typically entered as a positive depth value qualified as
below ground surface or BGS.

o For sites with complex geology, parameters such as depth to first water after drilling,
depth of drilling fluid circulation loss or other relevant measurements may also be
tracked.

2. Provide analytical results and groundwater elevations in a “flattened” format, in which each
row of data contains data collected from a single well/screen interval for a single con-
taminant on a single date. Tabulated analytical results should also include lab analysis qual-
ifiers (such as I, J, and U), practical quantitation limits, and method detection limits to allow
flexibility in identifying and managing nondetect values and potential outliers.
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Well
Number

Sample
Date

Contaminant
A

Concentration
A

Lab
Qualifier

A

Pql
A

Mdl
A

Preparation
Method

Analytical
Method

o Contaminant listings should include a field for Chemical Abstract Service Registry
Number (CASRN) or other standardized designation since many chemicals may be
identified under multiple names. For example, tetrachloroethene is also known as per-
chloroethene, perchloroethylene, Perc, and PCE.

o All numeric results should be formatted to a predetermined precision (number of
decimals). For most contaminants whole numbers are adequate, however there are a
few where the nth decimal place is the difference between leave and remediate. If this
is not set before data collection, columns could be incorrectly formatted and values set
to "0" by accident.

3. Present analytical measurements in three columns:
o One column is for the quantified value for that sample or a reporting limit if the
sample is nondetect

o Another column is for a (possibly numeric, such as 1 for detected and 0 for non-
detect) flag signifying the status of that sample (such as detected, trace, nondetect).
Standardized lab qualifiers also serve this purpose and can be stored in this column.

o A third column is for the units of the measurement consistent risk assessment or cri-
teria such as μg/L or mg/L. Use of “parts per million” is not acceptable for ground-
water evaluations.

Result Status Units
5 0 mg/l

Use this format rather than, for example, “<5”, “5J”, or a similar notation in the result
column because most software will not function properly when numeric values are
combined with text or symbols in the same column.

4. Tabulate field sampling results by single well/screen interval and date to verify that samples
come from the same target population.

Well Num-
ber

Sample
Date

Static Depth to
Water pH Temperature Conductivity Dissolved

Oxygen Turbidity ORP

5. While geospatial analysis is beyond the scope of this guidance, consistently collect and manage
geographical coordinates and well survey elevations to simplify groundwater data analysis.
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Well
Number

Sample
Date

Latitude
(Decimal Degree

Or Degree,
Minute, Second)

Longitude
(Decimal Degree

Or Degree,
Minute, Second)

Collection
Method Datum Verification Method

6. Provide source references (such as lab reports, field notes) for all data stored in the system to
verify integrity.

7. Always back up your data.
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7.0 PUBLIC AND TRIBAL STAKEHOLDERS PERSPECTIVE

Public stakeholders should include members of the public affected by the site, environmental
advocacy group members and community advocacy group members. In addition, tribal stake-
holders are defined as Native Americans, Alaska Natives, Native Hawaiians, or persons who are
affiliated with or are employees of Native American tribes. These public and tribal stakeholders are
the voices of the communities and tribes that are affected by environmental problems and by
remediation efforts.

Stakeholder involvement begins with identifying all applicable stakeholders. Stakeholders can be
identified by mapping a project’s area of influence or impact. This map helps to determine what
groups, areas, or activities could be affected by the planned work. In the identification of tribal
stakeholders, note that many tribes by treaty have hunting, fishing, and access rights to land that
may not be near the present-day reservation. Thus you must look beyond simple reservation bound-
aries in order to identify tribal stakeholders. Tribes also have sovereignty and must be approached
with the proper protocol afforded to a governing body. Stakeholders with an interest in ground-
water statistics could be a subset of all stakeholders.

After the applicable stakeholders are identified, several key questions must be answered: the role of
each stakeholder group in the environmental site management project, the potential impact each
stakeholder group will have on project decisions, when stakeholders will be engaged, how stake-
holders will be engaged, and how information will be disseminated. It is best to engage stake-
holders early and often. Stakeholder engagement is not unique to groundwater statistical analyses;
many regulatory programs have clearly defined checkpoints and procedures, such as the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) permitting process. The RCRA stakeholder iden-
tification guidance is described on USEPA’s web page (USEPA 1996).

In communicating groundwater statistics to stakeholders, begin by explaining that the overall object-
ive of the cleanup action is to protect human health and the environment. Groundwater statistical
analyses are used to better understand the site conditions and inform the cleanup decision making.
Statistical methods can be daunting to public and tribal stakeholders and many people are skeptical
about the use of statistics to prove any point. A lack of agreement among the experts about stat-
istical methods has created the perception that you can find a statistical argument to support almost
any action or conclusion. Straightforward and transparent communication is the best approach.
Stakeholders, and some regulatory agencies, may not have access to statistical experts, so present
results as clearly as possible and provide opportunities for dialogue to answer questions.

Two general presentations of basic statistical concepts that may be helpful to stakeholders are
found on the following web pages:

l NASA’s Goddard Institute for Space Studies public educational site
l Texas A&M University’s web site Statistics - Introduction to Basic Concepts
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This public and tribal stakeholder section serves two purposes: 1) to help the state regulator to
understand and anticipate likely issues, needs, and concerns of the stakeholders; and 2) to help
make the document more useful to the public and tribal stakeholders. Important general principles
that stakeholders should understand are that statistics are only as good as the data set and the data
set is only as good as the conceptual site model. Thus, stakeholders must be aware of matters such
as sampling well placement and sample validity:

1. Stakeholders should receive explanations of how choices pertaining to seemingly neutral stat-
istical analyses may influence remedial decision-making.

2. A valid conceptual site model is always necessary. If a site is not properly characterized, the
statistical results cannot be trusted.

3. Statistical analyses must be performed on a data set of valid size. Consider the following
simple example: suppose eight sets of samples are the necessary minimum for valid statistics.
If monitoring only occurs once a year, then it will take eight years before it is known
whether attenuation is occurring and whether the remediation is occurring. In this situation,
the stakeholders might insist on quarterly sampling, in which case it would take two years to
learn whether remediation is occurring as projected.

4. To achieve appropriate and accurate statistical analysis, stakeholders should understand that,
for data integrity, the monitoring must follow proper quality assurance and quality control
procedures during sampling and laboratory analysis. Examples of appropriate procedures
may include sample duplicates and blanks.
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8.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This guidance document discusses the statistical techniques and related groundwater monitoring
evaluation, optimization, and measurement methods applicable to project life cycle stages. These
techniques and methods can help practitioners successfully manage groundwater cleanup, demon-
strate resource protection, and fulfill ongoing compliance requirements. Practical statistical tests and
methods address typical study questions in each phase of the environmental project life cycle.

This document presents a general statistical approach for various methods (rather than a detailed
tutorial; see the Unified Guidance for detailed mathematical approaches). Available tools to con-
duct statistical tests and methods, examples of appropriate use those tools and interpretation of the
results are also presented. Using the project life cycle and study questions, this user-friendly guid-
ance helps practitioners to better understand the application of groundwater statistics. Challenges
and misapplications associated with the groundwater statistics are also discussed in this document,
and illustrate pitfalls to avoid and the proper approach to correct them if they cannot be avoided.
With the appropriate use of groundwater statistics in an environmental project, practitioners and
stakeholders can make better project management decisions to achieve the overall goals of pro-
tection of human health and the environment.

One guidance document cannot cover all of the information that might be useful for applying stat-
istical analysis to groundwater monitoring. Additional areas for future guidance may include the fol-
lowing:

l Geostatistical analyses and tools for groundwater data evaluation have been introduced here.
Specific guidance on how geostatistical analyses can be used in groundwater compliance
monitoring and long-term stewardship was beyond the scope of this document.

l Temporal and spatial optimization of groundwater monitoring well networks is included here
in brief. Additional detailed guidance would be needed for state regulators.

l Groundwater monitoring programs are important to green and sustainable remediation activ-
ities. Additional practical guidance would be needed.

l Reviews of currently available software tools applicable to environmental projects are
provided in Appendix D; you should always check for newer versions of any tools to be
used at a specific project. Future updates of the software programs and tools information
may become available.

http://www.itrcweb.org/gsmc-1/Content/Resources/Unified_Guidance_2009.pdf
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APPENDIX A. CASE EXAMPLES

This appendix includes examples of statistical techniques applied to realistic groundwater data sets:

l Appendix A.1: Comparing Two Data Sets Using Two-sample Testing Methods
l Appendix A.2: Testing a Data Set for Trends Over Time
l Appendix A.3: Prediction Limits
l Appendix A.4: Using Temporal Optimization to Time Sampling Events
l Appendix A.5: Predicting Future Concentrations
l Appendix A.6: Calculating Attenuation Rates
l Appendix A.7: Comparing Attenuation Rates

A.1 Comparing Two Data Sets Using Two-sample Testing Methods

You wish to compare copper concentrations at a compliance point well with background levels at
an upgradient well at a Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) site that has recently
undergone remediation. The data sets are shown in Table A-1 below:

Table A-1 Two-Sample Test Data

Date Compliance Well (µg/L) Background Well (µg/L)
03/25/03 4.1 2
06/16/03 14 1.2
09/17/03 3.4 <1.0
12/09/03 3.8 <1.0
03/17/04 5.2 <1.0
06/15/04 11 1
09/14/04 15 1.2
11/09/04 10 <1.0
02/23/05 11 <1.0
05/24/05 9.4 0.6
08/31/05 9.7 0.6
11/29/05 12 0.6
03/01/06 18 0.65 J
05/24/06 21 0.73 U
08/15/06 12 1.1
10/12/06 15 0.9
01/24/07 12 1.4
04/18/07 9.7 1.4
07/26/07 7.5 0.92
10/25/07 8.8 0.84
01/23/08 6.2 <1.0

Table A-1. Two-sample test data
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Date Compliance Well (µg/L) Background Well (µg/L)
04/17/08 7.9 1.3
07/17/08 10 0.63 J
10/16/08 7.4 0.77 U
01/15/09 2.5 <1.0
04/09/09 2.6 <1.0
07/17/09 1.1 1
10/15/09 1.1 1.2
02/12/10 1.5 <1.0
05/14/10 1.4 <1.0
08/13/10 1.1 1.7
12/09/10 1 1.4
02/03/11 3.4 <1.0
04/07/11 0.38 1.3
08/05/11 1.2 1.7
10/14/11 0.67 1.4
02/03/12 0.62 <1.0

Table A-1. Two-sample test data (continued)

A.1.1 Overview

Statistical tests for comparing two groups of data are known as two-sample tests (see Section 5.11).
A two-sample test is a type of hypothesis test typically used to evaluate whether the mean or
median concentrations of two sample populations are equal or one is greater or less than the other.

In this example, the site was contaminated in the past and now the statistical evidence is evaluated
to determine if the corrective action was effective at cleaning up the site (for example, compliance
well concentrations are consistent with background concentrations). Thus, the null hypothesis is
that the mean or median concentration at the compliance point is less than or equal to the mean or
median concentration at the background well. The alternative hypothesis is that the compliance con-
centration is greater than background. The hypothesis test will be used to determine the strength of
the statistical evidence that the null hypothesis is incorrect. In other words, is there statistical evid-
ence that the compliance well concentrations are not consistent with background concentrations?
Depending on the purpose of the statistical testing, a different null hypothesis may be appropriate.

There are several types of two-sample tests that can be used to compare the mean, or another pop-
ulation parameter of interest, of two data sets. For sites in which a small number of wells and chem-
icals are compared, the Unified Guidance states that the following tests may be appropriate:

Parametric Student t-tests

l Pooled variance t-test (equal variance)
l Welch’s t-test (unequal variance)

Nonparametric tests
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l Wilcoxon rank sum test (also known as Mann-Whitney test)
l Tarone-Ware test (or Gehan's test)

The first two tests are classic parametric Student t-tests, while the latter two tests are nonparametric
and are recommended when the assumptions of the parametric tests are violated. The Tarone-Ware
Test and Gehan’s Test are generalizations of the Wilcoxon rank sum test that are best for highly
censored data sets. It would also be possible to use prediction limits to compare the two groups, but
this is a more advanced approach which is not considered in this example.

A.1.2 Choose a statistical test

The most commonly used two-sample tests are Student t-tests. The pooled variance t-test is used
when the two data sets have equal variance. The Welch’s t-test is a modified version of the t-test
used to compare data sets with unequal variances. You can visually compare the results of t-tests
with side-by-side box plots. Since data sets will commonly have unequal variances, it may make
sense to use the Welch’s t-test as it has similar power as the pooled variance test without the require-
ment of equal variances.

In general, consider the use of a nonparametric two-sample test if any of the following key assump-
tions are violated:

l The population means are steady over time.
l Data are approximately normally distributed.
l Minimum sample size of six to eight measurements per group

The first key assumption is that the population mean is stable or steady over space and time, a prop-
erty often referred to as stationarity. This assumption means that a two-sample t-test cannot be per-
formed on a data set with a trend. The Unified Guidance recommends either performing a formal
trend test at the compliance well or limiting the compliance point data set to values that are rep-
resentative of current conditions. The plot of the data from Table A-1 (see Figure A-1) shows a
downward trend in copper concentrations at the compliance well from 2006 to present.
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Figure A-1. Historical copper concentrations at Remediation Site A.

By visual inspection of Figure A-1, the most recent nine measurements do not have a significant
trend and could be selected to represent post-remediation conditions. Since t-tests compare the
mean concentrations of two data sets, using the entire compliance point data set in this case might
erroneously yield the result that the compliance point concentration is greater than background.

Normality is also a key assumption of t-tests. The t-test is considered reasonably robust to this
assumption, meaning that the results may still be accurate even if the normal assumption is not com-
pletely met. However, if the data set is highly skewed (coefficient of variation greater than 1.5), the
test may give misleading results. For data sets that are lognormal, the data should be first log-trans-
formed before the t-test is applied. When the variances are equal, normality can be checked by com-
bining the residuals for both data sets on a normal probability plot. Otherwise, check normality
using graphical methods or by using a multiple group test of normality like the Shapiro-Wilk test.
Normality in this example is checked for both of the data sets with histograms and normal prob-
ability plots as shown in Figure A-2.
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Figure A-2. Check assumption of normality.

Figure A-2 demonstrates that the data from the background well do not follow a normal dis-
tribution and both data sets are skewed. Thus, transform the data prior to analysis or use a non-
parametric method. For highly censored data sets such as the data from the background well, it can
be difficult to identify a particular statistical distribution. Given the significant number of non-
detects in the background data set, a nonparametric method may be the best choice of statistical
method for this example.

Although past guidance has recommended the use of the standard Wilcoxon rank sum test for cen-
sored data sets (assigning each group of data with the same reporting limit as a set of tied data), the
current Unified Guidance cautions against this practice and recommends use of the Tarone-Ware
test. The Tarone-Ware test is a generalized form of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test designed spe-
cifically for highly censored data sets. Although the test method is described in the Unified Guid-
ance, the Tarone-Ware test is not implemented in many statistical software packages. A variant of
the Tarone-Ware test that is more commonly included in statistical software is Gehan’s test.

All of the nonparametric tests discussed have similar assumptions, which include the assumption of
equal variances, the assumption of a common (unknown) distribution, and temporal stability. In
many cases, these assumptions will not be met completely or may be difficult to verify. Figure A-3
presents a visual comparison of the variance of the background well with the last eight meas-
urements of data at the compliance well. This visual method is recommended by the Unified Guid-
ance for censored data sets.
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Figure A-3. Visual examination of variance.

The side-by-side box plots show that the data sets have similar buy not equal variances. It is fairly
common that data from a compliance well will have a larger variance than data from a background
well. From an examination of the probability plots in Figure A-2, it can be seen that the probability
distributions are similar. From Figure A-1, neither data set has a temporal trend using only the final
nine data points from the compliance well. Since there are no obvious violations of the test assump-
tions, perform the Wilcoxon rank sum and Gehan’s tests. Because the variances of the groups are
not equal, the power of the test to detect a difference between the groups when there actually is a
difference may be decreased. However, if the tests find a difference between the groups, the dif-
ference is likely to be actually present.

A.1.3 Results

The USEPA software ProUCL was used to perform both the Wilcoxon rank sum test and Gehan's
test, a variant of the generalized Tarone-Ware test. A significance level of 0.05 was selected. For
this example, the null hypothesis is not rejected by either of the two-sample tests, indicating there is
not a significant amount of evidence that the median concentration at the compliance well is greater
than the median concentration at the background well. Based on this result, the remediation of
metals at Site A appears to have been successful. Technically, the test results do not show that the
site has been remediated, only that there is insufficient evidence (at a 5% significance level) that it
hasn’t. In other words, if more data were available, it’s possible that the conclusion would change
because our hypothesis tests would have more power to detect a difference between the two data
sets.
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To understand how confident you should be in this conclusion, it is useful to consider the p-values
and power of the tests. Using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test the null hypothesis is accepted with a p-
value of 0.17. Using Gehan’s variant of the generalized Wilcoxon test yields a p-value of 0.15.
The p-values give an indication of the strength of the evidence against the null hypothesis (site is
less than background), with smaller p-values indicating stronger evidence. Since a significance
level of 0.05 is selected, consider the evidence to be significant enough to conclude that the site is
greater than background if the p-value falls below 0.05. However, a p-value of approximately 0.15
could be considered weak evidence against the null hypothesis, which should be considered along
with other information in order to evaluate the total weight of evidence.

Since the null hypothesis was not rejected in the example, consider the power of the test. Power is
the probability that the test would detect a difference between the two groups when there actually
is a difference. ProUCL can be used to calculate the required sample size for the Wilcoxon rank
sum test to achieve a certain level of power at a given significance level. Specify the size of dif-
ference in concentration between the groups that should be detected, which is referred to as the
width of the gray region in ProUCL. In order to achieve a power of 75% in a single-sided test,
ProUCL calculates a minimum sample size of 29, given a gray region width of 2 and the default
standard deviation of the test statistic of 3. Since the sample size in the example is much less than
29, the power of the test is much less than 75%. The small power of the test means that there may
actually be a small statistical difference between the site and background data sets. If a small dif-
ference would have an important impact on decisions at the site, then additional data or information
should be collected.

A.2 Testing a Data Set for Trends Over Time

Chlorinated solvents have historically been detected in groundwater above regulatory limits at a
former dry cleaning site. Suppose you want to test whether natural attenuation is taking place and if
so, whether the compliance level will be reached within a reasonable time frame without active
remediation. To test this hypothesis, the vinyl chloride data show in Table A-2 from a down-
gradient monitoring well are analyzed for a downward trend.
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Data Set 1 (µg/L) Data Set 2 (µg/L) Data Set 3 (µg/L)

Date Concentration Date Concentration Date Concentration
1/1/2000 14 1/1/2004 6 1/1/2008 10
4/1/2000 3 4/1/2004 3 4/1/2008 4
7/1/2000 10 7/1/2004 17 7/1/2008 6
10/1/2000 39 10/1/2004 30 10/1/2008 14
1/1/2001 11 1/1/2005 10 1/1/2009 8
4/1/2001 5 4/1/2005 4 4/1/2009 3
7/1/2001 19 7/1/2005 11 7/1/2009 5
10/1/2001 33 10/1/2005 31 10/1/2009 15
1/1/2002 13 1/1/2006 10 1/1/2010 9
4/1/2002 3 4/1/2006 2 4/1/2010 2
7/1/2002 10 7/1/2006 11 7/1/2010 11
10/1/2002 16 10/1/2006 12 10/1/2010 15
1/1/2003 12 1/1/2007 7 1/1/2011 6
4/1/2003 3 4/1/2007 4 4/1/2011 3
7/1/2003 11 7/1/2007 6 7/1/2011 9
10/1/2003 27 10/1/2007 26 10/1/2011 12

Table A-2. Time Series Data

A.2.1 Overview

Various statistical tests can check the data set for a significant downward trend to demonstrate that
natural attenuation is taking place. Linear regression is the most commonly used trend test, which
tests the null hypothesis that the slope of the mean population is equal to zero. A one-tailed t-test is
performed by comparing the test statistic to a critical point equal to the desired significance level. If
the absolute value of a test statistic is larger than the critical point, then the alternate hypothesis is
accepted that there is a significant downward trend at the specified significance. Alternately, a two-
tailed test could be performed to test whether any trend exists. However, the use of linear regres-
sion is limited since it depends on a number of underlying assumptions that are not always satisfied
in real-world environmental problems.

Alternatives to linear regression include the more robust, nonparametric Mann-Kendall and sea-
sonal Mann-Kendall trend tests. These tests tend to perform better when analyzing real-world envir-
onmental data sets since the data do not have to conform to a particular distribution, and the tests
can handle missing values and nondetects. These approaches also test the null hypothesis that there
is no trend versus the alternative hypothesis that there is a trend. A Mann-Kendall statistic is
formed by assigning a 1, -1, or 0 to each pair of data points depending on the sign (positive, neg-
ative, or equal) of the difference between the values. These values are then summed to form the
Mann-Kendall statistic, which is compared to a critical value in a look-up table to determine if the
null hypothesis is valid. When n is greater than 10, a normal approximation can be assumed based
on the Central Limit Theorem. In this case, a Z statistic is formed and compared to a critical point
from the standard normal distribution.
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As opposed to linear regression, the Mann-Kendall and seasonal Mann-Kendall tests predict the
median population at any given time. This is the reason nondetects and missing values do not neces-
sarily affect the performance of the tests. According to the Unified Guidance, nondetects can typ-
ically be replaced by half the reporting limit as long as they make up less than 10-15% of the data.
In this case, be sure that a downward linear trend is not merely an artifact of lower reporting limits
due to improved analytical methods. For the Mann-Kendall and seasonal Mann-Kendall tests, non-
detects can comprise up to 50% of the data; as long as these values occur in the lower half of the
distribution, the median will always be based on a detected result.

Section 5.7 discusses managing nondetect data in statistical analyses. In addition, Helsel (2012)
provides a summary of the pitfalls of simple substitution and cautions against the method recom-
mended in the Unified Guidance. Helsel describes three alternative approaches to deal with cen-
sored data:

l nonparametric methods after censoring at the highest reporting limit
l maximum likelihood estimation
l nonparametric survival analysis procedures

The first method is intended for use when a simple analysis is warranted. The latter methods are
more powerful, but require a more advanced understanding of statistics.

The seasonal Mann-Kendall test is also especially useful because seasonal fluctuations in real-
world environmental data sets may not follow a predictable pattern. If this is the case, it may not be
possible to de-trend a data set before analysis with the other tests.

In this example, linear regression and the Mann-Kendall and seasonal Mann-Kendall trend tests are
performed on both the seasonally adjusted and unadjusted data to evaluate whether a statistically
significant trend at the α = 0.01 significance level exists. The results are then compared.

A.2.2 Visual Examination

The first step in trend analysis is to visually inspect the nature of the data set for apparent linear or
cyclic trends. Cyclic trends such as seasonal patterns can mask linear trends and should be accoun-
ted for by either removing the trend from the data set prior to analysis or by using a method not
affected by seasonality. More advanced statistical techniques may be required if complicated pat-
terns are identified, such as abrupt changes in trends or impulses.

Evaluate statistical assumptions and limitations before formally testing a data set for a trend. For
example, significant skewness, extreme data values, or non-normality can bias or invalidate linear
regression results. Other assumptions inherent in linear regression depend upon the regression resid-
uals and can only be checked after the test has been performed. Regression residuals must be nor-
mally distributed, show homoscedasticity, and be statistically independent. Homoscedasticity
means that the variance is constant over time and mean concentration.
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The following figures and analysis were developed using the Matlab software package. However,
many other statistical packages could be used to create similar results. The four-plot in Figure A-4
is a common visual tool that contains a time-series plot, lag plot, histogram, and normal probability
plot.

Figure A-4. Examination of original data.

The time series plot is used to check for apparent trends and outliers. Seasonal fluctuations are
clearly evident in the time series plot. The lag plot is used to determine whether data exhibit auto-
correlation. A structure-less lag plot would indicate lack of autocorrelation in the data set. The his-
togram and normal probability plot are used to check for normality and skewness. The data are
from a normal distribution if the histogram is symmetric and bell-shaped and the normal probability
plot is linear. The data in Figure A-4 appear to be log-normally distributed and left-skewed, as is
often the case with environmental data.

In order to meet the requirements of linear regression, the data set is log-transformed and the
revised four-plot is shown in Figure A-5.
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Figure A-5. Examination of log-transformed data.

The histogram is somewhat bell-shaped and the normal probability plot is close to linear, so the
log-transformed data are approximately normally distributed. No skewness is now evident in the
histogram and a linear trend is more evident in the time-series plot. The Lilliefors test was used to
confirm that the transformed data are normal at the 5% significance level. Seasonality is also con-
firmed by the elliptical pattern in the lag plot.

Figure A-6 evaluates the assumptions of linear regression related to the regression residuals. The
sample autocorrelation function confirms the presence of autocorrelation at lags that correspond to
semi-annual and annual cycles, which violates the assumptions underlying linear regression. Sinus-
oidal patterns typically indicate a seasonal pattern is present. The nonparametric rank von Neu-
mann ratio test could have also verified the assumption of statistical independence, if the data were
not transformed to a normal distribution. Normality of the regression residuals is evaluated with a
normal probability plot. The regression residuals appear to be approximately normal, slightly devi-
ating from linearity. Homoscedasticity is verified by creating scatter plots of the regression resid-
uals versus time and mean concentration. Since the scatter plots have uniform width and height and
do not contain any discernible pattern it can be concluded that there is equal variance with respect
to time and mean concentration.
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Figure A-6. Analysis of seasonally unadjusted data.

The seasonal pattern identified in the four-plot should be accounted for by either removing the
trend from the data set prior to analysis or by using a method not affected by seasonality such as
the Seasonal Mann-Kendall trend test. The results of the three trend tests on the seasonally unad-
justed data are shown on Figure A-7 and in Table A-3. If the absolute value of the t- or Z statistics
exceeds the target then the test demonstrates that there is a downward trend. Likewise, if the cal-
culated p-value does not exceed the target p-value (significance level), then a significant trend
exists. In this example, only the Seasonal Mann-Kendall trend test is capable of detecting a down-
ward linear trend at the 0.01 significance level among seasonal fluctuations.
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Figure A-7. Analysis of seasonally unadjusted data.

Linear Regression Test
t-statistic p-value Estimated Slope (µg/L/year)

Actual Target Actual Target
-1.63 2.41 0.055 0.01 -0.050

Mann-Kendall Test
Z-statistic p-value Estimated Slope (µg/L/year)

Actual Target Actual Target
-1.70 2.33 0.045 0.01 -0.049

Seasonal Mann-Kendall Test
Z-statistic p-value Estimated Slope (µg/L/year)

Actual Target Actual Target
-4.28 2.33 0.000009 0.01 --

Table A-3. Trend test results on seasonally unad-
justed data

Next, adjust the log-transformed data set to remove seasonal patterns according to the method
described in Chapter 14.3.3, Unified Guidance. At least three complete, regular cycles of the sea-
sonal pattern should be observed before adjusting the data in this manner. Figure A-8 compares the
original and adjusted data sets.
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Figure A-8. Time series adjusted to account for seasonal variation.

Figure A-9 evaluates the assumptions of linear regression related to the regression residuals in the
same manner as described above.

Figure A-9. Check assumptions of linear regression.
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In this case, there is no significant autocorrelation identified and the normal probability plot is still
only approximately linear.

Linear Regression Test
t-statistic p-value Estimated Slope (µg/L/year)

Actual Target Actual Target
-5.14 2.41 0.000003 0.01 -0.059

Mann-Kendall Test
Z-statistic p-value Estimated Slope (µg/L/year)

Actual Target Actual Target
-4.23 2.33 0.000012 0.01 -0.060

Seasonal Mann-Kendall Test
Z-statistic p-value Estimated Slope (µg/L/year)

Actual Target Actual Target
-4.28 2.33 0.000009 0.01 --

Table A-4. Trend test results on seasonally adjusted
data

All three trend tests are performed on the log-transformed and seasonally adjusted data set. The
estimated trend lines and p-values are shown on Figure A-10 and in Table A-4. Once the sea-
sonality is removed, both the regular Mann-Kendall test and linear regression also detect a sig-
nificant downward trend in the data. This is evidenced by p-values lower than the target p-value
(significance level).

Figure A-10. Time series plot overlaid with linear regression and Theil-Sen trend line.
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Once a significant decreasing trend has been identified, the estimated slope from the linear regres-
sion can be used to predict how long it will take to reach the compliance level (see Figure A-11).
According to the Unified Guidance, the upper confidence limit on the mean is used to test for com-
pliance in this situation. The confidence band is calculated according to the Unified Guidance for
estimating confidence limits around a linear regression with an identified significant trend.
However, the confidence band becomes quite large as the data set is extrapolated into the future so
the estimated regression line is used predict that vinyl chloride concentrations will reach the federal
maximum contaminant level (MCL) of 2 µg/L shortly after 2040. Site-specific information, along
with the regulatory context, and input from stakeholders would be needed to determine whether
this time frame is acceptable or if active remediation is warranted.

Figure A-11. How long until the compliance goal is met?

An alternative approach to assessing the progress of monitored natural attenuation was developed
by the USEPA for use at CERCLA sites during the five-year review process (USEPA 2011b).
This approach uses the calculation of an interim remedial goal at the end of each review cycle that
indicates whether natural attenuation is proceeding adequately based on a first order decay rate
law. This method could be applied to any situation by using a review period of any length.

A.3 Calculating Prediction Limits

Prediction limits apply to groundwater statistics in general, but are most commonly used to under-
stand background concentrations. Comparisons to the prediction limit provide an answer to Study
Question 2, Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?

There are four categories of prediction limits:
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l prediction limits for m future values
l prediction limits for future means
l nonparametric prediction limits for m future values
l nonparametric prediction limits for a future median

This example considers the first category and was taken from Example 18-1, Unified Guidance.
Table A-5 presents some data for an intrawell comparison.

Period Date Result (µg/L)
Background 1/1/2001 12.6*

4/1/2001 30.8
7/1/2001 52
10/1/2001 28.1
1/1/2002 33.3
4/1/2002 44
7/1/2002 3*
10/1/2002 12.8
1/1/2003 58.1
4/1/2003 12.6*
7/1/2003 17.6
10/1/2003 25.3

Compliance 1/1/2004 48
4/1/2004 30.3
7/1/2004 42.5
10/1/2004 15

Table A-5. Intrawell comparison
data

*These values were also evaluated as nondetects in the supplemental analyses.

The 12 measurements taken during the background period are used to construct the upper pre-
diction limit for the compliance period of four measurements. Construct and compare the upper pre-
diction limit as follows:

1. Check the sample data for normality. For example, the Shapiro-Wilk test provides a test stat-
istic equal to 0.947. Based on alpha=0.05 there is insufficient evidence to reject the assump-
tion of normality. The diagnostic plots provided in Figure A-12 provide graphical
information to support this conclusion.

2. Calculate the sample mean (27.52) and standard deviation (17.10).
3. Calculate the upper prediction limit based on the t-statistic. Suppose the overall confidence

limit is 95% (1-alpha [0.05]). In this case there are four future measurements and the quantile
for the t-statistic should be set to 0.9875 (1-0.05/4) based on assuming independence of these
samples and making a simple Bonferroni adjustment. Note that Gibbons et al. 2009 warn
that such simple Bonferroni adjustments do not account for the fact that the comparisons are
correlated because all four compliance samples are compared to the same background.
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Calculate the upper prediction limit (73.67) as follows:

where:
x̄ = sample mean
s = standard deviation
n = number of values
tquantile,df = look-up value based on the t-dis-
tribution
df = degrees of freedom (df = n-1) = 11

4. Compare the four compliance samples to the upper prediction limit. Since none of the four
measurements are greater than the prediction limit, there is no evidence for an increase in con-
centration for this well.

Supplemental Analyses. Nondetects are a common issue for groundwater sample results. Table
A-5 includes three sample results from the background period as nondetect values. This change
illustrates the impacts of nondetects on background statistics. The upper prediction limit (UPL) cal-
culations were made using ProUCL for these supplemental analyses.

l For the 95% UPL for Next 4 Observations, with three nondetects and assuming a normal dis-
tribution, ProUCL returned a value of 77.71 using the maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) method.

l For comparison, ProUCL returned a nonparametric 95% UPL for Next 4 Observations, also
based on three nondetects, of 69.68 using the Kaplan-Meier method

l For the 95% UPL for Next 4 Observations, using the original background data (all detects),
and assuming a normal distribution, ProUCL returned a value of 73.67 (the same value as
calculated above)

l For comparison ProUCL returned a nonparametric 95% UPL for Next 4 Observations, also
based on the original background data (all detects), of 58.1, which was the maximum con-
centration reported

With the exception of the nonparametric UPL, the prediction limits calculated based on this
example data set are fairly similar. This result is unusual, and for this example data set the gamma
or lognormal based UPLs are several times larger than those calculated based on the normal dis-
tribution. Methods to evaluate nondetects in environmental data are an active area of statistical
research and some of these tools are now readily available with statistical software like ProUCL. In
contrast to the logic that USEPA has defined for calculating upper confidence limits (UCLs) based
on varying levels of censoring and sample size there is no such guidance for UPLs or UTLs.
However, it is good practice to select normal, gamma, lognormal, nonparametric UPL/UTL in that
order assuming that these statistical distributions are not rejected. It is also recommended that you
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plot the data and the resulting UPL/UTL. Lastly reviewing the UPL/UTL calculating with various
methods can help you understand how sensitive the statistic is relative to distributional assump-
tions.

Figures A-12 and A-13 display the results of the supplemental analyses.

Figure A-12. Distribution diagnostic plots for background concentration data.
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Figure A-13. Time series plot of background and compliance period data. Solid line is the
upper prediction limit (73.67) and dashed line is the background period mean (27.52).

A.4 Using Temporal Optimization to Time Sampling Events

In this example, temporal optimization is used to examine the temporal spacing between sampling
events. Groundwater sampling is often conducted on a default sampling schedule that may be
monthly, quarterly, or semi-annually. In some cases, it may be possible to collect samples less fre-
quently, but still be able to characterize contaminant concentrations over time. One statistical
approach to this is iterative thinning.

Visual Sampling Plan (VSP) is an easy to use software package that can conduct this analysis. For
this example, VSP was used to examine only two wells at a hypothetical site. More typically, there
would be many wells at a site, and each of them would be analyzed using iterative thinning.

Figures A-14 and A-15 show the resulting plots from VSP. The original data are plotted using
black dots, the smoothed data are shown with red dots, and the 90% confidence intervals are
shown as blue lines. The important results is the overall trend in the data represented by the
smoothed data. There is less variability in the concentrations fromMW-1 (Figure A-14), so the con-
fidence interval is much narrower for MW-1 as compared to MW-2 (Figure A-15). The iterative
thinning algorithm identifies the frequency of sampling that would be required to reproduce the tem-
poral trend.

Figure A-14. VSP results for concentration (mg/l) fromMW-1.
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Figure A-15. VSP results for concentration (mg/l) fromMW-1.

Both MW-1 and MW-2 were originally sampled quarterly. According to the VSP output, the
optimal sampling frequency for MW-1 would be 202 days and for MW-2 would be 227 days. If a
semi-annual frequency (180 days) were proposed for future sampling in both wells, there would be
a 50% reduction in sampling costs with no significant difference in the ability to monitor trends in
these wells.

A.5 Predicting Future Concentrations

This example presents the calculations for predicting future concentrations in a well based on an
exponential (first-order) decay model.

For an exponential (first-order) attenuation rate, the predicted future concentration is:

Equation 1:

Ct = C0e-kt

where:
Ct = predicted concentration at time t
C0 = current concentration
k = attenuation rate
t = time between now and the date for the prediction
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For Well A, the attenuation rate for vinyl chloride is 0.2 yr-1 with a 95% confidence interval of 0.1
yr-1 to 0.3 yr-1. The current vinyl chloride concentration is 1000 μg/L. Based on this information, in
10 years the predicted vinyl chloride concentration would be:

Ct = C0e-kt= 1000e-(0.2 x 10) = 135 μg/L

A reasonable range for the prediction is:

1000e-(0.3 x 10) to 1000e-(0.1 x 10)= 50 μg/L to 368 μg/L

The predicted time required to attain the MCL of 2 μg/L for vinyl chloride is 31 years.

t= Ln(C0/Ct)/-k = Ln(2/1000)/-0.2) = 31 years

A reasonable range for the prediction is 21 years to 62 years:

t= Ln(C0/Ct)/-k = n(2/1000)/-0.3 to Ln(2/1000)/-0.1) = 21 to 62 years

Equation 1 can be re-arranged to predict the time required to attain a specified criterion:

Equation 2:

t = Ln (C0/Ct)/-k

where:
t = predicted time between now and attainment of the
criterion
Ct = criterion
C0 = current concentration
k = attenuation rate

For either equation, an estimate can be obtained by using attenuation rate determined in accordance
with the procedures described in Example A.6. A reasonable range for the prediction can be eval-
uated using the confidence interval for the attenuation rate.

A.6 Calculating Attenuation Rates

A best estimate of the first-order attenuation rate can be obtained by fitting a first-order decay
model (Ct=C0e-kt) to the concentration versus time data or by fitting a linear model for natural log
concentration versus time data (ln(Ct) = ln(C0)-kt). As illustrated in Figure A-16, when using the
same data set, these two approaches yield identical results. In both cases, k is the first-order atten-
uation rate with units of time-1. With the use of a bootstrapping method, many software packages
also provide a 95% confidence band for the attenuation rate as described in Section 5.5 and
Chapter 21.3.1, Unified Guidance. This confidence band is useful for evaluating the uncertainty
associated with the estimated attenuation rate.
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Figure A-16. Example of Regression Analysis for Temporal Trend Analysis.
.

A.7 Comparing Attenuation Rates

Two examples are presented here to illustrate the comparison of attenuation rates in two different
wells at a site:

l Example 1, Different Attenuation Rates: The attenuation rate for Well A is 0.1 yr-1 with a
95% confidence band of 0.02 yr-1 to 0.18 yr-1. The attenuation rate for Well B is 0.4 yr-1 with
a 95% confidence band of 0.25 yr-1 to 0.55 yr-1. It is reasonable to conclude that the atten-
uation rates in Wells A and B are different because the confidence bands do not overlap (that
is the upper confidence limit for Well A (0.18 yr-1) is smaller than the lower confidence limit
for Well B (0.25 yr-1).

l Example 2, Similar Attenuation Rates: The attenuation rate for Well A is 0.1 yr-1 with a 95%
confidence band of 0.02 yr-1 to 0.18 yr-1. The attenuation rate for Well B is 0.2 yr-1 with a
95% confidence band of 0.15 yr-1 to 0.25 yr-1. It is not reasonable to conclude that the atten-
uation rates in Wells A and B are different because the confidence bands do overlap (that is
the upper confidence limit for Well A (0.18 yr-1) is larger than the lower confidence limit for
Well B (0.15 yr-1).
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APPENDIX B. COMMON MISAPPLICATIONS OF STATISTICS

This appendix explains the mistakes that frequently appear in statistical reports. It also summarizes
an appropriate alternative to the unacceptable practice. This information can help regulators, con-
sultants, and stakeholders better understand how to apply statistics to groundwater data sets. The
problems and errors below can occur during planning, implementation, or both (as noted for each).

B.1 Statistical Error and Resolution

1. Problem/Error (Planning/Implementation): Concluding that, if the sample maximum is less
than a decision criterion, this is likely conservative from a risk perspective.
It is not necessarily true that the study area contamination is less than the decision criterion
because the sample maximum is less than the decision criterion. The study area population
mean may be greater than the decision criterion when the sample maximum is less than the
decision criterion, depending on the nature of the distribution and sample size. 

Recommendation: Use a one-sample hypothesis test.

2. Problem/Error (Implementation): Concluding there is necessarily a problem because one
grab sample result exceeds the decision criterion.
It is sometimes concluded that study area contaminant concentrations are elevated (and there-
fore additional remedial activities are needed) because one or more grab samples exceed the
criterion. This conclusion is not necessarily valid. The study area mean may be less than the
criterion, even when individual grab concentrations exceed the criterion (similar to Mis-
application 1, above.)

Recommendation: As part of a systematic planning process, determine whether numerical
goals will be treated as “ceilings,” simple averages, or other. Use a one-sample hypothesis to
make inferences about the study area mean.

3. Problem/Error (Planning/Implementation): Comparing the site sample maximum with a
background threshold (for example, the background maximum or mean) without regard to
potential decision errors. 
The site sample maximum is being compared with the background sample maximum to
determine if the site contamination is elevated relative to background. In general, do not com-
pare maximums from the two data sets to make inferences about the means of the data sets as
this does not control decision errors and can result in false positives.

Recommendation: Use two-sample hypothesis tests or compare the study area results with
background upper prediction limits (UPLs).

4. Problem/Error (Implementation): Comparing the site sample maximum after a large num-
ber of site samples have been collected to a background 95% upper tolerance limit (UTL)
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and concluding that exceeding the UTL necessarily means the site concentration is elevated
relative to the background concentration.
This approach does not control false positives. The probability of false positives approaches
100% as the numbers of study area results increase as when, for example, there are many
samples for multiple analytes. 

Recommendation: Use a two-sample hypothesis test.

5. Problem/Error (Planning/Implementation): Using UTLs rather than upper prediction limits
(UPLs) when false positives primarily need to be controlled.
Because only a small number of study area results were collected, but a large number of
background results were available, hypothesis tests could not be performed to compare study
area concentrations to background concentrations; instead the study area results were com-
pared with UTLs. When background and site concentrations are not different from one
another, all the study area results will be less than the background UPL with some specified
level of confidence. For example, when the background threshold is a 95% UPL, there is a
95% chance 100% of the study area results will be less than the background threshold.
However, only a proportion of the study area results will be less than the background UTL
at the specified level of confidence. For example, when the background threshold is a “95%
UTL with 95% coverage” (typically, referred to as a “95% UTL”), there is a 95% chance
95% (not 100%) of the study area results will be less than the background UTL.

Recommendation: To best control false positives, use background UPLs rather than UTLs.
Compare the k study area results (k is a variable representing the number of study area res-
ults) to the UPL for the next k future observations. The UPL depends on the number of
study area results k that will be compared and increases as k increases.

6. Error (Planning): Assuming that reliable inferences (decisions) can be made based on very
small sample sizes (for example, n < 5).
There are many variations of this problem. For example, attempting to calculate an exposure
point concentration as a 95% upper confidence limit (UCL) when the sample size is small
(for example, n = 6), or, in the extreme case, comparing one measurement to the decision cri-
terion, for example, the reporting requirement for polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) under
the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). Reliable inferences about the study area mean
cannot generally be made when the sample sizes are small. The nature of the underlying
measurement distribution cannot be reliably determined for example, to calculate a 95%
UCL for exposure point concentrations for the risk assessment. The 95% UCL depends on
the number of samples taken; it can be highly unstable in small data sets or in data sets with
larger variation. The solution is to avoid undersampling by using a systematic planning pro-
cess.

Recommendation: Follow a systematic planning process, such as the seven-step DQO pro-
cess, and establish tolerances for Type I (false positive) and Type II (false negative) decision
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errors. Understand the requirements and limitations of the statistical methods that will be
applied to the sample results (see Section 5.0 and Section 3.0) before deciding how many
samples to collect. As a "rule of thumb," 8 to 10 measurements are often needed to do stat-
istical evaluations, however, a larger sample size will likely be needed if the data set is very
skewed or contains censored values (nondetects).The rule of thumb should not substitute for
planning, determining what sample size is appropriate for the particular application, and doc-
umentation.

7. Problem/Error (Implementation): Comparing sequential measurements in time with one
another on a sample-by-sample basis to determine if there are increasing or decreasing
trends.
This error may fail to distinguish random variability from long term changes in con-
centration. Statistical tests are needed to distinguish random variability from long term
changes in concentration.

Recommendation: Present time series plots with the results of statistical trend analyses (for
example, p-values fromMann-Kendall tests).

8. Problem/Error (Implementation): Substituting arbitrary multiples of the reporting limit for
nondetects for statistical evaluations rather than treating the nondetects as inequalities.
This error distorts the data sets and can produce erroneous conclusions.

Recommendation: Do not substitute arbitrary multiples of the reporting limits for nondetects
for statistical evaluations (for example, ½ the detection limit) without considering the impact
on the particular statistical evaluation to be performed (see Section 5.7.5). Treat nondetects
as inequalities and use nonparametric statistical methods that do not rely on substitution of
surrogates values for nondetects (for example, Kaplan-Meier methods). Section 5.7 includes
discussion of managing nondetect data.

9. Problem/Error (Implementation): Using an incorrect censoring limit; for example, report-
ing nondetects to the MDL in 40 CFR Part 136 Appendix B (which was designed to min-
imize Type I, false positive, error).
The reporting limits for nondetects need to minimize Type II (false negative) and not Type I
error (given the null alternative hypothesis μ ≤ 0). This can underestimate contamination (res-
ulting in false negatives) when comparing the nondetects to risk-based criteria.

Recommendation: Report nondetects to the laboratory's quantitation limit or to a smaller
reporting limit that was otherwise demonstrated to minimize false negatives (for example, the
Limits of Detection (LOD) defined in the DOD Quality System Manual (DOD 2013).

10. Error (Planning/Implementation): Using arbitrary decision rules; for example, concluding
that groundwater is clean when three consecutive rounds of results are less than a criterion.
Arbitrary decision rules do not control decision errors.
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Recommendation: Use a systematic planning process, such as the seven-step DQO process,
to develop a statistical approach that controls decision errors to an acceptable degree. Then
use one-sample hypothesis tests.

11. Problem/Error (Implementation): Failing to use "like statistics" in comparisons.
There are many variations of this problem. For example:

l Comparing the mean of Site A to some percentile of Site B 
l Comparing the percentile of Site A to the same percentile of Site B and concluding on
this basis that the mean of Site A is larger than the mean of Site B 

l Comparing composite sample results from a study area (for example, which estimate
the mean) to a background UPL or UTL determined from grab samples 

l Comparing the 95% UCL of the mean from a site with few sample results to the 95%
UCL of the mean from a site with many sample results

Even when the study area and background area possess the same underlying population, the
percentiles of these distributions will differ. Replicate grabs will produce a distribution of
measurements (xi), but replicate composites, each prepared from n grabs, will produce the
distribution of sample means of sample size n; that is, the distribution for the statistic mi = (xi1
+ xi2 + … xin)/n (versus the distribution for individual measurements xi). Therefore, it is inap-
propriate to compare composite percentiles or individual composite results with grab per-
centiles.

For example, assuming both population distributions are normal, comparison of a study area
composite to the 95th percentile of the distribution of background grabs is similar to com-
paring the 50th percentile (median/mean) of the study area with the 95th background per-
centile. Comparing unlike statistical parameters leads to unpredictable mistakes in decisions.

Recommendation: Understand the nature of the statistical parameters being compared. For
example, as the number of samples increase, the 95% UCL will converge on the mean of the
population but the 95% UTL converges to the 95th percentile. The 95% UCL and the UTL
are therefore not comparable. In environmental applications, often the risk is calculated using
the mean concentrations of the site but regulatory requirements may be based on a parameter
in the upper tail of the distribution. A systematic planning process will identify the appro-
priate parameter.

12. Problem/Error (Implementation): Failure to check assumptions required for statistical tests.
There are many variations of this problem:

l Performing regression fits without testing the underlying assumptions required for
these fits to be appropriate (for example, linearity, normality of the residuals, and con-
stant standard deviation for the residuals).

l Assuming a distribution without testing the result to check whether it is reasonable.
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For example, assuming measurements are normal or lognormal without testing for nor-
mality/lognormality.

l Assuming all temporal trends can necessarily be modeled by a simple equation of the
form y = at + b (thus ignoring periodic trends) and not investigating whether other
models are more appropriate.

Recommendation: Use exploratory data analysis (EDA) techniques. Routinely graph data
(box plots, scatter plots, and histograms) to qualitatively evaluate the distributions of the res-
ults. Use goodness-of-fit tests before doing other statistical tests. For time series data, invest-
igate whether non-linear fits are more appropriate; for example, consider equations of the
following form: y = a t + b x + c sin(2 π t) + d cos(2 π t) where y denotes concentration, t the
time, and a, b, c and d are constants.

Avoid software applications that do not emphasize using the correct test for the distribution.

13. Problem/Error (Implementation): Using correlation as the sole criterion to evaluate the com-
parability of two different sampling or analytical methodologies. Believing that a correlation
coefficient near one for two different methods means the two methods give comparable data.
A correlation coefficient near one indicates the results are correlated, but does not mean that
they are comparable.

Recommendation: Use appropriate statistical tests for paired data, for example, refer to the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers guidance (USACE 1998).

14. Error (Implementation): Failing to account for the uncertainty when determining a func-
tional relationship between two methods/variables such as Y = F(X), so that when a meas-
urement X is taken (for example, using a low cost method), Y can be predicted.
This problem becomes more common as additional, less expensive analytical techniques are
introduced. Here is an example: The study area was sampled with an inexpensive field
method (giving results denoted by X). A limited number of split samples were also analyzed
with a fixed-laboratory method (giving results denoted by Y). The field method was highly
positively correlated with the lab method, giving a relationship Y = F(X) (for example, Y = a
X + b). The field method was then used to determine if portions of the study area are "clean"
or "dirty." In effect, it was assumed that the field method produced reliable, definitive data
for decision making using the relationship Y = F(X). However, when X was measured to
obtain Y, the uncertainty of the calculated value of Y was not reported or taken into account.

Recommendation: In the example above, a prediction interval for the fit Y = F(X) should
have been calculated, as the field method was being used to determine extent of con-
tamination by comparing individual measurements to the cleanup criterion.

15. Problem/Error (Planning): Setting the null hypothesis as H₀: μ(site) > μ(background) when
comparing study area concentrations to background concentrations.
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This error may be committed out of consideration of the “precautionary principle.” 
However, it requires the data user to show that site concentrations are less than background
concentrations. As a practical matter, this condition would be nearly impossible even if the
site were not contaminated.

Recommendation: Set the null hypothesis as "H₀: μ(site) < μ(background)."  Note that in
ProUCL, when using two sample hypothesis test for site and background data, the default
null hypothesis H0 is consistent with this recommendation.

16. Problem/Error (Implementation): Discarding outliers solely on the basis of a statistical out-
lier test without presenting any physical justification, especially for a background data set
(thereby biasing the results).
Obviously, discarding outliers will bias the results of statistical tests using the censored
data. If a data point is a statistical outlier to the rest of the data set, however, it is not neces-
sarily incorrect or unrepresentative. This principle applies whether the data set is from a
potentially contaminated site or from a reference background site.

Recommendation: Retain the outliers unless there is a strong weight of physical evidence to
remove them. This decision is not a purely statistical consideration and should be made in
the context of a systematic planning process. Document why these samples are likely not
physically representative of anthropogenic or natural background conditions or why the qual-
ity of laboratory analytical results is substandard.

17. Problem/Error (Implementation): Failing to distinguish between a statistically significant
result and a result of no practical significance.
A test of normality will detect very small deviations from normality when the sample size
(that is, the number of samples) n is large, but for the end data use the small deviation from
normality may not be of any practical importance. Be sure to determine both whether a dif-
ference exists and the magnitude of the difference.

Example: As reported, a test of normality detected a very small deviation from normality as
the sample size n was very large. However, the normal probability plot and histogram indic-
ated that the distribution is essentially normal. Also, the one-sample hypothesis test is being
done to determine if the mean is greater than a decision criterion. Under the Central Limit
Theorem, the large value of n and near normal distribution of the individual measurements,
normality can be assumed to use a one-sample t-test. 

Recommendation: Use graphical methods to determine the reasonableness of tests for nor-
mality, lognormality, or other distribution. When statistically significant differences are detec-
ted, assess the magnitude of these differences in the context of project’s objectives.
Document decisions related to the appropriateness of statistical tests.

18. Problem/Error (Implementation): Concluding that the failure to reject the null hypothesis
"proves" the null hypothesis (when the power of the test is not also addressed).
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Typically, large random variability exists in environmental data. A trend or difference in con-
centration could be relatively small. Failure to reject the null hypothesis does not prove the
null hypothesis if the statistical test is of insufficient power.

Recommendation: Use care when stating a conclusion based on failure to reject the null
hypothesis (for example, “The null hypothesis could not be confidently rejected.”). See
Rong, Y. (2011).
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APPENDIX C. STUDY QUESTIONS

o Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations?
o Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?
o Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?
o Study Question 4: When will contaminant concentrations reach a criterion?
o Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?
o Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?
o Study Question 7: What are the contaminant attenuation rates in wells?
o Study Question 8: How do contaminant concentrations change with distance from the
source area?

o Study Question 9: Is the sampling frequency appropriate (temporal optimization)?
o Study Question 10: Is the spatial coverage of the monitoring network appropriate (spatial
optimization)?

C.1 Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations?

Background is defined as groundwater which is not influenced by the releases from a site (Section
4.2.1). Specifically, a background groundwater data set may represent either a location or a time
period that has not been influenced by a release from the site.

While it may be convenient to think of the background concentration as a single value, the con-
centration of a chemical will naturally vary both spatially and temporally. The analytical process
introduces additional variability. Because of both natural and introduced variability, background
can best be understood as a distribution, prompting the question: “Is the distribution of con-
centrations consistent with the distribution of concentrations in background?”

Background data may be collected by either of two methods. Data may be collected from a number
of different wells (interwell data collection). Data may also be collected from the same well over
time (intrawell data collection; see Section 3.6.4). If interwell comparisons are desired, a hydro-
geologic assessment must be performed to evaluate whether the upgradient and downgradient
wells are appropriately grouped. For example, are the wells screened in the same geologic form-
ation (Section 4.2.2)? If representative upgradient wells are not available for use as background, or
if spatial variability exists among background wells, intrawell comparisons may be better for eval-
uating background conditions. Intrawell evaluations assume that the background time period is
uninfluenced by chemicals from the site.

Chemicals present at background concentrations in the groundwater may be either naturally occur-
ring or anthropogenic. Naturally occurring substances present in the environment are those that are
not a result of human activity. "Anthropogenic substances are natural and human-made substances
present in the environment as a result of human activities not specifically related to the site in ques-
tion" (USEPA 2002c).
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Tests used to determine if a particular data set is consistent with background assume appropriate
data collection and focus on data characterization.

This question is usually relevant in the release detection, site characterization, and closure stages of
the project life cycle.

Selecting and Characterizing the Data Set

Verify that the collected data set represents background. Using graphical methods (Section 3.3 and
Section 5.1) and distributions, establish that a collected data set is consistent with background (nat-
ural or anthropogenic).

l Identify outliers using box plots, probability plots, Dixon’s test, or Rosner’s test.
l Plot data sets on maps and in three dimensions (vertical, horizontal, and time) and examine
data sets for sources of contamination, important areas that have not been sampled, spatial
correlations or trends in the data, and the location of suspected outliers. See Section 3.3.3:
Exploratory Data Analysis.

l Check that mean and variance are stable over the data set time frame (stationarity) and sea-
sonality in the data is accounted for and considered in the analysis.

l Analyze the data for significant trends.
l Note and appropriately address nondetects in the data set (see Section 5.7: Managing Non-
detects in Statistical Analyses).

l See also Section 4.1: Considerations for Statistical Analysis.

Statistical Methods and Tools

Probability Plots

l These plots show the entire distribution of measured concentrations, ranging from the lowest
value to the highest value, against percentile of the distribution of measured concentrations.

l Probability plots are useful for identifying data distribution, range, bunching and outliers.

Using this test and interpreting results
The goal of this test is to verify that the data set appears consistent with background. Examine the
data set distribution for its range, its visual skew (or, inversely, its bunching), and for outliers. Do
these elements support the conclusion that the data set appears to be drawn from a single pop-
ulation? You can use a scatter plot to examine a data set for the same parameters as outlined for the
probability plot (Section 5.1.3).

Begin data analysis with a probability plot to identify potential weaknesses in the collected data set.
Potential weaknesses include problems such as the data set not being distributed as expected. The
data also may be bunched, or may have extreme outliers.
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If the data set exhibits the above characteristics, you may need to investigate and address outliers,
collect additional data, or select new sample points from which to collect potential background
data.

Time Series Plots

l These plots show measured concentrations over time.
l Time series plots are useful for assessing trends, patterns, and inconsistencies in the data set.

Using this test and interpreting results
The goal of this test is to verify that the concentration of a chemical is in steady-state equilibrium
over time, and that broad variations in chemical concentration are the result of identifiable events or
seasonality.

Conduct this examination to identify potential trends over time. While background groundwater
data may have seasonal variation in the concentration of many chemicals, seasonal variation should
occur within a range and should be repetitive within the range over time. Trends in background
data may occur due to changing hydrogeologic conditions or influences from upgradient sources.
Some statistical tests require that background data remain stable, in which case background data
should not demonstrate either an increasing or decreasing trend over time.

If concentrations exhibit either increasing or decreasing trends over time that are not attributable nat-
ural, cyclical events, then new sample points must be selected or monitoring may need to be exten-
ded until a stable trend is observed. Historical data that are no longer representative may be
removed from the data set. Alternatively, trends in upgradient wells may indicate that intrawell tests
are preferable. Additional information is presented in Chapter 5.2.5 and Chapter 5.3.4 of the Uni-
fied Guidance.

Note that the time series plot is a specific kind of scatter plot. If the goal is to examine the rela-
tionship between two variables, for example, the correlation between the concentration of chro-
mium and the concentration of iron at a site, then refer to Section 5.1.3: Scatter Plots.

Outlier Identification

l This test examines the data set for extreme concentrations (outliers).
l This test is useful for ensuring that the data set is representative of background and does not
include nonbackground samples.

Using this test and interpreting results
The goal of this test is to determine if any of the samples in the data set appear unrepresentative of
the background data set. A statistical outlier in the background data set may indicate that one of the
background samples was collected in a location that is not truly background.
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If the concentration of a sample indicates that the sample is outside the background data set, then
that data point may distort the statistical analysis. Statistical outliers, however, may represent real
variations in the background data and should not be automatically removed unless there is a reason
to suspect an error or data quality issue (see Chapter 5.2.3, Unified Guidance). Use professional
judgment in evaluating whether or not a statistical outlier should be retained in a background data
set (see Section 5.10).

Interpretation of Results and Associated Uncertainty

The natural variation, the anthropogenic variation, or both variations in concentrations must be
understood before developing background values. The expected distribution, character of the prob-
ability plot, the potential concentration variation across seasons as well as over time, and the occur-
rence of apparent outliers are all a function of the chemical and its environmental setting. Examine
published studies regarding the occurrence of the chemical to determine which analyses should be
emphasized or more heavily weighted in decision making.

Based on the qualitative examination of the background data set, you may choose to analyze the
data set and present its basic statistical characteristics. See discussions on characterizing the data set
presented in Section 3.3.3, Section 5.1, and Section 5.6.

The background value is not determined only once. The individual wells or groups of wells which
were used to support background determination or comparisons may develop trends. These trends
could result from new contaminant sources influencing previously unimpacted wells. These trends
could also result from changes in groundwater flow or chemistry. Trends that are not sustained
could also result by chance.

Regardless of the reason for changes, background data must be updated. How often the data must
be reconsidered for update depends on site-specific parameters such as groundwater flow velocity,
nearness of other potential sources of contamination, and geochemistry. Frequency of updating the
background data is also dependent on having sufficient new data to statistically identify a change;
the Unified Guidance suggests four to eight new data points. The new data may be compared to
the historical data by either the parametric t-test or the nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test
depending on the distribution of the pooled intrawell data. If there is no significant difference
between the new data and the historical data, then the new data can be considered background.
Additionally, the absence of a trend in the data when historical and new data are combined, is indic-
ative of background; see Section 5.5, Section 5.5.1, and Section 5.5.2.

Related Study Questions

Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?

Key Words: Background, Compliance Monitoring, Concentration Comparisons, Release Detec-
tion, Site Characterization, Closure
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C.2 Study Question 2: Are concentrations greater than background concentrations?

Determining whether a site's groundwater has been impacted usually requires either comparison of
site data to a single criterion derived from concentrations measured in background samples, or a dir-
ect comparison of the site data to the background data set. To determine the statistical tools which
will meet your specific needs, identify the type of comparison to be made (that is, comparison to a
single criterion, or a two data set comparison). The distribution assumption for the data set, and
whether interwell or intrawell tests will be used, also determine the selection of the proper statistical
methods. Note that the site data and the background data to which they are compared must share
the same hydrogeologic and geochemical parameters (see Section 4.3.1: Physical Site Conditions
and Section 4.2.1: Background Conditions).

This question is usually relevant in the release detection, site characterization, monitoring, and clos-
ure stages of the project life cycle.

Selecting and Characterizing the Data Set

Determine that the data sets to be compared meet the assumptions of the test to be used. Verify that
the background data set is representative (see Study Question 1). Refer to Section 3.4 for further
discussion of how the following requirements may impact statistical analysis results.

l Check that no autocorrelation exists between successive sampling events associated with
assumption of random samples (see Section 5.8.3).

l Confirm that no significant trends are present in the data set (see Section 5.8).
l Examine variance and the stability of the mean; similarly, ensure that seasonality is accoun-
ted for and considered in the analysis (see Section 5.8).

l Identify outliers. Use box plots, probability plots, Dixon's test, or Rosner's test to confirm out-
liers.

l Address nondetects in the data set appropriately (see Section 5.7).
l Determine the data distribution and use it to inform selection of the statistical methods (see
Section 5.6).

l See also Section 4.1: Considerations for Statistical Analysis.

Statistical Methods and Tools

After checking that the data meet prerequisites common to most statistical tests, determine which
tests will provide the information needed using the data you have or data that you will collect.
Depending on the source of the background data, comparisons will either be interwell or intrawell.
Background data set development is discussed in Study Question 1.

There are two general approaches for analyzing the site data and determining whether site chemical
concentrations are above those measured in the background; individual compliance samples can be
compared to pooled background results, or pooled compliance samples can be compared to pooled
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background. Site-specific considerations and regulatory considerations usually determine which
approach is used. In either case, parametric and nonparametric methods are available, so determ-
ining the distribution of the data is a typical initial data examination step (see Section 3.4.3). Pre-
diction limits, tolerance limits, and control charts allow individual samples (an individual well
sampled in time for control charts) to be compared to pooled background samples. T-tests and
ANOVA-type tests only allow for comparing of pooled compliance samples to pooled background
samples.

Tests That Support Examination of Individual Sample Points

Prediction Limits

Prediction limits (PLs) estimate an interval in which future observations will fall, with a defined
probability, given the data which had been collected. The calculation of PLs takes into con-
sideration the number of future results to be compared as well as the number of retests required to
confirm a release. Once a background data set is established, prediction limits based on the data are
used as the criteria for comparison of compliance samples.

l PLs are typically projected around means or medians (Section 5.4).
l An upper prediction limit represents a level that is predicted to equal or exceed future sample
values based on past results.

l The number of future samples must be specified.
l The confidence level of a prediction limit represents the probability that a specified number
of future samples drawn from the same population will be below the prediction limit.

l Prediction limits increase (or if viewed graphically “widen”) as the number of testing events
are increased into the future.

l Test can be constructed to examine a single compliance well using a single sample.

Using this test and interpreting results
Prediction limits depend on a PL factor, K. The value of K depends on the selected site-wide sig-
nificance, the number of background measurements, the anticipated number of resamples, and the
number of chemicals examined. As the number of chemicals examined increases or the number of
resampling instances increases, or both, the upper prediction limit increases because the K value
increases. An increased K value corresponds to a decrease in the power of the test, that is, the prob-
ability of missing a true exceedance in a well increases. To reduce this source of error, it is import-
ant to limit the number of chemicals examined.

Site data can be compared to interwell prediction limits to evaluate whether site data are above
background, or upgradient, concentrations. Interwell prediction limits may be useful during site
characterization or closure project stages. Intrawell prediction limits, calculated based on historical
data collected from a single well, can be compared to current concentrations in that well to evaluate
whether a statistically significant increase has occurred. Intrawell comparisons may be useful for
release detection. Recommendations for use of prediction limits to calculate a fixed groundwater
protection criterion for compliance monitoring are discussed in Section 0.1.
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If the individual site well data or selected statistic are less than the prediction limit then you have
evidence that the compliance data are consistent with background or at least not inconsistent with
background. If the site data are above the prediction limit then you should conclude, that within the
confidence level of the prediction limit, the data are inconsistent with background. Resampling to
verify the result is appropriate.

Control Charts (individual wells over time)

l Control charts compare data collected sequentially in time to historical background data.
l Control charts can evaluate either intrawell or interwell data.
l Control charts are a parametric procedure.
l Individual samples collected over time must be sufficiently separated in time so as to support
that the samples are independent, that is, you are not sampling essentially the same water mul-
tiple times.

l Collect a sufficient number of samples, 8 to 10 samples, to support a reliable estimation of
the mean and standard deviation. A larger data set may be needed if the data are skewed or
there are nondetects.

Using this test and interpreting results
Intrawell control charts are a useful tool for release detection at sites when historical data from the
compliance well exists. Interwell control chart evaluate whether site data are above background, or
upgradient concentrations. Control charts may be useful during site characterization or closure pro-
ject stages. Recommendations for the use of control charts are discussed in Section 5.13.

Individual site well data are compared to the background data using a control limit, the calculation
of which depends on the mean and standard deviation. If the data from an individual well are less
than the control limit then you may conclude that the data set is consistent with background. If the
data are above the control limit then resampling to verify the result is appropriate. The result could
indicate that the mean concentration of a contaminant has increased or that the result was a chance
occurrence.

Tolerance Limits

l Tolerance limits (TLs) are designed to contain a percentage (typically 90%, 95% or 99%) of
the background data set with a specified level of confidence (typically 95%, see Section 5.3).

l Tolerance limits can be used in lieu of PLs or combined with PLs for re-testing to control
false negatives.

l Tolerance limits can evaluate either intrawell or interwell data.
l Tolerance limits, are typically calculated around means or medians (Section 5.3).
l The confidence level of a tolerance limit represents the probability that a specified per-
centage of the population is captured.

l A test can be constructed to examine a single compliance well using a single sample.
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Using this test and interpreting results
Individual site well data can be compared to tolerance limits developed using upgradient wells or
within-well data for the background data set. An upper tolerance limit can serve as an alternate
groundwater protection criterion. However, tolerance limits by definition do not cover the full
range of the background data set. Therefore, use of tolerance limits for decision making should
incorporate an acceptable failure rate. As a variation to PLs, exceedance of the tolerance limits
(TLs) would probably require more retesting compared to using the PLs as the criterion. Recom-
mendations for use of tolerance limits are provided in Section 5.3.

Individual site well data are compared to the background data using a tolerance limit. If the data
from an individual well is greater than the tolerance limit, there is reason to suspect that the site is
impacted and resampling to verify the result is appropriate.

Tests that Support Examination of Pooled Data

In many situations, such as site characterization, it is desirable or advantageous to compare pooled
data sets. A key assumption when pooling data from multiple sampling points, is that variability
between wells is minimal; however, in many natural systems this spatial variability is too great to
be ignored and therefore, it should be tested before pooling data. This is particularly true when
pooling data to represent background concentrations.

Sometimes, pooling background data is appropriate. For example, when building a background
data set, it may be possible to combine data sets that are thought to be background, but which were
collected at different times or were spatially separated from one another. Even though it would be
exceptional, given the typical variability in groundwater chemical concentrations, monitoring net-
works that have low natural spatial variability like sand aquifers or artificial systems, may be
examined by pooling data.

Parametric Two-Sample T-Tests

l These tests are used to compare two data sets for equality of means.
l The tests require normally-distributed data.
l Eight to ten samples are recommended.
l Nondetects must be assigned values; see Section 5.7.5 and Section 5.7.6
l Welch’s t-test does not assume equality of variance; see Section 5.11.1.
l Pooled variance t-test assumes equality of variance; see Section 5.11.2.

Using these tests and interpreting results
Pool background data from one or more wells and compare to pooled site characterization data
from a single well (or multiple wells) to determine if the means are significantly different. Each
data set should contain at least 8 to 10 samples and sample sizes in each data set should be similar
for the most robust test. The greater the inequality in data set sizes, the lower the accuracy of the
estimated probability of erroneously concluding that background data are significantly different
from site data.
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A calculated t-statistic greater than the critical t-value indicates a statistically-significant difference
between the means of the two data sets; this difference indicates that impact may have occurred.

Parametric ANOVA F-test

l This test compares two or more data sets for equality of means.
l The test requires a normal data distribution.
l Nondetect values should be assigned (see Section 5.7.5 and Section 5.7.6).
l The test assumes the two populations have equal variances.
l The test assumes samples are spatially and temporally independent.
l Eight to ten samples are recommended.

Using this test and interpreting results
Background data from one or more wells is combined then compared to site data by examining the
variance between separated wells as compared to the variance between multiple samples taken
from the same well. If the well to well variability is the same as the within-well variability then the
means must be equal. If the means are not equal then well to well variability is greater than the
within-well variability.

There are a number of reasons for variability in data taken from multiple wells and for variability in
data collect from individual wells, for example seasonality and other temporal effects for within-
well samples, and spatial variability from multiple wells. However, spatial variability is often large
relative to temporal and analytical variability. Often ANOVA will conclude that the ratio of
between-well variability to within-well variability is significant and the hypothesis of equal means
will be rejected.

An F statistic greater than the tabulated critical value (based on degrees of freedom for between-
well and within-well samples), indicates that the means are not equal. In that case, a follow-up test
is needed to determine which mean is outside expectations.

Nonparametric Two-Sample Tests

Wilcoxon rank sum test (Mann-Whitney U-test)

l This test compares two populations using ranking methods when nondetects are present but
have a common reporting limit.

l This test can accommodate a limited number of nondetects (typically 10% to 15%) in the
data sets with a single reporting limit.

l The test assumes equal population variances.
l The test assumes the two data sets share a common, though unknown, distribution.
l A minimum of 8 to 10 samples are recommended.

Using this test and interpreting results
Pooled background data from one or more wells are compared to pooled site data by use of
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ordered ranking to determine if the medians are equal.

A calculated W-statistic greater than the critical W-value indicates that the medians of the two data
sets are not equal.

Tarone-Ware Two-Sample Test for Censored Data

l This test compares two data sets using ranking methods when nondetects and variable report-
ing limits are present in the data sets.

l Nondetect data with multiple reporting limits are acceptable.
l This is a nonparametric test.
l The test assumes the two populations have equal variances.
l This test assumes samples are spatially and temporally independent.
l A minimum of 8 to 10 samples are recommended.

Using this test and interpreting results
Pooled background data from one or more wells are compared to pooled site data by use of
ordered ranking to determine if the difference in ranking between the two data sets is greater than
that which would have occurred had the ordering occurred by chance.

A Tarone-Ware statistic (TW), greater than the tabulated critical value corresponding to the desired
level of confidence, indicates that the test data are significantly different from the background data.

Nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test

The Kruskal-Wallis test is a nonparametric counterpart to ANOVA that does not require normality
of the ANOVA residuals (see Chapter 17.1.2, Unified Guidance and Section 5.8.2). In using this
test, the interpretation is similar to the parametric F-test.

Related Study Question

Study Question 1: What are the background concentrations?

Key Words: Background, Compliance Monitoring, Interwell, Intrawell, Concentration Com-
parisons, Release Detection, Site Characterization, Monitoring, Closure
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C.3 Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?

To ensure a valid test, it is important to understand how the criterion used for comparison was
derived and based on that understanding, to have a well-defined null hypothesis. The criterion can
be an MCL, a risk-based value or fixed background limit and may represent a single regulatory
value, the mean of a population, or a percentile; therefore, when defining the null hypothesis (and
ultimately the comparison method), it is important to take this into account to ensure selection of a
test that reflects the intent of the criterion. For example, if the criterion is a not-to-exceed value, indi-
vidual sample results can be compared to it in much the same manner as is done with prediction lim-
its; alternatively, if the criterion is derived to represent an average concentration ceiling, an upper
confidence limit around the mean of the compliance data is the appropriate test statistic.

This question is relevant during release detection, site characterization, monitoring, and closure
stages of the project life cycle.

Selecting and Characterizing the Data Set                                                                     

Examine the site data set to determine if you are going to compare either intrawell or interwell data
to a criterion (see Section 3.6.5). Intrawell comparisons are most common. If interwell data are
going to be used, ensure that the sample data share the same hydrogeologic and geochemical char-
acteristics before combining these data, and test for significant spatial variability. In either case,
examine the site data to determine what distributional assumption should inform selection of stat-
istical tests (see Section 4.3.1: Physical Site Conditions and Section 4.2.1: Background Conditions.
Refer to Section 3.4: Common Statistical Assumptions for further discussion concerning how the
following requirements may impact statistical analysis results.

l Use box plots, probability plots, Dixon's test, or Rosner's test to check for outliers.
l Check that mean and variance are stable over the time frame (time series plot).
l No autocorrelation should exist between successive sampling events.
l Check that no significant trends exist (time series plot). If the data set exhibits significant
trends, it may be appropriate to select a subset of the data to representing current con-
centrations.

l Determine distribution of the data (for example, normal, lognormal) (skewness coefficient,
Shapiro-Wilk test, censored probability plots).

l Estimate the mean and standard deviation of left-censored sample using Kaplan-Meier when
50% or less of the data set is nondetect.

l See also Section 4.1: Considerations for Statistical Analysis.

Statistical Methods and Tools

There are two broad approaches for analyzing well data and answering the question as to whether
chemical concentrations are above a criterion. These two approaches are comparison of pooled
interwell compliance data to the criterion and comparison of intrawell compliance data to the cri-
terion.
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The statistical tests most commonly used are confidence intervals or limits, tolerance limits, pre-
diction limits and one sample t-test. Confidence intervals are constructed around a statistic of
interest (for example, mean, median, certain percentile) while prediction and tolerance limits are
extreme values beyond which only represent a small portion of the data population. The one
sample t-test compares a statistic of interest from the data to a criterion based on the same statistic
of interest derived from the background. Site-specific considerations or regulatory requirements usu-
ally determine which parameters and tests are appropriate.

Limits are most often used to compare sampling data to a fixed criterion. There are two questions
that can be asked. One question is whether the groundwater concentration of a specific chemical
has exceeded a criterion, while the other question is whether the groundwater concentration of a
particular chemical has fallen below a criterion. In determining if a criterion has been exceeded, the
lower confidence limit is of primary interest. But the upper confidence limit, tolerance limit, or pre-
diction limit are most important in determining if the concentration has fallen below a criterion.

As an example of limit selection, if the criterion being used is a health-based concentration, and the
mean exposure should not exceed the criterion, then select a predetermined confidence that the
upper confidence limit on the mean (UCL) is below the standard. Likewise, if you are examining
groundwater data which has historically been above a criterion, you want the UCL to be below the
standard. The scenario is different when assuming that the well being monitored is not con-
taminated. In this case, retain the assumption until the lower confidence limit is above the criterion.

If the fixed criterion is an average concentration, the appropriate statistical parameter to compare to
is the mean or median concentration from site data by use of either a confidence interval or a one-
sided t-test.

Parametric Confidence Intervals

Confidence intervals can be calculated for normal, lognormal or nonparametric distributions (see
next section) using the methods below:

l confidence interval around a mean (see Section 5.2.2., Section 5.2.3, and Section 5.2.4).
l confidence interval around an upper percentile (see Section 5.2.5).
l robust confidence interval around a mean to modify the nonrobust calculations so that outly-
ing observations in a data-set can be accommodated. (USEPA 1999).

Using this test and interpreting results
Data must be normal or capable of being transformed so that they are normal.

l Use lognormal methods when the underlying population is heavily right-skewed, meaning
that a majority of lower concentration data are combined with fewer but much higher con-
centration data. When the data are transformed, the data should become reasonably sym-
metric about the mean or normally distributed (check with skewness coefficient, Shapiro-
Wilk Test, probability plot).
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l Some nondetects are acceptable. Use simple substitution for nondetect are approximately 10-
15%. If nondetects are less than or equal to 50%, create a censored probability plot to check
for normality.

l The parametric methods depend on t values from a student’s t-table, small numbers of
samples will correspond to large t values which in turn will make the intervals wide and the
corresponding limits extreme; therefore, a minimum of 8 samples is recommended.

Nonparametric Confidence Interval

Nonparametric confidence intervals can be calculated for non-normal data and data which cannot
reasonably be transformed so as to become normally distributed. They can also be used when the
data set contains a high number of nondetects. Use of nonparametric confidence intervals in determ-
ining if a criterion has been exceeded is similar to the parametric confidence interval. As with para-
metric confidence intervals the assumption is that like parameters are being compared, for example,
median to median. When data are ranked using nonparametric methods, it is relatively simple to
estimate percentiles in which the data fall; but it is more difficult to estimate parameters such a
mean and variance. Thus, nonparametric confidence intervals are built around medians or 50th per-
centile as opposed to means.

Using this test and interpreting results
For data sets that do not fit a normal or lognormal distribution.

l May be useful when the data includes a large number of nondetects
l Nonparametric confidence intervals are typically built around a median but can also be estim-
ated at other percentiles such as a 90th or 95th.

l Confidence intervals for small data sets may too large to be useful, so the number of samples
you need may be greater than typically needed using parametric methods.

Tolerance Limits

When a fixed criterion is an upper percentile or maximum, and no more than a small specified frac-
tion of the individual concentration measurements should exceed the limit, a tolerance limit is a pos-
sible appropriate statistic. As with confidence limits, a tolerance limit is one side of a tolerance
interval. Tolerance limits, as with confidence limits, may be calculated based on either parametric
or nonparametric assumptions.

Using the tolerance limit for testing, you can state that, “I’m 95 percent confident that a particular
tolerance interval brackets some percentage, say 99 percent, of the population.” Similarly, for the
upper tolerance limit (UTL) you could say that “I’m 95 percent confident that 99 percent of all data
will be less than the UTL." Note that this statement is independent of the specific number of future
samples, and this is what contrasts tolerance limits with predictions limits.

It may be useful to also note that there is no difference between a 95 percent confidence on the
upper 95th percentile and an upper tolerance limit on the 95th percentile at 95% confidence.
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Using this test and interpreting results

l Tolerance limits (TLs) are designed to contain a large fraction or coverage of the data set
(typically 90%, 95% or 99%) with a specified level of confidence (typically 95%, see Sec-
tion 5.3)

l TLs can be used in lieu of PLs or combined with PLs for re-testing to control false neg-
atives.

l Individual compliance well samples (interwell) or samples collected from multiple wells
(interwell) can be used to calculate tolerance limits

l Test can be constructed to examine a single compliance well using a single sample.
l Tolerance limits can be calculated based on either parametric or nonparametric assumptions.

When you must determine if a criterion has been exceeded, the lower tolerance limit (LTL) is com-
pared to the criterion. If the LTL is greater than the criterion, then you can conclude that the data
are higher than the criterion at the confidence level used to calculate the LTL. Similarly, if you are
trying to determine whether data have fallen below a criterion, the UTL is compared to the cri-
terion. If the UTL is below the criterion then you can conclude that the data are below the criterion.
But note, tolerance limits by definition do not cover 100% of the data. Therefore, use of tolerance
limits for decision making must incorporate an acceptable failure rate and a plan for retesting.

Prediction Limits

Prediction limits (PLs) estimate an interval in which future observations will fall, with a defined
probability, given the collected data. The calculation of PLs takes into consideration the number of
future data to be compared, as well as the number of retests required to confirm a release.

As the number of chemicals increase, and the number of resampling instances increases, the upper
prediction limit also increases. A corresponding decrease will occur in the power of the test (the
probability of missing a true exceedance). To reduce this source of error, limit the number of chem-
icals examined.

Using this test and interpreting results
Typically, background data are collected and PLs are developed for that data. A set number of
future site samples are then compared to the PLs (see Study Question 2). When a criterion is based
on an upper percentile or is a maximum, it is possible to develop PLs around site data and then ask
if the upper prediction limit has exceeded the criterion.

l PLs are typically projected around means or median (Section 5.4).
l While TLs permit a specified percent of statistical failures, (false negatives); PLs are
designed with the intent of no statistical failures.

l An upper prediction limit represents a level that is predicted to equal or exceed future sample
values based on past results.

l The number of future samples must be specified.
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l The confidence level of a prediction limit represents the probability that a specified number
of future samples drawn from the same population will be below the prediction limit.

l Prediction limits increase (or if viewed graphically “widen”) as the number of testing events
are increased into the future.

l Test can be constructed to examine a single compliance well using a single sample.
l Interwell or intrawell compliance data can be used to construct PLs.

To determine if site data have fallen below a criterion, the upper prediction limit (UPL) may be
used. If the UPL exceeds the criterion then you have an indication that the data set used to cal-
culate the UPL may not be consistent with the criterion. Resampling to verify the result is appro-
priate.

One sample t-test

The one sample t-test compares a statistic of interest (generally the mean) from the data to a cri-
terion representing the same statistic from the background population. The test can be used on
either interwell data or intrawell data. It is a parametric test.

Using this method and interpreting results
All the assumptions which apply to the two sample t-test apply to the one sample t-test (see Section
5.12 and Study Question 2).

A calculated t-statistic greater than the critical t-value indicates a statistically-significant difference
between the statistic of interest of the two data sets; this difference indicates that the statistic of
interest of the site data is greater than the criterion. Typically the statistic of interest is the average
(mean) of the site data and the criterion for the average concentrations. A significance level indic-
ating the chance that the test will return an incorrect result and the size of the data set will be used
to determine the critical t-value.

Interpretation of Results and Associated Uncertainty

In selecting the statistical method, understand what the groundwater criterion represents and the
consequences of exceeding that criterion. The statistical methods selected and interpretation of their
results may vary depending the null hypothesis selected (for example, site data are above the cri-
terion or site data are below the criterion). When using a risk-based criterion or background, typ-
ically the UCL of the mean or median concentration is compared to the criterion.

Closure determination is supported only when the entire confidence interval (UCL) is below the cri-
terion. Small sample size can result in a wide confidence interval, such that the interval is not useful
in identifying a difference. In such cases, additional samples will need to be collected to increase
sample size to narrow the interval. Chapter 21 and Chapter 22 of the Unified Guidance provide
additional information regarding use of confidence intervals in monitoring for compliance and clos-
ure.
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See also Section 4.2.4: Statistical Methods for Release Detection Objectives, Section 4.6.1: Com-
pliance with Criteria, and Section 5.13: Control Charts.

Related Study Questions    

Study Question 4: When will contaminant concentrations reach a criterion?

Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?

Key Words: Compliance, Comparison to Standards, Release Detection, Site Characterization, Mon-
itoring, Closure, Target Levels
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C.4 Study Question 4: When will contaminant concentrations reach a criterion?

This question, associated with projecting future contaminant concentrations, is closely related to
Study Question 5 and Study Question 7 regarding trends and attenuation rates. The attenuation rate
determined for a chemical in a monitoring well (or for a data set representative of a group of mon-
itoring wells) is useful for understanding how quickly concentrations are changing over time. The
attenuation rate, estimated from existing monitoring data, can be used to predict concentrations in
the future. The methods used to estimate how long it would take to reach a criterion could also be
used to project concentrations at some future time.

This question is usually relevant in the remediation, monitoring, and closure stages of the project
life cycle.

Selecting and Characterizing the Data Set                                                                            

Verify that the data set can support trend analyses and modeling. Refer to Section 3.4: Common
Statistical Assumptions for further discussion of how the following requirements may impact stat-
istical analysis results.

l Check for outliers using box plots, probability plots, Dixon's test, or Rosner's test.
l Check for autocorrelation between successive sampling events.
l Verify that significant temporal trends using time series plots.
l Ability to detect trends can be impacted by aggregating data across wells.
l In general, you can obtain better detection of trends using longer records of data, but in
many cases, attenuation rates will differ based in remedial methods.

l See also Section 4.1: Considerations for Statistical Analysis.

Statistical Methods and Tools for this Question

Estimating concentrations at a future time involves constructing a statistical model of chemical con-
centrations over time. Such models can reflect linear or nonlinear trends. These statistical models
are closely related to attenuation rates and can be estimated by linear regression analysis (para-
metric) or a Theil-Sen trend line (nonparametric).

Linear Regression

l Linear regression assumes a normal distribution for the residuals (that is, the variability not
associated with the long-term trend is normally distributed). When this assumption is not sat-
isfied, the accuracy of the results is reduced.

l Regression is sensitive to outliers.
l Regression as a general tool provides flexible ways to develop models for your data. You
may transform the data to be normally distributed using a log or other type of data trans-
formation. In addition, regression can be used with a linear model, exponential model, or a
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multivariate model that includes multiple factors such as water table elevation in addition to
time.

Using this test and interpreting results
Regression is an easy procedure to apply and shows the relationship of pairs of data (time and con-
centration) to obtain a fit to a model (such as for linear regression, the slope and intercept of a line).
A best estimate of the first-order attenuation rate (k) can be obtained by fitting a first-order decay
model (Ct=C0e-kt) to the concentration versus time data or by fitting a linear model for natural log
concentration versus time data (ln(Ct) = ln(C0) - kt). Many software packages also provide a 95%
confidence interval for the slope of the model or the attenuation rate in the form described above.
This confidence interval is useful for evaluating the uncertainty associated with the estimated atten-
uation rate. An example of regression applied to groundwater data is included in Appendix A.6.

Theil-Sen Trend Line

l This method does not require a normal distribution for the residuals.
l Theil-Sen line analysis is less sensitive than regression analysis to outliers or extreme values
l This method can only be used to evaluate linear trends. However, a first-order attenuation
rate can be estimated by analyzing natural log concentration versus time data.

Using this test and interpreting results
When the Theil-Sen trend line is used for a data set of natural log concentration versus time, the
estimated slope is the negative of the estimated first-order attenuation rate with units of time-1. In
other words, if the slope is -0.25 and the time units for the data set is in years, then the estimated
attenuation rate is 0.25 yr-1. Many software packages also provide a 95% confidence interval for
the attenuation rate. This confidence interval is useful for evaluating the uncertainty associated with
the estimated attenuation rate.

Interpretation of Results and Associated Uncertainty 

Any prediction of future concentrations that is made using an attenuation rate estimated from past
data implicitly relies on several assumptions. The key assumptions include:

l Future site conditions will be the same as past conditions (same remedy, same groundwater
flow conditions).

l The attenuation rate is determined using an appropriate model. For example, if a linear
model was used to determine the attenuation rates, then the attenuation is assumed to be
monotonically decreasing along a straight line.

For most sites, it is unlikely that these assumptions will be completely satisfied. For example, mat-
rix diffusion effects may cause the attenuation to deviate from first order. In this case, the range of
future concentrations or cleanup times calculated from the 95% confidence interval of the atten-
uation rate should not be considered a true 95% confidence interval for the prediction. Instead, the
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calculated future concentrations and cleanup times are reasonable estimates based on the available
data. The predictions should be interpreted in the context of the complete conceptual site model
(CSM).

For any case where the 95% confidence interval for the attenuation rate includes zero (meaning the
difference between the attenuation rate and zero is not statistically significant), any predictions
made using the attenuation rate are highly uncertain.

See also Study Question 7,Section 4.5.1: Monitoring for Concentration Changes, Section 4.6.2:
Trends Toward Compliance Criteriaand Section 5.9: Time Series Forecasting.

Related Study Questions   

Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?

Study Question 5:  Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?

Study Question 7: What are the contaminant attenuation rates in wells?

Key Words: Cleanup Time, Concentration trends, Attenuation Rate, Remediation, Monitoring,
Closure
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C.5 Study Question 5. Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?

Whether concentrations are increasing, decreasing, periodic, or stable over time is a question that
generally requires analysis beyond simple graphical methods, especially when data fluctuate or
exhibit high variability. The tests described below for general trend testing are closely related to the
tests used for season or period trend analyses or for calculating attenuation rates (Study Question 6,
Study Question 7). Statistical trend tests can be used as a diagnostic tool to determine if the mean
of the population is stationary to qualify the use of the distribution for many other statistical tests.
Trend tests can also be used to demonstrate decreases in contaminant concentrations over time.
Temporal trend analysis of groundwater monitoring results often reveals differences in results
between wells. Even at sites with overall decreasing chemical concentrations, the trend analysis
often identifies some wells with statistically significant decreasing concentrations, some wells with
decreasing concentrations that are not statistically significant, and some wells with increasing con-
centrations.

This question is usually relevant in the remediation, monitoring, and closure stages of the project
life cycle.

Selecting and Characterizing the Data Set

Verify that the data set can support trend analyses and modeling. Refer to Section 3.4: Common
Statistical Assumptions for further discussion of how the following requirements may impact stat-
istical analysis results.

l Check for outliers using box plots, probability plots, Dixon's test, or Rosner's test.
l Check for autocorrelation between successive sampling events.
l Ability to detect trends can be impacted by pooling data across wells.
l In general, longer records of data are better at detecting trends but in many cases trends will
differ based on remedial methods.

l See also Section 4.1: Considerations for Statistical Analysis.

Statistical Methods and Tools

To determine if there is a temporal change or pattern to the data, first use simple graphical tech-
niques to observe significant trends. However, if cyclical effects complicate the pattern of the data
consider other statistical methods to answer this study question. The statistical methods described
below focus on the monotonic trends, as well as systematic variation in a temporal setting.

Time Series Plots

l These plots show concentration on the y-axis versus time on the x-axis.
l You must assign values to nondetects for these plots.
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Using this test and interpreting results
Use this test to visualize temporal changes of concentrations of a single chemical. Data from mul-
tiple time periods can show existing patterns in the data. By combining multiple sample points, the
temporal patterns usually show up as parallel traces. The spread of the lines would indicate the dis-
persion of the data over time. Qualitative comparison of the slopes can identify individual trends
between wells.

ANOVA

l Data must follow a normal distribution and have a constant variance or spread of sample res-
ults.

l You must assign values to nondetects.

Using this test and interpreting results
This test identifies temporal differences among sample periods or nonstationarity (change in means
over time). Evaluate the temporal effects of individual sampling events or cyclical event (season)
by grouping concentrations across monitoring wells for each sampling date, or season.The one-
way ANOVA for temporal effects can formally identify cyclical or nonmonotonic trends.

Significant cyclical variation usually tends to inflate the estimate of the current population variance.
If the test identifies a significant temporal effect, the data set can be adjusted to account for sea-
sonality or other cyclical patterns. Study Question 6 addresses how to identify and correct for sea-
sonality or other periodic changes in concentrations.

Spearman's Test

l This nonparametric test does not require that data are derived from a particular statistical dis-
tribution.

l Spearman's test is not influenced by outliers or extreme values.
l This test is not appropriate for data sets with a large number nondetects.

Using this test and interpreting results
This test provides information on the direction of the trend (increasing or decreasing) and whether
or not the trend is significant. This test is closely related to Pearson’s test discussed below. This test
is not recommended if there are seasonal or periodic fluctuations in concentrations. Study Question
6 addresses how to identify and correct for seasonality or other periodic changes in concentrations.
If there is autocorrelation among successive sampling events then the samples are not independent
and the degrees of freedom for evaluating statistical significance are overstated.

Mann-Kendall Trend Test

l This nonparametric test does not require that data are derived from a particular statistical dis-
tribution.
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l This test is not influenced by outliers or extreme values.
l This test is not appropriate for data sets with a large number of nondetects.

Using this test and interpreting results
This test identifies significant changes in the mean over time using at least eight sample points (not
assuming a particular distribution). The slope of the concentration over time is monotonic. Trends
are significant when the absolute value of the S statistic is greater than the critical value. This result
indicates that the mean is not stationary over time at this sampling point. The total of the pair dif-
ferences (S statistic) results in a large negative or positive value for decreasing or increasing trends,
respectively. The size of the S statistic is not a measure of the magnitude of the slope. You can cal-
culate the monotonic trends of concentrations over time at a single point to identify statistically sig-
nificant concentration trends.

Theil-Sen Trend Line

l This test identifies the slope of the trend line.
l Confidence limits can be calculated around the slope of the trend line to ascertain whether
the trend is statistically significant.

l Like the Mann-Kendall, this test does not require a normal distribution and can handle
extreme values.

l This test is not appropriate for data sets with a large number of nondetects.

Using this test and interpreting results
This test estimates the slope of a trend line, which can be used to predict the mean concentration at
some point in time. If the slope is positive and upper and lower confidence limits around the slope
are also positive, the test indicates that there is a statistically significant increasing trend, and the
opposite is true for a negative slope and confidence limits. If the upper confidence limit is positive
and the lower is negative, there is insufficient evidence to indicate a statistically significant trend.

Pearson's Test

l This test requires a normal distribution.
l This test is sensitive to outliers or extreme values.
l This test requires a constant dispersion of the data over sampling events.

Using this test and interpreting results
This test provides information on the direction of the trend (increasing or decreasing) and whether
or not this trend is significant. This test is closely related to the Spearman’s test discussed above.
This test is not recommended if there are seasonal or periodic fluctuations in concentrations. Study
Question 6 addresses how to identify and correct for seasonality or other periodic changes in con-
centrations. If there is autocorrelation among successive sampling events then the samples are not
independent and the degrees of freedom for evaluating statistical significance are overstated.

Linear Regression
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l This test requires a normal distribution.
l This test is sensitive to outliers.
l This test requires constant dispersion of the data.

Using this test and interpreting results
Regression is an easy procedure to apply and shows the relationship of pairs of data (time and con-
centration) to obtain the slope and intercept of a line. To apply a linear regression appropriately, the
relationship must be linear (monotonic increasing or decreasing). When the slope is not zero, either
a positive or negative trend is present. The statistical significance of the trend is identified by the
slope being significantly different from zero.

Interpretation of Results and Associated Uncertainty

Temporal trend analyses show whether and how chemical concentrations are changing over time.
As discussed above, nonparametric tests, such as the Mann-Kendall test and Theil-Sen trend line,
do not require assumptions regarding the data distribution. In contrast, linear regression analysis
requires an assumption regarding the pattern of change over time (such as monotonically decreas-
ing). Additionally, parametric regression analysis assumes that the variability not associated with
the temporal trend is normally-distributed. If the required assumptions are not satisfied, then the
accuracy of the regression analysis is reduced. However, if the assumptions are satisfied, regression
analysis will be more accurate than the Mann-Kendall test because the regression analysis uses the
information concerning data distribution as part of the test.

If the p-value is less than 0.05, then typically the change in concentration over time is statistically
significant. A statistically-significant trend depends on a number of factors including the length of
the monitoring record and the magnitude of variability not associated with the long-term trend rel-
ative to the magnitude of the long-term trend. In data sets with high variability, longer monitoring
records are needed to identify statistically significant trends. See also Section 4.5.1: Monitoring for
Concentration Changes and Section 4.6.2: Trends Toward Compliance Criteria.

Related Study Questions

Study Question 3: Are concentrations above or below a criterion?

Study Question 6:  Is there seasonality in the concentrations?

Study Question 7: What are the contaminant attenuation rates in wells?

Key Words: Temporal Trends, Remediation, Monitoring, Closure
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C.6 Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?

Most statistical tests assume statistical independence of the sample data. Temporally dependent
groundwater data violate the assumption of independence. High levels of variability unrelated to
the long-term temporal trend also make it difficult to identify statistically significant long-term
trends and to estimate attenuation rates and remediation time frames (McHugh et al. 2011).

When temporal variability exists because of the distribution of the timing of the sample collection,
the distribution exhibits time dependence or autocorrelation (for example, a cyclical pattern of data
affected by the seasons). To verify statistical independence, demonstrate a low correlation between
the concentration and the time of the sampling event. Evaluate the cyclical change (seasonal vari-
ation) to adequately understand the variance of the population. A cyclical pattern can bias the vari-
ance of the distribution or create a slope of the concentration that is not monotonic. You can
evaluate the temporal evaluation and adjust the distribution to evaluate the trend accordingly.

This question is usually relevant in the remediation, monitoring, and closure stages of the project
life cycle.

Selecting and Characterizing the Data Set

Refer to Section 3.4: Common Statistical Assumptions for further discussion of how the following
requirements may affect statistical analysis results.

l Check for outliers using box plots, probability plots, Dixon's test, or Rosner's test.
l Check for autocorrelation between seasonal sampling events.
l The ability to detect trends can be impacted by aggregating data across wells.
l In general, you can obtain better detection of trends using longer records of data, but in
many cases, attenuation rates will differ based on remedial methods.

l See also Section 4.1: Considerations for Statistical Analysis.

If the test does not assume a distribution, then no testing of the distribution is necessary. However,
if a substantial number of nondetects are present, then the test cannot indicate autocorrelation. The
samples should cover multiple years with an observable seasonal pattern each year. Each season
should include at least three measurements.

When the objective is to determine if there is a temporal change or pattern to the data, simple graph-
ical procedures can reveal significant trends. However, if cyclical effects complicate the pattern of
the data then consider other statistical methods listed below to answer this study question.

Statistical Methods and Tools

Determine if there is a significant cyclical pattern in the data that creates autocorrelation between
the samples; statistical independence of the data is a key assumption for many statistical tests.
When the objective is to determine if there is a temporal change or pattern to single series data, use
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the sample autocorrelation function or Rank von Neumann ratio test to identify correlated samples
from specific seasons. When the objective is to determine if there is a temporal change or pattern to
a group of wells, use time series plots or the Kruskal-Wallis test to identify correlated samples
related to specific seasons.

Sample Autocorrelation Function

l Data must follow normal distribution for this test.
l A minimum of 8 to 10 measurements are recommended, although a greater number of meas-
urements may be necessary to obtain the desired confidence level.

l This test is very sensitive to extreme values (outliers).

Using this test and interpreting results
Over several measurements, calculate an autocorrelation coefficient. If any coefficient exceeds the
critical value, then assume samples are dependent.

Plot the autocorrelation coefficient over the number of lags overlaid (plus or minus the critical
value) to identify the significance of the dependent nature of the samples. If the shape of the func-
tion is sinusoidal, then the data exhibit seasonal fluctuation. Adjust the values for seasonality. If sea-
sonality occurs, change the frequency of sampling or adjust the data set.

Rank von Neumann Ratio Test

l This test requires no distribution assumptions.
l This test cannot handle a substantial number of tied values or nondetect values.
l A minimum of 10 to 12 observations from a single well is recommended.

Using this test and interpreting results
Since this test does not assume a distribution, no testing of the distribution is necessary. However, a
substantial number of nondetects will cause the test to lose its validity for autocorrelation.

Seasonality is one of many reasons for temporal correlation. By evaluating von Neumann ratio and
comparing it to a lower critical point, you can identify evidence for temporal correlation at a selec-
ted level of significance. Withne's test sufficient evidence of autocorrelation, you must adjust the
data to evaluate the trend of the observations. If this occurs, the frequency of sampling should
change or adjust the data set.

Time Series Plots

l Standardize the concentration on y-axis versus time on x-axis.
l Assign values to nondetects.
l Plot parallel lines for several wells.

Using this test and interpreting results
The standardized concentration is assigned by subtracting the mean concentration of each well
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from the concentration and dividing by the standard deviation. You can visually identify temporal
patterns by plotting the standardized concentrations of several wells over time. Seasonal fluc-
tuations will show up in the time series as parallel traces. Since this is a qualitative method, adjust
for seasonal variations in evaluating the trend.

Kruskal-Wallis Test

l As a nonparametric test, normality of the data is not required.
l At least three groups of data (see Section 5.8.2) must be present.
l If applied to a group of wells, little to no spatial variation should exist.

Using this test and interpreting results
This test identifies temporal differences among sample periods or nonstationarity (change in means
over time). Evaluate the temporal effects of individual sampling events or cyclical events (seasons)
by aggregating concentrations across monitoring wells for each sampling date, as described above.
The Kruskal-Wallis test confirms whether median measurement levels differ by season, thus indic-
ating the presence of seasonality.

If acceptable under the regulatory program, change the sample frequency as a simple remedy for
temporal correlation. If the test identifies a significant temporal effect, adjust the data set to account
for significant seasonal correlations (seasonality). Otherwise, use specific statistical tests that have a
seasonal test method. For example, you can perform a seasonal Mann-Kendall test on each group
(season), then combine the S statistics of the groups to calculate the overall S statistic. You can
identify a significant trend over time at one location when the absolute value of S is greater than the
critical point. This result indicates that the mean is not stationary at this sampling point, despite the
seasonal fluctuations.

Interpretation of Results and Associated Uncertainty

The temporal trend analyses explain whether and how contaminant concentrations are changing
over time. As discussed above, a nonparametric test such as the seasonal Mann-Kendall test does
not require assumptions regarding the data distribution. However, significant seasonal fluctuations
in the data will cause false negative errors in the statistical test methods. Temporally dependent and
autocorrelated data generally contain both a truly random and nonrandom component. Only strong
correlations are likely to affect the results of further statistical testing. See also Section 4.5.1 and
Section 4.6.2.

Related Study Questions

Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?

Key Words: Temporal Trends, Remediation, Monitoring, Closure, Cyclic or Periodic Change
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C.7 Study Question 7: What are the contaminant attenuation rates in wells?

When contaminant concentrations are identified as having a trend over time (see Study Question
5), this question follows to estimate the rate of change over time (attenuation rate). You can then
use the attenuation rate to evaluate whether the rate of decrease in concentration is adequate to
achieve the site goals. In addition, the attenuation rate can be used to estimate future concentrations
including when concentrations will reach a cleanup criterion (see Study Question 4).

When using a data set from a single well or a set of wells in the source area, the attenuation rate
determined from the concentration versus time data (sometimes called a "source attenuation rate")
represents source depletion (Newell et al. 2002). In contrast, the decrease in concentration over dis-
tance downgradient of the source is called a "plume attenuation rate" (see Study Question 8).

This question is usually relevant in the remediation, monitoring, and closure stages of the project
life cycle.

Selecting and Characterizing the Data Set

Verify that the data set can support trend analyses and modeling. Refer to Section 3.4: Common
Statistical Assumptions for further discussion of how the following requirements may impact stat-
istical analysis results.

l Check for outliers using box plots, probability plots, Dixon's test, or Rosner's test.
l Check for autocorrelation between successive sampling events.
l Ability to detect trends can be impacted by pooling data across wells.
l In general, you can obtain better detection of trends using longer records of data, but in
many cases attenuation rates will differ based on remedial methods.

l See also Section 4.1: Considerations for Statistical Analysis.

When you evaluate multiple time intervals from a single monitoring record in order to identify
changes in attenuation rates, be sure to evaluate the uncertainty in the attenuation rate estimates (the
confidence bands) in order to determine whether an apparent difference in attenuation rates is most
likely to be associated with true change in the source attenuation rate or an artifact of shorter-term
random variability.

Determining whether two attenuation rates are different requires an evaluation of the uncertainty
associated with each attenuation rate. The greater the difference in the attenuation rates relative to
the uncertainty associated with each rate, the greater the confidence that the observed difference in
the attenuation rates is real. See the case example in Appendix A.7.

Statistical Methods and Tools

Attenuation rates can be estimated using parametric or nonparametric methods. Both methods
require assumptions about the concentration trend, for example zero order (linear trend over time)
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or first order (exponential decay). For groundwater monitoring data, exponential decay is a com-
monly observed long-term trend (Newell et al. 2002). Therefore, the attenuation rate is usually best
represented by a first-order decay rate.

Regression

l Regression assumes a normal distribution for the residuals (the variability not associated with
the long-term trend is normally distributed). When this assumption is not satisfied, the accur-
acy of the results is reduced.

l Regression provides flexibility for the model fit to the data. Regression can be used with a
linear model, exponential model, or a multivariate model that includes factors such as water
table elevation in addition to time.

l Regression is sensitive to outliers.

Using this test and interpreting results
Regression is an easy procedure to apply and shows the relationship of pairs of data (time and con-
centration) to obtain a fit to a model (such as for linear regression, the slope and intercept of a line).
A best estimate of the first-order attenuation rate (k) can be obtained by fitting a first-order decay
model (Ct=C0 e-kt) to the concentration versus time data or by fitting a linear model for natural log
concentration versus time data (ln(Ct) = ln(C0) - kt). Many software packages also provide a 95%
confidence interval for the slope of the model or the attenuation rate in the form described above.
This confidence interval is useful for evaluating the uncertainty associated with the estimated atten-
uation rate. An example of regression applied to groundwater data is included in Appendix A.6.

Theil-Sen Trend Line

l This test does not require a normal distribution for the residuals.
l This test is less sensitive than regression analysis to outliers or extreme values.
l This test can only be used to evaluate linear trends (however, a first-order attenuation rate
can be estimated by analyzing natural log concentration versus time data).

Using this test and interpreting results
When the Theil-Sen trend line is used for a data set of natural log concentration versus time, the
estimated slope is the negative of estimated the first-order attenuation rate with units of time-1. In
other words, if the slope is -0.25 and the time units for the data set is years, then the estimated atten-
uation rate is 0.25 yr-1. With the use of a bootstrapping method, many software packages also
provide a 95% confidence band for the attenuation rate as described in Section 5.2.7 and Chapter
21.3, Unified Guidance. This confidence band is useful for evaluating the uncertainty associated
with the estimated attenuation rate.

When comparing the attenuation rates for two different wells (or two data sets that each represent
one or more wells) if the confidence bands for the attenuation rates do not overlap, then you can
conclude with reasonable certainty that the attenuation rates are different. If the confidence bands
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do overlap, then you cannot conclude with confidence that the attenuation rates are different. Two
examples of comparing attenuation rates are presented in Appendix A.7.

Interpretation of Results and Associated Uncertainty

When evaluating temporal trends in groundwater monitoring results, differences in results between
wells are often present. Even at sites with overall decreasing contaminant concentrations, the trend
analysis can identify some wells with statistically significant decreasing concentrations, some wells
with apparently decreasing concentrations that are not statistically significant, and some wells with
apparently increasing concentrations. In many cases, the apparent differences in concentration
trends between wells can be attributed to random variability in the monitoring data rather than real
differences in attenuation rates between wells.

A key challenge in the evaluation of concentration trends for multiple wells is determining whether
these differences are due to random variability in monitoring results or due to true differences in
attenuation between wells. This determination should be based on lines of evidence such as:

l Are the differences in attenuation rate statistically significant? If the 95% confidence bands
for the attenuation rates overlap, then the difference is not significant.

l Does the variation in attenuation rates exhibit a spatial pattern? In other words, are wells
with increasing concentrations or slower attenuation clustered together? Are wells with faster
attenuation clustered together?

l Is there a potential mechanistic explanation for the observed differences? For example, are
the wells with faster attenuation rates located closer to an active remediation system? Or are
the wells with slower attenuation rates screened in lower permeability soils?

Unless a majority of the lines of evidence suggest true differences in attenuation rates between
wells, then it is likely that the observed differences are due to random variation. For a group of
wells without clear differences in attenuation rates, the best estimate of the overall plume atten-
uation rate can be obtained by either using a midpoint attenuation factor such as the average or
median attenuation factor or evaluating the attenuation rate for groundwater concentrations that are
representative of the group of wells (such as the average, median, or maximum concentration for
each monitoring period).

When comparing attenuation rates, the evaluation of whether the attenuation rates are different is
not an absolute yes or no. The results should influence the level of confidence in the conclusion. If
the confidence bands for two attenuation rates almost overlap, then confidence in the conclusion
that the attenuation rates are different should be lower than if the confidence bands are separated by
a greater distance.

The 95% confidence band for the attenuation rate reflects the uncertainty associated with the estim-
ate of the attenuation rate based on the variability in monitoring record that is not explained by the
long-term trend. However, other sources of uncertainty may not be captured by the statistical ana-
lysis. For example, if a monitoring record was collected during an extended drought when the
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water table was dropping over time, then you may have less confidence that the observed rate of
attenuation would continue during a subsequent period of normal precipitation. For an evaluation
of whether two attenuation rates are different, consider the statistical analyses discussed, the com-
plete conceptual site model (CSM), and any other available information that may be relevant to the
determination.

See also Study Question 7, Section 4.5.1: Monitoring for Concentration Changes, and Section
4.6.2: Trends Toward Compliance Criteria.

Related Study Questions.

Study Question 8: How do contaminant concentrations change with distance from the source
area?

Key Words: Attenuation, Contaminant attenuation rate, changing contaminant concentrations,
Remediation, Monitoring, Closure
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C.8 Study Question 8: How do contaminant concentrations change with distance from the
source area?

This question continues the progression of Study Question 7. Study Question 7 characterizes the
temporal trends at different wells. Study Question 8 expands the comparison to the overall mass of
a plume as you move away from the source area. As discussed in Study Question 7, comparing
concentration trends in different wells is useful for evaluating the existence of spatial differences in
attenuation rates and if concentrations are changing as you move further from the source area at a
specific time. However, the question often involves the distance the plumes extends, and the over-
all behavior of the plume. If the slopes in concentration at each well are not statistically different,
then the magnitude of those trend lines represents a consistent range of the plume attenuation rate.
The rate of change of concentrations over distances is calculated by concentration difference over
the distance. If there is not homogeneity of trends of wells along the centerline of the plume, then
quantifying the decrease of contaminant concentrations as the plume moves downgradient of the
source area becomes a complex spatial statistical problem. Comprehensive spatial analysis of
change in concentration requires geostatistics, which is beyond the scope of this document.

The use of mass flux across an aquifer, however, is a better method to estimate the characteristics
of the plume (Feenstra, Cherry, and Parker 1996). The uncertainty of the spatial variations of con-
centrations are handled by quantifying the mass discharge at transects of a plume as described in
the ITRC document Use and Measurement of Mass Flux and Mass Discharge (ITRC 2010). This
method appropriately gives manageable values of the mass discharge for an area of the plume.
Then by evaluating the mass discharge between transects of a plume, you can understand the trend
of the contaminant concentration over distance. The attenuation rate of the plume is the slope of the
differences in the mass discharge between transects.

Comparing the trends in mass discharge across transects of a plume as you move further from the
source area is similar to comparing the attenuation rates between wells (see Study Question 7).
Determining whether two attenuation rates are different requires an evaluation of the uncertainty
associated with each attenuation rate. If the slopes to the mass discharge trends of a plume are not
statistically different as contamination moves away from the source area, then the slope of the trend
lines will represent the range of the attenuation rate for the overall plume.

This question is usually relevant in the remediation, monitoring, and closure stages of the project
life cycle.

Selecting and Characterizing the Data Set

Verify that the data set can support trend analyses and modeling. Refer to Section 3.4 for further
discussion of how the following requirements may impact statistical analysis results.

l Check for outliers using box plots, probability plots, Dixon’s Test, and Rosner’s Test.
l Check for autocorrelation between successive sampling events.
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l Ability to detect trends can be impacted by pooling data across wells.
l In general, you can obtain better detection of trends using longer records of data, but in
many cases attenuation rates will differ based on remedial methods.

l See also Section 4.1: Considerations for Statistical Analysis.

When you evaluate multiple time intervals from a single monitoring record in order to identify
changes in attenuation rates, be sure to evaluate the uncertainty in the attenuation rate estimates (the
confidence bands) in order to determine whether an apparent difference in attenuation rates is most
likely to be associated with true change in the source attenuation rate or an artifact of shorter-term
random variability.

ITRC 2010 discusses the selection of points to define the transect and the calculation of the mass
discharge. Each transect becomes a unique data point along the longitudinal axis of the plume,
instead of looking at one location over time. This is a data intensive process, where at least four
transects are needed to calculate the slope over the distance between transects.

Statistical Methods and Tools

The statistical methods of estimating the attenuation rates from monitoring wells along the center-
line can be done by using parametric or nonparametric methods. Both methods require assumptions
about the concentration trend for example zero order (linear trend over time) or first order (expo-
nential decay). See Study Question 7 for details.

Linear Regression

l Regression is an easy procedure that shows the relationship between two variables (distance
and mass discharge).

l The slope of the trend line is an estimate of the change in the mean of the mass discharges
over distance between transects.

l To apply a linear regression appropriately, the relationship must be linear (monotonic and
noncyclical trends to the mass discharge).

Using this test and interpreting results
Regression is an easy procedure to apply and shows the relationship of pairs of data (time and con-
centration) to obtain a fit to a model (such as for linear regression, the slope and intercept of a line).
A best estimate of the first-order attenuation rate (k) can be obtained by fitting a first-order decay
model (Ct=C0 e-kt) to the concentration versus time data or by fitting a linear model for natural log
concentration versus time data (ln(Ct) = ln(C0)-kt). With the use of a bootstrapping method, many
software packages also provide a 95% confidence band for the attenuation rate as described in Sec-
tion 5.5.3 and Chapter 21.3.1, Unified Guidance. This confidence interval is useful for evaluating
the uncertainty associated with the estimated attenuation rate.
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Theil-Sen Trend Line

l The slope of the trend line is a measurement of the change in the median of the mass dis-
charges over distance between transects.

l The trend line is constructed by combining the median pair-wise slope with the median mass
discharge and distance between transects.

Using this test and interpreting results
When the Theil-Sen trend line is used for a data set of natural log concentration versus time, the
estimated slope is the negative of estimated the first-order attenuation rate with units of time-1. In
other words, if the slope is -0.25 and the time units for the data set is years, then the estimated atten-
uation rate is 0.25 yr-1. With the use of a bootstrapping method, many software packages also
provide a 95% confidence band for the attenuation rate as described in Section 5.5.3 and Chapter
21.3.1, Unified Guidance.

Interpretation of Results and Associated Uncertainty

You can estimate the change in concentration over time (attenuation rate). Regression analysis
(parametric) or Theil-Sen trend line (nonparametric) can be used to estimate attenuation rates.
Then, by calculating a confidence interval around the median at a point in time, you can generate a
nonparametric confidence band around the attenuation rate with the use of bootstrapping (see Sec-
tion 5.5.3 and Chapter 21.3.1, Unified Guidance). This approach provides an estimate of the uncer-
tainty you have with the magnitude of the slope.

If the confidence bands do not overlap, then the attenuation rates are statistically different (see
Study Question 7 for details). By dividing the concentration difference by the distance between the
wells you can estimate the concentration change over distance.

In order to compare the attenuation rates for two different transects, estimate the attenuation rates
and provide confidence bands for the attenuation rates. If the confidence bands do not overlap,
then you conclude that the attenuation rates are statistically different and you will need addition geo-
statistics methods to evaluate the overall plume.

The confidence band around trend lines reflects the uncertainty associated with the estimate of the
attenuation rate. The uncertainty associated with the attenuation rate depends on a number of
factors including the length of the monitoring record and the magnitude of variability not associated
with the long-term trend (relative to the magnitude of the long-term trend). In data sets with higher
variability and shorter monitoring, records will have more uncertainty (larger confidence bands)
compared to data sets with lower variability and longer monitoring records.

When evaluating trends in groundwater monitoring results, differences in results between wells and
different plume areas are often present. Even at sites with overall decreasing contaminant con-
centrations, the trend analysis can identify some wells or plume areas with statistically significant
decreasing concentrations, some wells or plume areas with apparently decreasing concentrations
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that are not statistically significant, and some wells or plume areas with apparently increasing con-
centrations. In many cases, the apparent differences in concentration trends between wells or plume
areas can be attributed to random variability in the monitoring data rather than real differences in
attenuation rates between wells.

A key challenge in the evaluation of concentration trends is determining whether these differences
are due to random variability in monitoring results or due to true differences in attenuation. This
determination should be based on lines of evidence such as:

l Are the differences in attenuation rate statistically significant? If the 95% confidence bands
for the attenuation rates overlap, then the difference is not significant.

l Does the variation in attenuation rates exhibit a spatial pattern? In other words, are wells
with increasing concentrations or slower attenuation clustered together? Are wells with faster
attenuation clustered together?

l Is there a potential mechanistic explanation for the observed differences? For example, are
the wells with faster attenuation rates located closer to an active remediation system? Or are
the wells with slower attenuation rates screened in lower permeability soils?

Unless a majority of the lines of evidence suggest true differences in attenuation rates, then it is
likely that the observed differences are due to random variation. For wells or plume areas without
clear differences in attenuation rates, the best estimate of the overall plume attenuation rate can be
obtained by either using a midpoint attenuation factor such as the average or median attenuation
factor or evaluating the attenuation rate for groundwater concentrations that are representative of
the group of wells (such as the average, median, or maximum concentration for each monitoring
period).

An evaluation of whether two attenuation rates are different should include consideration of the stat-
istical analyses discussed, the site conceptual site model (CSM) and any other available information
that may be relevant to the determination.

Related Study Questions

Study Question 7: What are the contaminant attenuation rates in wells?

Key Words: Attenuation, Remediation, Monitoring, Closure
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C.9 Study Question 9: Is the sampling frequency appropriate (temporal optimization)?

Optimization and design of the monitoring program must assure sample independence while cov-
ering the site sufficiently and collecting adequate data over an appropriate time period for proposed
statistical evaluations. If the monitoring program is in the early stages, statistical design options
should be considered such that an adequate number of samples are collected (Section 3.6). For sites
with existing long term monitoring data sets, sampling frequency can often be reduced while still
providing adequate data for evaluation. The required frequency of sampling can be evaluated with
statistical methods that assess whether there is redundancy of sample results for a particular well.
You can also apply spatial statistics to evaluate sampling frequency among a set of wells. For an
overview of spatial optimization methods, see Study Question 10. For effective optimization, you
must establish the goal of the long-term monitoring program and identify an acceptable length of
time to determine a change.

This question can be relevant in all stages of the project life cycle: release detection, site char-
acterization, monitoring, remediation, and closure. Although it is more likely that there is enough
information to conduct optimization at later stages in the project life cycle.

Selecting and Characterizing the Data Set

Verify that the data set can support optimization techniques. Refer to Section 3.4: Common Stat-
istical Assumptions for further discussion of how the following requirements may impact statistical
analysis results.

l Check for outliers using box plots, probability plots, Dixon’s Test, and Rosner’s Test.
l Check for autocorrelation between successive sampling events.
l Check significant temporal trends using time series plots.
l See also Section 4.1: Considerations for Statistical Analysis.

Statistical Methods and Tools

Using the results of the above plots and tests as a guide, you can use more sophisticated statistical
methods to evaluate the redundancy of sample results for a particular well. These methods can also
be applied to a network of wells. The two approaches highlighted for this question are an iterative
thinning analysis or cost effective sampling (CES). There are also some other optimization methods
including the modified CES method and genetic algorithms. Be aware that in some cases where the
uncertainty is determined to be high, additional sampling may be recommended. See Appendix D
for software packages.
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Iterative Thinning

l This test analyzes a large data set and trims results.
l If trends or seasonality exist, then the performance metric is based on replicating these tem-
poral trends with the subset of samples.

l If there are no trends, then trimmed data are compared to the stationary summary statistics.

Using this test and interpreting results

l Normality is not a requirement of the method, but you must use the appropriate underlying
statistical method (for example, a parametric trend test for data that are derived from a normal
statistical distribution).

l Some nondetects are allowed, but use caution in applying this method with frequent non-
detects.

l This method can be used for concentrations that are trending with time (time series plots).
l The method works better with more data, so is best applied in later project stages.
l Specify the desired level of confidence for each well.

Cost Effective Sampling (CES)

l Base "the sampling frequency on the changes in concentration at a given well, rather than
the well's location with respect to the plume" (Ridley and McQueen 2005; Ridley et al.
1995).

l "CES calculates quantitative measures of the trend and variability of important COCs [chem-
icals] at each monitoring location and interprets this information by means of decision trees
to arrive at a recommended sampling frequency" (Ridley and McQueen 2005).

l "An essential aspect of the CES program has been to use simple statistics within a decision-
logic framework to provide information that can be easily understood" (Ridley and
McQueen 2005).

Using this test and interpreting results

l Normality is not a requirement of the method and nondetects are not explicitly an issue as
long as the trend and variability in the chemical data can be assessed.

l This method can be used for concentrations that are trending with time (time series plots).
l The method works better with more data, so is best applied in later project stages.
l Specify bins of concentration trends and associated variability in the trend for each well and
chemical – for example, small trends warrant annual sampling and large trends and vari-
ability merit quarterly sampling.

Interpretation of Results and Associated Uncertainty

Groundwater monitoring well network optimization often works best when the network is eval-
uated as a unit. Therefore, there is greater potential for project benefits when both spatial and tem-
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poral information is considered. However, there are cases where a project could benefit by elim-
inating redundant sampling events or by adding sampling events to reduce uncertainties.

Related Study Questions 

Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?

Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?

Study Question 10: Is the spatial coverage of the monitoring network appropriate (spatial optim-
ization)?

Key Words: Temporal Concentrations, Optimization, Release Detection, Site Characterization,
Remediation, Monitoring, Closure
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C.10 Study Question 10: Is the spatial coverage of the monitoring network appropriate (spa-
tial optimization)?

Optimization and design of the monitoring program must assure sample independence while provid-
ing adequate spatial coverage of the site. This question addresses how to use statistical methods to
optimize the spatial coverage of the site. Optimization can lead to decreasing or increasing the num-
ber of wells. The concepts of sufficiency and redundancy are related but different tools are avail-
able to determine if existing wells are redundant (that is, wells can be removed from monitoring) if
there are sufficient wells (you may either add or remove wells). If the monitoring program is in the
early stages, statistical design considerations and site investigation data can be used to establish a
well network (Section 3.6). Statistical spatial optimization methods are most applicable for a site
with existing large data sets. For an overview of temporal optimization methods, see Study Ques-
tion 9. For effective optimization, you must establish the goal of the long-term monitoring program
and identify an acceptable set of wells to determine a change.

This question can be relevant in all stages of the project life cycle: release detection, site char-
acterization, remediation, monitoring, and closure; it is more likely that enough information exists
to conduct optimization at later stages in the project life cycle.

Selecting and Characterizing the Data Set

Verify that the data set can support optimization techniques. Refer to Section 3.4: Common Stat-
istical Assumptions for further discussion of how the following requirements may impact statistical
analysis results.

l Check for the presence of outliers using box plots, probability plots, Dixon's test, and Ros-
ner's test.

l Check for autocorrelation between successive sampling events.
l Check for significant temporal trends.
l Verify that the mean and variance are stable over the data set (or subset) time.
l Verify that the data set exhibits normal distribution or normalize it using transformation,
determine a suitable method for handling nondetects.

l See also Section 4.1: Considerations for Statistical Analysis.

Statistical Methods and Tools

Using the results of the above plots and tests as a guide, you can use more sophisticated statistical
methods to evaluate the redundancy or sufficiency of sample results among wells. The two
approaches highlighted for this assessment are the redundancy or spatial uncertainty analyses. Spa-
tial optimization is a challenging objective and an active area of research. Generally these methods
require a lot of data and broad spatial coverage of the plume. Optimization results should be
checked versus what is known or hypothesized about contamination using the conceptual site
model (CSM). Be aware that in some cases uncertainty can be high and additional sampling may
be required. See Appendix D for software packages.
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Redundancy Analysis

l This test analyzes a large data set and trims wells.
l If trends exist, then the performance metric is based on replicating these spatial trends (for
example, maps of contaminant plumes) with the subset of wells.

l If there are no trends, then trimmed data are compared to the stationary summary statistics.

Using this test and interpreting results

l Normality is not required, but some of the methods may be sensitive to highly skewed dis-
tributions.

l Some nondetects are allowed, but use caution in applying these methods with frequent non-
detects.

l You can use simple qualitative evaluations based on removing a single or multiple wells or
more sophisticated analyses like slope factor analyses or genetic algorithms to search for
optimal well reduction scenarios. These methods work better with more data, so are best
applied in later project stages.

Spatial Uncertainty Analysis

l This test calculates spatial uncertainty for a large data set. Areas of higher uncertainty war-
rant more wells and areas with lower uncertainty need fewer wells.

l If trends or seasonality exist, then these trends should be eliminated for some of these meth-
ods.

Using this test and interpreting results

l These methods typically work best with normally distributed data or data that can be trans-
formed to normality.

l Some nondetects are allowed, but use caution in applying this method with frequent non-
detects.

l You cannot use this method when concentrations are trending with time (time series plots).
l These methods works better with more data, so it is best applied in later project stages.
l Spatial optimization methods generally employ geostatistics (for example, kriging). The cur-
rent locations of wells and the error from the spatial model are used to identify where to
place wells to improve estimates of contaminant concentrations. Detailed discussion of geo-
statistics is beyond the scope of this document.

Interpretation of Results and Associated Uncertainty

Optimizing groundwater monitoring well networks often works best when the network is eval-
uated as a unit. Therefore, greater potential for project benefits exists when both spatial and tem-
poral information are considered. However, in some cases a project could benefit by eliminating
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redundant wells or by adding wells to reduce uncertainties. It is important that optimization be con-
ducted such with regard to and consistent with what is known or hypothesized using the CSM.

Related Study Questions

Study Question 5: Is there a trend in contaminant concentrations?

Study Question 6: Is there seasonality in the concentrations?

Study Question 9: Is the sampling frequency appropriate (temporal optimization)?

Key Words: Optimization, Efficiency, Spatial Coverage, Release Detection, Site Characterization,
Remediation, Monitoring, Closure
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APPENDIX D. STATISTICAL SOFTWARE TOOLS AND PACKAGES

Several widely available statistical software packages are summarized in this appendix. These pack-
ages are included based on responses to the groundwater statistics survey (Appendix E) and on the
input of team members. The information provided here is intended as a summary introduction for
project managers and not to replace a thorough review of the appropriateness of any software pack-
age. In addition, inclusion of software in this appendix is not an endorsement. Many other available
statistical packages may also be useful for statistical analyses and evaluations. You must verify the
applicability and accuracy of any selected statistical software package prior to use. Also, make sure
that you understand the assumptions and input requirements for any statistical tests used in making
decisions.

Note that not all of the packages are specifically designed for statistical analyses of environmental
data, or specifically of groundwater data. Some are general statistical packages intended for use in
different business or scientific application areas. Each package summary identifies the statistical
functions that may be applied to groundwater problems.

Software Packages
D.1 3TMO D.13 PAM
D.2 CARStat D.14 Pro-UCL
D.3 ChemStat D.15 R for Statistics
D.4 DUMPStat D.16 Sanitas
D.5 Excel D.17 SAS
D.6 GTS D.18 Scout
D.7 GWSDAT D.19 SPSS
D.8 JMP D.20 Statistica
D.9MATLAB D.21 Summit Tools
D.10MINITAB D.22 SYSTAT
D.11MAROS D.23 VSP
D.12 NCSS

Table D-1. Software packages included in Appendix D

The included statistical software packages were described and evaluated using a number of cat-
egories. While most of the following software package information is self-explanatory, please note
the following regarding the evaluation process for each package (these are the package descriptions
included as Sections D.1 through D.23):

l Current version:Most recent available version at the time of publication. You should
check for more up-to-date versions when considering a software package.

l Ease of Use: Ranked as Easy, Moderate, or Complex based on team reviews.
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l Statistical Functions: Statistical software packages were evaluated on their capability to per-
form various statistical functions used in analysis of groundwater data as outlined below:

l Capability Ratings: The following capabilities ratings are included in the statistical func-
tions tables for each software package:

N/A = Not applicable or not available.

● = "Full capability" means that the ITRC team did not identify significant lim-
itations on the identified tests using the software package.

◒ = "Some capability" means that some limitations exist for a given package. An
example of limited capability might be the ability to map data using only certain geo-
statistical mapping methods or an inability to edit maps that are produced using the
package. Not all users require all capabilities.

In addition to the “as is” ratings, the ITRC team attempted to identify tests where “as is” cap-
ability may be limited or missing, but where some or full capability may exist with the use of
add-ins, scripts, or programming. Because team members were not able to evaluate the use
of each package for every type of analysis and for every possible situation, you should eval-
uate possible statistical packages for their particular intended use and, when possible, consult
the package developers regarding specific capabilities or limitations.

l Ease of Use and Data Import: Packages were evaluated for the target audience for this doc-
ument (average user). Experienced statisticians may find packages easier to use than indic-
ated; users who are new to statistical software packages may find them slightly more difficult
than indicated.

l Primary Uses: This section describes the primary identified uses of the statistical software
package for groundwater data analysis. Be aware that certain packages were developed for a
particular type or range of analyses and that other packages were developed to be used for a
broader range of applications. 

l Benefits and Limitations: The team evaluated benefits and limitations based on their exper-
ience with various statistical software packages and applications. You must understand the
limitations of any software package or any particular test before applying statistics to ground-
water data at your specific site. 

The following tables (Tables D-1 through D-7) indicate available statistical functions for each soft-
ware package described in Sections D.1 through D.23. Each individual software description
provides the specific information about the capabilities for that package.
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Statistical Method Simple Sub-
stitution

Kaplan-
Meier ROS MLE/Cohen

Section 5.7.5 Section 5.7.6 Section 5.7.7 Section 5.7.8
D.1 3TMO ✓

D.2 CARStat ✓

D.3 ChemStat ✓ ✓

D.4 DUMPStat ✓ ✓ ✓

D.5 Excel ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.6GTS ✓ ✓

D.7GWSDAT ✓

D.8 JMP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.9MATLAB ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.10MINITAB ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.11MAROS ✓ ✓

D.12 NCSS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.13 PAM ✓ ✓

D.14 PROUCL ✓ ✓ ✓

D.15 R for Statistics ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.16 SANITAS for Groundwater ✓ ✓

D.17 Statistical Analysis Sys-
tem (SAS)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.18 Scout ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.19 SPSS ✓ ✓

D.20 STATISTICA ✓ ✓ ✓

D.21 Summit Tools ✓

D.22 SYSTAT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.23 Visual Sampling Plan
(VSP) Software

✓

✓= Capability available for this method/test. See package description for specific information.

Table D-1. Handling of nondetects

Statistical Method Summary Stat-
istics

Distributional
tests Outlier tests Data

transformations
Section 3.3.3 Section 5.6 Section 5.10 Appendix A

D.1 3TMO ✓

D.2 CARStat ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.3 ChemStat ✓ ✓ ✓

D.4 DUMPStat ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.5 Excel ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.6GTS ✓ ✓

D.7GWSDAT ✓ ✓ ✓

D.8 JMP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.9MATLAB ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table D-2. Exploratory-diagnostic methods
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Statistical Method Summary Stat-
istics

Distributional
tests Outlier tests Data

transformations
D.10MINITAB ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.11MAROS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.12 NCSS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.13 PAM ✓

D.14 PROUCL ✓ ✓ ✓

D.15 R for Statistics ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.16 SANITAS for Ground-
water

✓ ✓ ✓

D.17 Statistical Analysis Sys-
tem (SAS)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.18 Scout ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.19 SPSS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.20 STATISTICA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.21 Summit Tools ✓ ✓

D.22 SYSTAT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.23 Visual Sampling Plan
(VSP) Software

✓ ✓ ✓

✓= Capability available for this method/test. See package description for specific information.

Statistical Method Statistical
Power SWFPR Contaminant

ranking

Monitoring
network

optimization
Section

3.6.1, Sec-
tion 3.6.2

Section 3.6.2 Appendix C.9, C.10 Section
5.14.3

D.1 3TMO ✓

D.2 CARStat ✓ ✓

D.3 ChemStat ✓

D.4 DUMPStat ✓ ✓

D.5 Excel ✓ ✓

D.6GTS ✓ ✓

D.7GWSDAT
D.8 JMP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.9MATLAB ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.10MINITAB ✓

D.11MAROS ✓ ✓ ✓

D.12 NCSS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.13 PAM
D.14 PROUCL ✓

D.15 R for Statistics ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.16 SANITAS for
Groundwater

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.17 Statistical Analysis ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table D-3. Statistical design
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Statistical Method Statistical
Power SWFPR Contaminant

ranking

Monitoring
network

optimization
System (SAS)
D.18 Scout ✓ ✓

D.19 SPSS ✓

D.20 STATISTICA ✓ ✓ ✓

D.21 Summit Tools ✓

D.22 SYSTAT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.23 Visual Sampling
Plan (VSP) Software

✓ ✓

✓= Capability available for this method/test. See package description for specific information.

Table D-3. Statistical design

Statistical Method Confidence
Limits

Tolerance
Limits

Prediction
Limits

Testing Com-
pliance Limits

Section 5.2 Section 5.3 Section 5.4 Section 4.5.2
D.1 3TMO
D.2 CARStat ✓ ✓ ✓

D.3 ChemStat ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.4 DUMPStat ✓ ✓ ✓

D.5 Excel ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.6GTS ✓ ✓ ✓

D.7GWSDAT ✓ ✓

D.8 JMP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.9MATLAB ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.10MINITAB ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.11MAROS ✓ ✓

D.12 NCSS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.13 PAM ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.14 PROUCL ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.15 R for Statistics ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.16 SANITAS for Ground-
water

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.17 Statistical Analysis Sys-
tem (SAS)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.18 Scout ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.19 SPSS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.20 STATISTICA ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.21 Summit Tools ✓

D.22 SYSTAT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.23 Visual Sampling Plan
(VSP) Software

✓ ✓

✓= Capability available for this method/test. See package description for specific information.

Table D-4. Statistical limits
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Statistical Method Plots/Charts Batch plots Tweaking of
graphics

Section 5.1
D.1 3TMO ✓ ✓

D.2 CARStat ✓ ✓ ✓

D.3 ChemStat ✓ ✓

D.4 DUMPStat ✓ ✓ ✓

D.5 Excel ✓ ✓ ✓

D.6GTS ✓ ✓ ✓

D.7GWSDAT ✓ ✓ ✓

D.8 JMP ✓ ✓ ✓

D.9MATLAB ✓ ✓ ✓

D.10MINITAB ✓ ✓ ✓

D.11MAROS ✓

D.12 NCSS ✓ ✓ ✓

D.13 PAM ✓ ✓ ✓

D.14 PROUCL ✓

D.15 R for Statistics ✓ ✓ ✓

D.16 SANITAS for Ground-
water

✓ ✓ ✓

D.17 Statistical Analysis Sys-
tem (SAS)

✓ ✓ ✓

D.18 Scout ✓ ✓ ✓

D.19 SPSS ✓ ✓ ✓

D.20 STATISTICA ✓ ✓ ✓

D.21 Summit Tools ✓ ✓ ✓

D.22 SYSTAT ✓ ✓ ✓

D.23 Visual Sampling Plan
(VSP) Software

✓ ✓ ✓

✓= Capability available for this method/test. See package description for specific inform-
ation.

Table D-5. Graphics

Statistical Method t-tests ANOVA Geostatistics/
Mapping

Kriging/
Interpolation

Spatial
smoothing Bootstrapping

Section
5.11

Section
5.8.2 Section 5.14 Section

5.14.2
Section
5.14.1 Section 5.5.3

D.1 3TMO ✓

D.2 CARStat
D.3 ChemStat ✓ ✓

D.4 DUMPStat
D.5 Excel ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.6GTS ✓ ✓

Table D-6. Comparison and analysis
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Statistical Method t-tests ANOVA Geostatistics/
Mapping

Kriging/
Interpolation

Spatial
smoothing Bootstrapping

D.7GWSDAT ✓ ✓ ✓

D.8 JMP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.9MATLAB ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.10MINITAB ✓ ✓ ✓

D.11MAROS ✓

D.12 NCSS ✓ ✓ ✓

D.13 PAM ✓ ✓

D.14 PROUCL ✓ ✓ ✓

D.15 R for Stat-
istics

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.16 SANITAS for
Groundwater

✓ ✓

D.17 Statistical
Analysis System
(SAS)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.18 Scout ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.19 SPSS ✓ ✓ ✓

D.20 STATISTICA ✓ ✓ ✓

D.21 Summit Tools ✓ ✓ ✓

D.22 SYSTAT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.23 Visual Samp-
ling Plan (VSP)
Software

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓= Capability available for this method/test. See package description for specific information.

Table D-6. Comparison and analysis

Statistical
Method

Trend
Tests

Mann-
Kendall

Linear
regression

Nonlinear
regression Theil-Sen Time-series

Analysis
Section
5.5

Section
5.5.2

Section
5.5.1 Section 5.5.1 Section 5.5.3 Section 5.1.1

or Section 5.8
D.1 3TMO ✓ ✓ ✓

D.2 CARStat ✓ ✓ ✓

D.3 ChemStat ✓ ✓ ✓

D.4 DUMPStat ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.5 Excel ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.6GTS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.7GWSDAT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.8 JMP ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.9MATLAB ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.10MINITAB ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.11MAROS ✓ ✓ ✓

D.12 NCSS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table D-7. Regression and time series
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Statistical
Method

Trend
Tests

Mann-
Kendall

Linear
regression

Nonlinear
regression Theil-Sen Time-series

Analysis
D.13 PAM ✓ ✓ ✓

D.14 PROUCL ✓ ✓ ✓

D.15 R for Stat-
istics

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.16 SANITAS
for Groundwater

✓ ✓

D.17 Statistical
Analysis Sys-
tem (SAS)

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.18 Scout ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.19 SPSS ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.20
STATISTICA

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.21 Summit
Tools
D.22 SYSTAT ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

D.23 Visual
Sampling Plan
(VSP) Software

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

✓= Capability available for this method/test. See package description for specific information.

Table D-7. Regression and time series
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D.1 3-TIERED MONITORING OPTIMIZATION TOOL (3TMO)

Approximate Cost: Free

Source: Request from Philip Hunter, AFCEC (formerly AFCEE), philip.hunter@us.af.mil, or
John Hicks, Parsons, john.hicks@parsons.com

Current Version: v1.0

Operating System Needs:Windows XP Service Pack 3, Windows Vista, Windows 7

Input Structure:Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or comma-separated values (CSV) file

Overview

The 3-Tiered Monitoring Optimization Tool (3TMO) was developed by Parsons and ENVIRON
International Corp. on behalf of Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC), known previously as
Air Force Center for Engineering and the Environment (AFCEE), in 2011. This program is a com-
prehensive, public domain, user-friendly, long-term monitoring optimization (LTMO) decision sup-
port tool. Across the spectrum of monitoring approaches, this tool emphasizes the qualitative and
intuitive aspects of optimization. The program offers more efficient performance and successful
implementation of LTMO evaluations. In addition, 3TMO presents guidance for other aspects of
monitoring programs, including use of passive or low-flow sampling methods, sample shipment,
purge water disposal, field quality assurance/quality control samples, and data management. This
program incorporates substantive qualitative considerations into the analysis, and output can be aug-
mented by user-entered considerations and rationale. 

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ◒ N/A

Kaplan-Meier N/A
ROS N/A
Cohen/MLE N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests N/A
Outlier tests N/A
Data transformations N/A

Statistical Design
Statistical Power N/A
SWFPR N/A

mailto:philip.hunter@us.af.mil
mailto:john.hicks@parsons.com
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Contaminant ranking N/A

Monitoring network optimization ◒ N/A

Statistical Limits
Confidence Limits N/A
Tolerance Limits N/A
Prediction Limits N/A
Testing Compliance Limits N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots N/A

Tweaking of graphics ◒ N/A

Statistical Comparisons
t-tests N/A
ANOVA N/A

Spatial Analysis

Geostatistics/Mapping ◒ N/A

Kriging/Interpolation N/A
Spatial smoothing N/A

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ◒ N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression N/A
Nonlinear regression N/A
Theil-Sen line N/A

Time Series analysis ◒ N/A

Multivariate Analysis
Multiple regression N/A
Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A
Bootstrapping N/A

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

None
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Ease of Use and Data Import

3TMO applies user input for project information, well parameters, contaminants, and sample data.
Enter tabular data directly into the data input grids or import information from correctly formatted
Excel or CSV files. Enter other data through the functions accessible from the Data Input sub-
menu on the Framework Overview home page or from the LTMO Framework menu links.
Well parameters must be loaded before sample data; the sample data well IDs must be entered into
the Well Parameters table before they can be successfully loaded. Example data input files are avail-
able from the Help menu, Example Project link, and can be used as templates for creating site-
specific data upload files.

The 3-Tiered approach is sufficiently sophisticated, comprehensive, and rigorous to yield credible
and useful results, yet at the same time it is intuitive and easy to understand. The spatial analysis
that 3TMO offers is a relatively straightforward qualitative analysis that can be performed to eval-
uate the spatial importance of monitoring locations using theMap Tool.

Types of Distribution

The Mann-Kendall test for trends is included in 3TMO which is a nonparametric trend test. The
software does not include tests to determine the distribution of the data (such as normal, lognor-
mal).

Visualization

Results of statistical analyses can be exported to Excel for formatting to a user-defined spe-
cification.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

This public domain software tool supports LTMO evaluations at the groundwater contaminant
plume or site level (not on an installation-wide basis). The tool is intended for use by envir-
onmental managers, contractors, and regulators at sites of varying size and complexity, and is scal-
able dependent on the available level of information. It provides a credible alternative for sites
where LTMO practitioners must incorporate a substantial qualitative evaluation into the overall
LTMO analysis. Although the tool was designed for optimization of groundwater monitoring net-
works, portions of it could conceivably also be used to assess surface water monitoring networks
(such as temporal trend evaluation and spatial evaluation).

Benefits

l 3TMO can manage large data sets.
l The 3-Tiered approach to LTMO is unique when compared to existing LTMO statistical
applications because it focuses on qualitative factors that are supported by quantitative stat-
istical analysis.
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l The presentation of results allows for transparency of decision-making with clearly defined
and easily accessible decision rationale and backup data.

l The program applies a decision algorithm to assess the optimal frequency of monitoring, the
optimal spatial distribution of the components of the monitoring network, and to develop
final recommendations for monitoring program optimization.

Limitations and Data Requirements

l The spatial analysis included in 3TMO is a qualitative evaluation facilitated by theMap
Tool; the spatial importance of each well is not quantitatively determined using geostatistics.

l 3TMO assigns nondetect results a value of zero, and does not allow the user other options
such as assigning a value equal to the method detection limit (MDL) or half the MDL.

l The Mann-Kendall trend module does not provide the analysis statistics (such as S statistic
or confidence in trend).

l Charts and maps are exported as image files that cannot be manipulated further outside of
3TMO.

l The map tool does not project layers with differing coordinate systems to a common coordin-
ate system. Thus, to display properly on the map, the imported map layers need to be in the
same coordinate system and map units as the well coordinates.

References

Nobel, C. and Anthony, J.A. 2004. "Three-Tiered Approach to Long-Term Monitoring Program
Optimization." Bioremediation Journal 8 (3-4): 147-165.
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D.2 CARStat

Approximate Cost: $4,000

Source: Discerning Systems Inc. (www.DiscerningSystems.com)

Current Version: 2.1.9

Operating System Needs:Windows XP (has been successfully installed and used on Windows 7
32-bit and 64-bit; 64-bit requires the Microsoft Virtual PC and XP mode)

Input Structure: ASCII (text) flat file; one data row per measurement; comma-separated values
(CSV) file; delimited, or fixed column, flexible column order

Overview

CARStat is a statistical analysis system that automatically performs a complete analysis of all
sampling locations, groups of locations, and contaminants for compliance, assessment, and remedi-
ation. This program was originally designed for the analysis of industrial plants, disposal facilities,
brownfield sites and other installations requiring detailed investigation. CARStat statistically ana-
lyzes data for soil, groundwater, surface water, air and waste streams for assessment monitoring
and corrective action programs and performs comparisons to background and to regulatory stand-
ards, as well as performing a natural attenuation analysis. This program extends DUMPStat’s
assessment monitoring capabilities with more sophisticated statistical techniques.

Monitoring locations can be combined and analyzed and graphed as Potential Areas of Concern.
All statistical processing balances false negative and false positive rates for the entire facility. Res-
ults are presented in graphical and tabular formats and all intermediate calculations are shown in
worksheets.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier N/A
ROS N/A
Cohen/MLE N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests ● N/A

http://www.discerningsystems.com/
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Outlier tests ● N/A

Data transformations ● N/A

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ● N/A

SWFPR ◒ N/A

Contaminant ranking N/A
Monitoring network optimization N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits N/A

Prediction Limits ● N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ● N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ● N/A

Tweaking of graphics ● N/A

Statistical Comparisons
t-tests N/A
ANOVA N/A

Spatial Analysis
Geostatistics/Mapping N/A
Kriging/Interpolation N/A
Spatial smoothing N/A

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall N/A
Linear regression N/A
Nonlinear regression N/A

Theil-Sen line ● N/A

Time Series analysis ● N/A

Multivariate Analysis
Multiple regression N/A
Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A
Bootstrapping N/A

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available
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● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

None

Ease of Use and Data Import

CARStat merges structured ASCII (text) files into its environmental database. Spreadsheet and
database files such as Excel and Access can export data into an appropriate format for import.

To use this program, select the monitoring network and contaminants for analysis, and specify stat-
istical options. These selections persist as new data are added, so that you can perform subsequent
analyses easily.

The program makes all decisions on the most appropriate methods to use within the parameters of
the statistical analysis settings, which guide the processing automatically so that large quantities of
environmental data can be analyzed. You can set up a series of zones so that multiple areas of a site
(whether they are related physically or statistically) can be batch processed differently from other
zones without re-entering the monitoring network and statistical options.

CARStat provides separate viewers for the graphical and tabular results and for worksheets, which
show the individual statistical calculations in detail. Use a dedicated Print Results screen to print
all output from one place with options for grouping and ordering of the results.

Types of Distributions

Normal, log normal, Poisson, and nonparametric distributions are available for data analysis.

Visualization

Specific options for data output include prediction limit graphs, confidence interval charts and
power curves. The graphs can be cut and pasted to move into other applications.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

CARStat is used by engineers, environmental scientists, regulators, consultants, owners and oper-
ators to comply with state and federal regulations at industrial plants, waste disposal facilities and
Brownfield sites. The program monitors the progress of corrective action, demonstrates clean clos-
ure, and helps parties transferring real estate. The statistical analyses are also consistent with
USEPA Subtitle C and D and American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard
D7048-04 requirements for landfill detection monitoring.
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Benefits

l CARStat imports, stores, and manages large amounts of environmental data. Data can be
edited, aliased, reviewed, and printed. Units can be converted.

l Flexible data import works with many laboratory data file formats and qualifiers.
l Statistical options and user adjustable time windows provide a means to custom tailor ana-
lyses while maintaining batch processing for fast, automated results.

l The program maintains a database of regulatory standards organized by state, matrix, and
land use, which can be shared among facilities.

l Correct application of statistical methods can minimize the cost of remediation.
l Centralized analysis and printing speeds report generation.
l Powerful display and filtering options for output highlight important results.

Limitations and Data Requirements

l Cost
l CARStat does not interface with other programs for graphical output, it is limited to cut and
paste into other applications.
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D.3 ChemStat

Approximate Cost: $990; ChemPoint, which is data management software that supports
ChemStat is an additional $300.

Source: http://www.pointstar.com/

Current Version: v6.3

Operating System Needs:Windows

Input Structure: tab delimited text file; Sanitas, DUMPstat, GRIT, ChemPoint files; converter pro-
gram to import Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Access, and DBF files.

Overview

ChemStat can be used as an assessment tool for analyzing groundwater contamination. The soft-
ware can calculate upper confidence limits, upper prediction limits, and upper tolerance limits for
comparison to background concentrations in groundwater or a designated value (such as MCLs).
Other available tests that may apply to groundwater monitoring include one-way analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA), trend evaluation including seasonal analysis, outlier, and goodness-of-fit tests.

ChemPoint 7.0 is a data management system that organizes environmental data collected during
water, soil and air sampling. Although not required, ChemPoint is commonly purchased along with
ChemStat and serves as the data repository. ChemStat also interfaces directly with files from
ChemPoint, Sanitas, DUMPstat, and GRITS programs.

In conjunction with the data repository, ChemStat is used to plot time-series graphs of data, identify
outliers, test for normal data, and calculate concentration limits of both parametric and non-
parametric monitoring well data to be used for both intrawell and interwell comparisons in order to
evaluate potential groundwater contamination. ChemStat generates reports and various plots includ-
ing box plots, concentration versus time plots, and probability plots.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ◒ N/A

Kaplan-Meier N/A
ROS N/A

Cohen/MLE ◒ N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

http://www.pointstar.com/
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Summary Statistics ◒ N/A

Distributional tests ◒ N/A

Outlier tests ◒ N/A

Data Transformation N/A
Statistical Design

Statistical Power ◒ N/A

SWFPR N/A
Contaminant ranking N/A
Monitoring network optimization N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits ● N/A

Prediction Limits ● N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ● N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ◒ N/A

Tweaking of graphics N/A
Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● N/A

ANOVA ● N/A

Spatial Analysis
Geostatistics/Mapping N/A
Kriging/Interpolation N/A
Spatial smoothing N/A

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression N/A
Nonlinear regression N/A

Theil-Sen line ◒ N/A

Time Series analysis N/A
Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ◒ N/A

Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A
Bootstrapping N/A
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Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

None

Ease of Use and Data Import

To input data, format the data into columns and generate an ASCII text file. A conversion utility is
included to convert tab delineated text, Microsoft Excel files, Microsoft Access files and DBF files.
You can provide additional variables for regression analysis as part of concentration versus time
plots; however, all other statistical methods are performed one parameter at a time. Select desired
statistical tests from drop-down menus and relevant options from subsequent menus. ChemStat
does support batch processing of statistical methods and graphs.

ChemStat is relatively straightforward to use; however, make sure that you understand the assump-
tions and input requirements for any statistical tests used to ensure validity and applicability in mak-
ing decisions.

Types of Distribution

Data can be evaluated for fit to normal, lognormal, or gamma distributions. Statistical interval test
results are available for all of these distributions in addition to several nonparametric options.

Visualization

Plots available in ChemStat include box plots, concentration versus time plots, probability plots,
and Shewhart-CUSUM control charts for both intrawell and interwell comparisons. Limited
options are offered for editing the output plots, and you can only export output to Microsoft Word
or Acrobat PDF files. 

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analyses

ChemStat 6.3 is a Windows-based program used for analysis of groundwater, surface water, soil,
or air quality monitoring data at RCRA facilities. Analysis methods are consistent with the USEPA
Unified Guidance document.

Benefits

l Relative simplicity of use
l Developed specifically for environmental applications
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l Documentation is well-written and generally easy to understand

Limitations and Data Requirements

l Cost
l Primary use is calculation of upper statistical limits
l Cannot set percent false positive rates or false negatives to other values than those preset for
statistical tests

l Limited options provided to modify plots and reports
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D.4 DUMPStat

Approximate Cost: $2,500 for a landfill (or other facility) license; includes a copy of the software.
Software is available separately for $500 per copy for use with already licensed sites. Upgrade pri-
cing to be determined.

Source: Discerning Systems Inc. (www.DiscerningSystems.com)

Version: 2.3 (scheduled for early 2013)

Operating System Needs:Windows XP (has been successfully installed and used on Windows 7
32-bit and 64-bit; 64-bit requires the Microsoft Virtual PC and XP mode)

Input Structure: ASCII (text) flat file; one data row per measurement; comma-separated values
(CSV) file, delimited, or fixed column, flexible column order

Overview

DUMPStat is a statistical package used to perform ongoing detection monitoring. Primarily
designed for the analysis of waste disposal facilities, DUMPStat is also used at a wide variety of
facilities including mining and industrial sites. It statistically analyzes data from groundwater, sur-
face water, and air to comply with monitoring requirements.

DUMPStat is licensed on a per landfill (or other facility) basis and includes a copy of the software.
Additional copies of the software can be purchased for use with licensed facilities. No ongoing
fees are charged to monitor a facility.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier ● N/A

ROS ● N/A

Cohen/MLE N/A
Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests ● N/A

Outlier tests ● N/A

Data transformations ● N/A

http://www.discerningsystems.com/
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ● N/A

SWFPR ● N/A

Contaminant ranking N/A
Monitoring network optim-
ization N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits N/A

Prediction Limits ● N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ● N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ● N/A

Tweaking of graphics ● N/A

Statistical Comparisons
t-tests N/A
ANOVA N/A

Spatial Analysis
Geostatistics/Mapping N/A
Kriging/Interpolation N/A
Spatial smoothing N/A

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression N/A
Nonlinear regression N/A

Theil-Sen line ● N/A

Time Series analysis ● N/A

Multivariate Analysis
Multiple regression N/A
Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A
Bootstrapping N/A

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability
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◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

None

Ease of Use and Data Import

DUMPStat merges structured ASCII (text) files into its environmental database. Once the data are
merged, select the monitoring network and contaminants for analysis and specify statistical options
so that each type of analysis can be custom tailored as required. These selections persist as new
data are added, so that subsequent analyses can be performed easily.

An analysis screen provides a means to select one or several analyses to be performed and serves
as a central location for accessing all results. The program makes all decisions on the most appro-
priate methods to use within the parameters of the statistical analysis settings, which guide the pro-
cessing automatically so that large quantities of environmental data can be analyzed quickly and
correctly. DUMPStat provides separate viewers for the graphical and tabular results and work-
sheets, which show the individual statistical calculations in detail. The viewers allow for the cus-
tomization of display and printing with options for colors, scaling and page layout, and filtering
options to highlight statistically interesting results such as exceedances or those containing trends.
A new sample descriptor feature allows you to assign custom symbols to classes of points. This fea-
ture generates legend entries and all symbols can be scaled and line thickness adjusted. DUMPStat
2.3 also allows you to add annotations to graphs. You can edit, reposition, resize, and rescale these
annotations. Annotations persist so that they do not need to be regenerated after every analysis.
Use the dedicated Print Results screen to print all output from one place (includes options for
grouping and ordering of the results).

You can set up a series of zones so that multiple areas of a site (whether they are related physically
or statistically) can be batch processed in different ways from other zones without re-entering the
monitoring network and statistical options.

DUMPStat includes a complete simulation module that can be used to compute site-wide false pos-
itive and false negative rates (statistical power) based on any combination of statistical methods
available. Statistical power characteristics for different statistical monitoring plans can easily be
compared and contrasted in terms of their Type I (false positive) and Type II (false negative) rates.

Types of Distributions

Normal, log normal, cube root, square root, square, cube, Poisson, gamma and nonparametric dis-
tributions are available for data analysis. Selection of the appropriate distribution is according to
Helsel’s Ladder of Powers: normal, lognormal, cube root, square root, square, and cube.
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Visualization

Specific options for data output include control charts, prediction limit graphs, confidence interval
charts and power curves. The graphs can be cut and pasted to move into other applications.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

DUMPStat is used by engineers, environmental scientists, regulators, consultants, owner, and oper-
ators to comply with state and federal regulations at waste disposal facilities, industrial plants, and
mining sites. It is used primarily for ongoing detection monitoring. DUMPStat statistical analyses
are consistent with USEPA Subtitle D, American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Stand-
ard D6312-98 requirements for landfill detection monitoring, and methods described in the
USEPA Unified Guidance.

Benefits

l DUMPStat imports, stores, and manages large amounts of environmental data.
l Data can be edited, aliased, reviewed and printed. Units can be converted.
l Flexible data import works with many laboratory data file formats and qualifiers.
l Statistical options and user adjustable time windows provide a means to customize analyses,
while maintaining batch processing for fast, automated results.

l Correct application of statistical methods avoids costly assessments and remediation.
l Centralized analysis and printing speeds report generation.
l Powerful display and filtering options for output highlight important results.

Limitations and Data Requirements

l Cost
l Each site must be licensed independently.
l DUMPStat does not interface with other programs for graphical output, it is limited to cut
and paste into other applications.
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D.5 EXCEL

Approximate Cost: $140 (Most often bundled with Microsoft Office Suite, cost variable around
$300)

Source:Microsoft Store (www.microsoftstore.com/store/msstore/home)

Current Version: 2010 for Microsoft Windows and 2011 for Mac OS X

Operating System Needs:Microsoft Windows or Mac OS X

Input Structure: Enter data into a grid of cells arranged in numbered rows and lettered or
numbered columns. Data type varies and includes numeric, text, dates, time, and percentage.

Overview

Excel is a commercial, flexible spreadsheet-based program. This program comes preconfigured to
perform several parametric statistical tests ranging from t-tests to two-way analysis of variance with
replications. In the native capability configuration, Excel offers a narrow range of statistical func-
tions that have limited usefulness when evaluating groundwater data. You must use add-ins to eval-
uate groundwater data.

Excel supports several types of expansion. Limited formula syntax allows you to develop statistical
packages. In addition, numerous commercially-available statistical add-ins are available. Pro-
graming with Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) allows data manipulations that are difficult to
accomplish with the packaged formula syntax.

Disclaimer: Statistical functions and capabilities presented for this software package have not been
reviewed or verified by Microsoft.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ●
Kaplan-Meier ●
ROS ●
Cohen/MLE ●

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● ●

http://www.microsoftstore.com/store/msstore/home
http://www.microsoftstore.com/store/msstore/home
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Distributional tests ●
Outlier tests ●
Data transformations ● ●

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ●
SWFPR N/A

Contaminant ranking ●
Monitoring network optimization N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● ●
Tolerance Limits ●
Prediction Limits ●
Testing Compliance Limits ●

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● ●
Batch plots ● ●
Tweaking of graphics ● ●

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● ●
ANOVA ● ●

Spatial Analysis

Geostatistics/Mapping ●
Kriging/Interpolation ●
Spatial smoothing ●

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● ●
Mann-Kendall ●
Linear regression ● ●
Nonlinear regression ● ●
Theil-Sen line ●
Time Series analysis ●
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ●
Factor/Discriminant analysis ●
Bootstrapping ●

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

Available through Microsoft and other commercial entities. Some examples include Analysis
ToolPak for Excel 2010 (www.microsoftstore.com), xlstatistician (www.xlstatistician.com), and
XLStat (www.xlstat.com). Examine add-ins carefully to confirm that they contain the statistical pro-
cedures of interest.

Ease of Use and Data Import

You can enter data into Excel in a variety of ways ranging from simple keystroke to importing data
contained in databases like Access. Standard rules of relational database development must be used
if the data are going to be imported from an external database. For example, the fields can be delim-
ited in a variety of ways, such as tab-delimited or comma-separated values (CSV), but must have
specific field names. Each groundwater measurement must occupy one record of the input text file.

Types of Distributions

Excel accepts data of any distributional type. You can apply data transformations within Excel.
Statistical procedures within the native capability of Excel are parametric.

Visualization

The native capability of Excel includes basic built-in graphics for data visualization (such as scatter
plots, histograms, and line plots). You can alter the graphics formatting.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

Excel is a commercial spreadsheet application created as a general but flexible data analysis tool
that can be applied across a broad range of disciplines (for example, in business, engineering, fin-
ance, and science). The native capability of Excel is not specifically tailored for statistical eval-
uation or optimization of groundwater monitoring networks. However, add-ins and custom code

http://www.microsoftstore.com/
http://www.xlstatistician.com/
http://www.xlstat.com/
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creation (in VBA) allows you to create highly tailored statistical functions that can be used to eval-
uate or optimize groundwater monitoring networks. Excel is easy to use for simple statistical applic-
ations, ubiquitous and compatible with other Microsoft Office applications such as the Access
database tools. Data and results can be easily exported from Excel into other applications such as
ESRI geographic information system (GIS) tools.

Benefits

l Excel is a widely used spreadsheet application. The in-program help function is intuitive and
the learning curve is short for native capability functions. Excel does not require advanced
training or a specific statistical skill set.

l Many websites provide help for add-ins or for creating specific applications through the
Excel-specific formula syntax.

l Excel is convenient for data entry and manipulating rows and columns of data.
l Excel can be used for rapid, preliminary analysis of data. Tables and graphs of results can be
professionally formatted, rapidly and easily brought into presentation tools such as Power-
Point.

l Custom functions can be programmed using macros programmed in VBA.

Limitations and Data Requirements

l Native capability statistical tests do not include nonparametric methods or several other stat-
istical tests (for example, prediction limits).

l No groundwater-tailored evaluation functions are offered in native Excel.
l Previous versions of Excel (for example, Excel 2007) produced erroneous results for some
statistical procedures.

l Distributions are not computed with precision.
l Excel has limited accuracy with very large and very small numbers. The precision is con-
fined to 15 significant figures, which may be further limited by rounding off and binary stor-
age.

l Ranks of tied data are nonstandard.
l No record is made of the process to results.
l Historical compatibility issues with macros programmed in earlier versions of the software.
Microsoft has a history of changing how custom buttons and objects are handled in applic-
ations built on the Excel platform.

References

Burns Statistics, http://www.burns-stat.com/, (click on tutorials, spreadsheet addiction).
Goldwater, A. 2007. Using Excel for Statistical Data Analysis – Caveats. Biostatistics Consulting

Center, University of Massachusetts School of Public Health.
Heilberger, R. M., and E. Neuwirth. 2009. R Through Excel: A Spreadsheet Interface for Stat-

istics, Data Analysis and Graphics. London: Springer Dordrecht Heidelberg.
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MCCullough, B. D., and D. A Heiser. 2008. “On the Accuracy of Statistical Procedures in
Microsoft Excel 2007,” Computational Statistics and Data Analysis 52: 4570-4578.

Practical Stats, http://www.practicalstats.com/xlsstats/excelstats.html.
Yalta, A. T. 2008. “The Accuracy of Statistical Distributions in Microsoft Excel 2007,” Com-

putational Statistics and Data Analysis 52: 4579-4586.
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D.6 GEOSTATISTICAL TEMPORAL-SPATIAL OPTIMIZATION SOFTWARE
(GTS)

Approximate Cost: Free

Source: http://www.itrcweb.org/team/GTS-Optimization-Software

Current Version: v1.0

Operating System Needs:Windows XP (has been successfully installed and used on Windows 7,
though not formally supported)

Input Structure: ASCII (text) flat file with fixed column header names; one data row per meas-
urement; tab-delimited preferred but not required

Overview

Geostatistical Temporal-Spatial software (GTS) is a statistical and geostatistical decision-logic
groundwater monitoring optimization software that is publicly available as open-source freeware.
GTS is a quantitative calculation tool that includes options to customize its use. It was developed
for the Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC), known previously as Air Force Center for
Engineering and the Environment (AFCEE). Given an existing long-term monitoring (LTM) net-
work, GTS uses a combination of statistical techniques to answer two questions:

1. What is the optimum number and placement of wells in that network?
2. What is the optimal sampling frequency for wells in the network?

GTS has five modular components linked together in a user-friendly interface: Prepare, Explore,
Baseline, Optimize, and Predict. The Prepare and Explore modules allow the user to import and
manage analytical and water-level data, identify outliers, explore basic statistical features of the
data (including simple trends), and also to rank contaminants in terms of optimization potential.
The Baseline module creates nonlinear trends and trend maps, and constructs base maps to
quantify and visualize plume extent. Baseline also allows you to create potentiometric surface
maps. The Optimize component runs two distinct types of temporal optimization—iterative thin-
ning and temporal variograms—as well as spatial optimization involving both a search for stat-
istical redundancy and an assessment as to whether and where new wells should be added. The
software is designed so that you may chose only to perform the temporal optimization as a stand-
alone module. However, the spatial analysis depends on the temporal analysis being performed
first in sequence to obtain the spatial results. Finally, the Predict module focuses on flagging newly
imported data that are inconsistent with projected trends and maps.

Statistical Functions
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier ◒ N/A

ROS N/A
Cohen/MLE N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests N/A

Outlier tests ◒ N/A

Data transformations N/A
Statistical Design

Statistical Power N/A
SWFPR N/A

Contaminant ranking ● N/A

Monitoring network optimization ● N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits N/A

Prediction Limits ◒ N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ◒ N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ● N/A

Tweaking of graphics/tables ◒ N/A

Statistical Comparisons
t-tests N/A
ANOVA N/A

Spatial Analysis

Geostatistics/Mapping ◒ N/A

Kriging/Interpolation N/A

Spatial smoothing ● N/A

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall N/A
Linear regression N/A
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Nonlinear regression ● N/A

Theil-Sen line ● N/A

Time Series analysis ◒ N/A

Multivariate Analysis
Multiple regression N/A
Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A
Bootstrapping

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

None

Ease of Use and Data Import

GTS is officially limited to the Windows XP platform, though some users have successfully
installed and used it on Windows 7. The wizard interface offers a number of defaults and makes it
easy to click through a basic analysis. Basic defaults can be configured and set with many pref-
erences to allow a highly customized optimization. Process flow is logical from top to bottom and
left to right when navigating the sequence of operations in the dialog window on each page. Inter-
preting the results properly requires an intermediate background or training in statistics and geo-
statistics. GTS includes simple plots, exploratory tools, and trend analyses, as well as sophisticated
statistical techniques and optimization algorithms written in the open-source statistical computing
environment R (www.r-project.org).

GTS requires input of a structured ASCII (text) flat file. The fields can be delimited in a variety of
ways, such as tab-delimited or comma-separated values (CSV), but must have specific field names,
generally corresponding to the format of AFCEC’sEnvironmental Resource Program Information
Management System (ERPIMS) database. The order or sequencing of data fields is not critical.
Shape files of facility boundaries, sites, roads, and other infrastructure can be imported. Each
groundwater measurement must occupy one record of the input text file. Fields required for a GTS
analysis are listed within the GTS Users Guide. Data files in Excel or spreadsheet format must be
exported to text format prior to GTS input. A data filtering tool allows analysis of selected records.
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Types of Distributions

GTS accepts data of any distributional type. Although you cannot apply data transformations
within GTS, most of the procedures within GTS are quasi-nonparametric and do not require expli-
cit fitting of parametric models or distributional testing.

Visualization

GTS includes sophisticated built-in graphics for data visualization, including contour mapping,
complex nonlinear trends, post-plots, and shape file annotation. GTS provides automated batch pro-
cessing of graphics in order to sequentially plot multiple wells, contaminants, aquifer zones, and
time periods. Graphics are designed to be final pictures for reports, however, the program cannot
batch print graphics. In addition, users cannot tweak or alter the graphics formatting. On the other
hand, some interactive widgets are provided, for instance, zooming and scaling tools, and pointers
for identifying specific locations on plan-view maps. Individual graphs are best exported using the
Windows Snipping tool or an equivalent screen capturing application.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

GTS can be used at various stages in the life cycle of groundwater monitoring, but is best for optim-
izing long-term monitoring networks, once characterization has been completed and remedies are
in place. Although the exploratory tools can be used during any stage of a facility’s life cycle, GTS
generally assumes that a given site has been adequately characterized, is undergoing long-term
monitoring, and that enough well locations exist and sampling data collected so that statistical
redundancy in locations and sampling events might exist.

Benefits

l Applicable to site-specific plumes or site-wide studies (for example, entire facilities or install-
ations) involving multiple source areas, plumes, and monitoring conditions.

l Does not require plume-specific configuration data, fate-and-transport models, or other
hydrogeologic modeling information

l Stand-alone spatial and temporal optimization modules that can be used independently
l Exploratory statistical tools for assessing data characteristics, ranking contaminants for optim-
ization potential, and analyzing multiple aquifer horizons

l Fitting of nonlinear and seasonal time series data
l Semi-nonparametric surface map estimates made using quantile local regression, a smooth-
ing technique not bound by the constraints of kriging

l Empirical, data-driven assessment of redundancy (reduced-network is optimal if it can accur-
ately reproduce base maps).

l Automated redundancy searches, both during temporal and spatial optimization
l Use of multiple cost-accuracy tradeoff curves to gauge points of optimality
l No limitations on the number of monitoring wells or sampling events
l Spatial analysis uses quasi-genetic algorithm to determine essential and redundant wells
l Imports multiple shape files for boundaries and infrastructure
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l Temporal analysis proposes optimal sampling intervals specific to the number of quarters
l Database filtering tool helps select records for "what if" analysis
Limitations and Data Requirements

l Preparing the data set can be challenging with potentially a large number of data fields
l Effective spatial optimization in GTS requires a minimum of 15-20 wells and at least two
sampling events per well; temporal optimization requires at least one well and 6-8 distinct
sampling events per location.

l Quantile local regression, the GTS spatial mapping engine, by design is a ‘smoother’ rather
than an interpolator (thus may not replicate or ‘honor’ observed measurements when creating
map estimates, unlike, for instance, kriging)

l Does not offer sophisticated handling of radiochemical data, particularly measurements recor-
ded with non-positive values (zeros or negatives); must first convert these data to positive val-
ues, unless they represent nondetects with a known, positive detection or reporting limit

l Does not track changes in contaminant or plume mass or allow users to specify contaminant
mass as an optimization criterion

l May not give valid spatial results in subsurface environments that are highly fractured and
discontinuous with poor hydraulic connection.

l Note: Spatial mapping techniques in general (not just those in GTS) inherently assume that
concentration patterns at known wells can be extended (interpolated, smoothed) to
unsampled locations. This may be problematic at sites with large contrasts in hydraulic con-
ductivity (preferential pathways).

References

Cameron, K., P. Hunter, and R. Stewart. 2011. Demonstration and validation of GTS long-term
monitoring optimization software at military and government sites. ESTCP Project ER-
200714. www.serdp.org.

Cameron, K. 2004. “Better optimization of LTM networks.” Bioremediation Journal8 (03-04): 89-
108.

Cameron, K., and P. Hunter. 2004. Optimizing LTM networks with GTS: three new case studies.
Conference on Accelerating Site Closeout, Improving Performance, & Reducing Costs
Through Optimization, Dallas.

Cameron, K. M., and P. Hunter. 2003. “Optimization of LTM networks at AF Plant 6 using
GTS”. In V.S. Magar & M.E. Kelley (Eds.), In Situ and On-Site Bioremediation – 2003.
Proceedings of the Seventh International In Situ and On-Site Bioremediation Symposium
(Orlando, FL; June 2003), Columbus, OH: Battelle Press.

Cameron, K., and P. Hunter. 2002. “Using spatial models and kriging techniques to optimize long-
term ground-water monitoring networks: a case study”.Environmetrics13: 629-656.
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D.7 Groundwater Spatio-Temporal Data Analysis Tool (GWSDAT)

Approximate Cost: Free

Source: http://www.api.org/GWSDAT

Current Version: v2.0

Operating System Needs:Windows XP, Vista or Windows 7, also requires Microsoft Office,
XP, 2007 or 2010

Input Structure: Excel standardized data input template sheet

Overview

The Groundwater Spatiotemporal Data Analysis Tool (GWSDAT), was developed by Shell
Global Solutions to help visualize trends in groundwater monitoring data. This program is designed
to work with simple time-series data for contaminant concentration and ground water elevation, but
can also plot non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPL) thickness if required. Spatial data are input in the
form of well coordinates, and wells can be grouped to separate data from different aquifer units.
The software also allows the import of a site base map in GIS shapefile format. Trend and contour
plots generated using GWSDAT can be exported directly to Microsoft PowerPoint and Word to
expedite reporting.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier N/A
ROS N/A
Cohen/MLE N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ◒ N/A

Distributional tests N/A

Outlier tests ● N/A

Data transformations ◒ N/A

Statistical Design
Statistical Power N/A

http://www.api.org/GWSDAT
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

SWFPR N/A
Contaminant ranking N/A
Monitoring network optimization N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits N/A
Prediction Limits N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ● N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ● N/A

Tweaking of graphics ● N/A

Statistical Comparisons
t-tests N/A
ANOVA N/A

Spatial Analysis

Geostatistics/Mapping ● N/A

Kriging/Interpolation ● N/A

Spatial smoothing ● N/A

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression ● N/A

Nonlinear regression ● N/A

Theil-Sen line N/A

Time Series analysis ● N/A

Multivariate Analysis
Multiple regression N/A
Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A
Bootstrapping N/A

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability
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Add-Ins Available

None

Ease of Use and Data Import

GWSDAT has been designed to be as user-friendly as possible. The application is supported for
Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, and the corresponding version of Microsoft Office. The user
entry point and data input platform to GWSDAT is a custom built Excel Add-in application. The
statistical engine used to perform geo-statistical modeling and display graphical output is the open
source statistical programming language R (www.r-project.org).

Enter groundwater monitoring data into GWSDAT by populating three tables in a standardized
Excel input sheet. Include historical monitoring data, well coordinates, and GIS shape files. Two
example data files are provided with the program for training and demonstration purposes. After
entering the data, select “GWSDAT Analysis” from the Excel add-in menu to initiate a GWSDAT
analysis.

The GWSDAT operates with a graphical, stand-alone point-and-click interface that allows you to
analyze time-series, spatial, and (uniquely) spatiotemporal trends. By left-clicking on any of the
user interface plots, an identical but expanded plot is generated in a separate window. You can
save plots to a variety of different formats including JPEG, postscript, PDF, metafile, and
Microsoft Power Point slide.

Types of Distributions

GWSDAT uses a wide variety of different nonparametric statistical methods for the analysis of
trends in temporal, spatial and spatiotemporal components of the groundwater monitoring data set.

Visualization

GWSDAT includes sophisticated graphical visualization for trend detection:

l Spatial plot: This is for the analysis of spatial trends in solute concentrations, groundwater
flow and, if present, nonaqueous phase liquid (NAPL) thickness. Overlaid on this plot are
the predictions of the spatiotemporal solute concentration smoother which is a function that
simultaneously estimates both the spatial and time series trend in site solute concentrations.
User specified shape files can also be overlaid on this plot. The spatial plot can be auto-
matically plotted in time series order to provide a movie depicting the changing trends in spa-
tial solute concentrations.

l Well Trend plot: This is for the investigation of historical time-series trends in solute con-
centrations, groundwater elevation and, if present, NAPL thickness for individual wells.
Users can overlay a nonparametric smoother which estimates the time-series trend in solute
concentration. The advantage of this nonparametric method is that the trend estimate is not
constrained to be monotonic, i.e. the trend can change direction.

http://www.r-project.org/
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l Trend and Threshold Indicator Matrix: This provides a summary of the level and time series
trend in solute concentrations at a particular model output interval.

Benefits

l Early identification of increasing trends or off-site migration
l Evaluation of groundwater monitoring trends over time and space (holistic plume evaluation)
l Nonparametric statistical and uncertainty analyses to assess highly variable groundwater
monitoring data

l Reduction in the number of sites in long-term monitoring or active remediation through
simple, visual demonstrations of groundwater data and trends

l More efficient evaluation and reporting of groundwater monitoring trends via simple, stand-
ardized plots and tables.

Limitations and Data Requirements

l Spatiotemporal solute concentration predictions do not necessarily lie on observed data
points because the program smoothes rather than interpolates.

l The quality of the spatiotemporal smoothing is directly influenced by the quality of the under-
lying data.

l The analysis may be skewed if data are input from monitoring wells with disparate con-
struction or screened in different aquifers.
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shed Characterization”, Ground Water, V. 42, Issue 42: 711-723.
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D.8 JMP

Approximate Cost: Individual annual license $1400; academic pricing and corporate pricing avail-
able

Source: http://www.jmp.com

Current Version: JMP 10

Operating System Needs:Windows or Mac OSX

Input Structure: Supports database connections, text or Microsoft Excel file formats, column
header names; one data row per measurement; tab-delimited preferred but not required.

Overview

JMP is a general statistical analysis platform that uses a graphical user interface to display and ana-
lyze data. JMP is not specifically tailored for statistical analysis of groundwater monitoring data.
JMP is software for interactive statistical graphics and includes:

l a spreadsheet for viewing, editing, entering, and manipulating data
l several graphical and statistical methods for data analysis
l a design of experiments module
l options to select and display subsets of the data
l data management tools for sorting and combining tables
l a calculator for each table column to compute values
l a facility for grouping data and computing summary statistics
l special plots, charts, and communication capability
l tools for moving analysis results between applications and for printing
l a scripting language for saving frequently used routines

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ●
Kaplan-Meier ●
ROS ●
Cohen/MLE ●

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Summary Statistics ● ●
Distributional tests ● ●
Outlier tests ● ●
Data transformations ● ●

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ◒ ●
SWFPR ●
Contaminant ranking ●
Monitoring network optimization ●

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● ●
Tolerance Limits ● ●
Prediction Limits ● ●
Testing Compliance Limits ● ●

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● ●
Batch plots ● ●
Tweaking of graphics ● ●

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● ●
ANOVA ● ●

Spatial Analysis

Geostatistics/Mapping ◒ ◒
Kriging/Interpolation ◒ ◒
Spatial smoothing ● ●

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● ●
Mann-Kendall ● ●
Linear regression ● ●
Nonlinear regression ● ●
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Theil-Sen line ●
Time Series analysis ● ●

Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ● ●
Factor/Discriminant analysis ● ●
Bootstrapping ● ●

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

JMP includes JMP Scripting Language (JSL). JMP can also call R (the open-source statistical com-
puting environment R; see www.r-project.org) or Statistical Analysis System (SAS) functions for
additional capabilities.

Ease of Use and Data Import

JMP offers descriptive statistics and simple analyses for beginning users, as well as more complex
model fitting for advanced users. The program organizes statistics into logical areas with appro-
priate graphs and tables, which help users find patterns in data, identify outlying points, or fit mod-
els. Appropriate analyses are defined and performed based on the types of variables input. JMP
provides several statistical and graphical methods organized into a small number of interactive plat-
forms.

Types of Distributions

JMP accepts data of any distributional type. You can evaluate the statistical distribution and make
data transformations within JMP. JMP also offers nonparametric statistical tests.

Visualization

JMP includes sophisticated built-in graphics for data visualization, including contour mapping, com-
plex nonlinear trends, post-plots, and shape file annotation. Through the JMP scripting language,
the process of analyzing data and producing plots can be automated. Graphics can be modified by
using the interface or by writing scripts. JMP has a journal option that allows you to export data
summaries, statistical analyses, or plots into Microsoft Word or other formats.
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Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

JMP is a general statistical analysis platform and is not tailored for statistical analysis of ground-
water monitoring data. JMP can be used for various exploratory or more sophisticated analyses and
can be specialized with JMP scripting language or call to R or SAS procedures. JMP can be used
for reliability analysis.

Benefits

l visual tools to assess data, flag values and look for trends among contaminants
l can be used to evaluate multiple media
l exploratory statistical tools for assessing data characteristics
l fitting of nonlinear and seasonal time series data
l multivariate methods to look for patterns in data

Limitations and Data Requirements

l JMP is not specifically designed for groundwater monitoring data and therefore does not
have all of the tests recommended for groundwater statistical analyses.

l Analyses of nondetects requires special data handling or writing scripts to handle these situ-
ations.

References

Sall, J. 2007. JMP Start Statistics: A Guide to Statistics and Data Analysis Using JMP, 4th ed. SAS
Press.

Thomas, L., and C. Drebs. 1997. “A Review of Statistical Power Analysis Software,” Bulletin of
the Ecological Society of America. Vol. 78, No. 2: 128-139.
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D.9 MATLAB + Statistics Toolbox

Approximate Cost: $2,150 for an individual license of MATLAB®;  $1,000 for an individual
license of Statistics Toolbox

Source: MathWorks (www.mathworks.com)

Current Version: R2013a

Operating System Needs:Windows 7, Windows Vista, Windows XP, Mac OS X

Input Structure: Text files or Excel files are easiest, but any data format can be imported using a
script.

Overview

MATLAB® is a software application that consists of a high-level programming language, inter-
active environment, and execution environment for data analysis, visualization, and numerical com-
putation. The basic MATLAB software allows you to fit regression lines, calculate summary
statistics, and plot data. MATLAB is flexible and can perform additional analyses using scripts and
add-ins.

MATLAB also has a wide variety of visualization options including line plots, bar plots, his-
tograms, pie charts, topological maps, and images. Many of these plots are available for both 2-D
and 3-D plots and can be animated to show changes over time. More advanced users can generate
a script to import, analyze, and plot data. Scripting is helpful when the same series of plots are gen-
erated on a regular basis (such as plots for quarterly reports).

With the Statistics Toolbox and some basic scripting, MATLAB can also be used for many other
types of data analysis and visualizations. Additional types of plots available in the statistics package
include box plots, probability distributions, additional types of histograms (including 3-D his-
tograms and scatter histograms), quantile-quantile plots, and multivariate analysis plots (including
dendograms, biplots, and parallel coordinate charts). You can also perform hypothesis tests, ana-
lysis of variance (ANOVA), cluster analysis, more complicated regression and classification, boot-
strapping, confidence interval calculations, and data transformations.

With this additional functionality, MATLAB can generate customized plots of data to analyze dis-
tributions, compare or display data, and visualize temporal changes. For example, it is possible to
compare two data sets to determine if concentrations changed over time, to determine appropriate
background levels, and to compare site data with background levels or cleanup goals. The Stat-
istics Toolbox has a number of interactive applications for analysis of covariance, distribution fit-
ting, density and distribution plots, contour plots, polynomial fitting, random number generation,
regression diagnostics, robust regression, and response surface demonstration.
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The capabilities designated in the table below for "Capability with Scripts/Add-ins" are based on
available scripts.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method
Capability As Is

(using MATLAB + Stat-
istics Toolbox)

Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● ●
Kaplan-Meier ●
ROS ● ●
Cohen/MLE ● ●
Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● ●
Distributional tests ● ●
Outlier tests ● ●
Data transformations ● ●

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ● ●
SWFPR ●
Contaminant ranking ●
Monitoring network optim-
ization ●

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● ●
Tolerance Limits ● ●
Prediction Limits ● ●
Testing Compliance Limits ● ●

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● ●
Batch plots ● ●
Tweaking of graphics ● ●
Statistical Comparisons
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Statistical Method
Capability As Is

(using MATLAB + Stat-
istics Toolbox)

Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

t-tests ● ●
ANOVA ● ●

Spatial Analysis

Geostatistics/Mapping ● ●
Kriging/Interpolation ● ●
Spatial smoothing ● ●
Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● ●
Mann-Kendall ●
Linear regression ● ●
Nonlinear regression ● ●
Theil-Sen line ●

Time Series analysis ●
●

(with Econometrics
Toolbox)

Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ● ●
Factor/Discriminant analysis ● ●
Bootstrapping ● ●

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

Add-ins relevant to groundwater statistics include Statistics Toolbox, Curve Fitting Toolbox (for fit-
ting curves and surfaces to data as well as nonparametric modeling techniques, such as splines,
interpolation, and smoothing), and Neural Network Toolbox (for data-fitting, pattern recognition,
and clustering). There are also many other add-ins not directly relevant to groundwater statistics.
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Ease of Use and Data Import

Versions of MATLAB are available for a variety of Windows, Macintosh, and Linux platforms.
Most basic tasks in MATLAB require use of a script or understanding of basic commands, making
it moderately difficult to use. Advanced users can generate scripts, which have the potential to per-
form almost any desired task. MathWorks offers both introductory and advanced classes.

MATLAB is matrix-based and has the capacity to handle and manipulate large quantities of data
rapidly. Many data or file types can be directly imported into MATLAB, including spreadsheet,
text, or image files. Advanced users can write scripts to import data from any format. The Database
Toolbox add-in allows you to read data directly from databases. Once imported, MATLAB is able
to easily transform or perform other calculations on large data sets. Plots and image files from
MATLAB can easily be saved as most common image types, written to Excel, or printed (either to
a printer or to a pdf).

Types of Distributions

MATLAB accepts data of any distributional type. You can apply data transformations using a
script or the Statistics Toolbox. The Statistics Toolbox includes functions and graphical tools to
work with both parametric and nonparametric distributions, both continuous and discrete dis-
tributions, and both univariate and multivariate distributions. You can fit distributions to data, eval-
uate goodness of fit, generate statistical plots, generate probability density functions and cumulative
distribution functions, and generate random and quasi-random number streams from distributions.

Visualization

MATLAB can be used to generate or display basic plots (including line, bar, and pie plots), topo-
graphic plots, images, and 3-D plots (including objects, volumes, and lines). With the added stat-
istics package, MATLAB can also generate box plots, histograms, probability distributions, and
quantile-quantile plots. You can customize plot styles as well, including lighting or camera angle
on 3-D graphs. Series of plots can be animated to show temporal or geographical changes. While
advanced users may use scripts to generate plots, other users can use a graphical user interface to
perform most customization options.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

MATLAB can perform a wide variety of tasks related to data analysis, visualization, and numerical
computation. MATLAB is particularly well-suited for computations in large data sets (including
data transformations, hypothesis testing, background evaluations and regression/trend analysis).
MATLAB can also generate customizable plots and images and can be an excellent tool for gen-
erating figures that must be updated on a regular basis, such as quarterly monitoring reports.
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Benefits

l flexible and provides customization options to generate plots and images
l multi-purpose software that can be used for other applications
l capable of handling computations in large data sets
l able to evaluate background data to determine appropriate background levels and test for con-
sistency of data with background

l includes scripts for easy updating of figures for quarterly reports
l variety of trend tests available
l able to handle parametric, nonparametric, continuous, discrete, univariate, and multivariate
distributions

l can generate and customize plots using the graphical user interface and have MATLAB cre-
ate the script associated with generating the plot

Limitations and Data Requirements

l cost
l moderate to difficult to use and requires some experience with basic programming.
l advanced use (scripting) required for many features
l limited functionality without the addition of the statistics toolbox
l challenging to import data that are not in spreadsheet, text, or image files
l limited customization of plots using the graphical user interface
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D.10 MINITAB

Approximate Cost: $1395 single-user license, $2940 for 5-user multi-user license

Source: www.minitab.com/en-US/default.aspx

Current Version: 16

Operating System Needs: XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Input Structure: Similar to Excel spreadsheet (values for variables entered in columns).

Overview

Minitab was primarily designed for the evaluating manufacturing and service quality data rather
than environmental data but is used across many industries.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ◒ N/A

Kaplan-Meier ◒ ●
ROS ◒
Cohen/MLE ● N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests ● N/A

Outlier tests ◒ ◒
Data transformations ● N/A

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ◒ N/A

SWFPR N/A
Contaminant ranking N/A
Monitoring network optimization N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits ◒ ◒

http://www.minitab.com/en-US/default.aspx
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Prediction Limits ◒ ◒
Testing Compliance Limits ● N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ◒ N/A

Tweaking of graphics ● N/A

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● N/A

ANOVA ● N/A

Spatial Analysis
Geostatistics/Mapping N/A
Kriging/Interpolation N/A
Spatial smoothing N/A

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall ●
Linear regression ● N/A

Nonlinear regression ● N/A

Theil-Sen line ◒
Time Series analysis ● N/A

Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ● N/A

Factor/Discriminant analysis ● N/A

Bootstrapping ◒

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability
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Add-Ins Available 

Many freeware macros are available (including some that are useful for censored data and envir-
onmental applications). Several are posted at the following websites:

l http://www.practicalstats.com
l http://www.minitab.com

Ease of Use and Data Import

Some operations (such as, generation of statistical plots and descriptive statistics) can be done with
little or no training. This software contains an extensive Help menu, tutorials, sample data sets, and
an Assistantmenu to help select appropriate statistical procedures. It is relatively simple to import
data from sources such as Excel, but environmental data with flags or nonnumerical characters can
be interpreted as text and must be manually converted to numerical values (for instance, by sep-
arating or deleting the non-numeric characters). You can assign formulas to columns to auto-
matically perform calculations. Data appear in spreadsheets that can be readily manipulated
including merged, sorted, and segregated data. Graphs readily update when spreadsheet data are
revised. Results are readily output to PowerPoint and MS Word.

Types of Distributions

Data can be fit to normal, lognormal, and Poisson distributions. The program generates random
data and outputs probability densities, cumulative probabilities, and inverse cumulative prob-
abilities for many distributions (such as normal, lognormal, chi square, gamma, beta, exponential,
F-distribution, and Poisson).

Visualization

The program's powerful, simple, and versatile graphic capability includes scatter plots, box plots,
pie charts, histograms, individual value plots, and various 3-D plots. The software is useful for
exploratory data analysis (EDA) and generating reports.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

This package can be used for groundwater applications for graphing capabilities for EDA, one-
sample and multi-sample parametric and nonparametric hypothesis tests, time series evaluations,
and control charts.

Benefits

l Basic functions are simple to use.
l The program offers clear and extensive help system.
l The cost is moderate (about $1,400; periodic updates cost about $600).
l Programming language and free macros are available to expand the software’s capability.

http://www.practicalstats.com/
http://www.minitab.com/
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Limitations and Data Requirements

l Not designed for environmental applications
l Lack of as is capability for some common environmental statistical applications (such as pre-
diction intervals, outlier tests, Theil-Sen lines, and user-friendly menus for left-censored
data).
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D.11 MONITORING AND REMEDIATION OPTIMIZATION SYSTEM SOFTWARE
(MAROS)

Approximate Cost: Free

Source: GSI website (http://www.gsi-net.com/en/software/free-software/maros-30.html)

Current Version: version 3.0

Operating System Needs:Microsoft Office Access 2007 or 2010; Windows 7 (older versions of
software are available compatible with Windows XP and earlier versions of MS Office)

Input Structure:Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or Access database

Overview

The Monitoring and Remediation Optimization System (MAROS) software was developed by
GSI Environmental Inc. (GSI) on behalf of Air Force Civil Engineer Center (AFCEC), known pre-
viously as Air Force Center for Engineering and the Environment (AFCEE), in 1998. It is a pub-
lic-domain, data management and evaluation tool specifically designed to improve long-term
groundwater monitoring (LTM) programs using both qualitative and quantitative
methods. MAROS provides both:

1. Optimization routines, to help determine the appropriate number of sample locations,
sampling frequency, and laboratory analytes for the specified monitoring objective

2. Statistical analysis tools to evaluate the plume stability condition and the effectiveness of nat-
ural attenuation and active remediation efforts

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier ● N/A

ROS N/A
Cohen/MLE N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests ● N/A

Outlier tests ● N/A

http://www.gsi-net.com/en/software/free-software/maros.html
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Data transformations ● N/A

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ● N/A

SWFPR N/A

Contaminant ranking ● N/A

Monitoring network optimization ● N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits N/A
Prediction Limits N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ● N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots N/A
Tweaking of graphics N/A

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● N/A

ANOVA N/A
Spatial Analysis

Geostatistics/Mapping N/A
Kriging/Interpolation N/A
Spatial smoothing N/A

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression ● N/A

Nonlinear regression N/A
Theil-Sen line N/A
Time Series analysis N/A

Multivariate Analysis
Multiple regression N/A
Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A
Bootstrapping N/A

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
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(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

None

Ease of Use and Data Import

The MAROS tool analyzes groundwater data collected from a network of permanent or semi-per-
manent groundwater monitoring locations. Modules within the MAROS tool evaluate affected
groundwater sites where substantial site characterization has already occurred. MAROS is not spe-
cifically designed for detection monitoring programs. The intended use of this software is to review
data and evaluate the efficacy of the network to address site monitoring and remediation objectives.

The MAROS software uses site-specific data from the full historical record for statistical analysis
and review. Groundwater analytical data can be imported into the software from AFCEC's Envir-
onmental Resource Program Information Management System (ERPIMS) database or Microsoft
Excel or Access files. Minimum data requirements for the MAROS tool include data from at least
six monitoring locations with detected concentrations of contaminants and at least four sampling
events. The software can evaluate data from as many as 200 wells (speed of calculations may be
slow with more than 200 wells). Input files include data such as well name, X, Y coordinates,
sample date, contaminant name, analytical result, detection limit, and data flags. 

The software can currently import data for over 2,000 different chemicals that may be dissolved in
groundwater. Internal MAROS databases contain regulatory screening levels from various pro-
grams and physical parameters for these chemicals. Data from these databases are used to prioritize
contaminants for long term monitoring optimization (LTMO) analyses.

Types of Distributions

The software contains modules that prioritize contaminants, calculate summary statistics, find out-
liers, identify data distributions, determine temporal trends at individual wells (using both Mann-
Kendall and linear regression techniques), and calculate plume stability metrics and their trends
over time (such as total dissolved mass, center of mass, and spread of mass).

Visualization

MAROS has several data visualization options that allow you to review concentration versus time
graphs and tables prior to more in-depth analyses. You can export results of analyses either as
formatted reports, spreadsheet output, or database output at various locations in the software.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

The program uses individual well statistics to prioritize wells in the network and identify locations
that have attained cleanup goals. Optimization analyses identify redundant locations using qual-
itative decision logic and a nearest neighbor spatial geometry approach, estimate plume
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concentration uncertainty to recommend new well locations, and use a sampling frequency module
to recommend optimal sampling intervals.

Benefits

l Uses simple statistics and decision frameworks to prioritize data collection efforts and link
data to defensible site management decisions

l Can use results from this software to develop lines of evidence, which combined with pro-
fessional judgment, can be used to inform site management decisions for safe and eco-
nomical long-term monitoring of groundwater plumes.

l Can use MAROS to help design and calculate remediation performance metrics and as a tool
to evaluate progress toward site remedial goals

Limitations

l MAROS provides a two-dimensional analysis of the plume, so analyze nested wells sep-
arately (wells with the same X, Y coordinates but different depths).

l Evaluate multiple saturated units separately. Some modules assume a single source location.
l MAROS does not evaluate the plume outside of the imported well locations.
l Some statistical modules have limitations in the number of sample events that can be ana-
lyzed. For example, in the current version, the Mann-Kendall trend tool has an upper limit of
40 samples while the outlier analysis (Dixon’s method) is limited to 25 samples.

References

AFCEC (Air Force Civil Engineer Center). 2012. "Monitoring and Remediation Optimization Sys-
tem (MAROS) Software, User's Guide and Technical Manual." In: Air Force Center for
Environmental Excellence.
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Center for Environmental Excellence. http://www.gsi-net.com/software/MAROS_V2_
1Manual.pdf.

Aziz, J. A., C. J. Newell, M. Ling, H. S. Rifai and J. R. Gonzales. 2003. "MAROS:  A Decision
Support System for Optimizing Monitoring Plans." Ground Water 41(3): 355-367.

Ling, M., H.S. Rifai, C.J. Newell, J.J. Aziz, and J.R Gonzales. 2003. “Groundwater Monitoring
Plans at Small-Scale Sites:  An Innovative Spatial and Temporal Methodology”, Journal of
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D.12 NCSS 8

Approximate Cost: $249 (one seat, government); complete price lists are found on the NCSS
web page.

Source: NCSS, LLC (http://www.ncss.com/about_ncss.html)

Current Version: v8

Operating System Needs:Windows 32 or 64 bit

Input Structure: Similar to ProUCL in that the result column is followed by a detect column to
identify if the results are measured values or detection limits.

Overview

General statistical program with a range of procedures and tools.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ◒ N/A

Kaplan-Meier ● N/A

ROS ◒ N/A

Cohen/MLE ◒ N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests ● N/A

Outlier tests ● N/A

Data transformations ● N/A

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ● N/A

SWFPR ● N/A

Contaminant ranking ● N/A

Monitoring network optimization ● N/A

Statistical Limits
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits ● N/A

Prediction Limits ● N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ● N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ● N/A

Tweaking of graphics ● N/A

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● N/A

ANOVA ● N/A

Spatial Analysis
Geostatistics/Mapping N/A
Kriging/Interpolation N/A
Spatial smoothing N/A

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression ● N/A

Nonlinear regression ● N/A

Theil-Sen line ● N/A

Time Series analysis ● N/A

Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ● N/A

Factor/Discriminant analysis ● N/A

Bootstrapping ◒ N/A

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability
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Add-Ins Available

None

Ease of Use and Data Import

Requires a Windows 32 or 64 bit operating system. This program imports 35 different file types
including Excel (all versions) spreadsheets. Data import is straightforward and examples are
provided. Data may be processed or input within NCSS. The program provides drop down menus
and a toolbar offers short cuts to frequently used functions. The program also provides a macro
recording function for repeated procedures. Default templates are provided for typical parameters
required for report tables and graphs, or you can easily create and save new templates.

Types of Distributions

NCSS 8 accepts data of any distributional type. The program provides flexibility in performing
transformations and in selecting appropriate tests. The Nondetects-Data Group Comparison pro-
cedure computes summary statistics, generates EDF plots, and computes hypothesis tests appro-
priate for two or more groups for data with nondetects (left-censored) values.

Visualization

All standard graphics are available plus some unusual ones such as empirical distribution function
and violin plots.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

You can use NCSS 8 for any environmental statistics problem that does not require spatial ana-
lysis.

Benefits

l Many advanced tests and procedures useful to expert users
l Output easily inserted in reports and documents which can then be manipulated through vari-
ous common Windows applications

l Well documented; statistical tests clearly explained (although at a moderate to advanced
level) ; introductory topics for chapters (which give an overview and comparison of different
approaches)

l Example problems and trial data sets provided for many procedures
l Extensive built-in data transformation functions, including IF-THEN functions,  from within
the program (unlike some statistical programs that require all data pre-processing to occur out-
side the program)

l Performs data simulations
l Easy to convert results into a database or to combine different databases in the program
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Limitations and Data Requirements

l No geostatistical capabilities.
l Not dedicated to groundwater monitoring applications.
l Requires a moderate level of statistical expertise to use appropriately.
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D.13 PAM

Approximate Cost: Free (freeware)

Version: 0.62 Beta

Source: www.henlopen.net/pam/index.htm

Operating System Needs:Windows (Macintosh OS X and Linux versions are available by
request).

Usage Restrictions: PAM is freeware and can be downloaded and used free of cost.
However, PAM is not open-source and cannot be distributed or resold or included in any other
package. Full license details are provided with the downloadable installation program.

Input Structure: Data are provided to PAM in text files.

Overview

PAM is designed to support CERCLA (Superfund) analyses for the USEPA Region 5 GEOS Pro-
gram and focuses on intrawell tests. The program can analyze multiple monitoring locations, con-
taminants, and events for a broad view of the changing groundwater conditions and contaminant
concentrations. PAM creates outputs in standardized formats, including PDF documents, HTML
pages, and PNG images. The program also evaluates trends, comparisons to standards, and com-
parison of recent data to baseline

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier N/A
ROS N/A

Cohen/MLE ● N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools
Summary Statistics N/A

Distributional tests ● N/A

Outlier tests N/A
Data transformations N/A

Statistical Design
Statistical Power N/A
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

SWFPR N/A
Contaminant ranking N/A
Monitoring network optimization N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits ● N/A

Prediction Limits ● N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ● N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ● N/A

Tweaking of graphics ● N/A

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● N/A

ANOVA ◒ N/A

Spatial Analysis
Geostatistics/Mapping N/A
Kriging/Interpolation N/A
Spatial smoothing N/A

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression N/A
Nonlinear regression N/A

Theil-Sen line ● N/A

Time Series analysis N/A
Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression N/A
Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A
Bootstrapping

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
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(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

According to the PAM website, the software can be customized to incorporate additional input
data formats, new statistical tests, and revised summary report tables. Authorized customization is
performed by Subterranean Research, Inc.

Ease of Use and Data Import

PAM is easy to run because it is designed to support CERCLA analyses, rather than a general pur-
pose statistical package. Data input to PAM is provided in text files that can be easily generated
from spreadsheets or databases.

Types of Distribution

PAM supports some basic distributional tests, but is not geared toward a comprehensive para-
metric, distributional analysis of data.

Visualization

The program displays results using charts and color-coded data tables. Charts show the original
data, subsets of data used for each statistical test, and various confidence, prediction, and regulatory
limits in a concise format.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

For each specified contaminant at a monitoring well, three types of tests can be performed:

l Comparison to Standard Test: The data are compared to a standard, such as a maximum
contaminant level (MCL) or alternate compliance limit (ACL), to determine whether the data
are in compliance with the standard.

l Comparison to Baseline Test: The most recent data value is compared to the prediction
interval of the population.

l Trend Hypothesis Test and Estimate: The Mann-Kendall and Theil-Sen trend line test are
used to determine whether a statistical trend is present in the time-series data set.

Benefits

l User-friendly environment for exploring data trends and analyzing whether the time series
data are in compliance.

l Runs in batch mode to process large data sets
l Built atop MATLAB Component Runtime for fast computation
l Free
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Limitations

PAM is not a general-purpose statistical software and can only be used to perform trend and com-
pliance-type tests.
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D.14 ProUCL 5.0.00

Approximate Cost: Free

Source: USEPA (http://www.epa.gov/land-research/proucl-software)

Current Version: v5.0.00

Operating System Needs:Windows 32 or 64 bit, XP, Vista, Windows 7

Software Needs:Microsoft.NET version 4.0 Framework

Input Structure: Cross-tabular Excel file (XLS or XLSX format) or comma-separated values
(CSV) format

Overview

ProUCL has been developed by Lockheed Martin under a contract with USEPA. ProUCL has
been developed to address statistical issues arising in the various Superfund and RCRA site pro-
jects, and is available from USEPA at no cost. The software is designed specifically for various
environmental monitoring applications including background contaminant evaluations, risk ana-
lysis for understanding concentrations, trend identification, and provides both interwell and
intrawell procedures for evaluating groundwater contamination, using several parametric and non-
parametric (including bootstrap methods) approaches as well. Graphical analyses offered include
normal, lognormal, and gamma quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots, probability plots, histograms, box
plots, and line/trend plots. In addition to parametric and nonparametric upper limits, ProUCL 5.0
provides Gehan and Tarone-Ware tests to compare two data sets with multiple detection limits. Res-
ults for statistical intervals are offered with several options and relevant cautions. ProUCL 5.0 has
rigorous methods to compute statistical upper limits including confidence limits, prediction limits,
tolerance limits, and simultaneous limits for data sets with and without nondetect observations cov-
ering a wide-range of skewness and sample sizes. A partial list of references used in the decision
making process included in ProUCL is provided.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier ● N/A

ROS ● N/A

Cohen/MLE N/A
Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests ● N/A

Outlier tests ● N/A

Data transformations
Statistical Design

Statistical Power ◒ N/A

SWFPR N/A
Contaminant ranking N/A
Monitoring network optimization N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ◒ N/A

Tolerance Limits ◒ N/A

Prediction Limits ◒ N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ◒ N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ◒ N/A

Batch plots N/A
Tweaking of graphics N/A

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● N/A

ANOVA ◒ N/A

Spatial Analysis
Geostatistics/Mapping N/A
Kriging/Interpolation N/A
Spatial smoothing N/A

Regression/Time Series
Trend Tests N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression ● N/A

Nonlinear regression N/A

Theil-Sen line ● N/A

Time series analysis N/A
Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ◒ N/A

Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Bootstrapping ◒ N/A

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

None

Ease of Use and Data Import

Use of ProUCL is straightforward. Although ProUCL requires no formal background in statistics,
you should understand the assumptions and input requirements for any statistical tests used in mak-
ing decisions. Input data sets are uncomplicated, requiring columns of detected values for con-
taminants and corresponding columns indicating whether each value is a detect or a nondetect at
the quantitation limit. You can also add variables to provide grouping data, regression variables, or
sample dates. ProUCL modules can handle missing data.

You can select desired statistical tests from drop-down menus, and relevant options from sub-
sequent menus. You can also view results within the program and export them to an Excel spread-
sheet.

Data can be evaluated for fit to normal, lognormal, or gamma distributions; statistical interval test
results are available for all of these distributions in addition to several nonparametric options.

Types of Distribution

ProUCL provides goodness-of-fit tests for normal, lognormal, and gamma distributions for
uncensored data sets (without nondetects) as well as left-censored data sets (with nondetect obser-
vations.)

Types of Upper Limits
ProUCL 5.0 computes parametric and nonparametric statistical upper limits including confidence
limits, prediction limits for k future observations and mean of k observations, tolerance limits, and
upper simultaneous limits for censored and uncensored data sets (Singh and Nocerino 1997). Stat-
istical limits computation methods available in ProUCL 5.0 cover a wide range of skewness and
sample size. All of these limits can be computed using GROS, LROS, and nonparametric Kaplan-
Meier methods. ProUCL also provides bootstrap methods to compute confidence and tolerance lim-
its.
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Types of Two-Sample Hypothesis Tests for Data Sets with Nondetects
In addition to two-sample t-tests and the Wilcoxon rank sum test, ProUCL 5.0 provides two-
sample hypothesis tests (Gehan generalized Wilcoxon test and Tarone-Ware) for left-censored data
with nondetect observations.

Visualization

Plots available in ProUCL include box plots, histograms, quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots for normal,
lognormal, and gamma distributions, and normal probability plots. Multiple normal Q-Q plots by
groups provide a point-by-point comparison of data from multiple groups (monitoring wells).
These graphs can also be used on data sets with nondetect observations. Although the program
offers some options for editing the output plots, the process is limited.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analyses

As the name implies, ProUCL was initially developed to provide a package for computing stat-
istical intervals. Iterations of the software have provided additional statistical tools as well as
improvements to the original. Version 5.0 provides for upper confidence limits, upper prediction
limits, upper tolerance limits, and upper simultaneous limits for data sets with and without non-
detect observations covering a wide range of data skewness and sample sizes. Depending upon the
sample size, data distribution, and number of detects present, ProUCL 5.0 provides suggestions
and cautions on the output results. Other available tests that may apply to groundwater monitoring
include analysis of variance (ANOVA), trend evaluation, outlier, and goodness-of-fit tests. The
sample size module of ProUCL computes DQO-based sample sizes needed to address statistical
requirements of environmental projects. The sample size module can also be used to perform
power evaluations in retrospect.

Although ProUCL software does not perform more in-depth statistical evaluations or address
issues of definition and investigation, it is a good fit for many sites.

Benefits

l free
l relative simplicity of use
l developed specifically for environmental applications
l results output with recommendations, cautions, and cited references
l documentation well written and generally easy to understand

Limitations

l primary use: calculation of upper statistical limits, background versus site comparisons, inter-
well and intrawell comparisons, outlier identification, sample size determination and power
evaluations, and trend evaluations in ground water data, and hypothesis testing

l limited opportunity for user intervention or modification of procedures
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D.15 R FOR STATISTICS

Approximate Cost: Free

Source: http://www.r-project.org

Operating System Needs: Operates on Windows, Mac OS, and most versions of UNIX.

Input Structure: Scripts can be written in R to read and analyze data from a wide variety of data
sources including, but not limited to text/binary files, spreadsheets, and databases.

Overview

According to the R FAQ (Hornik 2013), "R is a system for statistical computation and graphics
consisting of a programming language plus a run-time environment with graphics, a debugger,
access to certain system functions, and the ability to run programs stored in script files." "R is an
integrated suite of software facilities for data manipulation, calculation, and graphical display"
according to the “An Introduction to R” document (Venables et al. 2013).

The statistical functions in R provide support for linear and generalized linear models, nonlinear
regression models, time series analysis, classical parametric and nonparametric tests, clustering and
smoothing, analysis of spatial data, and Bayesian analysis, among others. In addition to storing and
manipulating data, a mature collection of functions help in the production of report-quality graph-
ics. R can be downloaded free from the Comprehensive R archive network (CRAN; http://www.r-
project.org/). It is distributed under a GNU-style copyleft (http://www.gnu.or-
g/copyleft/copyleft.html) license and is part of the GNU project (http://www.gnu.org).

Functions and corresponding data sets are typically organized in units called ‘packages’. The dir-
ectory where packages are stored is called the library. R comes with a standard set of packages in
the standard library. Other packages can be downloaded and installed as needed. Once installed,
these packages must be loaded into the session to be used. The list of packages in the standard lib-
rary and detailed descriptions and documentation for each of the packages can be found at
http://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-devel/library/base/html/00Index.html. In addition to the standard
packages, the user can install additional packages from the CRAN website or elsewhere. Addi-
tional contributed packages can be found at the CRAN website at http://CRAN.R-project.org/ and
related sites such as Bioconductor (http://www.bioconductor.org/) and Omegahat (http://www.o-
megahat.org/). Advanced users can program their own packages for custom applications.

http://www.r-project.org/
http://www.r-project.org/
http://www.r-project.org/
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/copyleft.html
http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/copyleft.html
http://www.gnu.org/
http://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-devel/library/base/html/00Index.html
http://cran.r-project.org/
http://www.bioconductor.org/
http://www.omegahat.org/
http://www.omegahat.org/
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Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier ◒ ●
ROS ◒ ●
Cohen/MLE ◒ ●

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests ● N/A

Outlier tests ● N/A

Data transformations ● N/A

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ● N/A

SWFPR ● N/A

Contaminant ranking ● N/A

Monitoring network optimization ◒
Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits ● N/A

Prediction Limits ● N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ● N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ● N/A

Tweaking of graphics ● N/A

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● N/A

ANOVA ● N/A

Spatial Analysis
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Geostatistics/Mapping ◒ ●
Kriging/Interpolation ◒ ●
Spatial smoothing ◒ ●

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression ● N/A

Nonlinear regression ● N/A

Theil-Sen line ● N/A

Time Series analysis ● N/A

Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ● N/A

Factor/Discriminant analysis ● N/A

Bootstrapping ● N/A

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

Several existing add-on packages extend the functionality of R. A partial list can be found at
http://cran.r-project.org/doc/FAQ/R-FAQ.html●Add_002don-packages-from-CRAN.

Ease of Use and Data Import

The most common data structures in R are vectors and data frames. Higher order data structures
such as lists and data frames are also available for advanced analysis. The R environment may chal-
lenge a new user; however, an interactive user interface and comprehensive help documentation
are provided. In addition, active development is underway to generate graphical user interfaces that
provide a method to access commonly used functions. 

http://cran.r-project.org/doc/FAQ/R-FAQ.html#Add_002don-packages-from-CRAN
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Types of Distributions

R can be used for calculating properties of probability distributions as well as to check whether a
given data set fits a standard distribution. A number of distributions and distributional tests are sup-
ported in R, including: beta, binomial, Cauchy, chi-squared, exponential, F, gamma, geometric,
hypergeometric, lognormal, logistic, negative binomial, normal, Poisson, Student’s T, uniform, and
Weibull. 

Visualization

R has a mature graphics library and can produce presentation quality graphics for most of the com-
monly used plots, such as stem and leaf, box plots, scatter plots,histograms, and contours.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

R is commonly used to perform the following tasks:

l calculate summary statistics
l perform distributional tests
l get point estimates of population mean
l get interval estimates of population mean with known and unknown variance
l perform sampling size of population mean
l calculate point and interval estimates of population proportion
l test hypotheses
l perform linear and nonlinear regression
l perform analysis on time-series and spatial data
l snalyze nondetects in data using substitution-type methods and also more advanced max-
imum likelihood estimator methods

l develop custom applications

Benefits

l provides a flexible, interactive, and powerful environment for data analysis and visualization
l free
l built-in support for a variety of simple to the complex statistical analyses
l scripts for performing complex analysis
l easily produces presentation-quality graphics and automated reports
l active and knowledgeable online community for support issues.
l detailed online documentation

Limitations and Data Requirements

l The program provides the functions and libraries to read and process data from a variety of
sources including, but not limited to ASCII Files, binary Files, spreadsheets, and databases.
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l As long as the data format and structure is known, data can be imported into the R envir-
onment.

l The environment challenging to the first-time user, and presents a steep initial learning curve.
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D.16 SANITAS FOR GROUNDWATER

Approximate Cost: about $1,000 plus annual maintenance fee

Source: Sanitas Technologies (www.sanitastech.com)

Current Version: v9.2

Operating System Needs:Windows 7 and 8, XP, Vista

Software Needs: Microsoft.NET version 4.0 Framework

Input Structure: Flat file or cross-tabular

Overview

Sanitas is a commercially available software package designed specifically for evaluating ground-
water monitoring data, particularly at RCRA Subtitle C and D facilities. Although earlier releases
were less versatile, more recent versions allow for selection between USEPA (1992), California,
Unified Guidance, or American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards, provide
some user-defined treatment of nondetects, and relax earlier input file restrictions. 

The software provides both interwell and intrawell procedures for evaluating groundwater con-
tamination, and employs parametric and nonparametric approaches. You can select from several
options for treatment of nondetects, outlier testing, data transforms and adjust for seasonality, low
detection frequency, or trends in background. Graphical analyses offered include probability plots,
piper and stiff diagrams, control charts (Shewhart-Cusum), and statistical interval (prediction and
tolerance) test results.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier N/A
ROS N/A

Cohen/MLE ◒ N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests ◒ N/A

Outlier tests ● N/A
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Data Transformations N/A
Statistical Design

Statistical Power ● N/A

SWFPR ● N/A

Contaminant ranking ◒ N/A

Monitoring network optimization ◒ N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits ● N/A

Prediction Limits ● N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ● N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ● N/A

Tweaking of graphics ◒ N/A

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● N/A

ANOVA ● N/A

Spatial Analysis
Geostatistics/Mapping N/A
Kriging/Interpolation N/A
Spatial smoothing N/A

Regression/Time Series
Trend Tests N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression N/A
Nonlinear regression N/A

Theil-Sen line ● N/A

Time Series Analysis N/A
Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression N/A
Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A
Bootstrapping N/A

Capability Ratings:
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N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

None

Ease of Use and Data Import

The most recent (v9.0 and newer) versions of Sanitas software can run on any Windows version
that supports the .NET framework; however, the older versions of Sanitas are not compatible with
the newer Windows platforms. Older versions of Sanitas also require that the input data file be in
cross-tabular format with some stringent formatting requirements; v9.0 and newer allow flat file
input, but will also accept the earlier cross-tabular format.

The various statistical procedures available in Sanitas are all accessed from drop-down menus. You
determine the general category of test, then choose more specific criteria from the menus. Depend-
ing on the number of sample points, collection dates, and contaminants monitored, each test may
take several minutes to complete.

Although no statistical expertise is required to run Sanitas and the operational basics are relatively
simple, as with any software, you should make sure that you understand the assumptions and input
requirements for any statistical tests used in making decisions based on the output. Sanitas Tech-
nologies also offers training workshops at regular intervals for new users.

Type of Distributions

The Sanitas package includes distributions and distributional analyses such as parametric (normal,
transformed normal, and Poisson-based distributions), nonparametric, Shapiro-Wilk normality, Sha-
piro-Francia normality, chi-squared, coefficient of variation normality, skewness and kurtosis, and
Levene’s test, equality of variance.

Visualization

Sanitas includes graphics for data visualization, including customized graphs, power curves, plots,
and production of summary tables.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

Sanitas is a statistical application developed specifically for groundwater monitoring applications.
Many of the statistical procedures needed for groundwater data analyses are included.
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Benefits

l straightforward use
l unlimited number of users for each site license
l developed specifically for groundwater monitoring applications
l relatively inexpensive
l documentation is well-written and generally easy to understand

Limitations and Data Requirements

l Each site must be licensed independently (price reduction after several sites licensed).
l Evaluation of distribution is limited to normal and ladder-of-powers transforms.
l Configuration errors (for example, selection of nondetect treatment) may go undetected by
the user.
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D.17 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM (SAS)

Approximate Cost: about $3,500 and up, depending on version and add-ins

Source: SAS (www.sas.com/technologies/analytics/statistics/stat/index.html)

Current Version: v9.3

Operating System Needs:Windows, Unix/Linux

Data Input Structure: Varied, user-defined

Overview

SAS is a suite of statistical software packages that apply to a wide variety of sectors including fin-
ancial services, medicine, insurance, manufacturing, and oil and gas. Although not designed spe-
cifically for environmental applications, SAS is practically unlimited in the types and levels of
statistical analyses that it can support. Some background in statistics is required, however, to use all
of the features in SAS and to ensure that approaches are valid and inferences are sound.

SAS Base contains many general statistical procedures, as well as graphical capabilities, and is use-
ful for most standard groundwater monitoring applications. More complex matrix-based procedures
(such as kriging) are provided in SAS IML, which is available for separate purchase. Similarly, pro-
cess control applications (such as Shewhart-Cusum charts) are specifically addressed in SAS QC
software, which can also be purchased separately.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier ●
ROS ●
Cohen/MLE ●

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests ● N/A

Outlier tests ● N/A

Data transformations ●
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ● N/A

SWFPR ● N/A

Contaminant ranking ● N/A

Monitoring network optimization ● N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits ● N/A

Prediction Limits ● N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ● N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ● N/A

Tweaking of graphics ● N/A

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● N/A

ANOVA ● N/A

Spatial Analysis

Geostatistics/Mapping ◒ ●
Kriging/Interpolation ◒ ●
Spatial smoothing ◒ ●

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression ● N/A

Nonlinear regression ● N/A

Theil-Sen line ● N/A

Time Series analysis ● N/A

Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ● N/A
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Factor/Discriminant analysis ● N/A

Bootstrapping ● N/A

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

Add-in packages are available for a variety of applications and business sectors. SAS/IML and
SAS/QC provide added functionality for groundwater monitoring statistics.

Ease of Use and Data Import

SAS version 9.3 (the most recent commercially available version) is available for use on most Win-
dows platforms. SAS is versatile with regard to data file structure, and can read most file types (text
files, CSV, and others), but you generally must define the structure and data format for the pro-
gram.

Because of its power and versatility, you must understand statistical approaches and methodologies
to ensure valid and defensible results from SAS. You can write “free-form” code, calling statistical
procedures, and within one program regroup and revise data, perform multi-layered analyses, out-
put new data sets, and provide presentation-grade graphical analyses. SAS can be used to perform
reliability analysis.

Visualization

SAS can produce contours, plots, and graphs. For examples of SAS visuals, visit the website
http://www.sas.com/technologies/analytics/statistics/stat/index.html.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

SAS performs statistics for a wide variety of applications, but specific methods and tests for ground-
water monitoring include statistical intervals, hypothesis testing, regression, correlation, outlier
tests, spatial weighting, trend analysis, and a variety of graphical methods. While these procedures
are not necessarily available in a drop-down menu or as a specific application, all of them can be
coded into an SAS program by a proficient user. User-coded methods include nonparametric or
non-normal procedures as well as those noted above as available in additional purchased software.

Benefits

l online help and available support system
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l many examples provided in the documentation
Limitations and Data Requirements

l cost
l requires at some knowledge of statistical methods
l may be challenging for inexperienced users who may find the initial learning curve steep 
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D.18 Scout 2008 v1.00.01

Approximate Cost: Free

Source USEPA

Current Version: 2008 v 1.00.01 (2009)

Operating System Needs:Windows 98 or newer

Software Needs: Microsoft .NET version 1.1 Framework

Input Structure:Microsoft Excel spreadsheet (XLS) or comma-separated values (CSV) file

Overview

Scout was developed by Lockheed-Martin under contract with the USEPA. This program is a com-
prehensive, public domain data analysis software package that performs statistical methods used for
evaluating data sets for groundwater monitoring optimization, background contaminant eval-
uations, and risk analysis for quantifying cleanup criteria.

Scout was designed to allow practitioners and decision makers to learn and apply accepted stat-
istical techniques. This tool allows you to incorporate qualitative considerations into the analysis
and output may be adjusted based on user-specified considerations and rationales.

In addition, two stand-alone software packages, ProUCL4.0 and Parallax, are incorporated into
Scout. ProUCL 4.0 (2009) has been updated to ProUCL 5.0 (2013) which is not part of Scout
2008 v 1.00.01.ProUCL 5.0 is a statistical software package useful for performing statistical eval-
uations including hypotheses testing and calculating upper limits of data sets with and without non-
detect observations with multiple reporting limits. Parallax is a software package that offers
graphical and classification tools to analyze multivariate data using parallax coordinates.

Four statistical modules are used with Scout, as described below.

Data Module
The data module generates univariate data sets from normal, lognormal, gamma, and uniform dis-
tributions, and multivariate data sets from normal distributions. The software can also perform trans-
formation operations on univariate and multivariate data for data sets with and without
nondetects. The software handles nondetects through substitution and ROS methods, as well as
estimation of missing observations.

Graph Module
The graphs module generates plots for single or grouped data sets. Graphical capabilities are
described further in the Visualization section.
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Statistical Module
For univariate data sets, Scout can perform a variety of descriptive statistics, classical interval estim-
ates, and goodness-of-fit tests. The software is capable of parametric and nonparametric methods
including Kaplan-Meier, ROS, and bootstrap methods on left-censored data sets. The software also
performs univariate and multivariate outlier evaluations, robust estimation, single-sample and two
sample hypotheses tests (including quantile tests), and the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test.

The goodness-of-fit tests may be used to theoretically test and verify the normality of a data set and
also to identify outliers. The goodness-of-fit tests may also be incorporated into the quantile-
quantile plots along with correlation coefficients and critical values for a specified significance
level, α.

This module performs outlier identification and estimation for both univariate and multivariate data
sets using both classical and robust methods. The univariate methods for uncensored and left-cen-
sored data sets include Dixon's test, Rosner's test, and Grubbs tests as well as Tukey’s robust
biweight method. Multivariate outlier identification and estimation methods include but are not lim-
ited to: Max MD and multivariate kurtosis sequential classical methods, iterative robust and res-
istant M-estimation methods based on Huber and PROP influence functions, MCD, and MVT
method.

The module computes the various parametric (normal, lognormal, and gamma distribution based)
and nonparametric (for example, bootstrap, central limit theorem) upper limits including confidence
limit, prediction limit, tolerance limit, and simultaneous limit. Additionally, the software also com-
putes parametric and nonparametric two-sided confidence intervals, prediction intervals, tolerance
intervals, and simultaneous intervals.

This module can be used to perform one-way parametric and nonparametric ANOVA. The trend
tests option can perform trend evaluations on time-series data sets using the Mann-Kendall test and
Theil-Sen nonparametric trend line, supplemented with graphical displays.

Regression Module
The regression module can perform classical and robust regressions using several linear methods
including least median of squared regression; least percentile of squared regression for classical
methods; and M-estimation, Huber, biweight, and PROP influence for robust methods. In addition,
the module also generates and displays prediction and confidence limits around fitted regression
models for first order linear models. The graphical displays available within the module can be
used to identify outliers, leverage points, and compare the performance of the various classical and
robust regression methods.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier ● N/A

ROS ● N/A

Cohen/MLE ● N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests ● N/A

Outlier tests ● N/A

Data transformations ● N/A

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ◒ N/A

SWFPR ◒ N/A

Contaminant ranking N/A
Monitoring network optimization N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits ● N/A

Prediction Limits ● N/A

Testing Compliance Limits ◒ N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ● N/A

Tweaking of graphics ● N/A

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● N/A

ANOVA ◒ N/A

Spatial Analysis

Geostatistics/Mapping ◒ N/A

Kriging/Interpolation N/A
Spatial smoothing N/A

Regression/Time Series
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression ● N/A

Nonlinear regression N/A

Theil-Sen line ● N/A

Time Series analysis ● N/A

Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ● N/A

Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A

Bootstrapping ●
Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

None

Ease of Use and Data Import

Scout 2008 v 1.00.01 is a user friendly software with User Guide providing details with examples
on how to implement the various methods available in Scout 2008. Scout 2008 can read Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet (XLS) or CSV files. Output files generated by Scout can be saved in Excel
spreadsheet or as Outlook offline storage table (OST) files.

Types of Distributions

Scout can perform statistical evaluations for normal, lognormal, and gamma distributed uncensored
data sets and left-censored data sets consisting of nondetects with multiple reporting limits. Several
robust, nonparametric, and bootstrap methods are also available in Scout 2008 v 1.00.01.

Visualization

Scout permits construction of plots for single and grouped data sets, including histograms, box
plots, quantile-quantile plots, index plots, and 2D and 3D scatter plots. Scout can also generate uni-
variate graphs for regression analyses including residual plots, observed versus predicted plots, and
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bivariate regression line plots. Results from other statistical modules may also be displayed on
some of the graphs. Graphical displays are interactive, enabling a limited amount of editing of the
graphs, which may be performed within the software, and plots may be exported as an image file
or copied into other image editing software.

Several of the other modules within Scout can generate graphs in order to determine data set dis-
tributions, compare grouped data, identify outliers, compare performances of various methods for
outlier identification, compare leverage points, and provide univariate and multivariate classical and
robust method quality assurance and control.

All modules of Scout generate graphical output displays (GST file), Excel spreadsheets, or both
graphical displays and spreadsheets. Some of the graphics generated include side-by-side box
plots, histograms, index plots, multiple quantile-quantile plots, interval graphs, control charts, and
bivariate scatter plots of raw data.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

This software package performs statistical evaluations of data sets for groundwater or soil con-
taminants. Scout provides alternatives for sites at which practitioners must evaluate site con-
taminant cleanup criteria, perform trend analyses on groundwater contaminant monitoring data, or
perform statistical evaluations on the data sets, including distribution assessments, outlier iden-
tification, and interval estimates to compute decision making statistics.

Benefits

l user friendly and offers easy presentation of results, which allows for interpretation and
decision making

l capable of handling large data sets
Limitations and Data Requirements

Scout v1.00.01 (2009) is designed specifically for use in evaluation of soil and groundwater data
and is not a general statistics package. There is no plan to upgrade the Scout software in the near
future.

References

An overview and user guide is provided online and gives more detailed information on the cap-
abilities of the software.
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D.19 SPSS (IBM(R) SPSS Statistics 19 Base)

Approximate Cost: Depends on level of licensing and support: Standard Package, $2,300-
$13,000 and Premium Package, $6,900-$39,000

Source: IBM (www.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/products/statistics)

Current Version: v22 (2013)

Operating System Needs:

l IBM SPSS Statistics Base 22 for Windows: Microsoft Windows XP (Vista or Windows 7)
l IBM SPSS Statistics Base 22 for Mac: Apple Mac OS 10.5 (Leopard) or 10.6 (Snow Leo-
pard),

Input Structure: Can accept data from multiple file formats

Overview

SPSS is a high-end, general purpose statistical package with a wide variety of capabilities. Ori-
ginally developed for analyzing social science data, SPSS is now used in business analytics, medi-
cine, academia, and some environmental settings. Like other general purpose packages, SPSS is
not specifically tailored for groundwater analysis, yet can perform many of the tests typically con-
ducted on groundwater data.

These tests include methods to compare groups such as t-tests and one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA), as well as trend analysis such as linear and nonlinear regression. SPSS also has mul-
tivariate methods that can be used to interpret patterns in groundwater data. Typically, multivariate
analysis (such as principle component analysis, Q-mode factor analysis, and cluster analysis) exam-
ines correlation among variables in terms of a few weighted combinations of the component vari-
ables. Multivariate analysis can achieve great efficient compression of the original data, while
gaining information to help interpret the environmental geochemical origin of contaminants.

Disclaimer: Statistical functions and capabilities presented for this software package have not been
reviewed or verified by IBM.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier ◒ N/A

ROS N/A
Cohen/MLE N/A

http://www.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/products/statistics
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests ● N/A

Outlier tests ● N/A

Data transformations ● N/A

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ● N/A

SWFPR N/A
Contaminant ranking N/A
Monitoring network optimization N/A

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits N/A

Prediction Limits ◒
Testing Compliance Limits ● N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● ●
Batch plots ● ●
Tweaking of graphics ◒ ●

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● N/A

ANOVA ● N/A

Spatial Analysis
Geostatistics/Mapping N/A
Kriging/Interpolation N/A
Spatial smoothing N/A

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression ● N/A

Nonlinear regression ● ●
Theil-Sen line N/A

Time Series analysis ◒ ●
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ● N/A

Factor/Discriminant analysis ● N/A

Bootstrapping ●
Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

Multiple add-ins are available for SPSS, including applications for bootstrapping, regression ana-
lyses, decision trees and others. SPSS also allows for integration of R to expand the range of avail-
able applications. A listing of available software packages is provided on the product website:
www.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/products/statistics.

Ease of Use and Data Import

SPSS Statistics 22 is a comprehensive system for analyzing data that can accept data from almost
any type of file and use them to generate tabulated reports, charts, and plots of distributions and
trends, descriptive statistics, and complex statistical analyses. This program has simple menus and
dialog box selections that make it possible to perform complex analyses without using command
syntax.

SPSS has a data editor. This feature is user-friendly and resembles a spreadsheet. Using this fea-
ture, you can enter data directly into SPSS. In this editor, the columns represent the variables, and
the rows represent the observations. You can also import data from a number of different sources,
such as data stored in IBM SPSS Statistics data files; spreadsheet applications (such as Microsoft
Excel); database applications (such as Microsoft Access); and text files.

Types of Distributions

SPSS is primarily a tool for data analysis rather than a tool to generate specific kinds of dis-
tributional data. The Simulation option, however, offers Monte Carlo simulation of a wide range of
standard statistical distributions, including ones common to groundwater analyses like the normal,
lognormal, gamma, exponential, Weibull, binomial, and Poisson distributions.

http://www.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/products/statistics
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Visualization

This program generates commonly used charts such as scatter plots, histograms, and population pyr-
amids. SPSS can create these charts more easily with Chart Builder. This chart creation interface
allows you to create a chart by dragging variables and elements onto a chart creation canvas. The
Graphics Production Language (GPL) can be used to customize charts.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analyses

Since SPSS is not tailored for groundwater statistics, it is mostly limited in groundwater applic-
ations to standard statistical tests like t-tests, ANOVA, linear regression and their nonparametric
counterparts. SPSS accommodates upper-tail censored data in survival analysis, but not lower-tail
censored values such as nondetects.

Benefits

l easily available
l widely used, with active support community
l most standard statistical methods are available
l click and point interface as well as command interface
Limitations

l cost
l not tailored for groundwater statistical analyses
l not all typical groundwater statistical tests included in base package; must integrate with R
and create customized functions

l difficult to produce customized analysis
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D.20 STATISTICA

Approximate Cost: $1,195

Source: StatSoft (www.statsoft.com)

Current Version: STATISTICA 12

Operating System Needs:Windows 7 (recommended), Windows Vista, Windows XP

Input Structure: Can directly open spreadsheet, text, and database files

Overview

STATISTICA is user friendly, while still allowing for significant customization and functionality.
The base package computes practically all common descriptive statistics and can produce a wide
variety of customizable graphics. The base software includes graphics tools along with the fol-
lowing modules:

l descriptive statistics, breakdowns, and exploratory data analysis
l correlations
l basic statistics from results spreadsheets (tables)
l interactive probability calculator
l t-tests (and other tests of group differences)
l frequency tables, cross-tabulation tables, stub-and-banner tables, multiple response analysis
l multiple regression methods
l nonparametric statistics
l one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)/multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA)
l distribution fitting

STATISTICA Query can be used to easily access data from databases using Microsoft's OLE DB
conventions and allows easy statistical analysis of large and changing databases. STATISTICA
interacts directly with the free software package R, allowing users to have additional features not
present in the base software, while maintaining the customization and ease of use of
STATISTICA.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● ●
Kaplan-Meier ●

http://www.statsoft.com/
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

ROS

Cohen/MLE ◒
Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● ●
Distributional tests ● ●
Outlier tests ● ●
Data transformations ● ●

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ● ●
SWFPR ●
Contaminant ranking ● ●
Monitoring network optimization

Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● ●
Tolerance Limits ● ●
Prediction Limits ● ●
Testing Compliance Limits ◒ ●

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● ●
Batch plots ● ●
Tweaking of graphics ● ●

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● ●
ANOVA ● ●

Spatial Analysis
Geostatistics/Mapping
Kriging/Interpolation
Spatial smoothing

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ◒ ●
Mann-Kendall

Linear regression ◒ ●
Nonlinear regression ◒ ●
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Theil-Sen line

Time Series analysis ◒ ●
Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ◒ ●
Factor/Discriminant analysis ●
Bootstrapping ●

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

STATISTICA also has a number of add-in packages and modules that can enhance the func-
tionality of the base software package.

l The Data Mining add-in is a versatile tool that includes techniques for quick analysis of large
data files. 

l The Market Basket add-in uses sequence, association, and link analysis to build models and
extract rules from large data sets.

l The multivariate statistical process control allows users to apply univariate and multivariate
statistical methods for quality control, predictive modeling, and data reduction for complex
processes; determine and optimize the most critical processes or factors; monitor process char-
acteristics interactively; and build, evaluate, and use predictive models based on historical
data.

l The quality control add-in includes a wide selection of quality control analysis techniques
and additional quality control charts.

l Additional add-ins include advanced linear/nonlinear models, multivariate exploratory tech-
niques, power analysis and interval estimation, and variance estimation and precision.

Ease of Use and Data Import

STATISTICA is designed as a user-friendly software package. For additional help with the pro-
gram, you can watch a wide variety of training videos on the website or take a training seminar for
STATISTICA basics or advanced topics. 

STATISTICA can directly open many data types including databases, spreadsheets, and text files.
Using STATISTICA Query and Visual Basic, you can easily query and import or export data
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from databases for statistical analysis. Output data sheets and plots can be sent to workbooks,
STATISTICA reports, or Microsoft Word. STATISTICA can also coordinate with the free soft-
ware package R, allowing you to run R scripts and algorithms from STATISTICA and customize
outputs and graphics directly in STATISTICA. You can also record a macro of process steps,
allowing for easy reproduction and duplication of analysis.

Types of Distributions

STATISTICA contains a distribution fitting option which directly compares the distribution of data
to a wide variety of distributions. Available distributions for fitting include normal, rectangular,
exponential, gamma, lognormal, chi-squared, Weibull, Compertz, Binomial, Poisson, geometric, or
Bernoulli distributions. Once a distribution has been fit, you can evaluate the fit using a variety of
tests and plots.

Additional distribution fitting options are available in the STATISTICA Process Analysis add-in,
including the option to calculate the maximum-likelihood parameter. The STATISTICA Advanced
Linear/Non-Linear Model add-in allows you to fit data to complex, custom-defined functions.

Visualization

STATISTICA has a wide variety of plotting capabilities in both 2-D and 3-D. Plotting options in
the base package include box plots, 2-D and 3-D histograms, bivariate distributions, 2-D and 3-D
scatter plots, normal, half-normal, and detrended probability plots, quartile-quartile plots, prob-
ability-probability plots, contour plots, nonsmoothed surfaces, and icons. You can zoom in on por-
tions of the graphs, which can be useful when visualizing larger data sets and when producing
cross-section slices from 3-D graphics. STATISTICA also has the option of plotting multiple-sub-
set scatter plots and categorized scatter plots. The program provides many options to customize and
format figures and tables for reports and presentations.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

The STATISTICA base package and add-ins include a wide variety of customizable graphics,
which are ideal for use in groundwater data analysis. These plots can be used to analyze dis-
tribution, illustrate general trends, and support conclusions derived from hypothesis testing and
descriptive statistics. STATISTICA is also well known for its strong data mining add-in, which
allows you to rapidly analyze large data files and data sets.

Benefits

l easy to use and a wide variety of basic and advanced training videos and seminars available
l able to import, store, and export data easily
l advanced user direct interaction with R for additional statistical capabilities
l STATISTICA Query to interact and query directly in databases
l ability to plot and customize a wide variety of graphics
l strong data mining capabilities with the STATISTICA data mining add-in module
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l strong and easy-to-use multivariate analytic features not readily found in other statistical soft-
ware

l macros provided to record steps for easy reproduction of data analysis

Limitations and Data Requirements

l cost
l some statistical tools missing or have limited functionality relative to other statistical software
packages.

l  requires purchase of add-ins and modules for complete functionality
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D.21 SUMMIT TOOLS

Approximate Cost: Free (one seat, government, version 2.0)/$100 per sampling location per site
(unlimited seats, version 3.0)

Source: Summit Envirosolutions, Inc. (www.summite.com/products.html)

Current Version: v3.0

Operating System Needs:Windows 32 or 64 bit

Input Structure: Simple cross-tab comma-separated values (CSV) file (date, location name, X
coordinate, Y coordinate, parameter values)

Overview

SampleOptimizer and SampleTracker can be used for monitoring optimization to reduce sampling
costs and perform statistical testing to find potential anomalies in sampling data.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier N/A
ROS N/A
Cohen/MLE N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests N/A
Outlier tests N/A

Data transformations ● N/A

Statistical Design
Statistical Power N/A
SWFPR N/A
Contaminant ranking N/A

Monitoring network optimization ● N/A

Statistical Limits
Confidence Limits N/A
Tolerance Limits N/A

Prediction Limits ● N/A

Testing Compliance Limits N/A
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ● N/A

Tweaking of graphics ● N/A

Statistical Comparisons
t-tests N/A
ANOVA N/A

Spatial Analysis

Geostatistics/Mapping ● N/A

Kriging/Interpolation ● N/A

Spatial smoothing ● N/A

Regression/Time Series
Trend Tests N/A
Mann-Kendall N/A
Linear regression N/A
Nonlinear regression N/A
Theil-Sen line N/A
Time Series analysis N/A

Multivariate Analysis
Multiple regression N/A
Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A
Bootstrapping N/A

Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

The product is compatible and integrated with Summit’s EPIPHINY data management solution
($1000/seat) for import/export to and from multiple formats including spreadsheets, databases, and
a variety of text formats.

Ease of Use and Data Import

The tools require Windows (32 or 64 bit, XP or later). You can input data using a CSV file, or in
combination with EPIPHINY, to and from many other formats. Documentation and a brief tutorial
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are provided. The software is designed around an easy-to-use interface that automatically con-
figures the settings based on the input set and allows control of the entire optimization process.

Visualization

Graphics can be generated and modeling can be done with kriging or inverse distance weighting
interpolation methods. Results can be exported to PNG file, to GeoTIFF, or to ESRI Arc Grid.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

SampleOptimizer and SampleTracker are tools for both spatial and spatio-temporal analysis for
monitoring network optimization.

Benefits

l SampleOptimizer applies mathematical optimization to monitoring networks in an easy-to-
use desktop software tool.

l SampleTracker reviews new monitoring data against historical data. The software identifies
cases where current data deviates from expectations that are based on the historical data set.

Limitations and Data Requirements

l The software can perform spatio-temporal analysis but requires at least 4 rounds of past his-
torical data. Sampling optimization is best achieved on sites with at least 15 sampling loc-
ations.

l Data import formats are limited to CSV files, unless EPIPHINY or another conversion tool
is used (Excel can save as a CSV file, for example).

References

Summit Envirosolutions, Inc. 2013. Summit Envirosolutions, Our Products. http://www.sum-
mite.com/products.html.
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D.22 SYSTAT

Approximate Cost: $999 (government/nonprofit Organization)

Source: www.systat.com

Operating System:Windows, UNIX, Macintosh

Input Structure: Data can be imported from a wide variety of data sources including but not lim-
ited to text/binary files, spreadsheets and databases. A BASIC-type language is available for extens-
ive data management and manipulation within the program.

Overview

SYSTAT features 49 functions in the standard package library including bootstrapping and
sampling, cluster analysis, linear regression, mixed regression, nonparametric tests, random
sampling, smoothing, spatial analysis, and time series analysis.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs

Simple Substitution ● N/A

Kaplan-Meier ● N/A

ROS ◒ ●
Cohen/MLE ● N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ● N/A

Distributional tests ● N/A

Outlier tests ● N/A

Data transformations ● N/A

Statistical Design

Statistical Power ● N/A

SWFPR ◒ ●
Contaminant ranking ● N/A

Monitoring network optimization ◒
Statistical Limits

http://www.systat.com/
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits ◒ ●
Prediction Limits ◒ ●
Testing Compliance Limits ◒ ●

Graphics

Plots/Charts ● N/A

Batch plots ● N/A

Tweaking of graphics ● N/A

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ● N/A

ANOVA ● N/A

Spatial Analysis

Geostatistics/Mapping ● N/A

Kriging/Interpolation ● N/A

Spatial smoothing ● N/A

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ● N/A

Mann-Kendall ● N/A

Linear regression ● N/A

Nonlinear regression ● N/A

Theil-Sen line ● N/A

Time Series analysis ● N/A

Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression ● N/A

Factor/Discriminant analysis ● N/A

Bootstrapping ●
Capability Ratings:
N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
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(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

SYSTAT Exact Tests extends the functionality of SYSTAT. This add-in uses an exact inference
function to run statistical tests on sparse or imbalanced samples, where the usual asymptotical
assumptions might produce misleading results.

A free student version called MYSTAT is also available. MYSTAT retains most of the full func-
tionality of SYSTAT, except that only 100 variables are allowed, with no limits to the number of
rows (cases).

Ease of Use and Data Import

The most common data structures in SYSTAT are rectangular (column/row) files, but triangular
data files are also allowed. SYSTAT can import data import from ASCII files and from various
popular formats such as Excel, dBase, SAS, and Minitab. Data files can be easily manipulated
through the built-in BASIC-like language support. The user interface can be interactive (with all
commonly used commands accessed through drop-down menus and dialog boxes), or command
driven for more experienced users. Comprehensive online help documentation is available.

Types of Distributions

SYSTAT can be used for calculating properties of probability distributions, as well as to check
whether a given data set fits a standard distribution. Some distributions and distributional tests sup-
ported in SYSTAT include beta, binomial, Cauchy, chi-square, exponential, F, gamma, Gompertz,
Gumbel, lognormal, logistic, negative binomial, normal, Poisson, Student’s T, uniform, and
Weibull.

Visualization

SYSTAT has a comprehensive graphics library and can produce presentation-quality graphics for
most of the commonly used plots. Graphs can be easily annotated and edited.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

SYSTAT is used for the following groundwater data analysis tasks:

l calculate summary statistics
l perform distributional tests
l calculate point estimates of population mean
l calculate interval estimates of population mean with known and unknown variance
l perform sampling size of population mean
l calculate point and interval estimates of population proportion
l test hypotheses
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l perform linear and nonlinear regression
l perform analysis on time-series and spatial data
l analyze nondetects in data using substitution-type methods and also more advanced max-
imum likelihood estimator methods

l develop custom applications

Benefits

l flexible, interactive, and powerful environment for data analysis and visualization
l built-in support for a variety of statistical analyses ranging from simple to complex
l macros for performing complex analyses
l presentation-quality graphics and automated reports easily produced
l SYSTAT support staff and help through an extensive FAQ data base, as well as a know-
ledgeable online community for support issues

Limitations and Data Requirements

l Cost may be prohibitive.
l The program offers functions and libraries to read and process data from a variety of sources
including but not limited to: ASCII files, binary files, spreadsheets, and databases.

l As long as the data format and structure is known, the data can be imported into SYSTAT.
No data size limitations exist, other than hardware limitations of the computer running the
software.

References
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D.23 Visual Sampling Plan (VSP) Software

Approximate Cost: Free

Source: http://vsp.pnnl.gov

Current Version: v6.5

Operating System Needs:Windows XP or later

Input Structure: Supports text, manual entry, ESRI file formats (SHP, ASCII grid), DBX
formats, or copy and paste from other applications (such as spreadsheets)

Overview

The Visual Sampling Plan (VSP) software was developed by the Pacific Northwest National Lab-
oratory. You can use VSP to develop a groundwater sampling plan that is based on statistical prin-
ciples. You can use VSP to analyze groundwater sampling results. VSP Version 6.5 provides
sample-size equations and algorithms for specific statistical tests that support environmental
sampling objectives. VSP can also be used at sites with suspected contamination to support data
quality assessment. The program is easy-to-use with graphical user interfaces (Matzke et al. 2010).
Some of the statistical algorithms in VSP have undergone a rigorous validation assessment (Nuffer
et al. 2009).

Designed for project managers, regulators and technical staff without expertise in statistics, VSP
can be used for planning sampling of various media (groundwater, rooms and buildings, surface
soil, piles, or water bodies) for studies of environmental quality. It can also be used to sample items
such as drums, documents or equipment.

Statistical Functions

Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Handling of NDs
Simple Substitution N/A

Kaplan-Meier ●
ROS N/A
Cohen/MLE N/A

Exploratory/Diagnostic Tools

Summary Statistics ●
Distributional tests ◒
Outlier tests ◒

http://vsp.pnnl.gov/
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Statistical Method Capability As Is Capability with
Scripts/Add-Ins

Data transformations N/A
Statistical Design

Statistical Power ●
SWFPR N/A
Contaminant ranking N/A

Monitoring network optimization ●
Statistical Limits

Confidence Limits ● N/A

Tolerance Limits ◒ N/A

Prediction Limits N/A
Testing Compliance Limits N/A

Graphics

Plots/Charts ●
Batch plots ◒
Tweaking of graphics ◒

Statistical Comparisons

t-tests ●
ANOVA ●

Spatial Analysis

Geostatistics/Mapping ●
Kriging/Interpolation ●
Spatial smoothing ●

Regression/Time Series

Trend Tests ●
Mann-Kendall ●
Linear regression ●
Nonlinear regression ◒
Theil-Sen line N/A

Time Series analysis ●
Multivariate Analysis

Multiple regression N/A
Factor/Discriminant analysis N/A
Bootstrapping N/A

Capability Ratings:
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N/A = Not applicable or not available

● = Full capability

◒ = Some capability
(blank cell) = No capability

Add-Ins Available

None

Ease of Use and Data Import

VSP is menu driven software that performs statistical sample design and analysis. Map information
can be imported from GIS and data for analyses can be imported from text files or pasted from the
clipboard.

Types of Distributions

VSP offers statistical methods based on normally distributed data as well as nonparametric meth-
ods. In addition the user may apply log-transformations to their data.

Primary Uses for Groundwater Data Analysis

Users only interested in RCRA applications can select the RCRA Version, which focuses on
designs for monitoring and trends. Trends can be evaluated either with or without seasonality
based on the Mann-Kendall trend test. VSP also has a module to evaluate redundancy of wells.
The well redundancy modules in VSP can identify redundant wells and identify a technically
defensible temporal spacing of observations for wells. The redundant well module uses a geo-
spatial analysis based on kriging. VSP also has a module to help with new well placement to
reduce estimation uncertainty. The sampling frequency well evaluation is applied on a well-by-well
basis and is based on iterative thinning methods.

Benefits

l free
l includes tools to develop statistically-based sampling design for a variety of environmental
problems

l some tools developed specifically for groundwater monitoring sampling problems
l visualizes spatial mapping tools and facilitates export for use in other spatial tools like
ArcGIS

l automatic reports produced for any work done in VSP that summarizes the statistical assump-
tions, analyses performed, and methods used.

Limitations and Data Requirements

The background tests developed for VSP are most applicable to solid media.
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APPENDIX E. ITRC GROUNDWATER STATISTICS AND MONITORING
COMPLIANCE TEAM SURVEY RESULTS

E.1 Survey Summary

The web-based Groundwater Statistics and Monitoring Compliance (GSMC) Survey was con-
ducted using Survey Monkey during the summer of 2011.

l ITRC received 126 responses from 34 states.
l Most questions could be skipped. The only required questions were the state and role cat-
egory questions.

l The highest participation was from the states as seen in Table E-1.

States Represented
State Responses

CA - California 15
IN - Indiana 12
FL - Florida 11
NY - New York 9
WA -Washington 8
AZ - Arizona 7
VA - Virginia 6

Table E-1. States represented in the sur-
vey responses

l Table E-2 includes the responses by role category.

All Responses
Category Responses

State regulator 55
Federal employee, non-regulator 33
Consultant 21
Federal regulator 7
State employee, non-regulator 5
Industry representative 3
Public/tribal stakeholder 2

Table E-2. Survey responses by role cat-
egory

http://www.surveymonkey.com/
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l Table E-3 includes the respondent answers for their technical background (individuals could
choose more than one response).

Skill Set
Response Responses

Hydrogeology 60
Geology 57
Environmental science 51
Project management 38
Environmental regulations and laws 36
Remediation technology 28
Chemistry 27
Engineering 26
Groundwater modeling 19
Risk assessment 19
Statistics 18
Biology 12
Toxicology 8
Geostatistics 6
Soil science 5
Physics, Health Physics 1
Community relations 1

Table E-3. Skill set of respondents

E.2 Agency- or Program-Level Responses

The survey included questions that referred to the agency or program with which the respondent
either worked (if a state or federal employee) or the agency or program with which the respondent
mainly interacted. Results for several of these questions are presented.

l Respondents were asked if their program or agency has specific policies or guidance for the
use of statistics for groundwater data. Figure E-1 summarizes the responses.
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Figure E-1. Responses to the question: Does your program or agency have specific policies
or guidance for the use of statistics for ground water data?

l Respondents were asked about who primarily reviews or performs statistical analyses within
their program or agency. This question had “please check all that apply” and "other" write-in
space. The four answers that were given are listed in Table E-4. The write-in answers were
categorized approximately by one of the four responses, plus the “groundwater statistics are
not used” answer. A few representative comments are included below the table.

Who Performs or Reviews Statistics?
Response Number

Technical support group - in house 56
Each project manager 40
Technical support available through outside con-
tractor 26

One specific expert who reviews or performs stat-
istical analyses 21

Groundwater statistics not used 4

Table E-4. Responses to question about who performs
or reviews the statistical analyses

l Who performs or reviews statistical analyses?

o Generally, each project manager reviews the project and consults, as needed, with
the "specific expert."
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o Statistics are assigned to staff geologists, regardless of their background with stat-
istics.

o The technical support group is made up of chemists, engineers, and geologist. There
is not a statistician in house.

o We do not use statistical analysis in the remedial programs.

l Respondents were asked: If groundwater statistics are not generally used, are any of the fol-
lowing factors? Table E-5 includes the responses to this question.

Statistics Not Used
Response Number

Staff is not proficient in rigorous statistical analyses 35
Regulations do not require 24
No perceived need 21
Insufficient time and resources to review submittals 21
High cost of doing statistical evaluations 8
Regulations do not allow 5

Table E-5. Factors as to why statistics are not used

l Respondents were asked about how challenging it is to use statistics for decision making. In
addition, write-in answers describing the challenges were requested. Figure E-2 summarizes
the responses for how challenging is it to use statistics.

Figure E-2. Responses for how challenging is it to use statistics.
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l The identified challenges included the following:

o checking the accuracy of the data, applicability of the method to the data set
o knowledge of reviewer or project manager and keeping current on statistical applic-
ations if they don’t use every day; practical training; knowing when the presentation
or results of statistical analyses are inaccurate or inappropriate

o understanding of results by nonstatisticians
o data that are suitable for statistical analyses (for example, poor planning, sparse data,
not following DQO process)

o misapplication of statistical analyses
o knowledge of statistical software applications, formatting and exporting data for use
in software

o expense of software
o expense of groundwater monitoring programs needed to generate the needed data set
o not challenging, statistics not used in some or all programs

l Respondents were asked about the types of sites where policies or guidance are applicable.
Figure E-3 summarizes the responses for this question.

Figure E-3. Types of sites for which policies or guidance are applicable.

E.3 Individual-Level Responses

The survey included a group of questions about the individual's knowledge and experience with
statistical analyses.
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l Figure E-4 summarizes the responses about individual knowledge and experience.

Figure E-4. Individual knowledge and experience with statistical analysis.

l Respondents were asked: How familiar are you with the USEPA’s 2009 Unified Guidance?
Figure E-5 includes the responses to this question.

Figure E-5. Responses on familiarity with the USEPA's Unified Guidance.
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l Respondents were asked: How do you use groundwater statistics? Figure E-6 summarizes
the use of groundwater statistics by various tasks and project life cycle stages.

Figure E-6. Use of groundwater statistics by various tasks and project life cycle stages.

l Respondents identified the types of statistical tests that they use in reviewing groundwater
data. A list of tests/methods identified by survey respondents is included in Table E-6 in
order of most responses to fewest responses. In addition, several respondents indicated that
they do not use or review any statistics or provided non-method-specific responses.

Statistical Methods Number
Simple descriptive statistics (such as sample
mean, median, range) 67

Tests for simple trends (such as Mann-Kendall) 60
Confidence Intervals 50
Histograms 42
Box plots 37
Prediction limits 35
Tolerance limits 34
Normal probability or quantile plots 29
Two-sample hypothesis tests (such as t-tests) 29
Control charts 29
Multi-sample hypothesis tests (such as ANOVA) 24
One-sample hypothesis tests 18
Nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum test 1
Outlier tests (such as Dixon's or Rosner's) 1
Principal component analysis - correspondence 1

Table E-6. Statistical methods that are used or
reviewed by survey respondents
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Statistical Methods Number
analysis (PCA-CA)
Shewart-CUMSUM test 1
Time Series (ARIMA) discriminant analysis non-
linear modeling of data 1

l Respondents were asked about the challenges or misuses of statistics. The answers included
statements such as the following:

o lack of knowledge
o connection between conceptual site model (CSM), monitoring network, data quality,
and data set collected

o terminology issues and misunderstandings
o drawing conclusions from insufficient data
o ensuring that statistical assumptions are valid
o using an overly simplified approach
o for some software applications, a steep learning curve, expensive training, and expens-
ive software

o interpreting the uncertainties associated with statistical methods and tests
o misrepresentation of the results, biased presentations
o how to handle nondetect values
o application of the wrong statistical test
o issues with background
o difficulties for the regulators in trying to recheck the calculations performed or using
software to confirm that calculations were performed correctly

o using statistics to avoid cleanup
o software applications that are deceptively easy to use, but difficult for novice users to
ensure that the calculations are appropriate

o communicating the results to decision makers

l The respondents were asked to assign value to the topics that the GSMC team identified for
the guidance document. Figure E-7 includes the responses.
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Figure E-7. Value of topics for the guidance document.

l The respondents were asked about the value of training for their agency or organization.
These responses are included in Figure E-8.

Figure E-8. Applicable level for training on identified topics for groundwater statistics.
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APPENDIX F. METHODS TO VERIFY UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS FOR TESTS

Any formal inferential statistical test makes a series of assumptions about the underlying population from which the sample data are
drawn and the manner in which those measurements are drawn. These assumptions might include ‘the population is normal’ or ‘the pop-
ulations being compared have the same variance’ or ‘the background population has a stable mean over the period in question.’ In addi-
tion, certain kinds of data, such as nondetects, can be difficult to analyze unless special statistical adjustments are made.

The tables included in this section list the major assumptions that should be checked and adjustments that might be needed for each com-
monly-used groundwater statistical method. More information about the methods can be found in Section 5.0. In each case, the table
offers diagnostic methods (where feasible) that can be used to check the assumption. Section 3.5 includes more information about the dif-
ferent assumptions used.

Tests Confidence
Intervals

Nonparametric
Confidence
Intervals

Confidence
Bands

Linear
Regression Mann-Kendall Theil-Sen

Normality l probability plot
l correlation coef-
ficient

l Shapiro-Wilk

N/A l probability plot
l correlation
coefficient

l Shapiro-Wilk
(on residuals)

l probability plot
l correlation
coefficient

l Shapiro-Wilk
(on residuals)

N/A N/A

Spatial vari-
ability

N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Homogeneity
of variance

N/A N/A scatter plot (resid-
uals vs. time;
residuals vs. fit-
ted trend)

scatter plot(resid-
uals vs. time;
residuals vs. fit-
ted trend)

N/A N/A

Temporal cor-
relation (for
example, sea-
sonality)

l sample auto-
correlation func-
tion (ACF)

l rank von Neu-
mann ratio test

l sample auto-
correlation
function (ACF)

l rank von Neu-

l sample auto-
correlation
function (ACF)

l rank von Neu-
mann ratio test

l sample auto-
correlation
function (ACF)

l rank von Neu-
mann ratio test

Usually not
tested (if sea-
sonality, use
seasonal

Usually not tested (if
seasonality, use sea-
sonal Mann-Kendall
or first de-seasonalize
data)

Table F-1. Checking the underlying method assumptions for confidence limits and trend tests
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Tests Confidence
Intervals

Nonparametric
Confidence
Intervals

Confidence
Bands

Linear
Regression Mann-Kendall Theil-Sen

mann ratio test
(but difficult to
test if large
fraction of
NDs)

(on residuals) (on residuals) Mann-Kendall
or first de-sea-
sonalize data)

Temporal sta-
bility (pres-
ence of
trends)

l time-series plots
l Mann-Kendall
l linear regres-
sion

l time-series
plots

l Mann-Kendall
l linear regres-
sion

l time-series
plots

l Mann-Kendall
l linear regres-
sion

N/A N/A N/A

Outliers l probability plot
l Dixon's test
l Rosner's test

box plot screen-
ing; difficult to
test formally (out-
lier tests assume
normality)

l probability plot
l Dixon's test
l Rosner's test
(residuals)

Difficult to test
formally (must be
able to compute
normal residuals;
useMann-Kend-
all or Theil-Sen)

N/A (resistant
to outliers)

N/A (resistant to out-
liers)

Nondetects l simple sub-
stitution

l Kaplan-Meier
l regression on
order statistics

N/A simple sub-
stitution (<10-
15% NDs if using
linear regres-
sion); switch to
Theil-Sen if more
NDs

UseMann-Kend-
all, Theil-Sen, or
Akritas-Theil-Sen

Score pairs of
NDs as ties (if
small fraction
of NDs). Use
Kendall's tau-
beta if many
NDs (see
Helsel 2005)

simple substitution (if
<10-15% NDs; use
Akritas-Theil-Sen if
many NDs)

Table F-1. Checking the underlying method assumptions for confidence limits and trend tests (continued)
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Tests Tolerance
Limits

Nonparametric
Tolerance Limits

Prediction
Limits

Nonparametric
Prediction Limits

Shewhart-CUSUM
Control Chart

Normality l probability plot
l correlation coef-
ficient

l Shapiro-Wilk (on
background data)

N/A l probability plot
l correlation
coefficient

l Shapiro-Wilk
(on back-
ground data)

N/A l probability plot
l correlation coefficient
l Shapiro-Wilk (on back-
ground data)

Spatial vari-
ability

l box plot
l one-way ANOVA
(for interwell lim-
its)

l box plot
l Kruskal-Wallis
(for interwell lim-
its)

l box plot
l one-way
ANOVA (for
interwell lim-
its)

l box plot
l Kruskal-Wallis (for
interwell limits)

l box plot
l one-way ANOVA (for inter-
well charts)

Homogeneity
of variance

Difficult to test
except periodically
(See Section 5.3,
Assumptions)

Difficult to test
except periodically
(See Section 5.3,
Assumptions)

Difficult to test
except peri-
odically (See Sec-
tion 5.4,
Assumptions)

Difficult to test except
periodically (See Sec-
tion 5.4, Assumptions)

Difficult to test except peri-
odically (See Section 5.13,
Assumptions)

Temporal cor-
relation (for
example, sea-
sonality)

l sample auto-
correlation func-
tion (ACF)

l rank von Neu-
mann ratio test

l sample auto-
correlation func-
tion (ACF)

l rank von Neu-
mann ratio test
(but difficult to
test if large frac-
tion of NDs)

l sample auto-
correlation
function (ACF)

l rank von Neu-
mann ratio test

l sample auto-
correlation function
(ACF)

l rank von Neumann
ratio test (but dif-
ficult to test if large
fraction of NDs)

l sample autocorrelation
function (ACF)

l rank von Neumann ratio
test

Temporal sta-
bility (pres-
ence of
trends)

l time-series plots
l Mann-Kendall
l linear regression
(on background
data)

l time-series plots
l Mann-Kendall (on
background data)

l time-series
plots

l Mann-Kendall
l linear regres-
sion (on back-
ground data)

l time-series plots
l Mann-Kendall (on
background data)

l time-series plots
l Mann-Kendall
l linear regression (on back-
ground data)

Outliers l probability plot box plot screening l probability plot box plot screening (on l probability plot

Table F-2. Checking the underlying method assumptions for tolerance limits, prediction limits, and control charts
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Tests Tolerance
Limits

Nonparametric
Tolerance Limits

Prediction
Limits

Nonparametric
Prediction Limits

Shewhart-CUSUM
Control Chart

l Dixon's test
l Rosner's test
(on background data)

(on background
data); difficult to test
formally (outlier tests
assume normality)

l Dixon's test
l Rosner's test
(on background
data)

background data); dif-
ficult to test formally
(outlier tests assume
normality)

l Dixon's test
l Rosner's test
(on background data)

Nondetects l simple sub-
stitution (if <10-
15% NDs)

l Kaplan-Meier
l regression on
order statistics

N/A l simple sub-
stitution (if
<10-15%
NDs)

l Kaplan-Meier
l regression on
order statistics

N/A l simple substitution
l Kaplan-Meier
l regression on order stat-
istics

Table F-2. Checking the underlying method assumptions for tolerance limits, prediction limits, and control charts
(continued)
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Tests Pooled Variance t-Test Welch's t-Test Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test Tarone-Ware
Normality l probability plot

l correlation coefficient
l Shapiro-Wilk
(on pooled residuals)

Shapiro-Wilk for Multiple
Groups

N/A N/A

Spatial variability l box plot
l one-way ANOVA
(for interwell tests; on
uncon-
taminated/background
data)

l box plot
l one-way ANOVA
(for interwell tests; on
uncon-
taminated/background
data)

l box plot
l Kruskal-Wallis
(for interwell tests; on
uncon-
taminated/background
data)

l box plot
l Kruskal-Wallis
(for interwell tests; on
uncon-
taminated/background
data)

Homogeneity of vari-
ance

l side-by-side box plots
l Levene's test

N/A side-by-side box plots(dif-
ficult to test formally)

side-by-side box plots (dif-
ficult to test formally)

Temporal cor-
relation (for
example, sea-
sonality)

l sample autocorrelation
function (ACF)

l rank von Neumann ratio
test (on each well)

l sample autocorrelation
function (ACF)

l rank von Neumann ratio
test (on each well)

Difficult to test with many
NDs

Difficult to test with many
NDs

Temporal stability
(presence of trends)

l time-series plots
l linear regression
l Mann-Kendall (on each
well)

l time-series plots
l linear regression
l Mann-Kendall (on each
well)

l time-series plots
l Mann-Kendall (on each
well)

l time-series plots
l Mann-Kendall (on each
well)

Outliers l probability plot
l Dixon's test
l Rosner's test
(on pooled residuals)

l probability plot
l Dixon's test
l Rosner's test
(for each well)

box plot screening (on each
well); difficult to test (outlier
tests assume normality)

box plot screening (on each
well); difficult to test (outlier
tests assume normality)

Nondetects simple substitution (if <10-
15% NDs)

simple substitution (if <10-
15% NDs)

Use midranks for tied NDs N/A

Table F-3. Checking the underlying method assumptions for two-sample tests
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Tests One-Way ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis Test
Normality l probability plot

l correlation coefficient
l Shapiro-Wilk

N/A

Spatial variability l box plot
l one-way ANOVA
(on uncontaminated/background data)

l box plot
l Kruskal-Wallis
(on uncontaminated/background
data)

Homogeneity of variance l side-by-side box plots
l Levene's test

side-by-side box plots(difficult to test
formally)

Temporal correlation (for
example, seasonality)

l sample autocorrelation function (ACF)
l rank von Neumann ratio test (on each well)

difficult to test with many NDs

Temporal stability (presence
of trends)

l time-series plots
l linear regression
l Mann-Kendall (on each well)

l time-series plots
l Mann-Kendall (on each well)

Outliers l probability plot
l Dixon's test
l Rosner's test

box plot screening (on each well); dif-
ficult to test (outlier tests assume nor-
mality)

Nondetects simple substitution (if <10-15% NDs) Usemidranks for tied NDs

Table F-4. Checking the underlying method assumptions for multi-sample tests
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APPENDIX H. ACRONYMS

3TMO 3-Tiered Monitoring and Optimization Tool
ACF autocorrelation coefficient or function
ACL alternate compliance limit
AFCEC Air Force Civil Engineer Center (formerly AFCEE)

AFCEE Air Force Center for Engineering and the Environment (changed to
AFCEC)

ANOVA analysis of variance
ARCH autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity
ARIMA autoregressive integrated moving average

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials (now known just as
ASTM International)

CASRN Chemical Abstract Service Registry Number
CCF cross-correlation function
CDF cumulative distribution function

CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liab-
ility Act

CES cost-effective sampling
CFR Code of Federal Regulations
CSM conceptual site model
CSV comma separated values
CUSUM cumulative sum control chart
DNAPL dense non-aqueous phase liquid
DQA data quality assessment
DQO data quality objective
EDA exploratory data analysis
EE/CA engineering evaluation/cost analysis
ERIS Environmental Restoration Information System

ERPIMS Environmental Resources Program Information Management Sys-
tem

GARCH generalized autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity
GRASS Geographic Resources Analysis Support System
GSMC Groundwater Statistics and Monitoring Compliance
GTS Geostatistical Temporal-Spatial optimization software
GWSDAT Groundwater Spatiotemporal Data Analysis Tool
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LCL lower confidence level or limit
LTL lower tolerance limit
LTM or
LTMgt long-term management

LTMO long term monitoring optimization
LUST leaking underground storage tank
MANOVA multivariate analysis of variance
MAROS Monitoring and Remediation Optimization Software
MCL maximum contaminant level
MDL method detection limit
MLE maximum likelihood estimation
MNA monitored natural attenuation
NAPL non-aqueous phase liquid
ND nondetect
NIRIS Navy Installation Restoration Information Solution
NPDES National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
OST offline storage table
PCB polychlorinated biphenyl
PCE perchloroethylene
PL prediction limit
Q-Q quantile-quantile
QA/QC quality assurance/quality control
RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
ROD record of decision
ROS regression on order statistics
SADA Spatial Analysis and Decision Assistance
SAS Statistical Analysis System
SCL single control limit
SD standard deviation
SEDD staged electronic data deliverable
SWFPR site-wide false positive rate
TEQ toxic equivalent
TIN triangular irregular network
TL tolerance limit
TPP technical project planning
TSCA Toxic Substances Control Act
TW Tarone-Ware statistic
UCL upper confidence level or limit
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UPL upper prediction limit
USACE U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
USEPA United States Environmental Protection Agency
UST underground storage tank
UTL upper tolerance limit
VBA Visual Basic for Applications
VSP Visual Sampling Plan
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APPENDIX I. GLOSSARY

A

alpha (α)
Decimal level of significance or false positive error rate of a statistical test (Unified Guid-
ance).

analysis of variance (ANOVA)
A statistical method for identifying differences among several population means or medi-
ans.

ARCH/GARCH
The autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity (ARCH) model is used to characterize
time series data when variance may occur. The generalized ARCH (GARCH) model is
used when the error variance is evaluated with an autoregressive moving average model.
Heteroscedasticity is the inequality of the variances of error terms in a data set (Engle
2001).

ARIMA
Autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) is a time series model consisting of
autoregressive parameters (explaining the time series observation with past values) and
moving average parameters (random shocks with an error structure that is usually Gaus-
sian). The integrated portion of the model refers to the order of differencing (subtracting
one observation from the previous one) in order to simulate stationarity in nonstationary
data.

arithmetic mean
The sum of a list of numbers, divided by the number of values (Stark 2013).

autocorrelation
Correlation of values of a single variable data set over successive time intervals (Unified
Guidance). The degree of statistical correlation either (1) between observations when con-
sidered as a series collected over time from a fixed sampling point (temporal auto-
correlation) or (2) within a collection of sampling points when considered as a function of
distance between distinct locations (spatial autocorrelation).

B

background
Natural or baseline groundwater quality at a site that can be characterized by upgradient,
historical, or sometimes cross-gradient water quality (Unified Guidance).
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bias
Systematic deviation between a measured (observed) or computed value and its true value.
Bias is affected by faulty instrument calibration and other measurement errors, systematic
errors during data collection, and sampling errors such as incomplete spatial randomization
during the design of sampling programs (Unified Guidance).

bimodal distribution
A data distribution that has two peaks or two modes (science-dictionary.org 2013;
NIST/SEMATECH 2012).

bootstrap
A computerized method for assigning measures of accuracy to sample estimates. This tech-
nique allows estimation of the sample distribution of almost any statistic using only very
simple methods. Bootstrap methods are generally superior to ANOVA for small data sets
or where sample distributions are nonnormal (USEPA 2010).

box plot
Graphic of selected descriptive statistics at a monitoring point such as mean, median, or
upper and lower quartiles (Unified Guidance).

Box-Jenkins ARIMA
Forecasting or extrapolating future values from a stationary time-series data set using an
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model. The model requires a sta-
tionary data set (Box and Jenkins 1970).

C

censored data
Values that are reported as nondetect. Values known only to be below a threshold value
such as the method detection limit or analytical reporting limit (Helsel 2005).

Central Limit Theorem
States that given a distribution with a mean, μ, and variance, σ², the sampling distribution
of the mean approaches a normal distribution with a mean, μ, and a variance σ²/N as N,
the sample size, increases (USEPA 2010).

conceptual site model (CSM)
A living collection of information about a site which considers factors such as envir-
onmental and land use plans, site-specific chemical and geologic conditions, and the reg-
ulatory environment (ITRC 2007b).

confidence interval
Statistical interval designed to bound the true value of a population parameter such as the
mean or an upper percentile (Unified Guidance).
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confidence level
Degree of confidence associated with a statistical estimate or test, denoted as (1 – alpha)
(Unified Guidance).

control charts
Graphical plots of compliance measurements over time; alternative to prediction limits (Uni-
fied Guidance).

correlation
An estimate of the degree to which two sets of variables vary together, with no distinction
between dependent and independent variables (USEPA 2013b).

correlograms
A plot of the autocorrelation coefficients versus the time lags. This plot is also known as an
autocorrelation plot.

criterion
General term used in this document to identify a groundwater concentration that is relevant
to a project; used instead of designations such as Groundwater Protection Standard, clean-
up standard, or clean-up level.

critical point (value)
A predetermined decision level for a test of statistical hypotheses (Unified Guidance).

D

Data Quality Assessment (DQA)
The scientific and statistical evaluation of data to determine if data obtained from envir-
onmental operations are of the right type, quality, and quantity to support their intended
use (USEPA 2002b).

Data Quality Objective (DQO) Process
A systematic planning tool (based on the scientific method) that identifies and defines the
type, quality, and quantity of data needed to satisfy a specified use. DQOs are the qual-
itative and quantitative outputs from the DQO process (USEPA 2002b).

data quality objectives
The qualitative and quantitative statements derived for the DQO process that clarifies the
study’s technical and quality objectives, defines the appropriate type of data, and specifies
tolerable levels of potential decision errors that will be used as the basis for establishing the
quality and quantity (USEPA 2002b).

degrees of freedom
The number of ways which members of a data set or data sets can be independently varied
(Unified Guidance).
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detection limit (DL)
The concentration that is statistically greater than the concentration of a method blank with
a high level of confidence (typically, 99%), or the lowest level of a given chemical that can
be positively identified when using a particular analytical method.

E

exploratory data analysis (EDA)
An approach for initial data evaluation using graphical methods to open-mindedly explore
the underlying structure and model of a dataset to aid in selection of the best statistical
methods. Typical techniques are box plots, time series plots, histograms, and scatter plots
(Tukey 1977; NIST/SEMATECH 2012; Unified Guidance).

extrapolation errors
Two common errors in statistical inference are sample error and extrapolation error. An
example of when extrapolation errors occur is in curve fitting for prediction outside of the
data domain. Hypothesis testing does not account for extrapolation error (Forster 2002).

F

false negative
In hypothesis testing, if the alternative hypothesis (Hᴀ) is true but is rejected in favor of the
null hypothesis (H₀) which is not true, then a false negative (Type II, β) error has occurred
(Unified Guidance).

false positive
In hypothesis testing, if the null hypothesis (H₀) is true but is rejected in favor of the altern-
ate hypothesis (Hᴀ) which is not true, then a false positive (Type I) error has occurred (Uni-
fied Guidance).

false positive rate
The frequency at which false positive or Type I error occurs. The false positive rate, or α
(alpha), is the significance level of a hypothesis test. If a test is at an α = 0.01 level of sig-
nificance there would be a 1% chance that a Type I error would occur (Unified Guidance).

G

gamma
A gamma distribution or data set. A parametric unimodal distribution model commonly
applied to groundwater data where the data set is left skewed and tied to zero. Very similar
to Weibull and lognormal distributions; differences are in their tail behavior, and the
gamma density has the second longest tail where its coefficient of variation is less than 1
(Unified Guidance; Gilbert 1987; Silva and Lisboa 2007).
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geochemical factors
Geologic/chemical parameters such as oxidation/reduction potential, nitrate, and sulfate
that may influence the distribution, concentration, or persistence of contaminants in the sub-
surface.

geometric mean
A summary statistic calculated by multiplying the data values and taking the Nth root,
where N is the sample size (science-dictionary.org 2013).

geostatistical analyses
An analysis using a branch of statistics that focuses on the analysis of spatial or spa-
tiotemporal data, such as groundwater data. One example of a geostatistical technique is
kriging, which is an interpolation method that is based on a statistical model of spa-
tiotemporal correlation (Gilbert 1987).

geostatistics
A branch of statistics that focuses on the analysis of spatial or spatiotemporal data, such as
groundwater data (Gilbert 1987).

groundwater protection standard (GWPS)
Concentration limits set by the regulatory agency as a standard to be attained in ground-
water monitoring. These limits may be fixed health- or risk-based limits (for example,
MCLs) or a background level (Unified Guidance).

H

heteroscedasticity
The inequality of the variances of error terms in a data set (Engle 2001).

histograms
Graphical representation of frequency with data values grouped into specified numerical
ranges (Unified Guidance).

homoscedasticity
The equality of variance among sets of data (Unified Guidance).

hypothesis test
A statistical test that determines whether one of two statements made about potential out-
comes of a statistical test is true. The null and alternative hypothesis statements refer to the
condition of a population parameter. The null hypothesis is favored, unless the statistical
test demonstrates the greater likelihood of the alternative hypothesis (Unified Guidance).
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I

interpolation errors
Error associated with interpolation or prediction of values within a data domain.

interquartile range
The middle range of an ordered set of sample values between the 25th and 75th sample per-
centiles (Unified Guidance).

interwell
Comparisons between two monitoring wells separated spatially (Unified Guidance).

interwell statistical testing
Statistical analyses of data collected from different monitoring wells (Unified Guidance).

intrawell
Comparison of measurements over time at one monitoring well (Unified Guidance).

intrawell statistical testing
Statistical analyses of data collected from one monitoring well over a period of time (Uni-
fied Guidance).

J

J flags
Laboratory qualifier or ‘flag’ indicating that an analyte is tentatively identified in the
sample, but cannot be quantified with precision because the value is below the quantitation
limit or lowest confirmed laboratory standard.

K

kriging
A weighted moving-average technique to interpolate the data distribution by calculating an
area mean at nodes of a grid (Gilbert 1987).

kurtosis
A measure of whether the data are peaked or flat near the mean. High kurtosis would
show a distinct peak near the mean and drop off rapidly to heavy tails
(NIST/SEMATECH 2012).
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L

lag plot
A plot that displays observations for a time series against a later set of observations, or
against the difference between the two sets.

linear regression analysis
A parametric statistical method to measure the linear trend of a data set using data point
regression residuals that are based on assumptions of normality, homoscedasticity, and
independence (Unified Guidance).

lognormal
A dataset that is not normally distributed (symmetric bell-shaped curve) but that can be
transformed using a natural logarithm so that the data set can be evaluated using a normal-
theory test (Unified Guidance).

lower confidence limit (LCL)
The lower value on a range of values around the statistic (for example, mean) where the
population statistic (for example, mean) is expected to be located with a given level of cer-
tainty (science-dictionary.org 2013).

M

maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
A statistical method used to make inferences about parameters of the underlying prob-
ability distribution of a given data set (USEPA 2010).

mean
The arithmetic average of a sample set that estimates the middle of a statistical distribution
(Unified Guidance).

median
The 50th percentile of an ordered set of samples (Unified Guidance).

midranks
When ranking a set of measurements by magnitude, assigning ranks to tied values by giv-
ing to each tie the average of the ranks those ties would have received were their ordering
known. Example: for data values {1, 2.5, 4.2, 5, 5, 5, 9, 10, 10}, the set of midranks
would be {1, 2, 3, 5, 5, 5, 7, 8.5, 8.5} since the 4th, 5th, and 6th values as ties would each
get the average of ranks 4, 5, and 6, and the 8th and 9th values as a second group of ties
would receive the average of ranks 8 and 9.
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monotonic trend
The long-term movement in an ordered series, which regarded together with the oscillation
and random component, generates observed values that are entirely increasing or decreas-
ing. (EPA 2006c)

multivariate statistical analysis
Any statistical technique designed to simultaneously analyze observations consisting of
multiple random variables, for example, a series of groundwater samples where meas-
urements are made on each sample for several chemicals. An example of a multivariate
method is cluster analysis, which can examine how groups of chemicals tend to form pref-
erential patterns in groundwater samples.

MyTerm

N

nondetects
Laboratory analytical result known only to be below the method detection limit (MDL), or
reporting limit (RL); see "censored data" (Unified Guidance).

nonparametric
Statistical test that does not depend on knowledge of the distribution of the sampled pop-
ulation (Unified Guidance).

normal distribution
Symmetric distribution of data (bell-shaped curve), the most common distribution assump-
tion in statistical analysis (Unified Guidance).

null hypothesis
One of two mutually exclusive statements about the population from which a sample is
taken, and is the initial and favored statement, H₀, in hypothesis testing (Unified Guid-
ance).

O

outliers
Values unusually discrepant from the rest of a series of observations (Unified Guidance).

P

parametric
A statistical test that depends upon or assumes observations from a particular probability
distribution or distributions (Unified Guidance).
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pooled
Groundwater samples from more than one sampling point.

power
See "statistical power."

prediction limits
Intervals constructed to contain the next few sample values or statistics within a known
probability (Unified Guidance).

probability plots
Graphical presentation of quantiles or z-scores plotted on the y-axis and, for example, con-
centration measurement in increasing magnitude plotted on the x-axis. A typical explor-
atory data analysis tool to identify departures from normality, outliers and skewness
(Unified Guidance).

p-value
In hypothesis testing, the p-value gives an indication of the strength of the evidence against
the null hypothesis, with smaller p-values indicating stronger evidence. If the p-value falls
below the significance level of the test, the null hypothesis is rejected.

Q

quantile plot
A graph of the ranked data versus the fraction of data points it exceeds (USEPA 2006c).

R

range
The difference between the largest value and smallest value in a dataset
(NIST/SEMATECH 2012).

regression analysis
A statistical tool for evaluating the relationship of one of more independent variables to a
single continuous dependent variable (Kleinbaum et al. 2007).

S

sampling point
A specific spatial location from which groundwater is being sampled.

scatter plots
Graphical representation of multiple observations from a single point used to illustrate the
relationship between two or more variables. An example would be concentrations of one
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chemical on the x-axis and a second chemical on the y-axis. They are a typical exploratory
data analysis tool to identify linear versus nonlinear relationships between variables (Uni-
fied Guidance).

seasonal autoregressive integrated moving average (SARIMA)
A model in which seasonal autoregression and moving average terms predict future values
from, or extrapolate, time series data. The SARIMA model incorporates seasonal and non-
seasonal factors. Statistical packages such as Minitab can be used (PSU 2012).

site-wide false positive rate (SWFPR)
The design probability of at least one statistically significant finding among a network of
statistical test comparisons at a group of uncontaminated wells (Unified Guidance).

skewness
A measure of asymmetry of a dataset (Unified Guidance).

spatial variability
Spatial variability exists when the distribution or pattern of concentration measurements
changes from well location to well location (most typically in the form of differing mean
concentrations). Such variation may be natural or synthetic, depending on whether it is
caused by natural or artificial factors (Unified Guidance).

standard deviation (SD)
An estimate of the degree of variability within a distribution indicating the degree to which
the values vary from the average value or mean (Unified Guidance).

stationarity
Stationarity exists when the population being sampled has a constant mean and variance
across time and space (Unified Guidance).

stationary
A distribution whose population characteristics do not change over time or space (Unified
Guidance).

statistical bias
Quantitative term describing the difference between the average measurements made on
the same object and its true value; see "bias" (NIST/SEMATECH 2012).

statistical confidence
Likelihood that a range of values will contain the population parameter of interest
(NIST/SEMATECH 2012).

statistical inference
Conclusions drawn from observed data without seeing all of the possible data (Unified
Guidance).
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statistical power
Strength of a test to identify an actual release of contaminated groundwater or difference
from a criterion (Unified Guidance).

statistical significance
Statistical difference exceeding a test limit large enough to account for data variability and
chance (Unified Guidance). A fixed number equal to alpha (α), the false positive rate, indic-
ating the probability of mistakenly rejecting the stated null hypothesis (H₀) in favor of the
alternative hypothesis (Hᴀ). Or, the p-value sufficiently low such that the analyst will reject
the null hypothesis (H₀).

T

temporal autocorrelation
The correlation between observations on a single variable over successive intervals of
time. This relationship is also called "serial correlation". Autocorrelation in temporal data is
significant for time-series analysis (Unified Guidance; Burt et al. 2009).

test power
The probability that the test correctly rejects the null hypothesis when the alternative hypo-
thesis is true (Stark 2013).

time series plot
A graphic of data collected at regular time intervals, where measured values are indicated
on one axis and time indicated on the other. This method is a typical exploratory data ana-
lysis technique to evaluate temporal, directional, or stationarity aspects of data (Unified
Guidance).

tolerance limits
The upper or lower limit of a tolerance interval (Unified Guidance).

t-test
A t-test, or two-sample test, is a statistical comparison between two sets of data to determ-
ine if they are statistically different at a specified level of significance (Unified Guidance).

type I error rate
The frequency at which a false positive or Type I error occurs. The false positive rate, or α,
is the significance level of a hypothesis test. If a test is at an α = 0.01 level of significance
there would be a 1% chance that a Type I error would occur (Unified Guidance).
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U

upper confidence limit (UCL)
The upper value on a range of values around the statistic (for example, mean) where the
population statistic (for example, mean) is expected to be located with a given level of cer-
tainty, such as 95% (science-dictionary.org 2013).

V

variance
The square of the standard deviation (EPA 1989); a measure of how far numbers are sep-
arated in a data set. A small variance indicates that numbers in the dataset are clustered
close to the mean.

variogram
A plot of the variance (one-half the mean squared difference) of paired sample meas-
urements as a function of the distance (and optionally the direction) between samples. Typ-
ically, all possible sample pairs are examined, distance and directions. Variograms provide
a means of quantifying the commonly observed relationship that samples close together
will tend to have more similar values than samples far apart (EPA 1989). A graphical tool
used in geostatistical analysis.

W

Weibull distribution
A parametric unimodal distribution model commonly applied to groundwater data where
the data set is right- or left-skewed. Also used for failure analysis. Very similar to gamma
and lognormal distributions; differences are in their tail behavior, and the Weibull density
has the smallest tail (Unified Guidance; Gilbert 1987; Silva and Lisboa 2007; Abernethy
2010).

Z

z score
The observed value of the z statistic (Stark 2013).

z statistic
A test statistic whose distribution under the null hypothesis has an expected value of zero
and can be approximated by the normal distribution (Stark 2013).
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